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Abstract 
This study explores how the immigration status of the 'asylum seeker' impacts upon notions of 
'identity', 'community' and 'belonging' whilst claiming asylum in the UK. By taking a narrative- 
dialogical approach this research explores the stories that have been constructed around 'asylum' 
by policy, those working with 'asylum seekers' and 'asylum seekers' themselves. This research 
looks at how the 'official' narratives of asylum are operationalised and delivered by workers 
contracted to implement government policy. The study also explores how those making a claim 
for asylum narrate their lives whilst living in dispersal sites in one region of the UK with 
particular focus paid to exploring how asylum and dispersal impacts upon 'identity' and 
'belonging'. 
The data for this project was generated in three phases. In the first phase of data generation ten 
asylum support managers participated in semi-structured interviews. These managers worked for 
local authorities in the Region planning the strategy and delivery of the National Asylum Support 
Service (NASS) policies to 'asylum seekers' accommodated locally. The second phase of the 
research also included workers involved in delivering NASS support but in a service delivery 
role. Twenty-two people from across the Region were invited to attend three separate focus 
groups. The third and final phase of the research involved the participation of ten 'asylum 
seekers', living in dispersal sites across the Region, in lengthy narrative interviews. The data was 
analysed using narrative analytical techniques informed by the work of Clandinin and Connelly 
(2000) and Riessman (2004) around thematic narrative analysis and guided by the theory of 
'dialogism' (Bakhtin, 1981). 
The research revealed that integrating a narrative-dialogical approach to understanding the 
casylum' experience has allowed space for a piece of research that appears to 'fit' into the fife 
worlds of the 'asylum seeker'. Moving toward a theoretical stance of dialogism has made it 
possible to explore an alternative way in which the production of narratives relate to both the 
personal and the social world of the individual. Rather than discounting the possibility that 
conflict and contradiction can exist in personal narratives simultaneously this research has shown 
that by taking a narrative-dialogical approach embraces the schizophrenic quality that appears to 
punctuate the narratives of exiles and 'asylum seekers'. The research has also shown that those 
contracted to operationalise and deliver NASS support to asylum seekers are not reduced to 
simple ventriloquists in the support process. Instead what has emerged are support service 
workers that take a creative and active role in interpreting their 'roles' to be conducive with the 
perceived needs of their organisation, the 'community' and the 'asylum seeker'. Narrating their 
work as a 'quest' support service workers can be seen as active and often 'heroic' in the way in 
which they act as a 'buffer' between the policies designed by NASS and the asylum seekers they 
support. By using Bakhtin's notion of authoritative and internally persuasive discourse (Bakhtin, 
1981), support service workers can be seen to be adhering to components of the 'official' or 
authoritative discourse whilst at the same time transforming other components that are not seen 
as internally persuasive. From the narrative accounts generated with 'asylum seekers' it emerged 
that conflict and contradiction appeared to confound their attempts to produce narrative 
coherence. This conflict and contradiction appeared to suggest a good deal of psychological 
tension as 'asylum seekers' attempted to narrate; feelings of belonging, the balance between 
security and uncertainty and their feelings of 'home' and identity. What appeared was a dialogical 
quality to their narrative accounts which emphasised simultaneity but due to their restricted 
inunigration status did not have the 'privilege' of being both/and. Rather what emerged was a 
dialogical structure that can be seen to be characterised by the tension of being 'in between' but 
being 'neither/nor'. Such a position restricts the ability to 'move and mix' (Hermans and 
Kempen, 1998) in their new milieu as they are held in stasis and limbo by the multiple voices 
spoken by the 'asylum system'. 
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Prologue 
"Our era, ' argues Edward Said, is the 'age of the refugee, the displaced 
person, the exile' (Christopher, 1995, p. 31). 
'Asylum' has become a predominant feature of the modern era particularly in those 
nations that constitute the 'West'. As a result, those wishing to explore the experiences 
associated with asylum need to appreciate the multiple influences upon the political 
development of 'asylum' as a concept, and also the multiple pressures upon the 
individuals identified in the 'West' as 'asylum seekers'. In acknowledging and embracing 
the multiplicity and complexity of the 'asylum experience' this thesis has entered into a 
constantly evolving process during its development and production. What I would like to 
do in this prologue is to explore with the reader the development of this thesis from 
conception to production and give the reader some idea of the intentions and the scope 
of this thesis. 
This thesis owes it conception to my experience of working with 'asylum seekers' as a 
resettlement worker for a number of years from the start of the 'dispersal system, a 
system implemented as a result of the creation of the National Asylum Support Service 
(NASS) by the Asylum and Immigration Act 1999. However, I will leave providing a 
more detailed explanation for the political framework and implications of the 'dispersal 
system' for the first chapter. What became interesting for me during my role as a 
resettlement worker was the way in which those individuals claiming asylum in the UK 
started to make sense of the various experiences (events, people, interactions, processes) 
that constituted their 'asylum experience'. In particular the 'no-choice' dispersal, that the 
NASS support system operates, means that the majority of new asylum applicants, if 
requiring state support for accommodation and/or subsistence, are sent to live in a 
variety of cities, towns and villages around Britain. At the time I became particularly 
intrigued as to the 'effect(s)' that these experiences and the policy of 'dispersal' had upon 
the psychological understanding for those classified as 'asylum seekers'. Thus, when 
leaving the Asylum Support Team that employed me, I began a research project that 
sought to explore how being an 'asylum seeker' was linked to notions of psychological 
well-being brought about by cultural change. Certain questions, because of my 
psychological back-ground, provided the impetus for this exploration. Did the dispersal of 
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asylum seekers to various areas, some of which were seen as isolated and 'ill-equipped' 
(Medical Foundation for the Care of Victims of Torture, 1999), increase the 
psychological distress of the already turbulent experience of migration and asylum? Were 
'asylum seekers' able to transgress the disruption caused by joining and developing social 
networks in the areas of dispersal? What exactly was the psychological need (if any) to 
develop and join social networks and 'communities'? It was important however, due to 
my own experiences, to also explore the contribution that those required to implement 
policy on behalf of NASS had to the asylum experience. It was anticipated, upon 
reflection of my own experience, that those delivering NASS policy, to some extent, 
influenced the lives of the 'asylum seekers' they were employed to support. Did the way 
that they interpret NASS policy in some way construct a delivery of this support that 
contributed to an alleviadon of psychological distress? Or did their interpretation 
unwittingly contribute to more psychological distress in the 'asylum seekers' they 
supported? 
To answer these first tentative questions I developed a single research aim; 'To e4lore the 
ixmiýrafion status of the aglum seeker and its impact upon identity, community and belongine. Upon 
reflection of this research project, in order to explore this aim, although the focus of 
'asylum' and 'dispersal' has remained constant, my ontological stance has mirrored the 
evolution, dynamism and complexity that surrounds the 'asylum experience'. I initially 
took a particularly positivistic stance in this investigation and sought to utilise a number 
of psychometric instruments to explore the prevalence of psychological distress in those 
asylum seekers subject to the dispersal policy. Becoming less convinced of this approach 
I moved towards an exploration of some of the theoretical underpinnings that many of 
the personality theories were based upon. I took as my theoredcal guide the idea of 
cacculturation' and explored the ideas, assumptions and development of this approach. 
Once again becon-dng unconvinced as to the suitability of the assumptions of 
cacculturation' I abandoned my positivistic notions and assimilated the assumptions of 
interpretivism and social constructionism embodied within a more 'narrative psychology'. 
To accompany my research airn I have had a number of research objectives that have 
guided me through the research process. However, as the first of these research 
objectives have always revolved around exploring the assumptions underpinning the 
various theoretical positions I have started from, these have also been subject to some 
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evolution. However, the final development and production of this thesis has been 
structured around five research objectives; 
1. to explore the historical, political and social development of asylum as a concept and 
as a process, 
2. to explore the official discourses around asylum, 
3. to explore how official discourses are interpreted in professional practice by support 
service workers, 
4. to explore how people making a claim for asylum narrate their lives during dispersal, 
5. to explore how dispersal impacts upon identity and belonging. 
In order to situate the thesis and its content for the reader what I would Eke to do is to 
briefly discuss the scope of the thesis where I have attempted to tell a story about what 
life may be like as a 'dispersed asylum seeker'. Chapter one attempts to provide a 
contextual base from which the concept of 'asylum' can be understood. This chapter 
aims to try and situate 'asylum' within both an historical framework and the multiple and 
complex geopolitical pressures where the immigration 'route' of asylum is located. This 
chapter deals firstly with an historical contextualisation of asylum exploring the 
development and use of asylum across the world throughout time. Particular focus is 
directed toward the development of legislation in Britain that has influenced the creation 
of an 'asylum system'. Secondly, this chapter explores some of the geopolitical influences 
that have contributed to the asylum debate. Asylum is discussed in relation to various 
other migratory networks, economic pressures and political experiences that operate 
throughout the world. This chapter then concentrates upon exploring the development 
and use of asylum polices, in the UK in particular, with reference to how the 
Government of the UK integrate asylum legislation and practice with existing and new 
polity. 
Chapter two then moves on to setting out the theoretical approach that underpins this 
research project. The development of a theoretical stance is explored and reflected upon. 
I review and question the assumptions of positivistic psychology in relation to personality 
theory and social cognitive approaches before moving to an elucidation of a 'cultural 
psychology' drawing upon social constructionism, narrative and dialogism. Chapier-tgre'e 
further explores the theoretical and epistemological implications arising out of a 
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combination of narrative and 'dialogical' approaches. Here an overview of narrative 
approaches in psychology is outlined before moving towards the unique contribution 
that narrative can lend to an investigation of psychological understanding. Narrative 
theory and narrative approaches are also critiqued and discussed in relation to the 
contribution a Bakhtinian approach can bring. Finally, I attempt to explain my 
negotiation of a narrative-dialogical approach to exploring the effects of migration and 
asylum. 
Chapter four moves towards describing the development of a methodological approach 
in this research project. Particular focus is placed upon the value of reflexivity in 
qualitative research before moving on to describing the practicalities of undertaking the 
fieldwork. The first two phases of data generation are reviewed in relation to the 
development and implementation of methods and included is a reflection upon my 
performance as a researcher. 
Chapter five presents my analysis and interpretation from the first two phases of the 
fieldwork with support service workers. Here I present the analytical strategy adopted for 
the analysis of the accounts generated with support service workers and then discuss a 
number of the interesting features identified in the accounts. In particular I explore some 
of the 'official discourses' of asylum support and look at how support service workers 
attempt to operationalise these discourses and assimilate them into their work. Special 
attention is placed upon the narration of 'support' in these accounts and I look at how 
csupport' is both resisted and transformed from the 'official discourse' to be internalised 
by the workers. Finally, I look at the way in which support service workers tend to adopt 
the imagery of the 'quest' narrative in which they explain their professional role in the 
support of asylum seekers. Here workers are seen to be able to creatively interpret their 
identities and roles to reduce the tension that exists between professional pressures of 
csupport' and overarching notions of 'control'. 
Chapter six returns to a methodological review in relation to the methodological 
considerations that play a part in the fieldwork with asylum seekers. Here I explore the 
practicalities that taking a narrative-dialogical approach has for the development of an 
interview approach and an interview schedule. I then analyse some of the methodological 
dilemmas inherent within research with refugee/asylum seeker populations and present 
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some of the strategies I adopted in 'resolving' these dilemmas. In particular I focus upon 
the complex issues of language in research with individuals from non-English speaking 
groups and discuss the strategy employed in attempting to address this issue. 
Chapter seven is the first of two analysis chapters concerned with the analysis and 
interpretation of the narrative accounts generated with asylum seekers. Firstly, this 
chapter deals with the analytical strategy employed in the analysis of asylum seeker 
accounts. This chapter then seeks to explore how asylum seekers interpret their 
experiences of initial arrival into the UK and the dispersal system. The ways in which 
asylum seekers narrate their 'day to day' experiences are explored, with a particular focus 
on looking at how asylum seekers 'survive' their dispersal experience. 
Chapter eight explores the prevalence of dialogicality in the experience of asylum and 
discusses the identification of three main dialogical motifs. Firstly, the ways in which 
countries and nations are narrated as individuals narrate the simultaneity of both feeling 
affection for both countries but also rejecting both countries. Secondly, the ways in 
which individuals narrate their involvement and affiliation with certain groups, 
organisations and 'communities' and the dialogical tensions that arise, are discussed. 
Finally, there is an exploration of the simultaneity of living within a position of 
uncertainty whilst deriving a certain amount of security from achieving the temporary 
status of the asylum situation. 
Chapter nine discusses some of the concluding comments arising out of this work and 
attempts to bring the thesis together by discussing the findings of the research with 
respect to the research aim and objectives. 
It is the hope that this thesis is seen both as a presentation of stories associated with the 
asylum experience and as a story of the research process in its own right. The writing of 
this thesis may deceive the reader into thinking that the writing of this thesis has been a 
linear process. But as policies change, and as world events occur, the social experience of 
storytellers and authors also change. However, what I hope follows is not simply a 
snapshot in time between 2002 and 2005 but rather a way in which understanding the 
experience of asylum seekers, and perhaps other groups living within situations of 
inclusion and exclusion, can be appreciated and developed. 
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Chapter One 
Understanding asylum in the UK 
Overview 
There is general agreement among various writers on the topic that 'asylum seeking' is a 
small and interconnected component of a much broader trans-national, multifaceted 
phenomenon (Craig, Dawson, Kilk-ey and Martin, 2004; Castles and Miller, 2003; Jordan 
and Dilvell, 2003). Therefore, within contemporary times it becomes impossible to 
remove the 'asylum seeker', and the domestic reaction to asylum, from a wider historical 
and global context Gordan and Dilvell, 2003). The aim of this chapter is to offer an 
interpretation of the asylum system as it stands in the early 21" century in order to 
provide a 'backdrop' for the rest of the thesis. I would therefore like to place the role of 
asylum, as a means of migration, in a historical context and discuss how the use of 
asylum has developed over time. I would also like to situate the use of asylum within the 
complexities of globalisation as asylum becomes increasingly located within pervasive 
geopolitical pressures. In order to demonstrate this, I will explore the role and influence 
of economic processes, historical and colonial migration pathways and international 
governmental policy. Following on from this, focusing in particular on the British 
experience with the asylum process, I shall provide a backdrop to how the UK 
Government has responded in developing the role of asylum in the UK I then move on 
to explore the interaction of policies aimed at asylum seekers in the UK and how they 
'fit' with current discourse on community and belonging. Finally, this chapter concludes 
with an examination of the implications of these factors and what they mean for asylum 
applicants in their endeavours to make sense of their lives. 
What is'asylum seeking'? 
The discipline of 'Refugee Studies' is dominated by debates over definitions which 
attempt to classify various forced or involuntary migrants depending upon a variety of 
legal and political categories (Castles, Crawley and Loughna, 2003). These categories have 
practical significance as each label affords certain international responsibilities and 
1 
'identities' to the holder (Boyle, Halfacree and Robinson, 1998). Making the distinction is 
inevitably intertwined with how such individuals are treated in international and domestic 
law and policy. In popular terms however, all such forced or involuntary migrants are 
referred to as 'refugees' but in legal terms this is actually quite a narrow category 
reflecting only those that can demonstrate a compatibility with the definition of a refugee 
outlined in the 1951 United Nations (UN) Convention Relating to the Status of 
Refugees. In Article One of the convention a refugee is defined as an individual who, 
owing to a weU founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, 
religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion 
is outside the country of his nationality and is unable, or owing to such fear, is 
unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a 
nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence as a 
result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwifling to return to 
it'. (Ibe 1951 UN Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees)' 
Certain commentators have doubted the relevance of this Convention in the present day 
(Straw, 2001). Others have commented upon those which it excludes such as those 
fleeing from gender related persecution (Kumin, 2001) others have questioned its ability 
to include populations displaced, through conflict, within the borders of their own 
country (IDP's) (Crisp, 1999). Regardless, the convention still operates as a framework 
from which a large number of refugees can be 'identified' and provided with the 
appropriate protection 2. 
Castles et al (2003) argue that it must be noted that the vast majority of forced or 
involuntary migrants move for reasons not recognised by this deffi-lition. Although the 
UNHCR note that the numbers of refugees in the world account for approximately 20 
million people (UNHCR, 2003), others have suggested that the proportion of the refugee 
and displaced persons population could be better estimated at over 50 milEon people 
(Ager, 1999). Unfortunately as a result reasonably reliable data is accessible on only two 
Although designed initially for the protection of refugees displaced throughout Europe by the events of 
World War II, it became increasingly necessary, in fight of a perceived global need, for its scope to be 
expanded to encompass the problem of displacement around the world. In 1967 a protocol that removed 
the geographical and time limitations written into the original convention was also introduced (UNHCR, 
1996). One hundred and forty states have since acceded to one or both of these instruments 
2 For more information about the discussions surrounding the endurance and applicability of the 1951 
Geneva Convention see UNHCR (2001) 
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kinds of forced niigrant; one being the refugees who are compatible with the definition 
above, the other being 'asylum seekers'. However, further complexity is generated when 
researchers such as Castles et al (2003) claim, that in 'many complex emergencies 
... 
many 
displaced people belong to more than one category' (p. 5). Similarly, Silove, Steel and 
Watters (2000) argue that this is the case for asylum seekers arriving in developed 
countries who can be seen as both political migrants and simultaneously economic 
migrants. 
qbe confluence of the 2 pressures-population movements to flee persecution 
and migration to escape poverty and to seek better opportunities-creates a 
complex geopolitical dilemma, especially since there is a close interrelationship 
between civil war, internecine conflict, economic underdevelopment, and 
impoverishment. Distinctions between political and economic refugees have 
become increasingly difficult to make, yet the Refugee Convention only specifies 
obligatory protection for the former category. ' (p. 605) 
Khan (2000) expands this notion and highlights the tensions associated with poverty and 
politics, 
'[B]y suggesting that there are 'genuine' people that are forced out of their 
homes by persecution and war, on the one hand, and those who simply seek a 
better life, on the other, the simplistic and unhelpful dichotomy between the 
asylum-seeker and an economic migrant 
... 
is perpetuated 
... 
It has been noted 
that leading migration scholars have argued that asylum-seekers and economic 
migrants arise out of the same situation of societal transformations and crisis 
linked to war, poverty, and nation-state formation 
... 
In this context, to question 
whether people leave out of desperation or aspiration is irrelevant. They seek to 
escape from social, economic and/or political insecurity to a more secure 
future. ' (p. 121) 
Although 'asylum seeking' in any legal sense has no meaning (Craig et al, 2004), asylum 
seekers can be readily identifiable in political terms, as they appear to offer quite a 
tangible concept. 
Asylum seekers are those people who travel to countries, that are not their own, in search 
of protection (asylum), but whose claim for refugee status has not yet been decided 
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(Castles et al, 2003). For the vast majority of states it is the definition provided in the 
Refugee Convention that provides them with a guideline as to who should be recognised 
as a refugee (granted asylum), and who falls outside this definition. Schuster (2003) 
however, is keen to point out that states although obligated by international law to 
protect those identified as refugees, are under no such obligation for asylum seekers, 
'[A]sylurn is a right of states, not of individuals, whose only right is to request and to 
enjoy asylum once it is granted' (p. 1). 
Some clarification on terms is needed for this thesis. Throughout the thesis 'refugees'will 
be used to describe all individuals that have fled their countries of origin because of some 
form of 'perceived', 'claimed' or 'actual' persecution (including asylum seekers). 'Asylum 
seekers' will be used to describe specific immigrants who fall under the notion of an 
individual that has moved across international borders in search of the protection of a 
country that is not their own, on the grounds of persecution, with their application for 
this protection (asylum) not yet decided. The author is aware of the Politicisation of the 
term 'asylum seeker' and is aware of the negative connotations of this term noted by 
some writers (Lynn and Lea, 2003) and the objectification and resulting marginalisation 
that using such a term can have. However, because 'asylum seekers' have been 
constructed in popular discourse they, as a result, occupy a particular 'position' in British 
society. The key focus in this thesis is to examine how those living with the immigration 
status of the 'asylum seeker' are constructed by 'official' and 'authoritative' discourse and 
to explore some of the implications such a status has for people. The hope is that by 
exploring the experience of the 'asylum seeker' this thesis can further contribute in 
attempts to deconstruct this [relpositioning created by what Lynn and Lea (2003) have 
called the 'common knowledge' which can also be known as the 'dominant' or 
'authoritative' discourse. The remainder of this thesis therefore, will focus specifically 
upon 'asylum seekers' and how 'they' adapt their lives to their new surroundings, with 
comparisons occasionally drawn between relevant research findings that draw on the 
more generic term of the 'refugee'. 
Counting the 'asylum seekers I 
At the present time there is somewhere in the region of 50,000 applications for asylum 
currently being analysed and processed by the UK government. The numbers of people 
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arriving in the UK to place a claim for asylum has, until recently, experienced a year on 
year increase, reaching a peak in 2002 with 86,150 applications (see table 1.1 below). 
Table. 1.1 Asylum applications placed in the UK from 1994 to 2003 
Year 1994 11995 11996 11997 1-1998 11999 12000 12001 12002 12003 
Total 32,830 43,965 129,645 134,495 146,015 171,155 180,315 171,045 186,150 149,405 
(Source: Home Utfice, 2004a) 
This follows a similar trend throughout Europe, North America and Oceania (Castles 
and Miller, 2003). Indeed, similar to the UK most Western European states have seen an 
increase in numbers of 'asylum seekers' with substantial numbers of asylum applications 
being lodged over the last few decades. For instance, asylum applications within the 
European Union experienced a particular high in 1992 where applications reached almost 
700,000 falling to a low of over 200,000 in 1996 which has since increased to just under 
400,000 (European Council on Refugees and Exiles, 2004). Table 1.2 presents the asylum 
applications lodged in the European Union by member states during 2002 and the early 
part of 2003. 
Table 1.2. Asylum applications lodged in the European Union in 2002 and the first 
quarter 2003 in member states. 
Country Total 
2002 
Jan-Mar 
2003 
UK 110,700' 20,640 
Germany 71,127 14,939 
France 50,798 12,323 
Austria 37,074 6,657 
Sweden 33,016 7,937 
Belgium 18,805 3,828 
Netherlands 18,667 3,674 
Ireland 11,634 2,818 
Italy 7,281 N/A 
Spain 6,179 1,547 
Denmark 5,947 1,176 
Greece 5,664 2,246 
Finland 3,443 768 
Luxembourg 1 1,043 298 
Portu al 1 245 22 
(Source: European Council on Refugees and Exiles, 2004) 
3 Figure includes estimated dependents with claimant 
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During the height of asylum claims within the EU in 1992 it was Germany that was the 
main focus for asylum applications experiencing significantly more applications than any 
other European Union state. Jordan and Ddvell (2002) argue that the reason why many 
European states experienced a fall in asylum applications after this date is that strict 
measures were introduced which adopted specific accommodation practices for asylum 
seekers and aimed to restrict the access to welfare by asylum seekers. Whilst this served 
to reduce the numbers of people lodging applications in these states the numbers placing 
applications in the UK increased. The UK did not adopt such restrictive measures until 
later and perhaps experienced a displacement of those that would have previously 
claimed asylum in other EU states Gordan and Dilvell, 2002). Since then however the 
UK government has over time tailored its policies in dealing with asylum applications as 
the numbers lodging applications continued to rise. As a result the Government created 
what some have critically called, a 'cocktail of measures' designed to be tougher on the 
approach to immigration and deter would-be asylum seekers (Cwerner, 2004). However, 
it seems that these policy reforms have, in the long-term, failed to deter increasing 
numbers of asylum applications from being placed in the UK (Geddes, 2003) and as a 
result asylum seekers remain a proportionally small but politically distinctive group of 
people living in the various 'communities' throughout the UK 
Exploring the 'development' and 'use' of asylum 
In a world that is seen as increasingly interconnected (Hermans and Kempen, 1998) and 
constantly shifting, with the forces of globalisation creating increasingly 'fragmented' 
individuals (Chaudhry, 1999) and 'dislocated' identities (Woodward, 2002) an 
understanding of the development of individual psychological understanding becomes 
rooted within the interconnected forces of history and geopolitics. Therefore, in order to 
understand the experience of being an 'asylum seekee and its relation to individual 
psychological understanding it becomes increasingly necessary to explore the use and 
practice of asylum. In order to understand how 'asylum seekers' negotiate their individual 
'identities' and experience attention needs to be drawn towards some consideration of 
the influence of historical and globalising forces (Bhatia and Ram, 2001 a). 
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Historical context of asylum 
I make no claim that this is in any sense the 'real' story of asylum, rather this serves as my 
interpretation of the multiple stories that have developed within the various historical, 
political and social structures that operate at all levels of individual and social life. What 
follows is an attempt to present the historical development of asylum with particular 
consideration paid to the changes in how asylum has been narrated in terms of 'key' 
historical events and their possible effects. The principal aim in doing this is to provide 
the necessary back-ground from which the psychological understanding of 'asylum 
seekers' can be further explored. It is recognised however, that what follows presents a 
rather linear narrative. I have attempted to be 'genealogical' (Foucault, 1980), exploring 
the way that the concept and use of asylum has developed over time. The aim of such a 
genealogical endeavour is to, '... historically trace how social practice and power relations 
produce discourses and knowlcdges and in what way this has shaped the modern world' 
(Malmberg, 2004, p. 3). Therefore, in seizing this genealogical spirit, I would like to 
highlight a number of themes that permeate the global and national responses and policy 
development towards asylum during the course of history which arguably contribute to a 
construction of asylum as we know it today. 
In the 'Beginning'... from Classical Greece to Nineteenth Century 
Britain 
Although not always labelled as asylum seeking such movement of individuals, brought 
about because of persecution and war, has occurred for centuries (Plaut, 1995). Many key 
historical figures have featured amongst individuals fleeing persecution who have sought 
refuge throughout time (Delahunty, 1996; Winder, 2004). Historical figures include 
Aristotle, Dante, and Thomas Hobbes with more contemporary figures including, 
Einstein, Freud, Marx, Lenin and the Shah of Iran (Delahunty, 1996). As ancient as the 
tradition of seeking refuge is, it is still relatively new in its present legal form. Until an 
international framework was developed by the Refugee Convention, individual states 
accepted refugees for a number of reasons such as; a way of asserting sovereignty, wider 
obligations to the principles of humanism (Schuster, 2002), in response to specific 
emergencies, or on an ad boc basis (Delahunty, 1996). 
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The term 'asylum' has its origins in the ancient Greek word 'asylos' meaning 'what 
cannot be seized". In this sense the term has two original meanings which describe on 
the one hand the persecuted person looking for shelter where s/he is not to be seized, on 
the other hand the place of refuge where a person is safe from persecution. In ancient 
Greece this place was usually somewhere sacred, such as a temple, and in later times a 
church (Schuster, 2002). Those who took sanctuary in such a place put themselves under 
the protection of the Gods and away from possible harm where systems of laws could 
not protect them. 
Schuster (2002) sees that the development of asylum was important as it became a 
'necessary counterbalance to what may have become a cycle of escalating violence, feud 
and vendetta' (p. 41). The act of seeking asylum provided time for a wrong to be 
investigated and a judgement to be handed down. This gave temple or church asylum a 
political role and the institution who offered sanctuary to those seeking it were storied in 
this context as the 'protector' to people persecuted within the state (Schuster, 2003). 
However, it was in the spirit of Machiavellian ideals', that in England Henry VIII 
perceived church asylum as a challenge to his authority and a threat to the stability of his 
rule. Consequentially, the church within Britain was placed in a position where it no 
longer had a right to offer sanctuary to fugitives. The issue here was not the 'threat' 
posed by the fugitives seeking refuge, rather it was the power that the church was 
exhibiting that threatened the rule of the King. 
NEgrants and refugees continued, over the years, to be welcomed into Britain (Marrus, 
1985). However, in Britain, and in Europe (over the next few hundred years), as the 
church became less powerful the concept of temple or church asylum was eventually 
superseded by the modern day concept of 'territorial asylum' (Schuster, 2002). The term 
cterritorial asylum' refers to the act of an individual claiming asylum in a state/nation that 
is not their own. In order for territorial asylum to be successfully operationalised two 
major prerequisites had to be in place, these were the recognition of 'distinct political 
4 Although, according to Schuster (2003) the earliest records of asylum practice date from the fourteenth 
century BC among the Hittites, the Egyptians and the Israelites. 
5 It was during the reign of Henry VIII that Machiavelli was writing on issues relating to the protection of 
the state. In relation to asylum Machiavelli argued that asylum should only be maintained if the state is 
served by such a concept. At the point where the state is not supported by such a concept it should be 
abandoned. 
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jurisdictions' and of the 'parity of power' between the countries involved (Schuster, 2003, 
p. 66). 
However, countries that granted asylum to those who were seen as political 'criminals' 
(those guilty of treason), such as Britain, were continually open to hostility from the 
ccriminals" countries of origin. The practice of territorial asylum therefore may be said to 
serve two strategically political purposes, that of undermining the sovereignty of the 
prosecuting state, and of asserting the sovereignty of the receiving state (Schuster, 2002). 
This has been said to be the major motivation for the practice of asylum in Britain by the 
eighteenth century, 
'Britain's asylum practice was a source of irritation to other states. Its reluctance 
to co-operate with foreign states seeking to extradite criminals, especially those 
accused of "political" crimes, and to concern itself solely with what occurred on 
its territory, was seen as undermining the authority of those states within their 
territories' (Schuster, 2002, p. 46). 
It was in the wake of the French revolution that Britain saw a particular increase in 
political refugees arriving at ports. However, it was the security fears that were said to be 
posed from these French 'subversives' that prompted the exclusion of these individuals 
and the introduction of the Aliens Bill (1793), which remained in force until 1826. Up to 
this point refugees into Britain were, for the most part, welcomed and storied as 
ideological equals. However, because of the 'threat' that the French exiles were seen to 
pose they were increasingly seen as 'dangerous'. According to Schuster (2002), the 'threat' 
that was presented to Britain by the French exiles and the need to maintain safety and 
security for the citizens of Britain, appeared to outweigh the possibility that a deserting 
individual might need protection from foreign states. 
Until the late nineteenth century the entry and settlement of ntigrants into Britain was 
relatively unrestricted by practice or legislation. At this time, the height of the British 
Empire, hundreds of thousands of native Britons were leaving each year seeking 
opportunity and wealth in the British colonies and in the United States. Coupled with the 
demands upon labour this large scale emigration required a constant need for the 
domestic labour force to be replenished and there was little opposition to the idea that 
this could be done by granting refuge to those who sought it (Schuster, 2003). Castles et 
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al (2003) have also observed that recent labour needs have also meant that other states 
have been more inclined to offer refuge to the persecuted because of a domestic 
econornic need, 
'Governments such as that of Australia offered refuge because they needed 
labour for economic growth and people for demographic growth. Similarly, 
many of the migrant workers who came to France and Germany in the 1960's 
and 1970's were escaping authoritarian regimes in Spain, PortugaL Greece and 
Turkey. However, they were admitted because the receiving countries needed 
labour, and their protections needs were therefore not considered' (Castles et aL 
2003, p. 5) 
In Britain, during the 1800s Foot (1965) claims such economic need for continued 
industrial prosperity could be, '... cloaked in the woolly idealism of Victorian liberalism. 
British politicians of both parties, particularly the Liberals, regarded themselves as 
champions of the right of political asylum' (Foot, 1965, p. 84). However, during the last 
years of the nineteenth century and the first few years of the twentieth century domestic 
reaction to migration was changing, as was public opinion and wider political events. 
Schuster (2003) argues that it is important to note that the granting of asylum has very 
rarely been an altruistic act of the state rather, 
'Granting asylum can be a means of undermining one's enemies, gaining skills 
and labour, augmenting a declining population or legitimising one regime over 
another. Where no such advantage is evident, or where the costs of granting 
asylum outweigh the benefits, asylum has fallen into disuse' (Schuster, 2003, 
p. 63) 
Immigration and 'asylum'from the 1900s to the 1940s 
Immigration in Britain during the early part of the 1900s continued to increase with large 
numbers of Irish immigrants, increasing numbers of Italians and a substantial German 
population present, mainly in the London area (Holmes, 1991). Holmes (1991) claims 
that it was a small minority of the German population, Gypsies, which appeared to 
generate the most hostility from 'native' people. Nfissionaries sought to convert the 
'heathen', and politicians attempted to circumscribe their freedom of movement by 
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introducing restrictive housing legislation (Holmes, 1991). It was the arrival of gypsies 
from Russian Poland that instigated a fierce immigration debate with Sir Howard 
Vincent, Conservative MP for Sheffield Central, asking in 1906 'How are we to get rid of 
these wretched people? ' One year earlier, measures had been introduced in order to 
implement more 'control' of immigration into Britain. 
In 1905 the Aliens Act was implemented which targeted a variety of 'undesirable aliens' 
who could be refused access to enter Britain (Holmes, 1991). Although there was no 
specific mention of refugees in this Act, it did specify that leave to land in Britain should 
not be refused to those who were seeking entry, '... to avoid persecution or punishment 
on religious or political grounds or for an offence of a political character or persecution 
involving a danger of imprisonment or danger to life or limb, on account of religious 
belief' (Ahens'Act (1905) 1(2)). Schuster (2003) argues that this distinction highlighted an 
extremely significant aspect of asylum within Britain that has continued into present 
times. In providing a framework for discriminating between immigrants this highlighted 
the discretionary powers available to the immigration officers and confirmed the granting 
of asylum as an act of benevolence. 
'Since asylum has always been an exgrada act, that is, granted at the discretion of 
the Home Office, it is susceptible to the whims of the holder of that office and 
the government of the day. Shifts in public opinion towards refugees can quickly 
result in new legislation and influence the implementation of asylum policy' 
(Schuster, 2003, p. 83) 
Fear of war with Germany instigated the next legislative change in the UK as the 
Government became increasingly concerned about the 'threat' that such 'enemy aliens' 
were seen to pose. The implementation of the Aliens Restriction Act of 1914, placed 
controls over the registration, movement and deportation of all individuals classified as 
aliens (Holmes, 1991). The Aliens Act 1919 introduced charges for sedition and 
industrial unrest by aliens, and instigated a policy of internment of such 'aliens'. 
As a result of the events of the First World War and the events leading up to the Second 
World War, an increasing number of people were becoming 'involuntarily' displaced 
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throughout Europe. Consequently, the International Nansen Office' was created in 1930 
and given an eight year plan of resolving this 'refugee problem' (Schuster, 2003). 
However, according to Schuster (2003) as Nazi Germany was expelling Jews and other 
'undesirables', the Nansen Office had great difficulty persuading member states to accept 
and admit them. 
Immigration, refugees and asylum in post-war Britain 
It was economic need and labour shortage in Britain that prompted the Government to 
offer refuge to Polish servicemen who had fought against Germany during the Second 
World War (Holmes, 1991; Schuster, 2003). Still however, there were an unprecedented 
number of displaced individuals dispersed throughout Europe posing significant political 
issues for Britain and the other countries of Europe. 
In response to the one million people displaced within Europe and the continuing 
domestic labour shortage, 75,000 of these displaced persons were brought to Britain and 
renamed European Volunteer Workers (EVWs). Similar to the Poles these individuals 
were posted to sectors of the labour market that were worst affected by the shortages 
(11, 'ay and Wes, 1992). However, with the images of Nazism and the Holocaust still 
echoing throughout Europe and the World there was an international determination to 
create a framework where human beings would never be expected to endure state 
persecution and global inaction again (Schuster, 2003). As a result, the United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) was created in 1950, designed to be of a 
humanitarian nature, non-political, and to concentrate itself on the needs of the displaced 
(UNHCR, 1997). The organisation was given a three-year task to assist in the 
resettlement of those still displaced throughout Europe as a result of the events during 
World War II. 
Whilst the UNHCR tended to the one million displaced, the demand for labour in the 
UK continued to be a reliable indicator for migration movements into the UK (Holmes, 
1991; Schuster, 2003). During the 1950s black workers from the Caribbean and Asians 
from the Indian sub-continent journeyed to Britain to occupy other posts which were 
proving hard to fill by the native population. These new arrivals into the UK did not 
6 Named after Dr Fridtjof Nansen the first commissioner of the League of Nadons'High Commissioner for Refugees. 
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meet any restrictions on their entry as the British Nationality Act of 1948 allowed free 
entry to Britain and rights of abode for all Commonwealth citizens. However, wary of 
public opinion on immigration and increased violent racially motivated attacks, the 
Home Office commissioned a Working Party on 'Coloured People seeking Employment 
in the UIC. This working party was formed, according to Durnmett (2001), to 'examine 
the possibilities of preventing any further increase in 'coloured people' seeking 
employment in the UK' (p. 93). As Sir Alec Douglas Home wrote, when secretary of State 
for Commonwealth Relations, in 1955, 
'On the one hand it would presumably be politically impossible to legislate for a 
colour bar and any legislation would have to be non-discrir n-inatory in form. On 
the other hand we do not wish to keep out immigrants of good type from the 
old Dominions. I understand that, in the view of the Home Office, immigration 
officers could, without giving rise to trouble or publicity, exercise such a 
measure of discrimination as we think desirable' (Cited in Dummett and Nichol, 
1990, p. 180). 
Further legislative developments meant that in 1962 the Commonwealth Immigrants Act 
initiated an entry system for Commonwealth workers based on the acquisition of 
vouchers available from the British authorities. By restricting the number of vouchers 
available for the unskilled, the Act successfully reduced the number of immigrants from 
the Caribbean and the Indian sub-continent arriving in Britain. Dummett (2001) 
proposed that from this moment on, immigration and race became synonymous and 
inextricably entangled in the public mind. At the same time there was a clear distinction 
being drawn between the perceived characteristics of immigrants, which were becoming 
seen as undesirable, and those of refugees, who were welcomed. Schuster (2003) claims 
however, that the reception of these various migrants was being underpinned by a 
perception of their ethnicity, 'Immigrants were black and came from former colonies and 
the commonwealth (regardless of their motives for leaving), while refugees were white 
and came from communist regimes (regardless of their motives for leaving)' (Schuster 
2003, p. 138). 
Refugees from predominantly Soviet-bloc countries continued to be admitted to Britain 
with relative ease (Kushner and Knox, 1999). That is, until the refugee n-ýigradon to 
Britain of African Asians in 1968. These refugees (although at the time they were 
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Commonwealth citizens) who were fleeing the policies of Afficanization in Kenya and 
Uganda, threatened the control that the UK Government perceived it had, up to then, of 
a relatively smaR number of refugees entering the country (Schuster, 2003). The new 
Labour government, in response to perceived large numbers of people likely to flee the 
East African countries, passed the Commonwealth Immigrants Act 1968. The 1968 Act 
meant that admission was denied to those Commonwealth citizens who could not 
demonstrate a close ancestral link with the United Kingdom. In an attempt to help the 
Asian citizens of the UK and Colonies living in the East African countries enter the UK 
a reorganised system of vouchers permitting entry was made available. Individuals could 
apply for vouchers to enter the UK, with the limit on numbers set initially at 1,500, and 
increased to 3,000 in 1971 (Dummett, 2001). Those individuals who entered Britain with 
a voucher were able to live and work in Britain. Those who came to Britain without a 
voucher were 'shuttlecocked'. This meant that they were put back on the planes on 
which they had arrived, and returned to the country where they had embarked. However, 
their expulsion from these countries meant that they were not accepted there, and so 
they had to stay on the plane for their continuing journeys elsewhere, and eventually back 
to Britain. At that stage, they would be again put back on the plane, to repeat the whole 
process, for three or four times (Dummett, 2001), effectively becoming 'refugees in orbit' 
(Schuster, 2002, p138). 
Further immigration related legislation was implemented in 1971 and then again in 1977. 
In 1977 the Government, responding to reports of increased racist attacks in various 
parts of Britain, tightened immigration control further (Dummett, 2001). Dummett 
(2001) claims that the implementation of immigration legislation during the 1960s and 
1970s meant that both the Conservative and the Labour government were convinced of 
two things, 
'First, that the propaganda of the past three decades had ensured that there were 
votes to be gained by being tough on immigration, and votes to be lost by being 
soft on it. And, secondly, that the public mind had been thoroughly imbued with 
the belief that the admission of a single person whom there was any means of 
keeping out was an unparalleled disaster' (Dummett, 2001, p. 124). 
According to Schuster (2003) the most significant piece of immigration legislation passed 
in the 1980s came in 1987 with the Carriers' Lability Act. This Act imposed a fine of 
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ý1000 per head on air or shipping lines for each passenger arriving without papers My 
in order. Schuster (2003) claims that this meant that ticket clerks for airline and shipping 
companies effectively became 'unofficial immigration officers', restricting passage to 
those without valid passports or visas and attempting to protect the financial interests of 
their respective companies. 
At the beginning of the 1990s, a decade that was to see three further Acts of asylum and 
immigration reform in the UK, asylum seekers began to experience a change in how they 
were popularly perceived. It was during the recession in 1990-91 that all manner of 
'benefit fraud' and 'cheats' were targeted in order to cut down on public spending. The 
Government concluded that as only a small percentage of all asylum claimants were 
actually being granted asylum' the large numbers that were refused asylum were 
'cheating' the benefit system and a 'drain' on the resources (Schuster, 2003). Similarly, in 
order to maintain 'good race relations' the threat that 'bogus' asylum seekers posed to the 
destabilisation of the labour market and social harmony meant that their numbers had to 
be controlled. Asylum seekers therefore began to be treated with suspicion, their motives 
for coming to the UK were increasingly scrutinised, and if they were unsuccessful in their 
asylum claims they were storied as 'frauds' and 'cheats'. All of this was happening against 
a backdrop of a reportedly more restrictive interpretation of the Refugee Convention 
definition (Silove, Sinnerbrink, Field, Manicavasagar and Steel, 1997). Castles et al (2003) 
additionally suggests that this was not solely endemic to the UK, other countries within 
the EU were making similar developments in immigration policy. 
qbe increased incidence of racist violence and the growth of and-imrrýigrant 
extreme-right movements led some policy makers to see immigration as a threat 
to public order and social cohesion, and national governments took measures to 
strengthen border controls' (Castles et al, 2003, p. 3) 
It became a major focus for the governments of the UK during the 1990s that such 
'threats' had to be controlled, thus legitimising the increasingly restrictive immigration 
measures (Schuster, 2003). The Asylum and Immigration Act of 1993 was again aimed at 
the so-caUed 'puU factors' which attracted refugees and 'economic migrants' to the UK. 
7 Tlese statistics were taken from the first hearing of an asylum applicant's case, upon the appeal of the 
refusal of asylum the numbers of people granted asylum at appeal significantly increased the overall 
percentage of people granted with leave to remain in the UK 
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This policy narrated the UK as irresistible to prospective migrants, therefore the 
'opportunities' that were presented to asylum seekers, such as benefits, had to be 
restricted. This Act limited the access to housing, increased carriers' liability fine to 
, 
C2000 and implemented a ruling whereby asylum seekers who had travelled to the UK 
via a 'safe third country' could be returned to that country. Contained within the Asylum 
and Immigration Act of 1996 was the creation of a list of 'safe countries' where asylum 
seekers originating from could be subject to-a fast track appeals procedure. This meant 
that if a country was designated 'safe' by the UK the inuTiigradon authorities would 'fast 
track' the individual's appeal and remove them from the UK if asylum was denied. The 
next significant piece of legislation occurred in 1999 and Sales (2002) argues that this 
legislation 'created a new social category of 'asylum seeker', separating them both in 
policy and in popular discourse from recognised refugees' (p. 463). I will return to these 
recent developments shortly, I now turn to the use and situation of asylum within a wider 
geographical and geopolitical context. 
Asylum in a globalising world context 
Although domestic policy and media representations largely focus upon domestic reasons 
(a strong economy, social welfare and health care provision) for the rise and fall in 
asylum applications, it is claimed to be essential that the use of the asylum route in the 
UK be seen in a wider global context Gordan and Dilvell, 2003). From this perspective 
changes in asylum numbers can be seen to be multifaceted reflecting many issues 
including global politics, communication networks, global (in)security and established 
migration pathways Gordan and DiiveU, 2003). 
The extent of asylum seeking 
Numbers and statistical representations dominate the immigration debate (Crisp, 1999). 
This is particularly true of the debates around asylum as governments, writers and 
activists use and 'manipulate' numbers in order to argue for the role that certain countries 
should play in the resolution of global insecurity and forced migration (Crisp, 1999). 
Consequently, 'knowing' which 'numbers' to draw upon creates certain dilemmas for a 
thesis of this kind. Governments and organisations differ in the extent to which they 
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recognise and define certain migrants posing particular problems when trying to present 
an accurate picture of the extent of asylum seeking (Crisp, 1999). 
Out of the 20 million 'persons of concern' to the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees (UNHCR) 10 million of these belong to long-term refugee populations 
dispersed throughout the world existing mainly as a defacto phenomenon in many 'poor' 
countries in Africa and Asia. 
Asylum seekers on the other hand, characterised perhaps by more mobility and 
spontaneity than the large 'refugee' populations (Castles and Miller, 2003), are 
predominantly localised in 'developed' countries, in particular the countries of North 
America (USA and Canada), the European Union and Oceania (Australia and New 
Zealand). For example, from a world-wide total of 1,014,400 people who applied for 
asylum, or had their applications pending in 2002, approximately 816,800 of these could 
be found in countries within Europe, North America and Oceania (UNHCR, 2003). 
It is noted that such research and findings could suggest an immigration system that is 
under strain and uncontrollable. However, it is not the intention here to reinforce the 
notion that asylum is contributing to an increasing out of control 'world migration crisis' 
(Weiner, 1995; 2000) or notions of 'asylum shopping' as some have claimed (Home 
Office, 2002a). Rather, what is entered into is some contextualisation and interpretation 
of the numbers of asylum seekers against other forms of migration. 
In order to contextualise the 'numbers' of asylum seekers further, in terms of more 
general migration most of the migrants that are distributed throughout the world are to 
be found in developing countries Uordan and Dilvell, 2003). As of 2000 this was the case 
for 85 million migrants out of an estimated world total of approximately 100 million 
Uordan and Dilvell, 2003). Of refugees and asylum seekers, which in total amount 
internationally to approximately 11.5 million people', no more than 4 million inhabit the 
countries of North America, Europe and Oceania. Compared to the rates of emigration 
from the British Isles during the nineteenth century and emigration rates throughout 
Europe, the numbers of refugees and asylum seekers relocating to the USA or Northern 
Europe have been said to be relatively modest Uordan and Mvell, 2003). 
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The vast majority of human migration throughout the world takes place within national 
boundaries. People tend to move for a variety of reasons, to seek work, housing, 
education, and in some countries, because of food supply and civil unrest. Some migrants 
look further, and seek to cross international borders in order to continue their life 
elsewhere. The reasons for the movement of these international migrants are similar to 
their internal counterparts encompassing economics, career, education and safety. In 
total global estimates account for approximately 3% of the world's population engaged in 
some form of international migration at any one time (Martin, 2001). As Papastergiadis 
(2000) claims, 'NEgration, in its endless motion, surrounds and pervades almost all 
aspects of contemporary society' (p. 1). 
Tightening the control of migration 
In the twenty-first century most countries 'control' migration in some way and stipulate 
certain requirements from prospective migrants, whether the migration is economic, 
tourist, education or asylum in nature. Granting legal access to enter a country therefore 
has been said to be heavily dependent upon a combination of factors such as: the nature 
of the migration, state of the domestic economy, domestic reaction to immigration, and 
the number of prospective migrants likely to be involved Uordan and Dilvell, 2003). 
Mechanisms to control the entry of migrants have existed for decades, such common 
features as passports, the American 'green card' visa, holiday visas, work permits and 
student visas have all helped countries control the number of people entering and to 
monitor their motives for doing so. Recently, and arguably augmented since the events of 
September 1 1th, immigration has risen in prominence on the international political 
agenda. The United States approach to immigrants, particularly students from 'Islamic' 
countries, has become more restrictive (Akram andjohnson, 2002). In various European 
countries such as Austria, Denmark and the Netherlands, Castles (2003) has argued that 
'refugees have been branded as a sinister transnational threat to national security' (P-16), 
and support for, and prominence of, the immigration policies of the 'far right' has grown 
(Schuster, 2003). In addition, Bauman (2004) highlights that the reaction of the 
I This number is almost half that of 1993 where the number of refugees displaced throughout the world 
after the collapse of the Soviet Union were approximately 19 million (UNHCR, 1994). 
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Australian government concerning the cargo ship 'Tampa" in 2001 contributed to the 
above in making asylum a major international issue. In the UK Statham (2003) has 
argued that it is the asylum seeker that dominates the immigration debate. Media images 
showing single men running through the channel tunnel, arriving in lorries or attached to 
trains have led Saggar (2003) to believe that the British public question the effectiveness 
of security around national shores and borders. 
Who's who: the labelling of migrants 
There has seemingly become a political and economic need over the last century or so to 
begin to classify, label and separate the motives of migrants. NEgrants can now be seen as 
tourists, students, high-skilled workers, agricultural workers, refugees, asylum seekers, 
work permit holders, undocumented workers and so on. Historically transnational 
migration has not always fitted into these modern day categories. Indeed, motives for 
movement were rarely questioned in the 19th and early parts of the 20'h century (Schuster, 
2003). However, as present day governments arguably see the benefit of certain migrants, 
and actively rely on them for high-skilled workers and agricultural labour other migrants, 
such as undocumented workers, refugees and asylum seekers can be seen as an economic 
burden and threat to community cohesion Gordan and Mvell, 2003). 
Jordan and Dilvell (2003) have argued that it is the process of globalisation over the last 
few decades that may have resulted in both the encouragement of certain forms of 
migration and the restriction of others to suit the needs of 'powerful' economies. For 
instance, the desire for states to compete in a global market has meant that 'First World' 
countries actively seek to attract high-skilled workers from overseas to fill their labour 
demand and contribute to the host economy via production, services and taxes Gordan 
and Dilvell, 2003). As well as these high-skilled immigrants living in the communities of 
the UK, other migrants are attracted by the opportunities that a growing economy 
presents. As such, employment becomes available in low-income unskilled sectors, 
particularly the service industry, and is filled by a significant proportion of immigrant 
labour (Dummett, 2001) who five in various communities scattered throughout the UK. 
9 7ampa' was the name of the ship entering Australian waters in August 2001 containing over 400 Afghan refugees. 
The Australian Navy escorted the refugees to the island of Nauru to have their claims for asylum processed. 
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AEgrants entering under such intentions are encouraged by the authorities and narrated 
as beneficial both to the UK economy and the social and cultural idendty of the country. 
At the same time, Jordan and Dilvell (2003) have argued that because irregular migrants 
and asylum seekers are increasingly narrated as threats to the labour market, public 
spending and social and racial harmony, restrictive entry mechanisms and restrictive 
support procedures aimed at such 'undeserving' migrants have been legitimised and 
increased. Jordan and Diivell (2003) go on to claim that such an approach to the asylum 
system has added to the 'demonisation' and according to Robinson, Andersson and 
Musterd (2003) the 'depersonalised' nature of asylum seekers (p. 11). Asylum seekers, as a 
result of these restrictions, are required to use more innovative techniques in order to 
reach and enter destination countries and a number of informal and professional 
smugglers and trafficking operators have reacted to fill such a service demand (Morrison, 
1998- Stalker, 2000; Martin, 2001). 
Although asylum has been regularly reported by the media in recent years (Mollard, 2001) 
the term itself was relatively unknown two decades ago, and when the term was raised 
during the 1970's and 1980's it was synonymous with East-West political tensions and 
the 'oppression' of communism (Cohen, 1994). It was at this point in time 'asylum 
seekers' were being characterised as 'brave people fleeing persecution' (Parekh, 2000, 
p. 212). This characterisation has since evolved, and indeed some argue that the concept 
of asylum has now entered everyday usage, evolving to be synonymous with such labels 
as 'scroungers', 'economic migrants' and 'genuine' and 'bogus' asylum seekers (Mollard, 
2001; Sales, 2002; Robinson et al, 2003) 
'Until the late 1970's, the issue caused little controversy because few people 
applied for asylum. Those who did were usually well educated Eastern 
Europeans who were economically and ideologically useful. Asylum in Europe 
changed dramatically from the late 1970's to the mid 1990's as the world's 
refugee population soared... ' (Steiner, 200 1, p. 1). 
Although Steiner (2001) takes the view that the increase in asylum applications is directly 
related to the increasing world refugee population, Jordan and Mvell (2003) argue that 
the concept of asylum cannot be understood in isolation from other factors. As such the 
asylum 'route' and other migratory 'routes' are inextricably linked to the complexities of 
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globalisation. The advancement of technology over the last few decades has meant that 
improved global communication systems enable prospective asylum seekers, to 
,... monitor the economic, social and political situations in distant countries and 
detern-dne whether and where they wish to relocate' (Martin, 2001, p. 12). Cheaper 
transport, telephone and internet facilities also allow such migrants to remain in contact 
with their homelands, perhaps helping to make migration a less radical step than in 
previous decades (Martin, 2001). Papastergiadis (2000) sees that the effect of 
globalisation has been to 'propel' people towards 'uncertain' directions consequently 
highlighting the interconnections that exist between places. The notion of crossing a 
border has therefore taken on new meaning as borders begin to be defined less by a 
cmonological' cultural common identity with a nation-state and more by 'dialogical' 
interconnectedness where people are connected by multiple attachments (Hermans and 
Kempen, 1998). As Papastergiadis (2000) asserts, 'Borders can no longer be seen purely 
as those permanent and natural geographic markers of territory. They are socially 
constructed lines from which we can identify different political and cultural constituents. 
Borders are flexible' (p. 59). 
Asylum seekers therefore, are in many aspects very similar to migrants encouraged to 
come to the UK particularly in terms of motivation, destination pathways and available 
skills Gordan and Diivell, 2003). just as other migrants follow what is familiar and 
rewarding, asylum seekers usually follow existing historical (colonial) and economic 
connections (Koser and Pinkerton, 2002; Jordan and Dilvell, 2003). 
Asylum in the UK 
Why are 'asylum seekers' coming to the UK? 
Similar to the reasons provided for their increase there have been many reasons offered 
for the prevalence of asylum applications in 'developed' countries such as those within 
the UK Castles et al (2003) highlight the perceived opportunities that these countries 
offer people for their asylum applications. The United Kingdom, in particular, plays 
'host' to a multitude of social networks through historical and colonial links with 
countries which have high numbers of asylum seekers arriving (Koser and Pinkerton, 
2002). Perhaps ironically the existence of a comprehensive legal and administrative 
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asylum system has led Schuster (2002) to believe that this could in itself be a factor in the 
attraction of the large proportion of asylum applications in countries of the UK. 
It is recognised therefore, that the reasons behind the arrival of asylum seekers in the UK 
are multifaceted with asylum seekers present in small but significant numbers occupying 
a visible position in UK society today. Indeed asylum seekers have been seen to be so 
predominant in modern UK society that legislation has been formed in order to assist in 
the facilitation of their 'acceptance and integration' in their 'communities'. In the 
foreword to the 2002 VVhite Paper, 'Secure Borders, Safe Haven: Integration with 
Diversity in Modern Britain', David Blunkett (the Home Secretary at the time) made this 
statement regarding the integration of aU migrants into Britain. 
'To welcome others who need our protection or have a contribution to make to 
our society, we must be secure within a shared sense of belonging and identity. 
Strong civic and community foundations are necessary if we are to secure 
integration with diversity. They will enable us to reach out and to embrace those 
who seek to make our country their home, to work, to contribute or to escape 
from persecution, torture or death 
... 
It is a 'two-way street' requiring 
commitment and action from the host community, asylum seekers and long- 
term migrants alike. We have fundamental moral obligations which we will 
always honour. We must uphold basic human rights, tackling racism and 
prejudice which people still face too often. At the same time, those coming to 
our country have duties that they need to understand and which facilitate their 
acce plance and integration' (emphasis added) (Home Office, 2002a) 
The 'acceptance and integration' of asylum seekers in the UK 
A report by the Audit Commission, from research conducted during 1997, estimated that 
between 240,000 and 280,000 asylum seekers were at this time living in London, a city 
which in turn accommodated 85% of all asylum seekers and refugees in the UK (Audit 
Commission, 2000). Sales (2002) states that because of pressures on resources and 
housing stock in these areas by 1998 '... many London boroughs were dispersing asylum 
seekers outside London to areas where empty housing was available' (p. 463). 
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The Government's response to the support and accommodation of asylum seekers which 
has been described as being in 'crisis' at that point (Sales, 2002), was the Asylum and 
Immigration Act 1999. This Act outlined three key objectives, which ccntred around; 
creating greater control of the numbers arriving in the UK to claim asylum, an 
acceleration of the decision making process for asylum claims, and a revamp of the 
financial support mechanisms to reduce the perceived 'pull' factor of the UK benefits 
system (Robinson et al, 2003). The 1999 Act introduced a number of mechanisms which 
redrafted the entire asylum system in the UK (Robinson et al, 2003). Among the redraft 
were changes to appeal rights (Chatwin, 2001), extended powers of search and arrest 
(Sales, 2002), and the extension of the detention of asylum seekers (Malmberg, 2004). 
However, the most controversial measures, which received criticism from a number of 
influential agencies involved with the care of asylum seekers and refugees, were the 
introduction of the voucher scheme and the compulsory dispersal around the UK of all 
new asylum support applicants (Medical Foundation for the Care of Victims of Torture, 
1999; UNHCR, 2000; Refugee Council, 2000). 
The 1999 Act ceased the direct local authority benefit provision that had stood for a 
number of years and introduced a centralised agency called the National Asylum Support 
Service" (henceforth referred to as NASS). The drive behind the creation of NASS was 
the claim that the 'burden' of asylum seekers that was borne predominantly by the local 
authorities of London and the Southeast should be shared by local authorities 
throughout the UK. The Government concluded that the Southeast was bearing more 
than its 'fair share' of this 'high need group', and that resources in these areas were 
becoming 'exhausted' (Home Office, 2000). Ten regional consortia were contracted to 
provide this service on behalf of NASS. Robinson et al (2003) comments that the 
organisations (a mixture of local authorities, private landlords and refugee community 
organisations) attached to the regional consortia would hase with NASS in order to fulfil 
the support entitlements of asylum applicants. 
'nese organisations were to provide a range of appropriate accommodation as 
well as the necessary support package (orientation, guidance on living skills, and 
activities to prevent asylum seekers becoming isolatcd or bored 
... 
)' (Robinson et 
al, 2003, p. 124) 
10 For a detailed explanation of the NASS system see Robinson et al (2003). 
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Support entitlements of asylum seekers in the UK 
Individuals applying for asylum in the UK are entitled to a number of support options 
during the processing of their application. If asylum applicants have no means of 
supporting themselves financially, support can be requested from the National Asylum 
Support Service (NASS) who from April 1999 has been responsible for co-ordinating the 
support provision for asylum seekers in the UK. Applications can be made for 
accommodation and subsistence, or for subsistence only support and are successful if the 
asylum applicant can show that they are 'destitute'. Subsistence only support is normally 
made if the applicant has either a friend or relative to stay with in the UK but who still 
considers themselves to be destitute having no means to provide subsistence. The 
individual, in this circumstance, receives cash support to cover basic food and hygiene 
needs. If accommodation support is requested, and granted, applicants are liable to be 
dispersed throughout the UK to accommodation, which has been identified as suitable 
by NASS, provided by a local authority or private landlord. Accommodation may be in 
the form of a house, flat, bedsit, induction centre or hostel. In addition accommodation 
may be single occupancy or shared with other asylum applicants. Asylum seekers are 
entitled to free treatment under the National Health Service, children and young asylum 
seekers are entitled access to full-time education until 19 years old and adults over 19 
years are entitled to free career advice and are entitled to adult education places in local 
collcges to study. Although some asylum seekers can work, those applying for permission 
to work after 23' July 2002 are not allowed to work. Those individuals who applied prior 
to this date with permission to work are unaffected and can continue to work until a 
dccision is reached on their asylum claim. All asylum seekers are allowed to work as 
volunteers, with a recent funding stream being brought online to provide 'asylum seekers 
with the opportunity to give something back to their host communities while they are 
waiting for their asylum decision' (Home Office, 2004b) ". 
" This basic review of entitlements of refugees applies generally to those individuals arriving in Britain at 
the time of this thesis going to print. There are, in fact, variations on entitlements which vary depending 
upon date of entry to the UK. For more information for these variations please see Refugee Council (2003). 
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The assumptions and use of policies of dispersal 
Robinson et al (2003) have claimed that the origin of policies that 'normalised' dispersal 
in the UK began with certain assumptions. They argue that individuals that were 
somehow seen as 'threats' (such as asylum seekers or members of ethnic minority 
groups) to resources and community identity should be moved (dispersed) to areas that 
had less numbers of such individuals in order to alleviate the 'threat' or 'danger'. 
For some time various ethnic minority groups have been seen to be problematised in this 
way and therefore are considered 'suitable' for dispersal. This notion stems from the 
1960s where, in the London area, some schools had higher numbers of pupas from 
ethnic minority back-grounds than other similar schools. Such higher numbers of ethnic 
minorities were seen to hinder their ability to 'assimilate' to the identity and values held 
by the 'wider' community. Robinson et al (2003) state that a request was made from the 
Minister for Education at the time that no more than 30% of pupils in any one school 
should be from ethnic minority backgrounds. More than this 30% proportion was seen 
to exert 'serious strains' on the school resources and the efficacy of the process of 
assimilation. Where demand for places by ethnic n-, Linorides in schools exceeded this 30% 
limit, pupils were 'bussed' (dispersed) from their homes to other schools where 
'immigrant' numbers were much smaller. 
Although it has been argued that dispersal has mainly been implemented with the 
intention of protecting and preserving existing establishments and resources (Robinson et 
al, 2003), there are alternative arguments that dispersal additionally serves to help those 
that arc themselves dispersed (Deakin and Cohen, 1975). Firstly, dispersal was a way in 
which people from ethnic minority back-grounds would have access to areas and services 
that offered better life chances, such as better housing, schools, employment and so on. 
Secondly, dispersal provided an opportunity for stereotypes to be deconstructed as ethnic 
minorities could be moved from areas that may have linked them with the poverty and 
low housing standards present in these areas. Finally, Deakin and Cohen (1975) saw that 
by creating more mixed neighbourhoods this would encourage increased 'casual contact' 
between different races which in turn may allow for people to '... begin to see each other 
as individuals rather than as stereotypes. ' (Robinson el al, 2003, p. 106). Deakin and 
Cohen (1975) did however acknowledge some of the potentially damaging effects of 
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compulsory dispersal, within the ideology of the liberal democracy, and asserted that 
where dispersal was used with inunigrants this should be on a voluntary basis. 
The ideas relating to the voluntary dispersal of ethnic minorities had therefore been on 
going for a number of decades prior to the more recent compulsory dispersal policies 
contained within the 1999 Asylum and Immigration legislation. Similarly, the 1999 
measures were not the first time that the practice of the dispersal of individuals fleeing 
persecution had been utilised by the British government. The Polish resettlement 
programme in the late 1940s and 1950s utilised a version of dispersal, as did the Ugandan 
Asian programme in 1972, the Chilean refugees between 1974 and 1979, Vietnamese 
quota refugees in 1979, Bosnian refugees between 1992 and 1995 and the Kosovan 
humanitarian evacuation programme in 1999. Robinson et al (2003) have outlined that 
the operationalisation of refugee reception and these resettlement programmes has been 
grounded in a continuity of implicit assumptions about refugee resettlement policy, that 
has been underpinned by a, 
,... persistent belief in the efficacy and morality of the idea of 'burden sharing'. 
Ibis principle, which is well established as a basic tenet of the international 
refugee regime, has increasingly been woven into national policy towards the 
internal distribution of those quota refugees who have been formally accepted 
for settlement by the government' (Robinson etal, 2003, p. 121) 
Although Deakin and Cohen (1975) presented the use of dispersal as a positive 
mechanism for ethnic minorities, Robinson et al (2003) proposed that the use of 
dispersal, particularly in the 1999 measures, appeared to have served two prominent 
purposes in relation to asylum seekers. The first was to reinforce this notion of 'burden 
sharing' by mobilising the asylum seekers away from areas in the Southeast and London. 
Secondly, was the use of dispersal as a method of immigration control and asylum 
deterrence (Robinson et al, 2003). Indeed, these goals were documented in the 1998 
White Paper prepared by the Home Secretary (Home Office, 1998). Boswell (2001) raises 
similar points to Robinson et al (2003) and additionally provides five possible rationales 
for the use of dispersal in 'burden sharing' at a national level. These cover a redistribution 
of economic costs, reduction of social tensions, method of deterrence, enabling control 
of residence and movement, and a reduction in costs due to lower numbers of support 
applications. 
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Diverse 'communities' sharing the 'burden' 
A crucial foundation for the implementation of the dispersal system and the organisation 
of the NASS system as a whole was the establishment of regional consortia throughout 
Britain. Consortia in areas of England, Scotland and Wales were establishcd in 
partnership with local government associations (LGA's) to accommodate and support 
asylum seekers dispersed to their representative regions. 
'Regional Consortia are established as vehicles for inter agency working and are 
expected to bring together a number of partners to play a role in providing 
services for asylum seekers and refugees. They are expected to share expertise, 
information and resources. Regional consortia are composed of representatives 
of the local authorities (both members and officers), health authorities, 
voluntary sector organisations and housing providers' (Home Office, 2002b). 
Eight regional consortia outside London were established in England, located in: North 
West, Yorkshire and the Humber, West NEdlands, East Midlands, North East, South 
West, South Central, and Eastern England. One consortium covered Wales and one 
consortium covered Scotland". 
Although other dispersal policies have been researched and commented upon (Robinson, 
1985; Wilson, 1998) the implementation of this particular dispersal programme brought a 
number of criticisms which focused upon its possible detrimental effects upon asylum 
seekers and refugee communities (Medical Foundation for the Care of Victims of 
Torture, 1999; UNHCR, 2000; Refugee Council, 2000; Institute of Race Relations, 2000, 
Oxfam, 2000). The Medical Foundation for the Care of Victims of Torture (1999) 
emphasised that areas intending to provide support for asylum seekers would need to 
have; support networks, a secure and well-resourccd environment, as well as established 
organisations that provide advice and support to refugees. The Institute of Race 
Relations argued that the change in policy and lack of experience of the consortia 
concerned was thought to show a '-disturbing lack of consideration for the welfare of 
12 NASS currently does not disperse asylum seekers to Northern Ireland, however NASS is responsible for 
supporting destitute applicants who apply for asylum there. 
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the already vulnerable 
... 
Peaving asylum seekers].... isolated, socially excluded and 
vulnerable to racist attack'. (Institute of Race Relations, 2000, p. 4). 
Robinson et al (2003) in their retrospective review of dispersal within the UK presented 
an implementation of the dispersal policy during these formative years that was 
characterised by a lack of planning and research into its operation. Robinson et al (2003) 
saw that as the Government was keen to identify areas of the UK that had an availability 
of housing, this lead a 'scramble to locate vacant, and reasonably priced, accommodation' 
(p. 146). Ultimately, these areas where housing was located were often ill-prepared, in 
some cases unwilling, and lacking in experience to accommodate these particular 
individuals within this legislation (Robinson et al, 2003). Although it is argued that the 
policy of dispersal has not been a failure, Boswell (2001) and Robinson et al (2003) bring 
into question the success of a policy that relocates people, with no choice, to 'ill- 
prepared' towns, cities and communities characterised by hard-to-let housing stock. 
Asylum seekers: 'integrating' into 'cohesive communities'? 
Asylum seekers, as a result of the 1999 dispersal policy, became 'members' of the various 
communities throughout Britain. However, it was not until the Home Office report on 
'Community Cohesion' (Cantle, 2001) that there was any explicit discussion and 
evaluation about the kind of settlement practices most suited to ethnic minority groups 
arriving and settling within Britain. The lack of attention to this issue of settlement and 
cohesion is reflected at the beginning of the review where the research team describes 
their 'shock' at the level of polarisation they encounter in the towns and cities they 
visited. 
The extent to which these physical divisions were compounded by so many 
other aspects of our daily lives, was very evident. Separate educational 
arrangements, community and voluntary bodies, employment, places of worship, 
language, social and cultural networks, means that many communities operate 
on the basis of a series of parallel fives. These lives often do not seem to touch 
at any point, let alone overlap and promote any meaningful interchanges' 
(Cantle, 2001, p. 9) 
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The Home Office report on Community Cohesion developed from a reaction to a 
number of disturbances in towns such as Oldham, Bradford and Burnley in 2001 that 
were seen as '... involving large numbers of people from different cultural 
backgrounds... ' (Cantle, 2001, p. 1). The report highlighted a number of findings that 
were seen to hinder both the development and creation of community cohesion. For 
instance, the report claimed that individuals within some communities struggled to find 
any affinity with the perceived identity of their community, instead individuals tended to 
'... look backwards to some supposedly halcyon days of a mono-cultural society, or 
alternatively look to their country of origin for some form of identity' (Cande, 2001, p. 9). 
The report commented upon the creation of separateness in the communities and the 
reported feelings of inequality. Although many initiatives and programmes had been 
implemented to tackle some of the needs of certain groups the structure and organisation 
of these programmes '... seemed to ensure divisiveness and a perception of unfairness in 
virtually every section of the communities we visited' (p. 10). In addition the report states 
that 'Opportunities are also far from equal, with many differences in real terms, in 
respect of housing, employment and education' (p. 10) 
The resulting conclusion of the Community Cohesion Unit arising out of this report was 
the real need to promote community cohesion throughout the various communities of 
the UK In creating and maintaining community cohesion the report draws attention to 
the role that the creation of a greater sense of citizenship would serve in the pursuit of 
this aim in order to develop a sense of shared identity- based upon common principles. 
Citizenship in any legal sense is one that is a long way down the legal road for the asylum 
seeker. However, attendance of citizenship classes that discuss cultural and legal do's and 
don'ts of living in the UK take place formally and informally throughout various 
volunteer and educational organisations. Attendees of such courses represent a diverse 
range of people living in the UK including asylum seekers. Such classes and acquisition 
of knowledge about living in the UK could be seen to be one of the ways in which 
asylum seekers can facilitate their 'acceptance' and 'integration' as outlined by the Home 
Office (2002a). Indeed, much of the emphasis in the current immigration legislation and 
recent community relation literature rests heavily on the need to encourage integration in 
order to create greater 'community cohesion'. The encouragement of integration is 
posited to act as a counter to the psychologically and socially harmful effects of 'social 
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exclusion' within the multitude of communities that exist within the UK and the newly 
arrived migrants such as asylum seekers (Home Office, 2002a; Cantle, 2001). 
Historically, asylum seekers have, from a social policy perspective, been seen to be 
separate from work involved in actively encouraging their integration within Britain's 
communities (Castles, Korac, Vasta and Vertovec, 2002). For refugees on the other hand, 
there has been a national strategy entitled 'Full and Equal Citizens' in place since 2000 to 
assist in guiding policy to achieve the integration of refugees in all areas of life in the UK. 
The aims of the strategy are amongst others, to include refugees as equal members in 
society and to work to reduce the barriers to their integration. Similarly, there have 
recently been regional and local authority documents published that outline their local 
strategies and initiatives for helping integrate refugees into their local areas and 
communities. Refugees however, remain the focus of the national integration strategies 
to the exclusion of asylum seekers. 
WHc many asylum applicants are removed from the Ule, as their claims for asylum are 
determined as unfounded, attempts have been made to 'streamline' the accommodation 
of asylum seekers into induction centres and accommodation centres. Such centres, 
which aim to hold approximately 3,000 people, were conceived as serving a number of 
purposes, one of which was the facilitation of integration for successful applicants 
(Home Office, 2002a). Asylum seekers were to be accommodated in these ccntres for 
approximately four months (the duration of their claim once asylum procedures were 
running effectively). The residents would not be detained in such centres and would be 
relatively free to come and go however, major concerns were expressed about the 
location of such centres in isolated areas in the countryside and small communities 
(Singh, 2002). However, it could be conceived that in some cases separation from 
(mainstream' society could be argued to be justified as long as this remains for a relatively 
short time and decision making on their claim is accurate. However, as the current 
average waiting time is approximately nine months, with many complex cases still taking 
years to be decided, separation for this period of time could be seen to contribute to 
serious social disadvantage and psychological harm of the asylum seeker (Refugee 
Council, 2002a). Writers such as Singh (2002) and Sales (2002) insist that the creation of 
such centres actively impedes the integration of asylum seekers and restricts the 
opportunities and ability to feel that they belong to a community both during their 
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application and upon receipt of a successful decision. The housing of asylum seekers in 
separate accommodation has also been seen to be a legitimising mechanism for the 
perception of asylum seekers as the 'undeserving' other (Sales, 2002; Parekh, 2000). 
However, by being seen to encourage the integration of asylum seekers into various 
communities the UK could be construed as a 'soft touch' destination to those seeking 
asylum by providing unequal asylum provision within the European Union. Sales (2002) 
argues that in order to combat the 'soft touch' image of the UK, both the 1999 and 2002 
inunigration legislation actively serves to try and separate asylum seekers from 
tmainstream' society, leading some writers to describe such separation as 'apartheid' 
Nynott, 2000; Lynn and Lea, 2003). 
Summary 
I hope I have demonstrated that the asylum seeker faces considerable pressure; not only 
by the administration of the asylum process and asylum support but also by the 
temporary nature and uncertainty of their current lives. What then arc the implications of 
being an 'asylum seeker' for those individuals who have placed an asylum claim? As this 
chapter aims to demonstrate, seeking asylum has a number of implications for the 
individual asylum seeker and how they experience their fives. Those seeking asylum in the 
UK are arriving from a disparate number of countries, often situated many thousands of 
miles away, arriving as 'forced' migrants after often dangerous and traumatic journeys, 
often taking months rather than hours to arrive at their destination. Once in the UK 
'asylum seekers' are individuals entering a particular identity space punctuatcd by 
contradictions, an 'identity' that has moved away from the 'brave people' charactcriscd by 
the political and ideological flight from behind the Iron Curtain. Instead, asylum seekers 
can be seen as 'burdens' and 'scroungers' arriving for economic opportunities. Asylum 
seekers often also find themselves in a unique situation as they are accommodated 
throughout the UK within many different communities. These communities arc 
encouraged to be cohesive and integrated, however, at the same time the asylum seekers 
living there face exclusion from a number of 'mainstream' services and have an uncertain 
future facing possible repatriation. It is this situation that the asylum seeker rinds 
themselves in, considering and anticipating their future whilst waiting for a decision to be 
returned on their case. Castles and Miller (2003) and Craig et al (2004) describe this 
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situation as 'limbo' and Bauman (2004) recognises the dilemma that asylum seekers face 
as they become, 
.... the outsiders incarnate', the absolute outsiders, outsiders everywhere and out 
of place everywhere except in places that are themselves out of place 
- 
the 
'nowhere places' that appear on no maps used by ordinary humans on their 
travels. Once outside, indefinitely outside, a secure fence with watching towers is 
the only contraption needed to make the 'indefiniteness' of the out-of-place 
hold forever'. (Bauman, 2004, p. 80) 
The efficacy of an asylum seeker to negotiate their lives with respect to their past, their 
present and their anticipated future whilst living in a situation that Castles and Miller 
(2003) describes as 'limbo' raises some particularly interesting questions. In particular 
how does the ascribed immigration status of asylum influence understandings of identity? 
How do asylum seekers experience the interaction that occurs between their identities 
and the communities in which they live within the UK? Furthermore, how do asylum 
seekers negotiate their identities and attempt to 'belong' to somewhere, or something, 
when they are increasingly seen as 'out of place' (Bauman, 2004) within and between 
'borders' that are subject to constant flux and re-definition (Papastergiadis, 2000)? 
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Chapter Two 
Developing a theoretical approach 
Overview 
The previous chapter aimed to provide a contextual backdrop from which the lives of 
'asylum seekers' could begin to be understood and in doing raised a number of questions 
about the impact that the concept of 'asylum' may have on individual psychological 
understanding and identity. Psychologically however the experience of being an 'asylum 
seeker' requires more detailed consideration. Of particular interest is how asylum and its 
associated processes and experiences are connected to notions surrounding identity 
construction, development and negotiation. Implicit within this issue is a combination of 
factors that asylum seekers encounter that could be seen to influence their identities. In 
particular these surround the ability of asylum seekers to negotiate and understand their 
lives within certain processes including their immigration status, migration experiences 
and their experiences of settlement. 
The aim of this chapter is to begin to outline the theoretical approach underpinning this 
research and to elucidate my own ontological and epistemological stance within it. In 
particular I wish to demonstrate not only the end point of a theoretical position but to 
reflexively guide the reader through what has been a constantly developing theoretical 
position. The approach to 'finding a theory' that I adopted can be best understood as 
'bricolage' (McLeod, 2001) where I have sought to explore a variety of theoretical 
positions and negotiate their possible 'integration' whilst continuously acknowledging 
tensions and contradictions. Ultimately I have attempted to combine three predominant 
standpoints to form my theoretical position; narrative theory (Sarbin, 1986; Riessman, 
1993; McAdams, 1993; Bruner, 1986; 1990), dialogical thought (Bakhtin, 1981; 1984; 
1986; Hcrmans and Kempen, 1993; 1998) and post-colonial theory (Bhada and Ram, 
2001 a; Said, 1993; 2003). In doing so I have developed an approach to understanding the 
process of seeking asylum in the UK that highlights the value of listening to individual 
stories of exile. These stories are conceived of as constructed around identities that are 
'dialogical' and 'polyphonic', understood across a global landscape and punctuated by 
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'cultural struggle'. Implicit within this development is a realisation of the foundations of 
'Western' thought on identity and cross-cultural psychology dominated by objectivism, 
universalism and essentialism. From here I argue for a move away from such notions to a 
more interpretive framework grounded in an understanding of culture and identity as 
both 'fluid' (Bauman, 2000) and 'dialogical' (Bakhtin, 1986; Hermans and Kempen, 
1998). 
Similar to the research topic, this research project has experienced significant transition 
in its own right from the formulation of the initial proposal, that successfally obtained 
funding for the research, to the completion of the research and thesis. It would not only 
be inaccurate but insincere to take the position that the research project and theoretical 
position has maintained a clear linear trajectory from the formulation of the initial 
proposal. Many times I have been forced to reconsider my assumptions in light of 
emerging psychological and social understandings and theoretical considerations. This 
has ultimately meant that I have had to review large portions of my work and research 
strategy to accommodate these transitions. However, what maintained a constant 
concern throughout the duration of the research was the need to gain some deep 
understanding as to the experience of asylum seekers living in the UK. 
During this chapter I have punctuated the writing with acknowledgement to my position 
as the researcher and author. In so doing I hope to provide a story of the research 
process and the development of a theoretical framework rather than a production of an 
objective review of valued and discounted theories. This chapter therefore begins 
reflexively including the formulation of the project and continues throughout to explore 
my story of theoretical transition and development throughout the research process. 
The development of the research project 
So much of the origins of this research project, like many other such projects, owe both 
its creation and development to the stance and authorship of the researcher. This 
research is no exception. As a result there is a need to take steps to acknowledge the role 
of the researcher and author in the production of research projects like this one. As Gray 
(2003) comments, 'we cannot be everywhere, nor can we speak from nowhere, thus we 
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need at the very start to locate ourselves and our subject of study within the specific 
context of research investigation and production' (p. 182). 
Conception of a research project 
The choice of topic for the research was one driven by myself as the rcscarchcr. Prior to 
formulating the research proposal I worked as a support worker for a local authority 
where I was involved firstly in the resettlement of Kosovar refugees under the Kosovan 
Humanitarian Evacuation Programme (HEP) and later within the local authority Asylum 
Team helping to resettle asylum applicants. These experiences have afforded me the 
opportunity to meet many individuals from many countries seeking refuge and asylum. 
Due to the nature of my work, based within what was known as a reception ccntre, I 
became one of the first people to meet individuals arriving in the UK as rcfugecs or 
asylum seekers. I was witness to these people, whom I had met upon their arrival in the 
UK (many of whom had arrived at regional airports, sea ports and lorry drops), 
beginning to experience resettlement in the local area. As a consequence much of my role 
involved supporting people during this (what might be described as) period of transition. 
The support we provided at the centre was of a practical nature such as finding suitable 
accommodation, helping secure financial support, finding suitable clothes and so on. 
However, inextricably linked to this was support of a more emotional nature bridging the 
practical such as; helping to find family left behind in their country of origin, 
accompanying individuals to medical appointments, helping children in school and so on. 
For much of the time I worked on a one to one basis with individuals talking to them 
about their settlement but most significantly listening to their accounts of their 
experiences during this time. It was in listening to these stories that I can begin to trace 
the conception of this research project back (or perhaps I am re-storying my experiences 
to be coherent with my present? ). Keen to use my psychological studies in this area I 
approached the regional consortium within which I was based and the University of 
Huddersfield with a proposal for the research, The University Research Committee 
accepted my proposal and offered me a studentship and I began my own 'period of 
transition'. 
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The formulation of a research project 
At the time of preparing the initial proposal for the research there seemed very little 
published research with refugees in the UK and an even smaller amount of research 
conducted and published with asylum seekers". This was not only true for the UK but 
Silove et al (1997) argues that this also seemed to reflect a global trend. However, in the 
years since the Asylum and Immigration Act 1999 there has been an increase in research 
activity across disciplinary boundaries exploring asylum in the UK (see for example: 
Audit Commission, 2000; Stanley, 2001; Sales, 2002; Hek, 2002; Ferguson and Barclay, 
2002; Robinson and Segrott, 2002; Robinson et al, 2003; MaImberg, 2004). This increase 
in refugee and asylum research appears to parallel the increase in refugee and asylum 
numbers producing a situation where individuals and organisations desire to 'know' more 
about asylum seekers, 'who they are, what they want, where they came from, how they 
got here' (Robinson, 2002, p. 61). This is in direct contrast to what Robinson (1998) saw 
as the 'informational vacuum that exists in the UK about refugees' (P. 146) seen only a 
few years before. 
Similarly, with an increasing refugee population, due to the dispersal of refugees, regions 
of the UK which had previously experienced comparably low numbers of asylum seekers 
and refugees became host to increasing research activity aiming to explore the 
experiences of refugees and asylum seekers in relation to specific services and 
organisations (see for example: McAfee, 1998; Wilson, 1998; 2001). These research 
reports have largely been evaluative offering recommendations for service and policy 
improvements based upon research findings. It was in light of what I saw, as a 
practitioner, as a lack of an applicable knowledge base to work from that provided me 
with an impetus to help similar practitioners understand asylum seeking and how this 
unique immigration status affected individuals, particularly during the process of 
dispersal. 
Exploring the 'need' for the project 
As the previous chapter explored, once an individual has made an asylum application in 
Britain they are dispersed to various communities within England, Scotland and Wales 
and accommodated there for the duration of their application until a decision has been 
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reached by the Home Office as to the validity of their claim. There is as yet no reliable 
time-scale to refer to during which a decision is reached. Decisions can be made, both 
positive decisions granting refugee status and negative decisions that detail the applicants 
removal from Britain, in a matter of days or many years. During this time individuals 
tend to be supported by either local authorities or private landlords in accommodation, 
provided with subsistence and allowed in a number of cases to work and/or attend 
educational courses. Workers attached to local authorities in a support work role, as I 
was, are provided with a variety of responsibilities that play a key role in the settlement of 
asylum seekers during their dispersal. Workers not only provide and maintain housing 
support as a result of their daily contact they also form a bridge between the asylum 
seeker and the various communities in which they Eve. They also provide a point of 
contact and liaison between the asylum seeker and more specialised services aimed at 
asylum seekers such as various refugee community organisations (RCOs), voluntary and 
community groups and various counselling services. Therefore, I conceived my academic 
role, in reflection of this, could serve to help workers identify those who were in need of 
increased support during the asylum process. Discussions with the Regional Consortium 
led to the initial development of this research project, as I was keen to be of 'use' to the 
Consortium. As a starting point I wanted to work towards developing an understanding 
regarding the psychological wellbeing of newly dispersed asylum seekers and the effects 
of their dispersal and offer some insight and recommendations into the kind of services 
needed in the Region to help identify and resolve these issues. 
Searching the literature for a focus 
Psychologically, living as an asylum seeker in an often strange country with an uncertain 
future has, according to some reports (Department of Health, 1999; Wells and Hoikkala, 
2004), meant the experience of, or an exacerbation of, psychological distress. The 
Department of Health (1999) reported that the prevalence of depression in asylum 
seekers, refugees, Asian and Afro-Caribbcan populations has been found to be 60% 
higher than in resident White populations. Coupled with the claim that such individuals 
from these groups are less likely to be referred to psychological therapies (Department of 
Health, 1999) compounded by problems associated with language and cultural barriers 
13 Although acknowledgement is made to, Zcttcr (1991), Al-Rashced (1994), Bloch (1997), Carcy-Wood et 
al (1995), Robinson (1985,1997). 
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(Duke, 1996), a bleak picture is painted of the mental health of asylum seeker 
populations. Indeed, from Duke's (1996) early research into refugee resettlement not 
only did she cite a general lack of understanding among health professionals around the 
specific issues associated with asylum seekers and their physical and mental health she 
also saw a combination of factors as increasing the likelihood of experiencing 
psychological distress. Possible psychological effects of war, torture and persecution were 
combined with negative experiences in exile, such as 'social and cultural isolation, 
unemployment, accommodation problems, language difficulties and ongoing concerns 
about friends and relatives who are still remaining in their home countries' (Duke, 1996, 
p. 472). 
The increasing ubiquity of 'asylum seeking' has meant that those providing services 
covering areas of mental health, physical health, education and advocacy have responded 
to the increase in asylum seeker numbers by either commissioning or following academic 
and policy research with these individuals. As a result research intensity has increased as 
there has been a desire and a need to 'knov? more about asylum seekers and their lives, 
(Robinson, 2002). 
Over the last few decades a growing body of research has emerged in psychology 
associated with trying to understand how individuals engaged in trans-national migration 
adjust to their new environments and situations (Furnham and Bochner, 1986; Ward, 
Bochner and Furnham, 2001). The vast majority of this work has focussed primarily 
upon the experiences of sojourners such as international business people (Stening and 
Hammer, 1992; Aycan, 1997) and international students (Liberman, 1994; Kennedy, 
1999). More recently however, research output exploring the trans-national migratory 
experience of refugees and exiles has increased, and in particular, research has looked at 
the way in which refugees adjust to their new environment and the change in social and 
cultural surroundings (Ward et al, 200 1). 
The claim for the increased interest in the experience of refugees owes itself, not only to 
the increased refugee population, as alluded to in chapter one, but also to the claim that 
refugees appear to be more disadvantaged than other trans-national migrants in the 
adjustment process (Ward et al, 2001). Ward et al (2001) surnmarised five main reasons 
for the increased problems faceil by refugees adjusting to their new environments. These 
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include, firstly, the overwhelmingly stressful pre-migration experiences (torture, 
persecution, socio-economic environment). Secondly, that the migration is involuntary, 
motivated by 'push' rather than 'puU' factors. Thirdly, that the refugees are less likely to 
be able or wish to return home. Fourthly, that they arc oftcn very poorly prepared 
mentally and physically for the transition, and finally, they are likely to originate from 
culturally, different backgrounds from those individuals that compose the receiving 
country. These problems in adjustment are also linked to the increased prevalence of 
psychological distress in refugees when compared to other trans-national migrants 
(Smither and Rodriguez-Giegling, 1979; Sundquist, 1993). For instance, psychological 
distress in terms of increased post-traumadc stress disorder (PTSD) has been seen to be 
much higher in refugees than other migrants (Gorst-Unsworth and Goldenberg, 1998). 
In much of the research with refugees, studies have unfortunately tended to group into 
this category a range of other forced migrants and displaced persons, who have been 
forced by one reason or another to leave their country of origin (Ward et al, 2001). Such 
grouping includes environmental refugees, asylum seekers, internally displaced persons, 
war induced refugees and so on. Because of the differing legal and political treatment that 
is afforded to these different forced migrants (Boyle et al, 1998) their 'catcgorisation' can 
significantly affect how they cope with their situation and make sense of their fives. 
A small proportion of studies within psychology have tried to unpack this concept of the 
refugee attempting to explore in particular, the experiences and effects of being an 
asylum seeker. Researchers have noted that although many of the points raised by Ward 
et al (2001) can be extended to asylum seekers, the needs of refugees and asylum seekers 
are significantly different. Certain researchers such as DeSantis (2001) argue that it is the 
unique position and experience of exile endured by asylum applicants that contributes to 
an increased prevalence in psychological distress when compared to other refugees and 
displaced persons (Silove et al, 1997; Cox and Amelsvoort, 1994). Cox and Amelsvoort 
(1994) saw both the length of time it takes to decide an asylum claim and the exclusion 
that asylum seekers face from accessing 'mainstream' services as detrimental. Similarly, 
the distinctive situation of uncertainty, the position of 'limbo' (Castles and Miller, 2003), 
about their future and possible forced repatriation has also been found to be a 
contributing factor to increased stress in individuals seeking asylum (Becker and Silove, 
1993). Other researchers have argued that the reason such migrants suffer distress, both 
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mental and physical, is because their identity is 'threatened' and so are unable or reluctant 
to adapt to their new environment psychologically, socially or culturally (I'imotijevic and 
Breakwell, 2000; Ward and Kennedy, 1999). Silove et al (1997) however, argued that 
arriving at conclusions about these issues becomes difficult because very little is known 
about the psychological distress and experience of seeking asylum due to the small 
amount of research conducted with these individuals. 
Reviewing psychological theory on the migration 
and exile experience 
Found the focus: now search for a theory 
First attempts: personality theory and psychometric instruments 
It became clear to me at this point that not only my experience of being a practitioner 
supported my assertion that there was a need for a greater understanding of the effects of 
the asylum system, the literature also seemed to support this. Thus, the experience of 
asylum became my focus. As a psychologist my initial approach to the area was 
influenced by the prevalence of 'trauma' and adjustment problems during the settlement 
process. As a result I sought to use a number of psychometric tests in order assess and 
compare over time, a number of states and variables such as perceived control (Dyal et al, 
1988) and stress and coping styles (Ward and Kennedy, 1999; Furnharn and Bochner, 
1986). 1 therefore began to explore ways that I could find of assessing the psychological 
well-being of asylum seekers in the Region. I took as my starting point that asylum 
seekers exhibit higher rates of Post-traumadc Stress Disorder (PTSD), heightened levels 
of anxiety and depressive symptoms when compared to refugees and other migrants 
(Silove et al, 1997), differing experiences during 'acculturation' (Berry, 1980; 1997) and 
threats to their identities (Breakwell, 1983; Timotijevic and Breakwell, 2000). It was 
intended that a range of psychometric instruments such as Ward and Kennedy's (1999) 
socio-cultural adaptation scale and Collins' (1984) perceived control inventory would be 
reviewed and evaluated. The airn was to develop a psychometric instrument that could be 
used to ensure reliability and validity when measuring the adaptation of asylum seekers in 
the UK, and ultimately to identify those that needed added support. In addition, drawing 
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upon the work of RusseU, Peplau and Cutrona (1980) and McNair, Lorr and 
Droppleman, (1991), a second instrument was to be developed in order to measure the 
prevalence of emotional problems. It was envisaged that in using these instruments a 
baseline assessment of adaptation would be produced upon arrival in the Region and 
then six months after, the assessment was to be repeated to evaluate how the experience 
of fife as an asylum seeker had influenced psychological well-being. In doing so the main 
approach was to see if there were critical points during the dispersal process that 
instigated negative psychological well-being for the asylum seekers. 
It was not long into the research and literature search that I felt that this approach was 
unsuitable for a number of reasons. Firstly, the usefulness of such an approach to the 
collaborating body was felt to be limited. Although the results of the psychometric tests 
might in themselves be valuable as an 'indicator', it was felt that this was a move towards 
explaining the distress of asylum seekers rather than understanding the complex process 
of asylum and dispersal. Secondly, as Doni and Berry (1999) highlight, the use of 
psychometric scales in cross-cultural research may result in methodological issues such as 
construct, method or item bias. Thirdly, it was seen that psychometric scales may also 
present a degree of cultural insensitivity, as many asylum seekers may have a more oral 
tradition and would be unfamiliar with such Vestern' assessments of well-being (Doni 
and Berry, 1999). Finally, it became increasingly apparent that I was taking a problem 
based approach to asylum (Stainton-Rogers, 1995); taking as a starting point that asylum 
seekers were not adapting particularly well, secondly they were experiencing negative 
psychosocial wellbeing, and finally, that this was somehow a homogenous group in 
'need'. 
A more culturally appropriate theory: considering cross-cultural 
transition and psychology 
I then decided to review a more culturally sensitive approach for a theoretical footing. 
Individuals claim asylum in Britain from many diverse countries such as Afghanistan, 
Sierra Leone, Sri Lanka, Columbia and so on. They are of differing genders, ages and 
religion. They may have different experiences of the social and cultural practices of 
destination countries such as Britain and differing experiences of colonial rule. They may 
also have differing reasons for claiming asylum, some may be economic some may be 
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persecution, indeed some may be both. Their interpretation of persecution could too bý 
wide and diverse. An individual may feel persecuted because of their political opinions, 
race or refigion. Equally, they may feel persecuted because of their gender or sexuality, 
fail to achieve refugee status and be seen as 'bogus' asylum seekers or economic 
migrants. Sonn and Fisher (2005) suggest that an appreciation of the diverse experiences 
of immigrants, particularly forced migrants, allows for a greater understanding as to the 
effects that moving to a new country has for individuals. For psychologists and mental 
health professionals Sonn and Fisher (2005) assert the need to develop understandings of 
the assumptions underpinning the psychological processes people have been socialised 
into. Therefore, key to understanding individual migration and settlement is an 
appreciation of the diversity of experience that individuals have which is rooted in their 
cultural milieu. In trying to understand the process of inmaigrant transition in new 
environments Sonn and Fisher (2005) press for the need for a greater understanding of 
the role of culture. 
In exploring the role of culture in the settlement process there appears to have been a 
recent surge in the amount of attention placed at the role of culture in understanding 
individual and social psychology (see for example; Chryssochoou, 2004; Ward et al, 2001;, 
Hermans and Kempen, 1998; Howard, 1991; Sonn and Fisher, 2005). It is in this domain 
of psychology, 'cross-cultural psychology', that psychologists tended to explore 'Western' 
psychology such as personality theories or social identification theory and apply it to 
other cultural settings (Ward et al, 2001; Owusu-Bempah and Howitt, 2000). As such, 
one of the major research foci in cross-cultural psychology has been on attempting to 
understand 'acculturation' (Ward et al, 2001; Sonn and Fisher, 2005), the process by 
which individuals from differing cultures adjust to interacting with others. 
The theory of 'acculturation': history and development 
The increasing numbers of individuals moving across national boundaries has, during the, 
course of the twentieth century, prompted an interest in the process by which migrant 
groups adjust to being in contact with different cultures. A concept developed to help to 
understand this process is 'acculturation'. The term 'acculturation' was first used in 1880 
in order to explain the changes occurring in Native American languages as a result of an 
increasing population and cultural 'influx' into the Americas (Powell, 1880). The concept 
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remained within the anthropological domain for some time as these researchers used 
acculturation to investigate the process and outcomes of different cultures engaging in 
continuous contact with one another (Redfield, Unton and Hcrshovits, 1936). Due to the 
nature of anthropology researchers within this discipline were interested in group 
phenomena such as cultural norms and patterns, and the changes that occur, when two 
cultures interact (Ward et al, 2001). 
The amount of anthropological study into acculturation fcU significantly in the 1960s 
however, the decline in interest from one discipline was replaced by an increasing 
attention on the part of the other social sciences including sociology (Gordon, 1964) and 
psychology (Graves, 1967). Psychological contributions to research into acculturation 
began after the Second World War and focused primarily on a number of issues topical 
at the time such as; the problems associated with resettlement (Ichheiser, 1949), bi- 
culturalism in muld-ethnic communities (Graves, 1967; Taft, 1963), and on the cultural 
oppression of Aboriginal peoples (Berry, 1970; Gaardcr, 1972). Psychologists, in contrast 
to their anthropological counterparts became more interested in individual psychological 
outcomes resulting from culture contact such as changes in attitudes and behaviours in 
migrating individuals (Doni and Berry, 1999). Indeed, from these early 
conceptualisations of acculturation and progressive psychological interest in cross- 
cultural issues 'psychological acculturation' became a term of reference in its own right 
(Berry, Kim and Boski, 1988). Graves (1967) first used the term 'psychological 
acculturation' to refer to the changes that an individual experiences as a result of being in 
contact with other cultures and as a result of participating in the process of acculturation 
that his or her cultural or ethnic group is experiencing. 
Psychological acculturation 
Prominent within psychological acculturation research are the models of acculturation 
strategies devised by Berry and colleagues (Berry, 1980,1990,1997; Berry and Sam, 1997; 
Berry, Kim, Minde and Mok, 1987). According to Bhatia and Ram (2001a) bccause of 
their 'prolific' research output and their extensive appearance in introductory psychology 
text books, these models of acculturation strategies are possibly the most influential 
within the subject of acculturation in cross-cultural psychology. Much of Berry's work 
has been concerned with developing ways of understanding how individuals in new 
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cultures adapt to their new Surroundings by utilising 'acculturation strategies'. 
Acculturation strategies, as defined by Bhatia and Ram (2001 a) '... refer to the plan or the 
method that individuals use in responding to stress-inducing new cultural contexts' (p. 4). 
Such acculturation strategies have primarily been concerned with explaining this 
adaptation by using models that detail the various stages of identity that a migrant might 
experience. These acculturation models attempt to ascertain the relationship between 
identification with the culture of origin and the identification with the culture of contact. 
However, early studies regarding the acculturation of immigrants have been said to have 
relied upon simplistic, unidimensional and unidirectional models of acculturation and 
identity (Ward et al, 2001) see figure 2.1. Immigrants in this model were seen as 
relinquishing identification with the culture of origin and 'progressing' towards 
identification with the culture of contact by adopting the cultural traits, values, attitudes 
and behaviours of the host societies (Olmeda, 1979), in short acculturation was equated 
with 'assimilation' (Ward et al, 2001). As research and theory into bicultural identity 
developed in the 1980's the unidimensional/assimilation approach to acculturation came 
under increasing scrutiny (Mendoza, 1984; Ramirez, 1984). Similarly, in political terms 
notions of assimilation and immigration had become questionable by the 1970's in the 
UK, as such concepts were becoming outmoded as they were increasingly seen as closely 
resembling ethnic supremacist thinking (Glazer, 1993). 
Heritage Culture > Host Culture 
Figure 2.1. A unidirectional model of acculturation. 
Source: Ward et al (200 1) 
Moving on from these models psychological research took the position that 
identification with home and host culture was to be seen as counterbalancing, rather than 
opposing, in shaping the social identification of members of immigrant groups (Ward et 
al, 2001). This emerging view of biculturalism reflected a balance model of acculturation 
and identity, where biculturalism was viewed as the middle ground between assimilation 
and separatism, see figure 2.2. 
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Biculturalism Host C< Culture 
Figure 2.2. A balance model of acculturation. 
Source: Ward et al (200 1) 
Although seen as an 'improvement' on the preceding unidirectional model (Ward et al, 
2001), the balance model posed various problems when applied, e. g. the assessment 
instruments used within this model largely failed to distinguish bctwccn bicultural 
individuals who weakly identify with two cultures, and those who strongly identify with 
two reference groups (Ward et al, 2001). Progressing from the unidirectional and balance 
models of acculturation Berry (1980) developed a categorical model that described 
different acculturation strategies adopted by individuals. According to Berry's (1980) 
model individuals and groups living together arc confronted with two issues: 'Is my 
cultural identity of value and to be retained? ' and 'Are positive relations with the larger 
(dominant) society to be sought? ' Even though these issues can be responded to on a 
continuous scale, from negative to positive for conceptual purposes they can be 
presented as dichotomous yes/no options (Ward et al, 2001). When individuals answer 
negatively on the first issue and positively on the second one, an assiviilation strategy is 
favoured, namely the relinquishment of their cultural identity and the acceptance of the 
one held by the host country. It implies a cultural, behavioural and structural assimilation, 
in which behaviours of the individual becomes more similar to those of the dominant 
society (Berry, 1980). When the answer to both of the issues is positive, an inlý rad 
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strategy is present, where the individual wants to maintain his or her heritage identity and 
at the same time become part of the larger social system (Berry, 1980). When the answer 
to the first issue is 'yes' and to the second one is 'no' a separation strategy is present. 
Individuals have no desire to relate to the larger society, but they want to maintain their 
traditions and culture (Berry, 1980). Finally, the negative answer to both issues gives rise 
to marginalitadon, which is characterised by a loss of contact with both the dominant 
group and the traditional one (Berry, 1980). 
Developments in models of acculturation however, have not ceased. Categorical models 
like these have been criticised for being too simplistic, as the acculturation strategies used 
by immigrants, sojourners and refugees are seen to change depending upon the specific 
issues in question (Boski, 1998). Others have suggested that the two dimensions of 
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cultural identity 
- 
culture of origin and culture of contact 
- 
are more effective in, 
predicting cross-cultural outcomes than the four acculturation modes of integration, 
assimilation, separation, and marginalisation (Ward, 1999). While various assumptions 
about the process of acculturation exist, it is currently understood that acculturation is 
not a uniform or linear process, and individuals range from 'unacculturated' to biased in 
favour of the dominant culture (Doni and Berry, 1999). 
'Acculturation is now seen as a multidimensional phenomenon that includes 
one's orientation towards one's ethnic group, towards the larger society and 
possibly towards other ethnic cultures' (Doni and Berry, 1999, p. 172). 
Acculturation of refugees 
The most accurately comparable group to asylum seekers, that has any research 
knowledge based upon them, is that of refugees. Psychological evidence supports the 
assertion that out of all the acculturating groups (excluding asylum seekers), refugees face 
the greatest risks of distress owing to the involuntary, migratory and potentially 
temporary nature of their experience (Berry and Sam, 1997). Berry et al (1987) found that 
refugees have higher psychosomatic stress than migrants, sojourners and ethnic groups. 
Young and Evans (1997) conducted a comparative study in Canada on adjustment, 
psychological distress, quality of life and satisfaction with life of Salvadorian refugees 
settled in Canada and the Anglo-Canadian settled community. While Salvadorian refugees 
did not differ with respect to psychological distress compared to the Anglo-Canadian 
sample, the refugee sample manifested lower quality of life and life satisfaction than 
Anglo-Canadians. The domains most affected by the acculturation experience were 
marital relations, parent-child relations, material well-being, and job satisfaction. 
According to Ward et al (2001) differences in attitudes and behaviours; often lead to 
conflict in the home of refugee families. In refugee families increasing tension is 
frequently associated with changes in public and private roles (Ward et al, 2001). As 
younger refugees acculturate more quickly and often relate to the host culture more 
effectively, they become 'cultural brokers', linking their older family members to the new 
society (Ward et al, 2001). This affords children greater status and power within the 
family and places older adults in the unaccustomed position of dependency (Matsuoka, 
1990). For male heads of the households the situation may be further exacerbated by 
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unemployment or underemployment. The inability to assume the breadwinner role and 
to provide economic security for the family may undern-dne parental authority and 
negatively affect their self-concept (Ward et al, 2001). 
Doni and Berry (1999) emphasise that the nature and course of individual acculturation 
depends on a number of factors, such as pre-migration experience. Kinzie and Sack 
(1991) found that early traurnatisation (taking place before the age of 12) was associated 
with higher levels of antisocial behaviours among Cambodian refugee adolescents 
resettled in the United States. Anticipatory refugees, who left their homeland in an 
orderly way and with preparation, were more likely to acculturate more satisfactorily than 
acute refugees, who left their homeland quickly and without preparation (Kunz, 1973, 
1981). However, experiences occurring after arrival to a country of resettlement arc 
equally important. Liebkind (1996) found that predeparturc traumatic experiences of 
Vietnamese refugees had a lower impact on stress symptoms than post migration 
acculturation conditions. 
In a study with Indochinese refugees, both adults and children, Rumbaut (1991) found 
that men were more likely than women to adopt an integration strategy, while there were 
no significant gender differences in preferences for assimilation or separation strategies. 
A comparative study, by Kwak and Berry (1997) compared Vietnamese and Korean 
adolescents and parents in Canada; they showed that parents in both groups endorsed 
separation more strongly than their children. Adopting an integration strategy, as 
opposed to a separation one, was found to predict lower acculturation stress among 
Central American refugees in Canada (Don! and Berry, 1994). In 116kind's (1996) study 
of Vietnamese refugees in Finland the more members of the younger generation 
endorsed an assimilation strategy and adopted Western values the more they reported 
symptoms of anxiety and depression. 
Social support has also been found to be a strong predictor of successful adaptation 
(Berry et al, 1987), as it has been said to help buffer the acculturative experience. For 
instance, Berry and Blondel (1982) found that Vietnamese refugees settling in Canada 
who could speak Chinese generally had better mental health status than those who could 
not speak Chinese. Findings demonstrated that speaking Chinese improved the 
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likelihood of receiving employment and advice through the well-established Chinese 
communities in the country. 
An assessment of acculturation theory 
Models of acculturation and the application of acculturation theory have in themselves 
been useful in exploring the influence that culture contact has for migrants, particularly in 
terms of health and well being. Ward et al (2001) outline the many studies that have been 
conducted that have considered the relationship between acculturation status and mental 
health or illness. However, the results of this research output have not been entirely 
consistent. Studies have shown that acculturation is related both to more (Singh, 1989) 
and to less stress (Padilla, Wagatsuma and Lindholm, 1985); similarly, acculturation has 
been related both to more (Kaplan and Marks, 1990) and to less depression (Ghaffarian, 
1987). In order to explain these inconsistencies some researchers have maintained that 
the effects of acculturation are moderated by variables such as age (Kaplan and Marks, 
1990), gender (Mavreas and Bebbington, 1990), and religion (Neffe and Hoppe, 1993). 
Berry (1997) in an effort to incorporate some of these inconsistencies adapted the 
acculturation assumptions and proposed a framework for the study of acculturation that 
takes into account the multidimensionality of acculturation and the link between 
individual and group acculturation within the concept of the group and the dominant 
society. In addition to this Berry (1997) also presented a series of moderating factors 
such as, prejudicial and discriminatory societal attitudes, available social support, length 
of time involved, attitudes and behaviours of the acculturating individual. Berry (1997) 
argued that these factors contribute to affect an individual's adaptation to a new 
society/culture. 
Problems with 'acculturation' theory 
Acculturation models such as these have been praised in the way that they have clarified 
the role of psychosocial factors in intercultural contact (Sonn and Fisher, 2005). 
However, a number of writers have begun to comment upon their shortcomings (Bhada 
and Ram, 2001a; Hermans and Kempen, 1998; Chfyssochoou, 2004; Sonn and Fisher, 
2005). Generally, such writers have commented on the tendency of such 
conceptualisations of immigrant cultural transition to oversimplify and present 
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- 
deterministic individual and community responses (Sonn and Fisher, 2005). There has 
also been a tendency to fail to 'examine group specific settings and social, cultural and 
material resources available in negotiating intergroup relations' (Sonn and Fisher, 2005, 
p. 353). Individuals from ethnic and racial groups are also often presented as victims of 
social forces and lacking in competence in the cultural transition process (Sonn and 
Fisher, 1998). In such models there has been little discussion of the experience of racism 
and the power differentials in the acculturation process and settlement (Bhada and Ram, 
2001a). These shortcomings are seen to be produced by acculturation theorists 
conceiving the world as a static entity without recognition of dynamic global, societal and 
cultural pressures. Writers such as Hermans and Kempen (1998) and DeSands (2001) 
have sought to highlight some of the problems of conceptualising the process of cultural 
transition and inter-cultural contact without reference to the dynamic and constantly 
shifting processes of globalisation. Indeed, Tyler (2003) has argued for a paradigm shift 
in the way that psychological theory approaches acculturation and immigrant settlement. 
He argues for psychologists involved in the study of acculturation and imn-ýigrant 
settlement to move away from domineering positivistic assumptions seeking to apply 
'Western' psychology in isolation from multifaceted pressures, towards an understanding 
of people as active meaning makers, 'People are individuals, not faceless masses or 
chameleons who automatically change to fit their contexts. They are active agents who 
change their contexts as well as fit into them' (Tyler, 2003, p. 16). 
In order to accommodate these criticisms of current thinking on immigrant transition 
and acculturation certain writers have tried to adopt the notion of social ecology in order 
to better understand the multiple ways in which groups adapt and intcract (Sonn and 
Fisher, 2005; Rappaport, 1977). Drawing upon the ecological metaphor has encouraged 
writers to recognise the embeddedness of people in contexts (Bronfenbrenner, 1977; 
Rappaport, 1977). Such an approach allows for more attention to be placed upon the 
specific contexts from which people are arriving from and settling into placing more 
emphasis on the issues of power and oppression that is argucd is inherent in the 
experience of immigrant settlement. 
Questioning assumptions: universalism and essentialism 
Sonn and Fisher (2005) argue that the theory of acculturation invokes an implicit 
assumption that the processes of acculturation are universal and the same for all groups 
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and individuals. However, far from being implicit, within established acculturation 
theories, the concept of universalism is explicitly at its core (Bhada and Ram, 2001a). 
Berry and other acculturation theorists take the position that although there are, 
,... substantial variations in the life circumstances of the cultural groups that 
experience acculturation, the psychological processes that Operate during 
acculturation are essentially the same for all the groups; that is we adopt a 
universalistpers peedve on acculturation' (emphasis in original, Berry and Sam, 1997, 
p. 296). 
Adopting a universal theory of acculturation takes as its starting point that all groups 
manifest the same kind of psychological processes during the acculturation (immigration) 
process. As a result, the assumptions are that the psychological processes are the same 
for individuals who migrate to Britain from Germany to pursue a career, immigrants who 
join families from previously colonised countries such as India or Lebanon, as individuals 
who are fleeing persecution from West African countries. 
For Bhada and Ram (2001a) one of their main concerns about 'established' ways of 
conceptualising 'acculturation' is its basis upon the principles of universalism and, as a 
consequence, essentialism. Gough and McFadden (2001) discuss the limitations of these 
'established' ways of thinking about individuals which tend to be drawn particularly from 
a 'Western' paradigm. They argue that '... the Western ideal of personality, where people, 
are seen to possess a natural, essential, unique self, is but one (perhaps limited) way of 
conceptualising person-hood' (p. 81). Other researchers and writers have questioned the 
appropriateness and usefulness of applying psychological theory developed 
predominantly in the United States and areas of Europe, often based on White ethnic 
populations, to members of other ethnic groups and cultures (Kim and Berry, 1993: 
Owusu-Bempah and Howitt, 2000; Hermans and Kempen, 1998). 
Nevertheless, established ways of understanding the resettlement experiences of Migrants 
such as acculturation are grounded in these research fmdings based on models and 
theories developed predominantly within the United States and to a lesser extent Europe 
Nuch, 1995). Indeed, Berry and his colleagues state that at the foundation of their 
theories about acculturation is the idea that there are, 
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'... basic characteristics common to all members of the species (i. e. constituting a 
set of psychological givens) and that culture influences the development and 
display of them (i. e. culture plays different variations on these underlying themes 
called 'variform. universalsD (Segall, Lonner and Berry, 1998, p. 1 104). 
In other words, the claim is that there is a core essential self that has an objective and 
universal reality, and culture and history enable the 'display' of this essential self but arc 
not taken to be inextricably interwoven with the self (Bhatia and Ram, 2001a). Such a 
way of understanding the relation between culture and the essential self has been 
conceptualised as 'peeling the onion' (SegaU et al, 1998, p. 1104) where cultural and 
historical influences can be 'peeled' away to reveal the 'true' essential sclf. 
Questioning the essential 'self 
The notion and assertion of the concept of essentialism has existed for many years 
beginning with Plato's concept of forms and the classical Aristotelian vicw of the 
existence of essential and necessary features of each and every concept (Chryssochoou, 
2004). Later, within a Cartesian approach, 'the self'was seen to have foundations in such 
essentialist notions, as Allen (1997) asserts, the majority of modern Western concepts of 
'self' have their roots in the writing of Descartes. Owusu-Bcmpah and Howitt (2000) 
have summaxised a number of the features of Cartesian thinking including the following. 
'Me mind is a separate, individual self which can be known in isolation of other 
human beings. Knowledge of the essential self (which is regarded as a separate 
thinking entity) comes from observation and analysis. We do not create 
ourselves, and the self is not historically and culturally determined' (Owusu- 
Bempah and Howitt, 2000, p. 38-39) 
The claim of Cartesian theory of a tangible self that exists in separation from a social and 
cultural context began a search, particularly in psychology, to measure, record and explain 
'the self'. Gough and McFadden (2001) chart these attempts from the beginnings of 
objectivism in psychology to present-day popular culture. They argue contemporary 
Western society is full of examples espoused by the media (commonly in magazine 
surveys) which attempt to categorise the reader as a certain kind of lover, driver, parent 
etc. As a result, Gough and McFadden (2001) asscrt that, individuals in Wcstern societies 
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have become used to thinking about themselves as unique in some way, and in , 
possession of some unique 'core' personality, ultimately quantifiable and known as either 
one thing or another. Such identification helps to predict what these individuals would 
do in certain situations, what tasks or situations are unsuitable or incompatible for such 
individuals. The 'self' conceived from this position provides conditions which remain 
constant throughout situations making no allowances for important social or cultural 
influences (Gough and McFadden, 2001). Although theorists within the Cartesian 
tradition pay little if any attention to the role of social and cultural forces many other 
theorists position themselves in direct opposition to this view. 
The notion and assertion of the self as a core and essential entity has been at the centre 
of a debate across a number of disciplines over the years. Goffman (1959) argued that 
the self, or rather the presentation of the self, is a managed performance that is tailored 
in certain situations in order to fulfil certain societal and cultural norms and obligations. 
Rather than a self which is stable across situations and time, writers such as Goffman 
(1959) posit a self which is, '... flexible and dynamic, adopting and discarding 'multiple 
roles' as the situation demands 
-a fragmented rather than a unitary self' (Gough and 
McFadden, 2001, p. 73). Similarly, Burkitt (1999) asserts that '... hurnan individuals, 
embodied persons become identified within the multiple relations in which they are 
located and which, as agents, they change through their mutual interactions' (p. 12). 
Thus researchers and writers within psychology have had to look to other disciplines 
within the social sciences such as, sociology, anthropology and philosophy in order to 
attempt to contextualise the human 'self'. Such writers reject the existence of a 'core', 
stable and 'essential' self as Goldstein and Rayner (1994) assert the self 'has no 
permanent essence but continuously reinvents itself' (p. 370). The individual is always 
constructed and understood in reference to their cultural and social positioning within 
society. It is to this notion of a cultural and social positioning that I now turn. 
Toward a 'cultural psychology I 
Although culture is a concept under constant debate (Chryssochoou, 2004) most writers 
generally agree to a greater or lesser extent on two characteristic motifs. These are the 
presence of commonality or. shared-ness and the social construction of culture. 
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According to Sonn and Fisher (2005) culture, in a broad sense, can be seen to include 
ccommon values, beliefs and norms within groups who share an ethnic heritage, sexual 
orientation or socio-economic class' (p. 351). Kagitcibasi (1996) argues that culture 
provides each individual with a context for meaning. Furthermore, Lonncr and Malpass 
(1994) suggest that culture provides each one of us with a kind of rule book in which 
everyone knows how to interact with one another in society. Sonn and Fisher (2005) 
posit however, that the cultures that exist, not only in a world context, but in our own 
countries are 'diverse, complex and changing' (p. 352). They go on to argue that, 'culture 
is central to human functioning [guiding] our behaviour and [providing] scripts for living' 
(p. 352). For migrants, it has been claimed that in moving toa new environment it is the 
interaction that occurs between particular cultural scripts and the cultural scripts of their 
new environment that is said to stimulate the most demanding challenges for the 
individual (Ward et al, 2001). However, the experience of transition and settlement 
experienced by migrants cannot solely be explained by understanding the interaction 
between homogenous cultural 'scripts', as within notions of sharedncss there is also a 
wide variety of divergence and conflict (Tyler, 2003). Such divergence is influenced by 
the interaction that occurs between the historical, social, political, economic, racial and 
familial positioning (Tyler, 2003; Sonn and Fisher, 2005). 
Such an argument therefore instigates a move away from the positivistic assumptions 
inherent within 'cross-cultural psychology' towards a more 'cultural psychology' (Much, 
1995). The term 'cultural psychology' has been used by writers such as Bruner (1990); 
Cole (1990); Kakar (1982) and Shweder (1990) to describe an approach to psychology 
that perceives the individual, society and (symbolic) culture 'systems' as dynamic and 
increasingly complex. Each of these 'systems' (Much, 1995) are secn as interconnected 
and 'mutually constitutive', that is to say 'they co-create or mutually form one another' 
(Much, 1995). According to Much (1995) this notion has been expressed through a 
variety of tern-dnologics from 'dialectical co-construction' (Stigler, Shwcder and Herdt, 
1990), 'rcflexivity' Wehan and Wood, 1975) and 'Bakhtinian' dialogical notions of self 
(Bakhtin, 1984; Shotter, 1995; Hermans and Kempen, 1993). In direct opposition to 
essentialist notions within 'cross-cultural psychology', dialogical thought asserts that, 
Truth is not born nor is it to be found inside the head of an individual person, it is born 
between people collectively searching for truth, in the process of their dialogic 
interaction' (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 110). 
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By applying such dialogical notions within the social sciences previously fixed disciplinary 
boundaries begin to blur as cultural psychology theorists draw upon writers within a 
number of disciplines including, sociology, anthropology, literary studies and social 
theory. In this vein Tyler (2003) asserts the need for a more interpretative approach to 
research where individuals are seen as 'active agents' entering contexts that are similarly 
dynamic. 
'Because our theories mimic physical science models we assume that all 
celements' or 'atoms' (in our case people) of a system are identical. 
Consequently, we formulate general content-free laws that we believe can be 
identified and applied in similar ways with similar results to all people. Our 
theories also assume that those whom I shall call acculturers and acculturees live 
in societal systems which do not change. Those assumptions simply do not 
work. All individuals and their cultures have unique identities with long, 
narrative histories that are constantly changing. ' (p. 16-17) 
From a cultural psychology perspective the active and dynamic interaction that occurs 
between the individual, society and culture retains a core theoretical position. This 
position is most pertinent when considering the reciprocal processes of interaction 
within the migrant and the exile experience (DeSantis, 2001; Tyler, 2003). 
In chapter one I alluded to the role that globalisation has in the way in which notions of 
the self and identities are thought of and constructed in today's world. However, it is, 
claimed that a person's social and cultural positioning is not as straightforward as it used 
to be, as Hermans and Kempen (1998) state, 'In an increasingly interconnected world 
society, the conception of independent, coherent, and stable cultures becomes 
increasingly irrelevant. ' (p. 1111). Similarly, Castles and Miller (2003) note the 
interconnected nature that the development of ethnic cultures, personal and social 
identities and the creation and recreation of ethnic communities has with the continuing 
process of globalisation experienced by both individuals and societies. As such 
individuals within societies have, in recent times, started to move away from 
understanding their sense of belonging as being dependent upon some allegiance to a 
nation-state (Papastergiadis, 2000). As such individuals within countries such as Britain 
begin to experience new forms of belonging based around new types of communities 
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such as the technological and the ideological that, due to the dcconstructing of state 
borders has meant an increased contact between diverse peoples with similar outlooks 
(Delanty, 2003). 
Developing a theoretical and an epistemological lens 
Acknowledging powerful relations in transition and settlement 
Chryssochoou (2004) has drawn attention to differences in 'power' between migrants and 
the dominant 'receiving' society, where the latter assumes a greater amount of power 
over the less powerful migrant, for instance, the asylum seeker. A post-colonial analysis 
of 'established' acculturation theory by Bhatia (2002) identifies that Berry and other 
traditional acculturation theorists appear to work under the prevailing assumption that 
both '... the majority and the minority cultures have equal status and power' (Bhatia, 
2002, p. 62). Such a position highlights the inappropriateness of conccptualising the 
process of transition as 'universal' as Bhatia and Ram (2001 a) argue, 
'To suggest that such a process is universal and that all immigrants undergo the 
same psychological processes in their acculturation journey minimises the 
inequities and injustices faced by many non-European immigrants' (p. 9). 
Bhatia and Ram (2001a) argued that for some groups, such as East Indians who have 
settled in the United States, they possess collective histories of colonisation and, as a 
result, continue to experience to a greater or lesser extent racial prejudice. 'History forms 
part of the collective memory of groups as they negotiate their individual and community 
identities, often in the context of ongoing institutionalised racism. Hence, they have 
strong implications for the settlement process' (Sonn and Fisher, 2005, p. 356). 
As Bhada (2003) highlights, 
'... given the pervasiveness of racial prejudice in the United States, non- 
European/non-white immigrants have been more likely to face exclusion and 
discrimination than their European counterparts. Through personal and 
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collective remembering, tales of discrimination, hardships, and sheer 
exploitation are kept alive in these immigrant communities' (13hatia, 2003, p. 197) 
Power, embodied in inequality within various sectors of social life such as service access 
and socio-economics, means that less-Powerful individuals such as asylum seekers 
interpret their environment and settlement differently to other more powerful groups. 
Bhatia and Ram (2001a) argue that for some migrants settling in the United States, 
particularly those that are 'visibly' different, their experiences of racism have been seen to 
have significant implications for their acculturation and settlement. Dion (2001) argued 
that 'visible' ethnic groups appeared to experience increased rejection in a number of 
domains within the wider society which may have led to responses from those excluded 
that had significant implications for the settlement process. 
For a number of years now the British government has maintained a policy of 
multiculturalism in contemporary British society (Parekh, 2000). Here the focus of cross- 
cultural transition has been on maintaining 'integration' where the original culture is 
nurtured within the broader back-drop of British society. In this way the claim is that 
individuals feel a sense of 'rootedness' in their original 'culture' which is maintained 
while, at the same time the dominant culture benefits and is enriched (Lafromboise et al, 
1993; Phinney, Horenczyk, ]Llebkind and Vedder, 2001). Although both the acculturation 
literature (Berry and Sam, 1997) and the community cohesion policy (Home Office, 
2002a) emphasise the vital role that adopting and encouraging 'integration' has for both 
communities and individuals, it could be claimed that asylum seekers are actively 
excluded from this process (Sales, 2002). For asylum seekers awaiting a decision on their 
asylum application, faced with possible repatriation (Becker and Silove, 1993), 
'integration' in any formal sense is effectively suspended (Sales, 2002). Sales (2002) 
highlights the discrepancy in how this situation is maintained by the UK Government 
where on the one hand measures are favoured which encourage the 'social inclusion' of 
'refugees'. Whilst on the other hand, when these 'refugees' arrive as asylum seekers they 
are forced through what Sales (2002) describes the 'punitive regime' (P. 474) of the 
asylum system where asylum seekers experience social exclusion and stigmatisation 
ultimately damaging their chances of a successful settlement. However, when such 
migrants fail to 'integrate' successfully Sonn and Fisher (2005) argue that this is seen as a 
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fault of the asylum seeker/refugee who is unwilling or unable to 'integrate' and they are 
consequently blamed for their protracted transition. 
The social construction of an 'asylum seeker' identity 
By 'blaming the victims' (Sonn and Fisher, 2005) and focusing upon the acculturation 
experiences of the migrating individuals often the impact upon the environment and 
indigenous people is overlooked. According to Chryssochoou (2004) the emphasis upon 
only one of the groups, namely the migrating group, overlooks some of the important 
changes that are produced in the indigenous population. From this perspective the 
presence of individuals from different ethnic and ýultural back-grounds undoubtedly 
influences the interpretation and understanding of the 'receiving' society towards arriving 
immigrants and settled migrants. This influence may stimulate a change in how such 
migrating groups are understood and ultimately how they arc treated and responded to. 
The receiving society is thus able to create and recreate identities for the newly arrived 
with a tendency towards homogenisation of the identities of those entering the country 
(Castles and Miller, 2003) identifying them by their 'common condition' (Chryssochoou, 
2004). Similarly, in response to the creation of identities for the new immigrants research 
by Fenton (1999) suggests that the identity of certain ethnic groups are inextricably 
constructed and negotiated within both political and socio-cconon-Lic ontexts. Fenton 
(1999) argued that the division of labour in Western countries is often organised along 
'ethnic' or 'racial' lines. In these countries and contexts, 'ethnic groups come to occupy a 
particular niche within the division of labour. So much so that certain ethnic groups 
become synonymous with class position' (Sonn and Fisher, 2005, p. 356). As such an 
identity is socially constructed around immigrants that enters them into a particular 
discursive framework. This discursive framework represents people in a certain way 
based upon the language used to describe them. In offering a wide definition of 
discourse Burr (1995) has argued that discourse can be understood as, 
'A set of meanings, metaphors, representations, images, stories, statements and 
so on, that in some way together produce a particular version of events. It refers 
to a particular picture that is painted of an event (of person or class of persons), 
a particular way of representing it or them in a certain fight' (p. 48) 
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As such Lynn and Lea's (2003) analysis of the social construction of asylum seekers in 
the UK argues that asylum seekers have been [rejpositioned and contrasted with other 
social groupings in' order to legitimise their particular demonised position. As was 
explored in chapter one, when entering Britain and applying for asylum, individuals are 
entered into a ready made glossary of homogenous terms that are used to identify them 
such as 'asylum seekers', 'immigrants', 'economic migrants', 'burdens', 'scroungers' and 
so on. Chryssochoou (2004) therefore argues that as a result of this construction, '... in 
the new environment that defines them as the Other, migrants need to redefine and 
evaluate themselves' (p. 7). Far from being static however such social construction can be 
seen to be under constant movement. As we saw in chapter one individuals claiming 
asylum have tended to be constructed as 'brave people' during the Cold War but have 
since been constructed as 'frauds' and in some cases 'potential terrorist threats' (Castles, 
2003; Lynn and Lea, 2003). These 'shifts' are due to influences, political, social and 
economic upon a particular phenomena, 'As time passes, as the influences change so do 
the constructions' (Lynn and Lea, 2003, p. 448). 
Identity as dynamic 
Sonn and Fisher (2005) argue for the need to place the process of settlement under 
scrutiny to examine how the context into which immigrants are settling impacts upon 
their transition and their identity. For example, Birman (1994) explored the settlement 
experiences of Russian refugees in the United States. She argued that these individuals 
could be seen to be utilising different acculturation strategies depending upon the context 
in which they were, in an aim to ensure their survival and wellbeing. Birman (1994) 
suggested that in some circumstances these refugees adopted a position of assimilation to 
the dominant US culture while on other occasions individuals chose to separate 
themselves. As Sonn and Fisher (2005) argue 'assimilation may be the visible response in 
one setting, while integration is the response in the other' (p. 356). 
Similarly, Bhada and Ram (2001 a) discuss ways in which a Chinese immigrant attempting 
to understand notions of selfhood in the United States may easily draw upon and be 
intertwined with stories of 'yellow peril' and current stories and notions of Chinese 
migrants being 'a model minority'. Similarly, asylum seekers when trying to negotiate 
their identity may draw upon Iron Curtain and communist era notions of 'brave people 
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fleeing persecution' with current stories of 'scroungcrs' and 'burdens'. In this way 
migrants from different countries not only begin to experience adjustment and selfhood 
in a way which is conflated with their own socio-cultural, historical and political contexts 
with those of the new country, but also have to negotiate these within a temporal 
context. 
It is the interaction between an individual's understanding of their identity (cultural, 
ethnic and personal) as well as notions of belonging that lead Castles and Miller (2003) to 
assert the need to recognise 'interconnectedncss'. As Castles and Miller (2003) state, 
'Nfigrant or minority cultures are constantly recreated on the basis of the needs and 
experience of the group and its interaction with the actual social environment' (P. 39). 
The identity of the 'asylum seeker', although strange to the individual, is one that they arc 
required to understand, redefine and evaluate within their existing identities. Rather than 
a process which is static and isolated this can be seen to be one that is dynamic and 
constant entailing a continuous negotiation of ethnic cultures, personal and group 
identities and the re-crcation of ethnic communities understood in the context of 
globalisation, historical and political factors in both the experience of the migrant and the 
experience of the 'host' country (Castles and Miller, 2003). From this perspective those 
entering a country 'do not have a static, closed and homogenous ethnic identity, but 
instead dynamic multiple identities, influenced by a variety of cultural social and other 
factors' (Castles and Miller, 2003, p. 39). 
A move from unitariness to multiplicity 
The notion of multiple identities is becomIng widely regarded by many as an important 
concept to operationalise when conducting research with migrants or in attempting to 
understand the migration experience, or more relevantly the exile experience (Bhada and 
Ram, 2001a; Hermans and Kempen, 1998; Skultans, 2004). Glick Schiller, Basch and 
Blanc-Szanton (1992) proposes that in adopting a transnational. analytical framework it is 
necessary to understand that 'transn-ýigrants draw upon and create fluid and multiple 
identities, grounded both in their society of origin and in the host societies' (p. 1 1). 
In psychological terms the processes of globalisation has had a significant influence on 
our identities and who we understand ourselves to be (Hermans and Kempen, 1998; 
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Bhatia, 2002). As political issues, the global economy, social and post-colonial relations 
and new technologies, develop so do discussions around individual identity and the role 
that the nation state has, in a 'world-system', in"the creation and maintenance of these 
identities (King, 1991; Woodward, 2002). Woodward (2002) has claimed that as the role 
of the nation state has receded in its importance to ascribe and reaffirm identities, new 
possibilities have arisen for the formation and shaping of these identities. As a result the 
meaning and understandings of identities have been explored and a new discourse has 
emerged which attempts to express the influence of movement and the (co)construction 
that identity or 'identities' (Hall, 1991) experience. Due to these new discursive 
developments identities have since been called, among others, 'dislocated' (Woodward, 
2002), 'shifting' (Chaudhry, 1998), 'multiple' (Yeps, 1998; Hall, 1991), 'dialogical' 
(Hermans and Kempen, 1993), 'polyphonic' (Bhada, 2002) and 'hybrid' (Hermans and 
Kempen, 1998). Such theoretical developments into the conceptualisation of identities 
have focused upon analysing the interconnectedness, overlapping, contradictory 
experience of our lives punctuated by inequality (de Peuter, 1998; Blommaert, 2001; 
Bhada and Ram, 2001 a; Bauman, 2000). 
Bhatia and Ram (2001a), in critiquing the reliance of notions such as universalism and 
essentialism with migrants, similarly advocate such a position where power differentials 
can be explored and individual life and identity can be located within a particular social 
world underpinned by unique historical and political experiences. In doing so Bhatia and 
Ram (2001a) have pressed for psychology to incorporate ideas that have been developed 
within the discipline referred to as post-colonial studies (Said, 2003; Bhabha, 1994). 
Other researchers have made similar calls such as American psychologist Howard (1991) 
and European psychologists Hermans and Kempen, (1998). It has been argued by these 
writers that combining post-colonialism with psychology allows for more 'appropriate' 
attempts to understand the migratory experiences of various migrants within a globalising 
world highlighting power differentials and interconnectedness (Bhada and Ram, 2001a; 
Bhatia, 2002). 
Post-colonial theory can be perceived as a way to understand and make sense of groups 
in the way that they are constructed and therefore perceived as a sociological and 
anthropological endeavour within the social sciences. Various writers have commented 
upon the usefulness in appreciating the postcolonial context in understanding the 
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migratory experience and by extension the identity of migrants (Chambers, 1994; Bhada 
and Ram, 2001a). Indeed, Chambers (1994) asserts that the postcolonial contextualisation 
of migrancy, '... involves a movement in which neither the points or departure nor those 
of arrival are immutable or certain. It calls for a dwelling in language, in histories, in 
identities that are constantly subject to mutation' (p. 5). 
Multiple and complex identities in a global world 
Bhatia and Ram (2001 a) discuss the need to move away from 'state' orientated models of 
acculturation such as those developed by Berry and his colleagues. Instead they suggest, 
,... a process-oriented approach to acculturation research 
- 
where the focus is on 
understanding how immigrants living in hybrid cultures and diasporic locations are 
constantly negotiating their multiple, and often conflicting histories and subject positions' 
(p. 3). Drawing heavily upon Hermans and Kempen (1998) Bhatia and Ram (2001a) offer 
a focus for the analysis of the migrant experience that attempts to place this experience 
within a dynamic global context. 
Hermans and Kempen (1998) highlight the 'perilous problems' (P. 1111) associated with 
basing acculturation frameworks on established ways of understanding difference such as 
cultural dichotomies (e. g. individualism versus collectivism) and models advocating 
universalism. 'It is our belief that we need an alternative approach that is sensitive to the 
process of cultural interchange, the complexities of social positions, and the dynamics of 
global interconnectedness' (Hermans and Kempen, 1998, p. 1112). They go on to argue 
that, because the world is currently experiencing increasing globalisation, increasing 
transmigration and border crossings conceptualising acculturation becomes increasingly 
complicated. Rather than thinking of immigrants as moving in a linear trajectory from 
culture A to culture B they suggest we think of cultures asmoving and n-dxing(p. 1117). 
In contrast to these 'established' approaches to conceptualising culture a position of 
'moving and mixing' questions the assumptions that stem from understanding culture as 
internal. ly homogeneous and external. ly distinctive (Hermans and Kempen, 1998; 
Hermans, 2001). Hermans and Kempen (1998) argue that, within an increasingly 
globalising world, psychological approaches need to question the relevance of assuming 
that cultures are somehow geographical. ly located and therefore fixed. Hcrmans and 
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Kempen (1998) argue that, 'Instead of conceiving of cultures as being restricted to 
locations, we emphasise the relevance of intersysterns, mixture, travel, contact zones, and 
multiple identities' (p. 1117). Hermans and Kempen (1998) assert the need for researchers 
to consider three themes in their research both across and within 'cultural' settings. The 
first of these themes stress the need to realise that by moving away from 
conceptualisations of culture as geographically located, attention should be given to 
exploring the 'contact zones' between cultures. As a result of the 'moving and mixing' of 
cultures fixed notions of 'boundaries' separating cultures become incompatible as such 
boundaries become increasingly permeable (Hermans and Kempen, 1998), a position 
shared by Papastergiadis (2000). Secondly, researchers should realise that with increasing 
cultural complexity brought about by 'moving and mixing' greater attention has to be 
paid to the inevitable multiplicity of meanings and practices that emerge as a result. They 
discuss the emergence of hybridity and assert that this hybridisation becomes increasingly 
innovative and creative as cultural 'boundaries' continue to 'mix and move'. Furthermore, 
they argue, attention needs to be paid to the way in which notions of self and identity are 
conceived as a 'dynamic multiplicity of different and even contrasting positions or voices 
that allow mutual dialogical relationships' (Hermans and Kempen, 1998, p. 1118). From 
this position individuals are seen as multivoiced beings actively engaged in a dialogical 
process with the world in which they exist (Bakhtin, 1984; Gergen, 1991; Taylor, 1991). 
As Hermans and Kempen (1998) note, globalisation has led to a hybridisation of cultural 
practices and meanings that, 
6 
... 
create such multiple identities as Mexican School girls dressed in Greek 
Togas dancing in the style of Isadora Duncan, a London boy of Asian origin 
playing for a local Bengali cricket team and at the same time supporting the 
Arsenal football club, Thai boxing by Moroccan girls in Amsterdam, and native 
Americans celebrating Mardi Gras in the United States' (p. 1113) 
This is in direct contrast to 'established' acculturation theories which, as Bhatia (2003) 
argues, 'blinds us to the complexities and contradictions of living in multiple cultural 
spaces' (p. 211). Such 'hybridity' in the contemporary world, according to Chaudhry 
(1998), entaiIs a fluid state of possessing constantly shifting multiple identities, which are 
constructed and differentiated in response to contextual demands. Such a negotiation of 
these shiffing multiple identities is demonstrated by Yeps' (1998) critical reflections upon 
his own 'identity'. Yeps (1998) describes himself as Asianlatinoamerican, who after being 
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born into a Chinese family who lived in Peru, later n-ýIgratcd to the United States. Yeps 
holds the position that he has integrated all three cultures within his 'identity'. However, 
there is no claim that such 'integration' is harmonious or ftee from tension. Rather, his 
own experience of a multicultural identity brings him 'internal and external conflicts' 
(p. 80). 
Yeps's (1998) analysis leads to the final theme that Hermans and Kempen (1998) argue 
needs consideration. As a result of the process of globalisation, human experience is 
underpinned by a great deal of uncertainty. Following on from the proposition that 
people occupy 'muldple'idendtics Hermans (2001) argues that attention needs to be paid 
to the 'positions' that people speak from in different global landscapes. These 'positions', 
in their interaction, and as they are assimilated or resisted presents individualised 
experiences of uncertainty, interpreted as conflict or anxiety. 
'Globalisation is easily understood as contrary to living one's 'authentic life' in 
peace, partly because authenticity and pureness, however conceptualised, is 
better suited to a homogenous, stable, localised, and predictable society than an 
increasingly heterogeneous, changing, translocal, and unpredictable global world' 
(Hermans and Kempen, 1998, p. 1118). 
Ibc notion of 'mixing and moving' therefore moves away from a linear process of 
cultural adaptation, which can be predicted and explained, towards a process in which 
cultures and stories meet and are constantly negotiated and retold. This provides a useful 
point of departure from which all migrating individuals, particularly those seeking 
asylum, can be explored. Similar to Hermans and Kempen (1998), DeSantis (2001), in his 
work on the experience of exile, presses for an ontological shift from perspectives he has 
labelled 'monological' to those that have a 'dialogical' perspective. DcSands (2001) claims 
that 'monological' thinking is found in the majority of contemporary research agendas 
and is based upon a bias towards 'unitariness' (Baxter, 1994). Such an approach, DeSands 
(2001) claims, leads researchers to think in either/or propositions which 'denies the 
possibility of contradicting ideas existing simultaneously' (DeSantis, 2001, p. 1) and 
according to Baxter (1994) creates 'false unities' (p. 25) in research and 'ignores the 
inherent dialogical tension found in the human experience' (DcSantis, 200 1, p. 3). Moving 
from a position of monologism to dialogism requires an ontological shift in theoretical 
formulations from objectivism to an interpretivist framework. In doing so asylum seekers 
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become less an object of homogeneity, to be understood as individuals with a multiplicity 
of differences and contradictions occurring within this one label. Similarly, Sonn and 
Fisher (2005) have argued that framing issues within such an 'ecological model' allows 
for a conceptual understanding of the process of immigrant intercultural contact that 
takes account of the multitude of power relations and experiences of oppression often 
experienced by many immigrants. 
Narrative as a research strategy, epistemology and 
methodology 
As a result of the move towards understanding identity in terms of multiplicity Eastmond 
(1996) believes that 'Such transnational identities and life experience require new research 
strategies which give attention to the different sites and contexts across which people and 
ideas move and interconnect' (p. 232). Eastmond (1996) supports the shift towards the 
use of an interpretivist stance in research and emphasises the value that collecting life 
histories has in exploring how individuals, 'construct meaningful personal experience in 
relation to a complex and changing social reality, and how experience is organised in 
relation to wide networks and discourses, across different contexts and locations, in 
which they participate' (p. 233). 
Eastmond (2000) emphasises the importance in moving away from established 'Western' 
modes of understanding funneUed through objectivism. Eastmond (2000) argues that 
such theoretical frameworks may contribute to the medicalisation of the refugee 
experience. Instead, Eastmond (2000) proposes that such experiences 'are best analysed 
in their own terms and interpretation situated in the local contexts of their experience' 
(p. 76). As a result Eastmond (2000) asserts that the value and use of narrative in 
understanding personal experience and identity leads to a useful methodological strategy 
particularly with individuals in exile. 
They mirror the complex relation to time and place of refugees through their 
memories and storied experiences. Focusing on the individual and family or 
household, they provide a point of entry into the life world of change and loss, 
where vital bases of social life, identity, and history located elsewhere are absent, 
inaccessible to both fieldworker and narrator. As stories about disruptions and 
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(often dramatic) change, they invite the narrator's own reflections on the 
meanings and responses they generate' (Eastmond, 2000, p. 76). 
Phinney (2000) recognises the challenge faced by rcscarchers who by trying to 
acknowledge the importance of a broader global context attempt to incorporate a way in 
which individuals interpret complex interactions between cultural, historical and political 
factors. 
'Researchers who are particularly interested in cultural factors in development 
face the challenge of conceptualising culture in a way that can be studied 
empirically 
... 
A narrative approach is being recognised as a means of examining 
the ways in which individuals make sense of their fives within a changing 
sociohistorical context' (Phinney, 2000, p. 27-28) 
Rather than these universalistic notions of self and cultural adaptation where Irce choice' 
and rationality is advocated, it is argued that migration initiates a long-term process of 
negotiating identity, difference and existence in the n-ýigrant's new miheu (Benmayor and 
Skotnes, 1994). 
'As Nietzsche insisted, there are no facts, only interpretations. just as the 
narrative of the nation involves the construction of an 'imaginary community', a 
sense of belonging sustained as much by fantasy and the imagination as by any 
geographical or physical reality, so our sense of our selves is also a labour of the 
imagination, a fiction, a particular story that makes sense. We imagine ourselves 
to be whole, to be complete, to have a full identity and certainly not to be open 
or fragmented; we imagine ourselves to the author, rather than the object, of the 
narratives that constitute our lives' (Chambers, 1994, p. 25) 
From a narrative psychological perspective therefore individuals are 'storytelling 
creatures' where past, present and anticipated future is not understood in a static vacuum 
world. Rather, individuals understand their lives by narratively negotiating their 
experience and the world around them rooted in multiplc contexts throughout history, 
time and place. As Kirmayer (2002) pertinently suggests, 
'Ilie political questions therefore become: what stories are we al. lowed to tell, 
what repertoire of stories do we have available to think with and what contexts 
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are available for telling, remembering and participating with others to construct 
a durable community? (p. 738). 
Summary 
What I have attempted to do in this chapter is to present the development of my 
theoretical position during this research project. Although I realise that I have presented 
quite a linear description of these developments I wish to emphasise that I often fell back 
to different positions in order to move forward when confronted with theoretical 
conflict and contradictions. However I hope I have been able to Present my theoretical 
deliberations by reviewing ways in which writers within psychology have attempted to 
understand and explain the process of adjustment that occurs when individuals migrate. 
Within 'cross-cultural psychology' it is the concept of acculturation studied with 
overwhelming consistency by John Berry and his colleagues that has been most 
prominent. What I hope I have succeeded in presenting are some of the shortcomings of 
this theory and its consequential models when they are applied within a contemporary 
world engaged in the continuing processes involved in globalisation. Acculturation 
models such as these take the position of essentialism and universalism to its core and 
attempt to understand the experience of migrancy for an migrating individuals based 
upon these foundations. Current approaches within psychology, such as those advocating 
alternative perspectives taken by Bhatia and Ram (2001a); Bhada (2002) and Hermans 
and Kempen (1998) seek to try and understand selfhood and identity and reconcile these 
within the processes of globalisation. This has led me to a position of 'cultural 
psychology' where writers such as Eastmond (1996) express the value of an interpretivist 
approach that can focus upon the multiple and changing 'storied' life worlds of migrants. 
Bertrand (2000) argues that as an 'ethnopsychologist' his interest rests in the way that 
refugees, in particular, see themselves and their lives. Skultans (1993; 2004), DeSands 
(2001) and Bertrand (2000) present a strong and convincing case for the use of 
approaches that explores the narrative understandings of individuals when attempting to 
study the multiple identities of individuals and the experience of exile. The next chapter 
aims to review the development of such approaches and to elaborate on the theoretical 
and methodological approach taken in this study. 
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The aims of the study 
The first two chapters of this thesis aimed to provide both a backdrop to the world of 
'asylum seeking' and, particularly in the early part of chapter two, how individuals 
entering a new country have been seen to adjust to their new environment. As the latter 
part of this chapter explains, psychological research into the experience of 'acculturation' 
has tended to be rooted in universal models based on Western ideology. Research such 
as this has been grounded in assumptions that emphasise the individual factors associated 
with this adjustment and could be said to have largely ignored a wide range of historical, 
political, societal and cultural factors involved in the social construction of asylum that 
combine to influence individual experiences of asylum. Similarly, policies focusing upon 
creating community cohesion or encouraging integration have tended to narrate asylum 
seekers as being equal actors to those in their communities of dispersal in such a process. 
As a result it could be argued that a myriad of issues are ignored, such as fcclings of loss, 
out of placedness, oppression, inequality and the feelings of 'limbo' that waiting for a 
decision creates. Individuals are generally seen to be striving for a situation of integration 
with their own cultural practices, value systems and personal ideology with that of the 
new environment. This ultimately leaves questions surrounding the applicability of such 
an approach when the individuals who are 'acculturating' are 'asylum seekers'. As was 
seen in chapter one being an asylum seeker in Britain places you within a particular social 
context dcfmed by a range of political and historical perspectives. Equally, the situation 
of being an asylum seeker is likely to be interpreted differently and have different 
meanings for different individuals, each influencing their experiences of fife in Britain. 
Bhada and Ram (2001a) pose interesting questions that arise out of their work on 
diasporic cultures, they ask, 
'Do all immigrants traverse the same 'psychological' path in their acculturation 
process? Can we relegate colonial history, gender and race to the status of 
'variables' and overlook how identity is embedded in a network of multiple and 
often contested cultural practices? flow does the researcher define the 
developmental end point (telos) of acculturation? Are there multiple endpoints 
to this process? How does the researcher capture the contested and hyphenated 
aspects of the acculturation process? (p. 16) 
The aim of this study is therefore to gain an understanding of what it means to Eve with 
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the immigration status of the 'asylum seeker'. In particular I am interested, in light of 
policies of dispersal, in what this means for people in terms of how they understand their 
individual, cultural and social identity. Furthermore, I will focus upon how the situation 
of seeking asylum enables an understanding of individuals as social actors living within 
the communities throughout Britain. In doing so I will listen to the stories of seeking 
asylum, paying attention to the unique understanding of asylum applicants and the 
contexts in which they live, I will explore how the social positioning of asylum creates an 
alternative way in which to conceptualise such individuals. More specifically, the purpose 
of this study is to investigate the following research aim and objectives: 
Research aim 
T(? explore the immigration status of the 'asylum seeker' and its impact upon 
identity, community and belonging. 
Research objectives 
1. To explore the historical, political and social development of asylum as a concept and 
as a process. 
2. To explore the 'official' discourses around asylum. 
3. To explore how official discourses are interpreted in professional practice by support 
service workers. 
4. To explore how people making a claim for asylum narrate their lives during dispersal. 
5. To explore how dispersal impacts upon identity and belonging. 
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Chapter Three 
Developing a narrative-dialogical 
approach: making sense of asylum 
Overview 
In the previous chapter I argued for a move away ftom 'universalist' and 'essendalist' 
notions of understanding exile experiences grounded in objectivism, to theoretical 
positions sustained by Bhatia and Ram (2001a), Eastmond (1996,2000) and Bertrand 
(2000), entailing a move towards utilising the 'narrative metaphor' (Papadopoulos and 
Hildebrand, 2002). The narrative metaphor has gained greater prominence in the social 
sciences in the last few decades due partly to the writings of Sarbin (1986), Polkinghorne 
(1988), Bruner (1986; 1990) and Riessman (1993) and partly because the narrative 
metaphor affords both 'a useful method of conceptualisation and technique' 
(Papadopoulos and Hildebrand, 2002, p. 214). Such, a position is useful because, as 
Barthes (1977) argues, the idea of narrative is so pervasive in human fife we live 'storied' 
lives within a 'narrated' world. 
'Me narratives of the world are numberless. Narrative is first and foremost a 
prodigious variety of genres, themselves distributed amongst different 
substances 
- 
as though any material were fit to receive man's stories. Able to be 
carried by articulated language, spoken or written, fixed or moving images, 
gestures, and the ordered mixture of all these substances; narrative is present in 
myth, legend, fable, tale, novella, epic, history, tragedy, drama, comedy, n-dme, 
painting 
... 
stained glass windows, cinema, comics, news item, conversation. 
Moreover under this almost infinite diversity of forms, narrative is present in 
every age, in every place, in every society; it begins with the very history of 
mankind and there nowhere is nor has been a people without narrative. All 
classes, all human groups, have their narratives 
... 
caring nothing for the division 
between good and bad literature, narrative is international, transhistorical, 
transcultural; it is simply there, like fife itself' (Barthes, 1977, p. 79) 
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For the social scientist, and in particular the psychologist, the pervasiveness of narrative 
provides an alternative starting point from which to understand individuals within the 
world. Both in terms of how they understand and construct their lives and how they are 
constructed and understood by the world and others. 
,... narratives are not just ways of seeing the world but we actively construct the 
world through narratives and we also live through the stories told by other and 
by ourselves 
- 
they have ontological status' (Murray, 2003, p. 112) 
Individuals arrive in the UK to seek asylum from an array of different countries, cultures 
and language groups. Similarly, communities are comprised of individuals with unique 
experiences also acting within different cultures and backgrounds. By adopting an 
approach grounded in an understanding of narrative it is hoped will contribute to 
understanding how individuals are themselves storied and how they story their own fives. 
It becomes pertinent at this point to reflect upon sheer compatibility of a narrative 
approach with the administration of the asylum experience. Applications for asylum 
generally surround an investigation by the relevant immigration authorities into the 
asylum seeker's 'story' around the reasons for their flight. (Blommaert and Slembrouck, 
2000). Immigration officials with the assistance of interpreters explore the reasons why 
each asylum seeker has chosen to leave their country to seek asylum. Questions are asked 
of the asylum applicant such as; who are they? Where do they come from? Why did they 
leave their country, how, when? Why do they think that their lives are endangered? 
(Blommaert, 1999). This 'story' is recorded by the immigration officials and investigated 
alongside other information known about similar stories to explore its 'believability' in 
terms of its reliability and validity in order to see whether or not this person's story 'fits' 
within the criteria needed to qualify for refugee status. Immigration officials explore the 
asylum seeker's 'story' for consistency, coherence, and commonalty with other 'stories' of 
asylum, or alternatively, its uniqueness. Blommaert (1999) highlights the irony that 
although many countries are supported by sophisticated intelligence gathering and 
forensic sciences, this particular complex legal system relies heavily on an analysis of an 
exile's narrative. 
The aim of this chapter is to explore the contribution that utilising the narrative 
metaphor could have in generating a greater understanding as to what it means to seek 
asylum in the UK. Firstly, I will explore the development of what has come to be known 
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as the narrative approach within psychology. In doing so I will review its origins and the 
theoretical standpoints within this diverse field. I will then move on to exploring the 
application of narrative theory within the social sciences and ways in which adopting the 
narrative metaphor allows for a conceptualisation of the development of individual and 
social understanding. Finally, I will focus upon the experience of migration and more 
specifically the refugee experience and the experience of exile and explore how research 
and theory can contribute to understanding the process and interpretation of asylum 
seeking within a 'dialogical' approach. 
An overview of narrative approaches in psychology 
The narrative approach, although implying homogeneity, has been applied diversely 
through a vast number of distinct fields. These include, history (White, 1981,1984; 
Morgan, 1994); philosophy (MacIntyrc, 1981); sociology Uacobs, 2000; Sealc, 2000); 
anthropology (Gccrtz, 1983); education (Mishlcr, 1990; Clandinin and Connelly, 1994); 
social work (Hyd6n, 1994; Laird, 1994) and psychology (Bruner, 1986,1990; Crossley, 
2000). However, the foundations for the broad area that is now referred to as the 
narrative approach has its roots mainly in writings within literary theory (Porter-Abbott, 
2002). 
The 'interpretative turn I 
The turn to narrative ways of understanding human action and experience has its 
theoretical place within what has generally been termed 'the interpretative turn' in the 
social sciences (Hiley, Bohman and Shustcrman, 1991; Ricssman, 1993). The 
interpretative turn in psychology was a way in which certain writers such as Bruner 
(1990) intended to 'return' to a theoretical position of understanding individual 
psychology that had been overwhelmingly dominated by the mechanistic metaphor 
(Sarbin, 1986) and the 'cognitive revolution' (Bruner, 1990, p. 1). According to Bruner 
(1990) the cognitive revolution was an attempt to understand human action and 
psychological process as being analogous to the computer and uses as its base a 
computational information processing metaphor to explore how individuals make sense 
of their world. Similarly, Sarbin (1986) argued that the dominant worldview in modern 
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Western civilisation relies on the 'root metaphor' of mechanism. Sarbin (1986) argued 
that the social sciences tended to perceive and understand human action and experience 
as being analogous to the machine. In this way we come to understand our lives in terms 
of 'drives' and 'forces' that determine the causes of behaviour that underpins human 
experience. Both the mechanist and the computational are empiricist approaches, and as 
Milnes (2003a) outlines these, 
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... 
rely heavily upon the realist assumption that individuals, cultures and events 
exist independently of our perception and interpretation of them and can 
therefore be studied 'objectively' using methods of inquiry originally developed 
to aid in the study of objects and forces in the natural and physical world' 
gvWnes, 2003a, p. 39) 
Although arguably such empirical positivist approaches are as Sarbin (1986) claims the 
dominant viewpoint in psychology at present, more and more arguments highlight the 
possible limitations of these approaches and, in turn, outline the contribution that 
alternative interpretative approaches, such as narrative, can make. Indeed Bruner (1990) 
outlines how William Wundt, who heralded the idea of the psychological laboratory, 
commented in his later life how, 
'... constricting the new 'laboratory' style could be, and in formulating a new 
'cultural psychology' urged that we embrace a more historical, interpretive 
approach to understanding man's cultural products' (Bruner, 1990, p. x) 
Bruner (1990) argues that human beings understand their world in two distinct ways 
defined as the 'paradigmatic mode' of thought and the 'narrative mode' of thought. The 
paradigmatic mode of thought is exemplified in terms of science and logicians who seek 
to determine cause-and-effect relationships and develop tightly reasoned analyses, logical 
proof, and empirical observation. In this model Bruner (1990) proposes human beings 
attempt to understand the world by establishing and maintaining unambiguous objective 
truths. In this way hypotheses and theories can be tested and demonstrated to be proved 
or disproved. The 'paradigmatic mode' of thought however, '... is not able to make much 
sense of human desire, goals, and social conduct' (McAdams, 1993, p. 29). Contrary to 
scientific logical reasoning McAdams (1993) proposes that human events are often 
ambiguous, unable to be reduced to such tightly reasoned analysis as human stories 
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describe their experiences in words that often '... mean more than they can say' (Bruner, 
1990, cited in McAdams, 1993, p. 30). Bruner (1990) saw the narrative mode of thought 
as enabling the organisation of everyday interpretations of experience, events, places, 
people etc. in storied form. The chaflenge of contemporary psychology, according to 
Bruner (1990), is to understand this 'everyday' form of thinking. 
In understanding human experience in the social sciences, utifising narratives did not 
entail an immediate turn away from the realist approaches such as those characterised by 
classic laboratory research. Instead there was a gradual movement in the kind of 
approaches used within the social sciences in order to qualitatively explore individual and 
social experience (Riessman, 1993). likewise, ideas of narrative or story exploration can 
be traced back within qualitative work in the social sciences and sociology to the work of 
the Chicago School (Shaw, 1938; Whyte, 1943). The use of stories and narrative in these 
ethnographic approaches were still firmly entrenched within the paradigm of realism 
which aimed to document realistic descriptions of events occurring in urban life 
(Riessman, 1993). Such descriptions were intended to draw the readers' attention towards 
what was 'really' happening in such situations and environments. Rather than the 
constructionist tenet of narrative theory that language is a tool that is used to produce 
meaning not simply a means of expressing 'real' experience (Burck, 2002), in these 
accounts language is merely a medium for telling the readers what was 'really, going on. 
As such, language was seen as transparent, which reflected, '-stable, singular meanings' 
(Riessman, 1993, p. 4). Riessman (1993) goes on to claim that those like herself who stand 
in critique with the realist position present a challenge to these views on language and 
'knowledge' as transparent and 'real', a position forming the philosophical underpinnings 
of 'narrative knowing' (Polkinghorne, 1988) in the social sciences. 
'Sceptical about a correspondence theory of truth, language is understood as 
deeply constitutive of reality, not simply a technical device for establishing 
meaning. Informants' stories do not mirror a world 'out there'. They are 
constructed, creatively authored, rhetorical, replete with assumptions, and 
interpretive' (Riessman, 1993, p. 4-5) 
Here we can draw parallels with the work on acculturation by Berry and his colleagues. 
Language in these models, even those which rely more on qualitative methodology 
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(Doni and Berry, 1999), present descriptions of the acculturation experience in which 
language is taken to be a transparent vehicle with which to describe a stable 'sclf'. 
Narrative: finding a position within psychology 
Clandinin and Connelly (2000) offer the term 'narrative inquiry' to encapsulate the 
approaches taken within the human and social sciences that explore different levels of 
narrativity in individuals, society and culture. In the main much of the development of 
narrative inquiry in the social sciences has occurred within sociology (Riessman, 1993) 
and anthropology (Geertz, 1973). In comparison to these disciplines the use of narrative 
inquiry within psychology remains in its early development. 
Narrative influences in psychology however, can be argued to stem broadly from two 
positions namely: humanistic approaches (Kelly, 1955; Rogers, 1961) and what Bruner 
(1990) refers to as the 'cognitive revolution'. Crossley (2000) states that humanistic 
approaches and narrative approaches share some commonalties, in particular their use of 
qualitative methods, interest in depth of human experience, and the emphasis on 
'... 'experience and experiencing', 'uniqueness', 'meaning', 'freedom' and 'choice" 
(Crossley, 2000, p. 8). Equally, Bruner (1990) presents an historical account as to the 
intentions of theorists working within the 'cognitive revolution'. He says that the 
revolution, '-was intended to bring 'mind' back into the human sciences after a long 
cold winter of objectivism' (p. 1). Bruner (1990) however, describes that the development 
of technology, in particular the computer, brought the 'cognitive revolution' in 
psychology in parallel with such developments. According to Bruner (1990) the attraction 
of technology to psychology resulted in a 'dehumanised' discipline where information 
processing became the 'root metaphor' and 'model of the mind' (Bruner, 1990, p-6). 
Bruner (1990) explains that like 'virtual minds' in computers, 'real minds' and their 
'processes' could be seen as synonymous and could be understood and explained in the 
same way. Similarly, Crossley (2000) maintains that humanism, although there is a search 
for 'meaning' which explores 'individual experience', retains elements of realism. 
Although humanistic approaches acknowledge the existence of an autonomous 9self, 
capable of making informed choices, it is presented as a self which is 'stable' and 
'knowable' independent of language and context. It was in the mid 1970s, that the move 
from these positivistic approaches to interpretive philosophies and work of social 
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scientists such as Geertz (1973,1983) and Rabinow and Sullivan (1987) sowed the seeds 
for the interpretative approach we see today. The 'interpretative' movement was 
characterised by a renewed interest in 'meaning, and the recognition that human beings 
have the ability to 'reflect' on their experiences and the world around them. In this way 
culture and cultural practices came to be 'reftamed' as 'text' (Gcertz, 1973). Ricssman 
(1993) suggests that it was this movement towards qualitative and discursive approaches 
that, approximately a decade later, brought about a further shift in the field of psychology 
namely the 'narradve turn'. 
Narrative approaches: a continuum 
Research within the 'narrative turn' can encompass a diverse range of approaches within 
the social sciences including for example; autobiography, autoethnography, biography, 
personal narrative, life history, oral history, memoir and literary journalism (Alvcrmann, 
2004). The role of language within narrative approaches varies depending upon the 
epistemological position of the researcher, although generally theoretical positions are 
located on a constructionist 
- 
cognitive continuum. Similarly, researchers and writers with 
the narrative field, particularly in psychology, vary in the extent to which they see 
narratives as either located in the minds of individuals, such as Schank and Abelson 
(1977,1995), or created in discursive practices, for example Potter and Wetherell (1987). 
Milnes (2003a) identifies the difference inherent in the way in which narrative is 
conceptualised and suggests that, 
"... strong' cognitive approaches and 'strong' social constructionist/ discursive 
approaches are however, probably best seen as two ends of a continuum (rather 
than a strict dichotomy) with many narrative researchers positioning themselves 
somewhere between the two' (NOnes, 2003a, p. 42) 
Regardless of the epistemological positioning of narrative theory in psychology the 
fundamental commonality remains that those working within narrative inquiry argue to a 
greater or lesser extent along with Barthes (1977) as to the sheer pervasiveness of 
narrative in human life. According to Burck (2002), over the last decade a great deal of 
attention has focused upon the identification of 'dominant societal discourses' or the 
'social organisation of talk' and what this talk enables to be experienced, acknowledged 
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or ignored (see for example, Potter and Wetherell, 1987; Hollway, 1989). In particular, in 
narrative theory Mankowski and Rappaport (1995) developed the notion of the dominant 
cultural narrative. Dominant cultural narratives are stories about persons, places or things 
that have consistent story lines and thematic content across individuals and settings, and 
are transmitted through images in the media and conversation. These dominant cultural 
narratives are '... thought to reflect societal views about particular people, places, or 
things' (Salzer, 1998, p. 570). It is generally considered from the positions of dominant 
societal discourse and the dominant cultural narrative that 'identities cannot be picked up 
and lived at will' (Burck, 2002, p. 65). Rather our placement within the cultural stories 
available are said to shape the personal stories that we develop about our lives and 
experience (Burck, 2002). The standpoint taken in this research is that narratives are seen 
as both ways in which individuals attempt to make sense of their lives and experience, 
and as historical, cultural and political backdrops to their interactions within a particular 
context. 
'Applying' narrative within psychological settings 
Within psychology narrative thinking has been able to find a place within a variety of 
domains. Within clinical psychology, counselling psychology and psychotherapy there has 
been a move towards the development of narrative therapy (Mair, 1989; Neimeyer, 199 
,5,; 
McLeod, 1997; Papadopoulos and Byng-Hall, 2002) which is based around offering 
alternative stories from which to live. Writers within health psychology have utilised a 
narrative framework in exploring how people experience illness and ill-health and how 
they make sense of their lives through the stories they tell (Crossley, 1999; Frank, 1995). 
However, I would support Murray's (2003) assertion in that the main success of applying 
narrative and story-telling within psychology has been the bridging of social science 
disciplines such as sociology, anthropology and social work in qualitative research 
inquiry. 
What is narrative? 
The definition of what constitutes 'narrative' is something that widely engages 
researchers and writers within the area of narrative inquiry and narrative philosophy, with 
many theorists agreeing with either all or aspects of the comprehensive oudine suggested 
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by Barthcs (1977) (Porter-Abbott, 2002; Czarniawska, 2004). However, Sarbin (1986) 
holds that the term narrative can be seen to be synonymous with the more familiar term 
of story, a position held also by Polkinghorne (1988). After excluding 'sensory 
physiology' from this comment Sarbin (1986) claimed that all psychology is narrative. 
That, 'the essence of human thought can be found in the stories we use to inform and 
indoctrinate ourselves as to the nature of reality' (Howard, 1991, p. 193). Miller Mair 
(1988) supports Sarbin's (1986) assertion and says, 
'Stories are habitations. We Eve in and through stories. 7bey conjure worlds. We 
do not know the world other than as story world. Stories inform life. They hold 
us together and keep us apart. We inhabit the great stories of our culture. We 
live through stories. We are lived by the stories of our race and place. It is the 
enveloping and constituting function of stories that is especially important to 
sense more fully. We are, each of us, locations where the stories of our place and 
time become pardaUy teBable' Nair, 1988, p. 127) 
Others prefer to see 'stories' as just one sub-class of 'narrative' such as dc Bcaugrandc 
and Colby (1979) and Brewer (1995). However, it is the production of the 'story' one that 
is both temporal and logical that is argued to be a method of scrise-mak-ing for the 
individual (Sarbin, 1986; Denzin, 1989; Riessman, 1993). 
'A story is a symbolised account of actions of human beings that has a temporal 
dimension. The story has a beginning, middle and an ending (or as Kermode 
(1967) suggests, the sense of an ending]. The story is held together by 
recognisable patterns of events called plots. Central to the plot structure are 
human predicaments and attempted resolutions' (Sarbin, 1986, p. 3) 
What constitutes a 'story' has in itself engaged many researchers. Definitions have ranged 
widely and include those given by Polanyi (1982) who proposes that a story must relate 
to an event in past time and that a story must have a 'point'. Bruner (1986) proposes five 
vital components for a story to be seen as such these include; an actor, an action, a goal, 
a scene and an 'instrumentality'. However, a good story according to Bruner (1986) 
contains a sixth component that of 'trouble', as a story worth telling rests on the tension 
and the imbalance that lies between these components. Other researchers have focused 
upon the grammatical structure of a story, and writers such as, Labov and Waletzky 
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(1967); Stein and Policastro (1984); Gee (1985; 1986; 1991) have become known for their 
(structural' concerns with narratives. These approaches have their origins in 
sociolinguistics with the main focus tending to be the classifying and cataloguing of 
narratives and operationalising the concept of 'narrative' or 'story'. Of particular note is 
the structural approach to conceptualising narrative developed by Labov and Waletzky 
(1967) who based their work on that of Vladimir Propp (1928/1968) and the analysis of 
Russian fairy tales. Labov and Waletszy (1967) worked with spoken narratives and 
suggested that everyday storytelling consists of six key elements. First of all there is an 
'abstract' which serves to summarise the story for the listener. Intertwined with this may 
be the 'orientation' information which may include details such as the place, people and 
time with which the story is concerned. Following from this is the 'complicating action' 
which is the substance of the story offering a variety of clauses describing what happened 
next. Then there is a resolution which conveys the ultimate result of the action occurred. 
An 'evaluation' follows that concerns the point of the story for the listener. Finally, the 
storyteller completes the story with a 'coda' which returns the speaker and audience to 
the present time (McLeod, 1997). 
In terms of this research project narratives are taken to be both synonymous with the 
term story and also that in a single narrative a number of stories can be drawn upon and 
told. Narratives however, will not be defined in a rigid structural way as the usefulness of 
applying a structural conceptualisation to narrative is questionable in light of the 
dependence upon such an approach to cultural context (McLeod, 1997). Writers such as 
Michaels (1991); Minami and McCabe (1991) and Invernizzi and Abouzeid (1995) have 
drawn attention to the way in which differing cultural contexts conform to different 
narrative structure and performance. As such I take Riessman's (1987) position that as 
well as narratives being chronologically and consequentially sequenced narratives can also 
be episodically sequenced, linked by themes rather than time. 
Representation and 'truthful' tellings 
Based within the social constructionist tradition narrative researchers 'do not have direct 
access to another's experience. We deal with ambiguous representations of it -talk, text, 
interaction and interpretation' (Riessman, 1993, p-8). In rejection of notions of realism, 
that there is a 'real' world 'out-there' that can be objectively studied, rather the world and 
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the experiences associated with the world are interpretations. Therefore, if we cannot 
have access to 'direct' experience we deal with the representation of it. According to 
Riessman (1993) there are five levels of representation in the research process that are 
themselves interconnected. Again these are subject to constant shifts as at each level a 
different subjective interpretation is brought by the teller, the listener and ultimately the 
reader. The first level Riessman (1993) sees is the attendance to experience, these 
experiences are sensory experiences, experiences that get the researchers attention as a 
backdrop to the area of study, experiences that influence the following levels of 
representation. The second level is seen as the 'telling about experience'. This level is the 
performance of a personal narrative where the teller provides his or her narrative account 
and includes and omits information depending upon the function the narrative is serving. 
The next level is the transcribing level where a recorded conversation is given written 
text status. However, the claim here is that such written text can never be an 
unproblematic transparent recording of the interview. When transcribing, choices are 
made as to the importance of silences, false starts, emphases and nonlexicals like 'uhm'. 
Each of these conversational strategies could be an important component during the 
telling of experience but choices are made as to their relevance once transferred to 
written status. The next level is that of analysing experience. Here the researcher explores 
significant parts of the teller's account with which to explore in adherence to the research 
aims or epistemological position of the research project. The final level of representation 
according to Riessman (1993) is that of reading experience. At this level dcpcnding upon 
the ontological, epistemological and theoretical position of the reader each text is open to 
an infinite number of interpretations. As Rabinow and Sullivan (1987) assert every text is 
gplurivocal, open to several readings and to several constructions' (p. 12). Similarly, 
performatively speaking if we take a 'dialogical' perspective (Bakhdn, 1984; Hermans and 
Kempen, 1993; Taylor, 1991) each text can be seen to contain multiple positionings as a 
teller unfolds their narrative. This narrative may present a multivoiced or polyphonic self 
in dialogue with voice, both canonical and internalised, as well as dialogues between the 
past (Skultans, 2004). 
These interconnected levels of representation highlight how complex the issue of 'truth' 
is for narrative theorists (Riessman, 1993). Narrative is grounded in subjectivity and 
therefore the 'truth' is also subjective. The Personal Narratives Group (1989) saw truths 
in this way, 
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'When talking about their lives, people he sometimes, forget a lot, exaggerate, 
become confused, and get things wrong. Yet they are revealing truths. These 
truths don't reveal the past 'as it actually was, ' aspiring to a standard of 
objectivity. They give us instead the truths of our experiences 
... 
Unlike the 
Truth of the scientific ideal, the truths of personal narratives are neither open to 
proof or self-evident. We come to understand them only through interpretation, 
paying careful attention to the contexts that shape their creation and to the 
world views that inform them. Sometimes the truths we see in personal 
narratives jar us from our complacent security as interpreters 'outside' the story 
and make us aware that our own place in the world plays a part in our 
interpretation and shapes the meanings we derive from them' (p. 261). 
If as Sarbin (1986) claims 'Mhe narrative allows for the inclusion of actors' reasons for 
their acts, as well as the causes of happening' (p. 9) each narrative, in the telling, is 
inextricably linked to sensory influences as well as the functions the narrative is expected 
to serve in the telling. 
The functions of narrative 
Kirmayer (2002) argues that narratives of the self serve a variety of functions, 
'They order the inner world of the self, creating a sense of coherence and point 
of view from which to describe and reason about the world. Narratives of the 
self also serve rhetorical purposes-providing us with a story or biography that 
constitutes our social personhood as something meaningful to and valued by 
others' (p. 725) 
Kirmayer (2002) goes on to suggest that these narratives are drawn from 'Cultural 
schemas' where personal narratives adopt a mythical form which serves to explain, 
personal transformation and experience 'strung along a temporal trajectory structured by 
causal theories, fate and happenstance' (p. 726). In contrast to a literary narrative 
however, personal narratives are often unfinished allowing the individual story maker to 
anticipate their future. As a result, depending upon how the individual has storied 
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themselves can lead to a future 'arc' that could see the future as hope or despair 
(Kirmayer, 2002). 
Narrative as a moral guide 
McLeod (1997) asserts that one of the functions of a story is that it offers 'guidelines, 'a 
script' or ways that one should behave in certain situations. It serves to convey a sense of 
'moral order' as stories indicate what was right or wrong in a given situation. McLeod 
(1997) offers the example of the religious story of the 'Good Samaritan' which instructs 
the listener on how to behave when someone is in need. Such parables are told in order 
to make a particular religious, ethical or moral point. Similarly, McAdams' (1993) claims 
that conceptualisation of the personal myth provides each person with an identity that 
'[illuminates] the values of an individual life 
... 
a sacred story that embodies personal 
truth' (p. 34). Here an individual has a template in which they perform their fives and act 
according to their personal truths. Kirmayer (2002) argues that our stories are 'containers 
and conveyors of moral truth' (p. 738) which entail a complex system of ethics and moral 
application. Similarly, Coffey and Atkinson (1996) agree with Czarniawska (1998) and 
Gabriel (2000) that stories and legends are often told in a variety of work, organisational 
and community settings in order to demonstrate 'what not to do' and details possible 
consequences that follow if mistakes are made or rules arc not followed. McLeod (1997) 
however, is keen to reinstate the notion of interpretation in his use of 'scripts' to 
elucidate what he understands as narrative. He says that these narratives arc not literal 
scripts that determine everything that an individual will do. Rather, the script serves as a 
guide which can be assimilated with his or her own point of view. 
It is important here to reflect upon the kinds of stories in which asylum seekers, refugees 
and exiles draw upon to make sense of the 'moral order' of their lives and how these are 
integrated with the stories told in our society about the 'morality' of asylum seeking. 
Asylum seekers, as with all human beings need to 'situate themselves somewhere in 
'ethical space' in order to have a sense of scl? (Taylor, 1991, p. 306). Sk-ultans (2004) 
reflects upon her own experience of entering the UK as an exile from Latvia as a child 
during the post-war period. At this time Latvia was firmlY entrenched within the Soviet 
regime, an ally during the Nazi threat. As a result, exiles arriving from Soviet regimes 
found that their reasons for exile, based on a particular moral position i. e. the oppression 
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of the Soviet regime, was not found to be easily assimilated into discourse on legitimate 
'refugeeness' at that time. In this way, Harrell-Bond (1999) asserts that, rather than 
refugees seeing themselves as heroes who have made a stance against oppressive regimes 
or difficult circumstances, as they may have been narrated when embedded in their 
familiar cultural stories, refugees seem reluctant to admit their status. Within the context 
of the UKC, when individuals enter and claim asylum they do so under discourse that 
identifies them as 'burdens', 'scroungers', 'scum' creating a particular moral landscape 
that the 'asylum seeker' is required to inhabit. 
Narrative as an 'organising principle'for human life 
According to Murray (2003) the prime function of narrative is its ability to bring order to 
disorder. In doing so individuals provide for themselves an opportunity to produce a 
coherent account of their lives. By organising the events, people, places and happenings 
in their lives people are able to make sense of a world that Ricoeur (1984) asserts is 
constantly in flux. Narratives have been seen to serve precisely this function in the case, 
of refugees. As, 'for people in transition, narratives may help capture the changing 
relationship between the individual and socio-cultural system, capitalising on the 
reflexivity inherent in the lived experience of change' (Eastmond, 2000, p. 76). Asylum 
seekers, refugees and exiles describe their experiences, tell stories of their movement and 
transition and put into ordered form the events, experiences and emotions surrounding 
their relocation in order to make sense of and gain mastery over that which has past. 
Writers and scholars such as Hoffman (1989); Said (1999); Simic (1999) and Anzald6a 
(1987) have submitted their unique experiences of their exile and border crossings to 
literary form arguably taking steps tells stories of their experience in an effort to make 
sense of their lives. 
In order to explain how people make sense of their world Sarbin (1986) proposes what 
he calls the 'narratory principle'. This is the idea that human beings 'think, perceive, 
imagine, interact and make moral choices according to narrative structures' (Crossley, 
2000, p. 46). In order to support his assertion about the fundamentality of narrativity in 
human life Sarbin (1986) argues that when a number of pictures or descriptive phrases 
are presented to a person, they 'automatically' begin to construct a story which renders 
,, 
the unconnected images or phrases meaningful in some way. Thus, according to Sarbin 
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(1986) the use of narrative or story becomes a way in which individuals organise their 
world and experience, and attempt to make their world coherent. According to Becker 
(1997) the use of narrative is particularly pronounced when people try and make sense of 
'chaotic' events and disruptions to routine such as personal problems, financial problems 
and health problems. Rendering the events into a story provides a means in which order 
can be restored (Murray, 2003). Integral to the work that those involved in, what 
Riessman (1993) calls the 'life story tradition', is the focus upon the way that narratives 
enable human beings to 'organise' their experience into a 'coherent' whole and the 
primary focus is therefore on the concepts of 'plot, 'temporality', 'sequcntiahty' and 
'connectivity'. 
Ricoeur (1984) coined the term 'emplotment' to describe the organisation of a sequence 
of events into a plot. Sarbin (1986) argues that the role plot plays in narrative structure is 
vital, with researchers such as Polkinghorne (1988) focussing their interest upon the way 
in which emplotted episodes are held together and given meaning by the use of time and 
sequence. 
Attempts have been made to try to identify and classify the genre of plots that are used in 
making sense of events and experience. For example, White (1973) suggested four major 
plot structures: tragedy, romance, comedy and satire. McAdams (1985) saw certain plot- 
lines that occur repeatedly in the life-stories in his research, such as creating order from 
chaos, fighting a battle, taking a journey and enduring suffering. Similarly, Frank (1995) 
suggested a number of narrative structures that appear in accounts of health and illness, 
such as, the narratives of restitution, chaos and quest. According to Crossley (2000) 
rather than an individual being portrayed as a passive information processor. The 
narrative principle invokes a more humanistic notion of the self, whereby an individual 
becomes active in their construction of their world by being a teller of their stories which 
contain heroes and villains, plots and images of actors within the story engaged in active 
dialogue and with others. Sarbin (1986) therefore claims that by engaging with the notion 
that the narrative principle not only helps us to understand our past, it also allows us to 
grasp our present and anticipate our future. The events which become a part of our 
experience such as our relationships, family, work, migration, hopes and dreams are 
guided by narrative structures. Exploring the narrative structures of asylum seekers as 
they arrive and are dispersed to areas of the UK is hoped will illuminate how individual 
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asylum applicants come to understand their lives. Do these narratives bare similarity to 
those narrative structures discussed by Eastmond (1996) of 'struggle' and 'suffering? Or 
do asylum applicants have particular narrative structures that they use to help understand 
their place in the world (Bertrand, 2000)? 
Although writers within a more social constructionist tradition may question the 
assertion made by McAdams (1993, p. 27) that 'Human beings are storytellers by nature'. 
Narrative and story appear prolifically in human life and to greater or lesser extents 
depending upon the cultural milieu (Doni and Berry, 1999). McAdams (1993) however, 
goes on to assert the historical endurance of storytelling from Stone Age humans 
gathering around a camp fire to modern day uses in understanding their place in their 
world. McAdams (1993) continues to explain that stories are not simply 'chronicles' in 
the way that a 'factual' account of a meeting would be if minuted. Rather, 
'Stories are less about facts and more about meanings. In the subjective and 
embellished telling of the past, the past is constructed 
- 
history is made. History 
is judged to be true or false not solely with respect to its adherence to empirical 
fact. Rather, it is judged with respect to such narrative criteria as 'believability' 
and 'coherence'. Nr-Adams, 1993, p. 28) 
The role of time 
Ricoeur (1984) emphasises the role that time plays in the way that human beings organise 
their experience of the past. According to Ricoeur (1984) an individual's personal 
experience of history is composed of a series of stories that culminate in an idea of time 
and temporality. As McAdams (1993) asserts, 
'When we comprehend our actions over time, we see what we do in terms of a 
story. We see obstacles confronted, and intentions realised and frustrated over 
time. As we move forward from yesterday to today to tomorrow, we move 
through tensions building to climaxes, climaxes giving way to denouements, and 
tensions building again as we continue to move and change. Human time is a 
storied affair' (McAdams, 1993, p. 30) 
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It is therefore widely held that narratives serve to organise human experience and as 
Sarbin (1986) and others (Polanyi, 1985; Polkinghorne, 1988; Cronon, 1992) have 
claimed a narrative must have a beginning, middle and an end. The sequencing of 
narrative accounts have motivatcd some to suggest that narrative accounts arc sequenced 
'chronologically' (Labov and Waletzky, 1967), others claim 'thematic' sequencing 
(NEchaels, 1981) and others have advocated a position simflar to cause and effect of 
'consequential' sequencing (Young, 1987). 
The production of 'lived' coherence 
Within psychology McAdams (1985) has argued that narratives arc essential to our 
human development and understanding, 'We are tellers of talcs. We each seek to provide 
our scattered and often confusing experiences with a sense of coherence by arranging the 
episodes of our lives into stories' (p. 11). The use of plot and time are ways in which 
individuals can begin to subject their lives to order and coherence. In narrating stories of 
their life and identity, individuals can begin to link events and instances together. Gergen 
(1994), for example, defines a self-narrative as '... an individual's account of the 
relationship among self-relevant events across time' and then goes on to suggest that 
'Rather than see our fife as simply "one damn thing after another", we formulate a story 
in which fife events are systematically related, rendered intelligible by their place in a 
sequence or unfolding process! (p. 45). Similarly, Ricocur (1984) has argued that because 
we live in a temporal world where narratives and stories serve as a way in which 
individuals, such as asylum seekers, can bring order and meaning to their fives and 
experience that is constantly in flux and changing. 
Polkinghorne (1988) is also interested in how individuals organisc their experience and 
argues that meaning is intertwined with both temporal and sequential connections. What 
we are actually asking when we ask what something means, Polkinghorne (1988) asserts, 
is: 'how does it fit into the wholeF or 'what are its connections and relationships to othcr 
concepts, events or experiences? ' These connections, relationships or 'meanings' arc not 
only individualistic they are also rooted and transferred through cultures in the form of 
myths, fairy tales, proverbs and stories and pictures in the media. Polkinghornc (1988) 
describes the process by which individuals accommodate individual events into a whole 
as 'narrative ordering'. 
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'The ordering process operates by linking diverse happenings along a temporal 
dimension and by identifying the effect that one event has on another, and it 
serves to cohere human actions and the events that affect human life into a 
temporal gestalt. As there are a limited number of gestalt operations that 
produce recognisable perceptual configurations, so there are a limited number of 
narrative structures that produce coherent stories! (p. 18) 
The need to be coherent in our lives and make sense of our experiences to form a 
meaningful whole is seen by Kirmayer (2002) to instigate dramatic changes in how we see 
and/or describe our lives. 
'Everyday stories of the self are mutable and constantly shift as they are told and 
retold in different settings. They are re-written to reduce dissonance and to 
conform to our current situations, values, goals and commitments. Major life 
events may lead us to rewrite whole chapters of our autobiography to justify a 
particular course of action or rationalise outcomes we never foresaw. Memories 
in turn, are shaped by these narratives' (p. 727). 
Murray (2003) asserts that all narratives in life are provisional as they are subject to be 
changed as new information or a new interpretation becomes available to people. 'It is 
not that the narrator is trying to mislead the listener but rather, from a more extended 
perspective, different pieces of information become available for the story' (p. 1 15). 
I<irmayer (2002) comments upon the Canadian experience of the immigration system in 
relation to asylum seekers and refugees. Asylum applicants in Canada, similar to the UK, 
after providing their 'story' to the immigration authorities are called back months or years 
later to a hearing and cross-examined on the basis of this written account. Discrepancies 
in the accounts are probed and possibly held against the applicant. Clearly, Kirmayer 
(2002) begins 'refugees are held to a higher standard of narrative coherence and 
consistency than most of us ever achieve in our daily lives' (p. 727). Refugees therefore 
find themselves in their new environments where they are held in a situation of intense, 
coherence in describing their actions in their country of origin to the authorities of the 
country of asylum, whilst attempting to settle in the new country. Skultans (2004) asserts', 
that this places refugees in a predicament where they are restricted from communicating 
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and sharing a credible past with the new society. The need for coherence suggests that 
the present is rendered meaningless unless it can be seen to be logically connected to that 
which has preceded it (Skultans, 2004). However, a refugee past is often not credible or 
'tellable' to the host community (Coates, 2000; Livesey, 2002). 
A critique of narrative coherence 
McLeod (1997) claims that he can see why the notion of a personal narrative or personal 
myth (McAdams, 1993) as coherent has been prevalent in many writings that aim to 
explore the use of narrative in everyday understanding and sense making. McLcod (1997) 
however sees such as concept as offering 'serious limitations for understanding self' 
(p. 45). He identifies three assumptions implicit within arguments that cmphasise a 
coherent self, firstly, he holds that 'such a thing as a unitary self exists', secondly 'that it is 
somehow desirable to achieve a coherent sense of self' and finally, 'that the self is 
bounded and autonomous'. Andrews, Sclatcr, Squire and Trcacher (2000) take a similar 
view on issues of coherence asserting that, 'Narratives come in many kinds: they arc 
contradictory and fragmented: there is no such thing as a coherent story' (Andrews et al, 
2000, p. 8). The assumptions underpinning a coherent self rcflect the ideas of self 
pronounced in 'Western' societies and culture (McLeod, 1997; Becker, 1997). According 
to Murray (2003) the need to restore a sense of order in our lives is particularly 
pronounced in Western society. Western society, according to Becker (1997), is 
dominated by linearity and rationality where we try and become consistent and see our 
actions and present ourselves as logical and reasonable. Although intertwined with a 
'Western' perception of self Mair (1977) demonstrates that it is possible to 
reconceptualise individuals within 'Western' society as representing multiplicity and a 
multiple-storied self or a 'community of selves. 
Barresi (2002) offers an alternative view to the position that when individuals construct 
narratives and stories about their world and their experience they unify and produce 
coherence on their world. Barrcsi (2002) sees it as a goal of each individual to attempt to 
unify multiple 'thoughts' or 'voices' that we have to evoke a purposive self whose 
narrative is that of a unified self. When such internal dialogue becomes 'monologue' 
Barresi (2002) posits that we experience an integrated selfhood. The experience of 
monogolism however is finite as, 
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'Mngs change, new possibilities arise and limitations in our monological view 
of self are discovered. So the dialogue continues between the present self and 
past and future selves as well as with others. Bakhtin is right. there can never be 
closure on the self of full identification with the other. The present self is always 
open to the future, and the past can always change its meaning' (BarresL 2002, 
p. 249). 
In response to the research output aimed at understanding and explaining the migrant 
experience DeSands (2001) has argued, that in the course of this research much of this 
work has tended to rely upon 'traditional, monological. thinking' (P. 2). Such an approach 
is claimed by Baxter (1994) to leave the researcher thinking in 'either/or propositions, 
leaving no logically viable way to consider simultaneides, contradictions, or the 'middle 
ground" (DeSands, 2001, p. 3). As alluded to in chapter two, DeSantis (2001) suggests 
that such research should abandon a monological analysis and adopt the principles of a 
dialogical analysis (Bakhtin, 1984; Hermans and Kempen, 1993). A dialogical analysis is 
one that explores identities from a polyphonic perspective recognising contradictions and 
simultaneides and the co-constructive nature of our identities. It is argued here that this 
approach makes sense not only from the position of considering the 'exile' experience 
(DeSands, 2001) but also within the context of an 'increasingly interconnected world 
society' (Hermans and Kempen, 1998, p. 1111). In this spirit the principles of dialogism 
and the principles of narrative intersect as adopting an interpretation of the world 
through a narrative lens 'generates unique insights into the range of multiple, intersecting 
forces that order and illuminate relations between self and society' (Daiute and Ughtfoot, 
2004, p. xii). As Hermans and Kempen (1993) assert, 
qbe notion of 'story' or 'narrative' assumes the existence of a person who tells 
and an actual or imaginal person who listens. The fact that a listener, another 
person, is always present or implied, makes the self a dialogical phenomenonpar 
excellence. The view of the self as a narrative does not only apply to Western 
culture, but also to other cultures, as people of all times and places have told 
each other stories about the world and themselves' (Hermans and Kempen, 
1993, p. xx) 
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The turn to the dialogical 
Writing on the experience of seeking refuge Kirmayer (2002) asserts that, 'Narratives are 
assembled and deployed between the body and the social world and thus, must be 
understood as dialogical and discursive practices or forms of fife' (p. 725). In their text 
'The Dialogical Self- Meaning as Movement', Hermans and Kempen (1993) outlined an 
approach to understanding self in narrative grounded in the position that the self is 
formed out of the continual construction and reconstruction that occurs during, and as a 
result of, encounters with others. The dialogical approach stands upon the shoulders of 
the work of Mikhail Bakhtin (1895-1975) the Russian literary theorist whose writings on 
polyphony provide the central metaphor for the conccptuahsation of the self as 
dialogical. Mikhail Bakhtin, a member of the Russian intelligentsia, fivcd through many 
turbulent events during his fife, with much of his work on dialogism being 
conceptualised and produced during the rise of Stalinism and the emergence of the 
Soviet Union (Clark and Holquist, 1984; Dentith, 1995). Bakhtin was exiled from 
Moscow during the 1930s and was subject to constant persecution by the Soviet regime 
for most of his life for 'connections with intellectual groups and the underground 
church' (Holquist, 1990, p. 9). As an exile, a migrant and as a member of the oppressed 
the nature of Bakhtin's writings appears profoundly affected by his personal history 
(Dentith, 1995). DeSands (2001) argues that as a result of his exile experience Bakhtin 
began to question the nature of reality. According to DeSantis (2001) Bakhtin concluded 
that, 
'the very foundation of reality is created through the binary opposition of push- 
pull forces found in our natural and social worlds-an idea whose impetus, one 
may speculate, can be traced to the dialogical pressures of his Kazakhstan exile' 
(p. 4). 
According to Bakhdn (1981) these opposing forces were present in the social relations 
enacted within the social world between individuals or cultures (DeSantis, 2001). This 
relationship can be conceived as one that is 'dialogical'. More specifically these forces 
maintaining dialogism may be conceived of, according to Clark and Holquist (1984) as a 
cceaseless struggle between centrifugal forces, which strive to keep things various, 
separate, apart, different from each other, and centripetal forces, which strive to keep 
things together, unified, same' (p. 7). The notion of dialogism and polyphony was 
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developed further in Bakhtin's book entitled Trobkms of Dostqyevsýy's Poetics' (1929/1984). 
This explored the way that in the novels of Fyodor Dostoyevsky there is not one single' 
author at work 
- 
Dostoyevsky himself 
- 
but several authors and thinkers within the 
story. The other authors and thinkers, are the characters of the novel concerned, such as 
Raskolnikov, Myshkin, Stavrogin, Ivan Karamazov and the Grand Inquisitor. 
'nese characters are not treated as obedient slaves in the service of one author- 
thinker, Dostoyevsky, but are put forward as independent thinkers, each with his 
or her own ideology, and not as the object of Dostoyevsky's finalising artistic 
vision' (Hermans, 2001, p. 245). 
The idea of 'polyphony' for Bakhtin draws upon a musical metaphor which refers to the 
co-existence of independent but interconnected voices which can be seen as synonymous 
with the music formed by an orchestra with many different instruments performing their 
part in the musical piece (Fowler, 1993). Bakhtin proposes that in a text it is how the 
characters and narrators voices are organised which determines whether or not a work of 
literature is polyphonic (Vice, 1997). However, the key to polyphony and the 
understanding of polyphonic voicedness is the appreciation of equality (Vice, 1997). 
'[Bakhdn] argues that here the character and narrator exist on the same plane, 
the latter does not take precedence over the former but has equal right to speak. 
The polyphonic novel is a democratic one, in which equality of utterance is 
central' (Vice, 1997, p. 112). 
It has been in the area of literary criticism that Bakhtinian ideas have been predominantly 
exercised. In contrast, many contemporary applications of Bakhtinian theory are aimed at 
understanding how the social world of the person influences the development of the self 
(Skinner et al, 2001). Building upon these foundations Riessman (1993) sees Bakhtin 
(1981) as a major contributor in European theory who along with Ricoeur (1981,1984) 
and Barthes (1977) set the stage for the narrative turn. Bakhtinian thought as a result, has 
influenced a wide range of disciplines which exist under the umbrella of the 'human 
sciences' that now use what Gardiner and Bell (1998) call the 'familiar concepts' of 
ccarnival', 'polyphony' and 'hetroglossia' (p. 4). However, it is the concepts of 'dialogism' 
and 'polyphony' that has provided the metaphor for developments within psychology, 
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and of the 'dialogical sel? (Hermans and Kempen, 1993; Hermans, 2001,2002; Shotter 
and Billig, 1998; de Peuter, 1998; Bhatia and Ram, 2001b). 
As a result, if we are to accept a position that advocates the pervasiveness of narrative in 
human life, Sarbin (1993) argues that, 
The dialogical self makes sense in the context of story making and story 
telling 
... 
Contrary to the implications of a monological view of self, the 
dialogical self is formed out of the construction and reconstruction of 
encounters with others and the reciprocal influences of multiple others' (p. xiii) 
The turn to the dialogical has, according to a number of writers, become particularly 
pertinent when researchers are concerned with exploring notions relating to 'cultural 
psychology' (Bell, 1998; Hermans, 2001; Bhatia and Ram, 2001b). In particular the work 
of Hermans (2001) and Hermans and Kempen (1993; 1998) have attempted to study 
how culture is intertwined and embedded in self, and vice versa (Bhatia and Ram, 2001b). 
Hermans (2001), in elucidating his concept of the dialogical self, takes the theoretical 
intersection that occurs when Bakhtin's notion of polyphony is brought together with 
Williamjames' (1890) conceptualisation of the self. Hermans (2001) attempts to integrate 
the notion of polyphony or multivoicedness (Bhada and Ram, 2001b) with the notion, 
advocated by William James (1890), of the self as continuous, distinct and possessing 
volition. The concept of multivoicedess or 'doublc-voicedness' (Vice, 1997) refers to the 
interaction that occurs when one individual 'dialogically' engages with another. In this 
way the asylum seeker becomes a product of a dialogical relationship where the 
performance of the self (Bamberg, 1997) is interpreted depending upon the range of 
voices being drawn upon. 
'Me addressee as the 'other' can be a professional, specialist, foreigner, native, 
outsider, opponent, boss, employer, institution, or an 'unconcredzed' imaginal 
other and so on (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 95). When the self and the other and the 
addressor and the addressee come into contact with each other's voices, the 
individuals become multivoiced'(Bhada, 2002, p. 63) 
When the term 'voice' is used by Bakhtin and writers within the dialogical self, this is not 
intended to inspire the usual meaning relating to 'auditory signals', instead this is 
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indicative of the 'speaking personality' or the 'speaking consciousness' (Wertsch, 1991). 
Similar to the use of musical instruments in an orchestra as is the multitude of characters 
within a polyphonic novel, each voice is independent but yet linked to the voices of the 
other either through internal or external dialogue (Bhada, 2002). Such a relationship 
according to Hermans, Kempen and van Loon (1992) forms the foundation of the, 
dialogical self as the self is conceived in terms of a number of dynamic although relatively 
autonomous I positions, 'that are in dialogue with both real, actual and imagined others. 
The I is not static but can move from one position to another with changes in time and 
circumstances' (Bhada, 2002, p. 63). In particular, the social context of asylum seekers 
means that the I positions of these individuals are inevitably shaped by issues of race, 
colonisation and power. As Hermans et al (1992) explain, 
'The I fluctuates among different and even opposed I positions. The I has the 
capacity to imaginatively endow each position with a voice so that dialogical 
relations between positions can be established. The voices function like 
interacting characters in a story, involved in the process of question and answer, 
agreement and disagreement 
... 
The dialogical self is conceived as social - not in 
the sense that a self-contained individual enters into social interactions with 
other outside people, but in the sense that other people occupy positions in the 
multivoiced self (Hermans et al, 1992, p. 28-29). 
Each voice in turn can additionally draw upon an array of complex discursive resources, 
or different languages that are performed in and occur in everyday life, Bakhtin uses the 
term 'hetroglossia' to refer to this process (Horrocks, Barker, Kelly and Robinson, 2004). 
It is hetroglossia which is then seen to manage the operation of meaning in any 
utterance, as a result according to Holquist (1990) dialogism, 
'... assumes that at any given time, in any given place there is a set of powerful 
but highly unstable conditions at work that will give a word uttered then and 
there a meaning that is different from what it would be at other times and in 
other places' (p. 69) 
For Bakhdn (1981) each utterance contains at least two voices, the voice of the speaking 
person, and the voice of the social language through which it is ventriloquated (Skinner, 
Valsiner and Holland, 2001). The words and discourse used are as such, socially charged, 
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dialogically engaged with past, present and future audiences, and populated by the 
intentions of the unique speaker' (Skinner et al, 2001, p. 4). It is this lattcr position that 
writers within dialogism emphasise. Although the dialogically constituted subject is 
decentred (Gardiner and Bell, 1998; Horrocks et al, 2004), the individual subject is not 
removed completely as human creativity, responsibility and agency arc given considerable 
prominence (Horrocks et al, 2004). It is the process of 'authorship' that Horrocks et al 
(2004) takes as 'key' in the development and production of self. Self as a result is no 
longer seen as a product of a single, monotonic voice but rather is the result of the 
emergence of the interaction that occurs among 'authoritative' and 'internally persuasive' 
discourses. 
'Mus speaking and authoring a self can be a creative and novel endeavour, an 
act that constructs personal and cultural meanings. An author in her utterances 
also creates or assumes one or more positions in a cultural or figured world. In 
weaving a narrative, the speaker places herself, her listeners, and those who 
populate the narrative in certain positions and relations that are figured by larger 
cultural meanings or worlds. Narrative acts may reinforce or challenge these 
figured worlds' (Skinner et al, 2001, p. 4-5) 
The authoritative discourse, that which, according to Bakhtin (1981) cannot be 
challenged, holds according to Dentith (1995) the status of taboo. Such discourse seeks 
'to withdraw beyond dialogue, to surround itself with an uncrossable exclusion zone' 
(Dentith, 1995, p. 57). Dentith (1995) explains that this could be sccn as discourse arising 
out of 'sciendfic truth' or a 'political dogma'. Authoritative discourses, according to 
Bakhtin (1981), can only be accepted within individual consciousness 'whole and entire'. 
This is ultimately seen as being in contrast to the internally persuasive discourse which is 
seen as constantly in flux subject to constant renegotiations and extension. At each 
moment in time the internally persuasive word is the product of the previous 
competition between prior authoritative discourses and prior internally persuasive ones. 
Therefore, each utterance and word is the rcsult of an assimilation process, as the 
internally persuasive word is re-made and continues in flux constantly assimilating 
authoritative discourses and producing words that are 'made more thoroughly one's own 
though never becon-dng wholly so and thus always remaining in some sense double- 
voiced! (Dentith, 1995, p. 57). 
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Negotiating a narrative-dialogical approach to 
identity in migration and asylum 
Hermans and Kempen (1998) have argued that the accelerating process of globalisation 
and the increasing interconnectedness between cultures presents an 'unprecedented' 
challenge to Western contemporary psychology. Hermans (2001) however, highlights 
that despite this much of the research into cross-cultural psychology continues to 
conceptualise cultural differences in terms of cultural dichotomies. Such examples of 
these dichotomies which present distinctions between Western culture of self as a whole 
against non-Western culture of self as a whole include; 'individualism' versus 'wholism' 
(Dumont, 1985); 'individualism' versus 'collectivism' (Iriandis, 1989) and 'independence' 
versus 'interdependence' (Markus and Kitayama, 1991). Bhada and Ram (2001b) assert 
the need to utilise the theory of Bakhtin (1981; 1984) on dialogism and that of Hermans 
and Kempen (1993) and Hermans (2001) on the dialogical self within the contemporary 
world. 
'We live in an age where transnational immigration, border crossings and global 
media are proliferating at an increasing rate. Further intensified by the issues of 
race, gender, class, sexuality, ethnicity and nationality, discussions about the self 
challenge the grand narratives of the stable, bounded, contained, Cartesian self. 
Hubert Hermans' previous work and his present essay (2001) have important 
implications in a world where migrants, refugees, exiles and expatriates are 
redrawing the cartographies of the self (Bhatia and Ram, 2001b, p. 297). 
Hermans and Kempen (1998) and Hermans (2001) challenge the conceptualisation of 
cultures as internally homogenous and as externally distinctive based upon three 
assertions. These assertions stem firstly from the work of 'global system theorists' such as' 
Wilkinson (1995) who takes the position that today on earth there exists just one 
civdisation that can be thought of as a single global civilisation. This single civilisation 
consists of a number of interconnected people that are positioned within a variety of 
cultures. Secondly, is the position that cultures present an increasing complexity to 
understanding and development, which draws upon the work of Hannerz (1992). ý 
Thirdly, is the increasing cultural connectedness in terms of demographics, ecology and 
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econornics etc... which has often been described under the discourse of 'hybridization' 
which, 
'... is based on the premise that intercultural processes lead to the 
recombination of existing forms and practices into new forms and 
practices 
... 
Hybrid phenomena result from the transformation of existing 
cultural practices into new ones and create 'multiple identities" (Hcrmans, 2001, 
p. 267) 
The theory of acculturation which was discussed in the previous chapter assumes that the 
hyphenated and hybridised identities within which people arc understood, such as Arab- 
Jew, Asian American, Algerian-French and Black British, has equal status and power. 
Bhatia and Ram (2001 a) has challenged this idea that there exists symmetry and harmony 
within the hyphenated identity. Radhakrishnan (1996) asks that, 
'When someone speaks as an Asian-American, who exactly is speaking? If we 
dwefl in the hyphen, who represents the hyphen: the Asian or the American, or 
can the hyphen speak for itself without creating an imbalance between the Asian 
and the American components 
... 
True, both components have status, but which 
has the power and the potential to read and interpret the other on its terms? If 
the Asian is to be Americanised, will the American submit to Asianisation? 
(p. 21 1) 
Summary 
Powles (2004) has taken the position that, 'If narrative really is this fundamental to how 
people understand their lives and the world around them, then we should be more 
attentive to the stories that refugees tell about their past and their present' (p. 1). In this 
chapter I have sought to explore the development of what has become known as the 
cnarrative turn' within psychology. In doing so I have reviewed ways in which various 
writers have adopted the narrative metaphor in attempting to understand individual and 
social understanding. However, I have argued that solely adopting a narrative approach is 
not enough to understand the complexities inherent in the experience of migration and 
seeking asylum. The very act of migration, as Benmayor and Skotnes (1994) have argued, 
initiates a long-term process of negotiating idcndty, difference and existence in the 
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migrant's new n-ýIieu. As a result, I have argued for a move away from what DeSands 
(2001) has called 'monological thinking' where migrants are seen as being characterised 
by 'unitariness' (Baxter, 1994), to a process of psychological understanding which is seen 
as inherently 'dialogical' (Bakhtin, 1981; 1984). 
When applied to the refugee, the exile, the asylum seeker a dialogical analysis moves away 
from what DeSands (2001) argues could be seen as the 'schizophrenic quality' of exile 
discourse where people struggle, for example, between 'wholeness' and 'fulfilment' and 
'fear' and 'security'. Instead, the production of psychological understanding and self is 
conceived of the emergence of the interaction that occurs among a variety of 
'authoritative' and 'internally persuasive' discourses. As such, rather than being seen as 
'unhealthy' and 'confused' the narratives of asylum seekers are embraced for the presence 
of complexities, simultaneities and contradictions. It therefore becomes unsurprising 
from this perspective that the accounts of asylum seekers may contain narratives in 
which they 'both 'love and hate' their 'new and old' countries' (DeSands, 2001, p. 6). 
Rather than a monological view discounting the possibility that such equal and 
contradictory 'voices' can be held simultaneously such interplay is 'expected, accepted 
and welcomed' (DeSantis, 2001, p. 6). Finally, by returning to and echoing the motivation 
for the transition and development of theory in this research project, adopting a 
dialogical perspective in this work allows for the experience of asylum seekers, as 
DeSands (2001) argues, 'to be heard and understood on their own terms-not manipulated 
to fit a monological template' (p. 6). 
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Chapter Four 
The Development of a Methodological 
Approach 
Overview 
The aim of this chapter is to oudine the methodological approach and methodological 
techniques deployed in the development of this research project. However, in order to 
continue with a reflexive tone I have separated the methodological discussions into two 
separate chapters. This is in recognition of the differing strategics cmployed in gathering 
the data. As the project was continually developing I reacted to 'Icssons learned' during 
the data gathering in phase one and two to employ different techniques in the final 
phase. In addition, during phase one and two my theoretical positioning remained in flux, 
constantly shifting to accommodate new theoretical understandings. As such the data 
gathering in phase one and two, at the time, began from a different theoretical 
underpinning than that of phase three. This chapter therefore, deals with the 
methodological issues concerning the data gathering with support service professionals. 
The later chapter deals with the specific methodological issues involved in generating 
data with asylum seekers. 
This chapter therefore places the research project within an appropriate regional context 
and details the steps taken in data generation. I have also devoted a significant part of 
this chapter to notions of reflexivity and my place as the researcher in the development 
of this research endeavour. I hope that doing so helps to adhere to Gray's (2003) 
recommendations around the need to locate the researcher within their area of study. 
The value of reflexive writing and researching 
just as language can be seen as laden with meaning and history, so too the researcher and 
writer is positioned within a particular theoretical, historical, social, cultural, and personal 
milicu (Gray, 2003). As a result the 'position of the researcher' (Parker, 1994, p. 13) with 
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regard to the area being researched and claims being made, always needs to be explored. 
Reflexivity, it is argued, is acknowledging the centrally located position of the researcher 
in a given research study (Tindall, 1994). Indeed as argued by DuBois (1983) during 
prolonged engagement in a particular study, the researcher themselves becomes an 
important component in the construction of knowledge, as DuBois (1983) asserts 'the 
knower is part of the matrix of what is known' (p. 111). Wilkinson (1988) explored the 
different 'kinds' of reflexive practices which the researcher engages with and saw three 
separate types of reflexivitT, personal, functional and disciplinary. According to Tindall 
(1994) both personal reflexivity and functional reflexivity are inextricably linked. Personal 
reflexivity is 'about acknowledging who you are, your individuality as a researcher and 
how your personal interests and values influence the process of research from initial idea 
to outcome' (p. 150). Functional reflexivity entails 'continuous critical examination of the 
practice/process of research to reveal its assumptions, values and biases' (Wilkinson, 
1988, p. 495). The process of disciplinary reflexivity involves the reflection on larger 
issues associated with the choice of research methodology and the questioning of the 
assumptions of psychology itself (Merrick, 1999). 
According to Callaway (1992) the subjects of social science, which arc inextricably linked 
to a number of wider pressures, require reflexivity on behalf of the researcher to 
acknowledge and contend with the political dimensions of their work. 
'Often condemned as apolitical, reflexivity, on the contrary can be seen as 
opening the way to a more radical consciousness of self in facing the political 
dimensions of fieldwork and constructing knowledge. Other factors intersecting 
with gender-such as nationality, race, edinicity, class and age also affect the 
anthropologist's field interactions and textual strategies. Reflexivity becomes a 
continuing mode of self-analysis and political awareness' (p. 33) 
Reflexivity therefore, has been said to permeate every aspect of the research process 
'challenging us to be more fully conscious of the ideology, culture, and politics of those 
we study and those we select as our audience' (Hertz, 1997, p. viii). Circularly, reflexivity 
not only helps the reader to read the completed research and make sense of the area and. 
claims based on knowledge about the researcher, it also aids the researcher during the 
research process to simultaneously and continuously question 'what I know' and 'how I 
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know it' (Hertz, 1997, p. viii). For Hertz (1997), 'To be reflexive is to have an ongoing 
conversation about experience while simultaneously living in the momene (p. viii). 
According to Reinharz (1997) there is a need in research methodology to not solely be 
concerned with the role and actions of the researcher in fieldwork but also to explore the 
researcher's self of 'selves'. As Dunbar, Rodriguez and Parker (2000) posit, Too often, 
qualitative researchers have neglected discussions of the subjective lenses through which 
they view their research' (p. 283). Reinharz (1997) in her work in an Israeli Kibbutz argues 
that in research fieldwork a number of 'research selves' (p. 5) are created by and for a 
researcher. In her work as an anthropologist in an Israeli kibbutz Reinharz (1997) 
identified approximately twenty 'selves' that she classified under three major groups of 
research-based selves, brought selves and situationaly created selves. Although the selves 
which Reinharz (1997) identifies in her research are by no means universal to all 
researchers this does highlight the polyphonic identity of the researcher as well as the 
subjects of research. Such a conceptualisation is particularly compatible in this research 
study as the researcher is seen as a product of 'dialogical' exchange and construction, a 
concept which forms the foundations of this research. Each 'sclf' is simultaneously 
created within a dialogical relationship with the subjects of research in the fieldwork 
experience of the researcher. As such, depending upon the research context, historical 
experience, political perspectives these selves can simultaneously 'shape' and 'obstruct' 
the relationships that can be formed during fieldwork and the knowledge obtainable by 
the researcher (Reinharz, 1997). 
'Mere are 
... 
a number of factors which determine the kinds of data we collect, 
and our interpretation of them. One of the most important of these is our 
positionality-who are wefor Ihem? Who air thyfor us? Such questions have to be 
considered 
... 
in terms of such factors as our gender, age and life experience, as 
well as our race and nationality' (Caplan, 1993, p. 178)(Emphasis added). 
Therefore, according to Reinharz (1997) it is not only how the researcher belims him or 
her self to be perceived during the research process that needs exploration for reflexivity 
purposes, it is an exploration of the researcher's selves to the area and research subjcct(s) 
that affects how she or he understands him or her self(s) in the research process. As an 
dactive' participant in the production of knowledge within the interview situation such 
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consideration is required in order to attempt to transcend the complexities of 
interviewing across complex positionings (Gunaratnam, 2003). 
An exploration of my 'selves' and their relationship to the 
research 
In line with the recommendations laid down by Hertz (1997) and Reinharz (1997) 
surrounding the need to make explicit not only the researcher's role but the researcher's 
self, it is necessary to highlight myself in this research and my relationship to the research 
area. 
I have come to realise the very real distance that exists in terms of cultural, social and 
historical factors between myself as the researcher and the participants in my research, 
the asylum seekers. I am in most ways an object of the 'norm'when positioned against 
the 'other' of the asylum seeker. As a 27 year old white British male, although I have firm 
working class roots, I am now considered middle class by my socio-economic position. 
However, similar to the arguments laid down by Edwards (1998) aside from myobvious' 
divergences in terms of socio-economics and ethnicity there were however, aspects of my 
background that I felt I could share and build on when attempting to understand the 
experiences of various participants. I grew up in an area similar to the kinds of areas in 
which asylum seekers are predominantly housed in the UK. I lived in rented 
accommodation, both private and local authority for approximately 15 years until my 
parents bought their council home. Living on such estates I became very aware at this 
point in my life of the differing status afforded to individuals from various economic 
positions. Very few of my friends lived in local authority housing or similar housing 
estates and in conversations with school friends I came to realise some of the 
exclusionary practices that occur from belonging to less affluent backgrounds. Although 
my parents were always able to provide me with many material objects and comparable 
clothing, communication with my friends around holiday destinations, parents'. 
employment and future career paths were all influenced by our divergent economic 
positions. In hindsight such an experience was invaluable in beginning to understand 
how financial considerations shape and constrain the choices made for asylum seekers in 
the UK 
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One aspect of my back-ground, in particular my experience of racial diversity, could be 
interpreted in different ways. The area in which I was raised was almost an entirely white 
semi-rural area of West Yorkshire. My interaction with non-white individuals was limited 
during my first sixteen years to two Asian friends that were in my year (the only non- 
white individuals in the school at the time) at school. Apart from journeys to local shops 
and into the town centre that constituted my entire ethnic diversity experience. Holidays 
abroad stimulated my interest however, for linguistic and cultural difference. Although 
these holidays were exclusively to Spain, with my parents when younger, I have since 
travelled throughout Europe and Madagascar. I have stayed for long spells in certain 
places working for the most part on farms and environmental projects during breaks 
from studying for my undergraduate degree. However, it was not until after I graduated 
and I began work with the Kosovar refugee projects that I began to cxpcrience and enjoy 
the communication between ethnically diverse individuals, this incrcased as I worked 
with asylum seekers dispersed to the Region. Many of my colleagues who work 
supporting asylum seekers and refugees in the UK have had the incredible experience of 
working in refugee camps abroad and travelling in 'third-world' countries which could be 
said to produce a more 'holistic' understanding of the refugee experience. Although I 
have not had such experiences I believe that my personal experience of 'intcr-cultural' 
contact has placed me in a position where I am able to share with individuals, arriving 
from diverse cultures, the experience of building relationships and constructing selves 
across ethnic diversity. 
My political position is something that features heavily in my life. My family, because of 
their working class socio-cconomic situation, have always remained keen Labour 
supporters. I too began my political affiliations with the policies outlined by the 
opposition Labour party, however, during my further education and particularly during 
my work with refugees and asylum seekers my political affiliation has become more left- 
wing, liberal and politically critical. My political stance now plays an important and 
central component of 'who I am'. This change was brought about primarily by my 
disillusionment with the immigration policies of the Labour government in power during 
the late 20" century and early part of the 21" century. As my family and some of my 
oldest friends continued to support some of the immigration policies created by the 
Labour and Conservative governments I felt continually held 'responsible' and 
questioncd about the lcgidmacy of immigration and asylum and political issucs such as 
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identity cards, the influence of Europe and Britain's place in the world. I have however, 
been able to find other people who hold views similar to myself within the area of forced 
migration and in other areas of the social sciences. I have been able to attend and have 
been invited to participate in a number of conferences and workshops where I have been 
able to disseminate my theoretical position and findings to others in similar fields 
(Brown, 2002; 2003a; 2003b; 2004a; 2004b; 2004c). I find as a result, as I engage with this 
research project that I too have a number of 'selves' that I draw upon. These are multiple 
selves underpinned by a notion of simultaneity in their performance. I am at any one 
time a student, a researcher, VA-iite, British, irreligious, a teacher and so on. My story too 
appears constructed around a, seemingly, hn= narrative of the move from a working 
class, council housed youth to a middle class libertarian identity. Of course this story is 
not so linear and it is at any one time full of contradictions and conflict which I attempt 
to negotiate in order to understand. However, an understanding of myself as living a 
complex story accommodating these different 'selves' or rather 'voices', in a dialogical 
sense, allows for the appreciation that such negotiation may emerge in the accounts of 
those who participate in this research. 
Regional context of asylum support 
In order to protect the anonymity of the particular region in which this research was set 
the names of the Region, cities or towns will be excluded from this thesis. However, in 
order to situate the Region in an historical context I feel it is necessary to understand the 
experience that it has had with supporting refugees and asylum seekers. In addition, I 
also feel that it is important to explain a little about how asylum support is configured 
and delivered placing a useful contextual backdrop behind the accounts of those 
participating in the research. The research project was the result of collaboration between 
the University of Huddersfield and one of the regional consortia organising the regional 
asylum provision on behalf of NASS. The endeavour in the formulation of the project 
was to develop a greater understanding as to what seeking asylum means to those, 
involved in service provision and, crucially, to those individuals claiming asylum. As a 
result of the new dispersal sites that were established after the introduction of the 
Asylum and Immigration Act 1999, it was of real interest to explore how asylum seekers, 
negotiated their lives whilst living in these areas. 
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This particular region has not only experienced much of the migration that the UK as a 
whole has experienced, the Region has also played a part in accommodating and 
supporting a wide variety of refugee groups over the years, most notably Chilean, 
Bosnian and Kosovan refugees. However, it was with the dispersal arrangements 
contained within the 1999 Act that the Region experienced an increase in the number of 
refugees and asylum seekers accommodated in the area. 
In the Region a number of towns and cities were identified by the Local Government 
Association (LGA) as being able to offer accommodation to asylum scckcrs. In ordcr to 
co-ordinate a regional response to the Asylum and Immigration Act 1999 and the 
dispersal of asylum seekers to the region, these authorities set up a regional consortia to 
act as a conduit between the Home Office and the local authorities within the Region. 
The regional consortia has three main roles to fulfil which involve: negotiating and 
managing the contracts with the Home Office held by the attached local authorities, 
enabling regional stakeholders to develop accessible services for dispersed asylum 
seekers, and promoting the integration of new refugees into the community. The 
consortia also has a wider role to play and maintains a voluntary stakeholder partnership 
of local authorities and organisations from the statutory, voluntary, community and 
private sector who provide services for, or work with, asylum seekers across the region. 
Each local authority attached to the Consortium is contracted to NASS to provide 
specified services to dispersed asylum seekers. These services include; provision of 
accommodation and 'tenancy support, basic social care support such as assisting asylum 
seekers to access public services, dealing with specific incidents of 
harassment/intimidation/community tension, arranging language support, ensuring 
access to local schools and building adult educational opportunities (Robinson el al, 
2003). Performing a similar role to the local authorities arc a number of private 
accommodation providers that operate within the region and throughout the UK The 
accommodation here is provided by a number of private landlords and social care needs 
are met by support workers to varying degrees (Wilson, 2001). These agencies have 
signed contracts that broadly offer more basic services compared to local authorities. The 
agencies are contracted to varying degrccs to provide appropriate accommodation to 
NASS dispersed asylum seekers, 'welcome' and introduce asylum seekers to their 
properties, and facilitate access to local services i. e. GP's and schools. As the Consortium 
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operates on a voluntary basis these agencies are also entitled to share in the partnership 
working within the Region. At the time of writing this there are currently somewhere in 
the region of 8000-9000 asylum seekers dispersed throughout the region accommodaied 
in NASS accommodation. 
Data generation 
The term data generation is used instead of the more common term of data collection in line 
with Mason (1996) who asserts that 'collecting' data enforces the notion that the 
researcher can be a completely neutral collector of information about the social world. 
Instead, by using the term 'generating' it is argued that 'the researcher is seen as actively 
constructing knowledge about that world according to certain principles and using 
certain methods derived from their epistemological position' (Mason, 1996, p-36). 
My first step towards the data generation phase of the research project entailed gaining a 
contextualised understanding of asylum in the UK This objective carried me, at a 
national and a local level, through many of the social policy documents concerning 
asylum in the UK (e. g. Home Office, 1998; 2000; 2002a; Audit Commission, 2000; 
Cantle, 2001; Yorkshire and Humberside Consortium for Asylum Seekers and Refugees, 
2003). Additionally, it became increasingly evident that asylum was linked to wider issues 
of immigration and global politics and this lead to a sustained engagement with this, 
literature (e. g. Cohen, 1994; Boswell, 2001 Jordan and Diivell, 2002,2003; Castles and 
Davidson, 2000; Castles, 2003; Robinson et al, 2003; Martin, 2001; Steiner, 2001). This 
wide review provided important information about the development of social policy and 
provided insights into the construction of asylum, other migrating groups and the 
interactions at a historical, political, economic and social level both globally and 
nationally. This allowed for some identification of the multiple and competing 'voices$ 
(Bakhtin, 1981) with which those involved in asylum support provision and asylum 
seekers are required to speak from. After becoming familiarised with the variety of social 
policy and literature surrounding asylum seeking I began the process of data generation 
for the thesis. 
The process of data generation utilised three phases, in line with the research aim and 
objectives, and drew upon a combination of semi-structured interviews, focus groups 
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and narrative interviews in order to generate the data. Although the final phase of the 
research was mainly concerned with encouraging narrative accounts, attempts were made 
at each phase of the research to elicit narratives around asylum in relation to identity, 
community and belonging with each phase enabling a 'thickening of the story' (Denzin, 
1989). 
A review of the phases of data generation 
The process of data generation was systematic and can be broken down into the 
following three phases: 
- 
Phase 1. Serni-structured interviewing phase 
- 
in this first phase of the study, a 
series of semi-structured interviews wcre conducted with ten service 
providers, working at a managerial level throughout the region, attached 
to the Regional Asylum Consortium. In addition to providing insight into 
the range of multiple voices being narrated around asylum, this phase of 
the research additionally provided essential contextual information about 
the kind of services available to asylum seekers regionally. 'Mis phase also 
performed a vital function of casing the recruitment of participants for 
phase three of the research. 
Phase 2. Focus group data collection - during this second phase of the research 
service delivery staff were invited to attend a series of focus groups within 
the region. Participants in the focus groups were individuals that had day 
to day, one to one, contact with asylum seekers. The job roles that people 
held were mainly ccntrcd around support work either in the community, 
accommodation, or induction ccntrcs. This again created an opportunity 
where the multiple voices being spoken around asylum could be explored 
from a more 'hands-on' and less strategic perspective than phase one. In 
total twenty-two people participated in these focus groups split between 
three separate groups. 
Phase 3. Narrative interviewing phase 
- 
during this final phase of the research ten 
asylum seekers were invited to participate in in-depth narrative interviews. 
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These individuals were being accommodated within the Region by the 
local authority asylum teams. The data generated during this phase of the 
research involved the stimulation of in-depth narrative accounts that told 
of their experiences of asylum in dispersal in the Region. Attempts were 
made to allow participants to narrate their experiences polyphonically, 
drawing upon their possible muld-hyphenated and negotiated identities 
(Eastmond, 2000). 
Phase one: semi-structured interviews with support 
service workers 
In attempting to develop an understanding of the implications that being an 'asylum 
seeker' had for notions of identity, community and belonging, it was felt that the 
individuals invited to participate in the research had to represent a varied group of people 
that appeared to feature heavily in the lives of asylum seekers. Of course asylum seekers 
would be invited to participate however, with equal importance to the presence of 
asylum seekers was the inclusion of the service providers that construct and influence the 
service provision accessed by asylum seekers. These support service workers perform 
amongst others a 'gatekeeping' role to the access of 'support' to enable asylum seekers to 
pursue their asylum application. The nature of this 'support' was seen as 'key' to the lives 
of asylum seekers and something that could be significantly influenced by the 
interpretation of 'official' discourses around asylum made in the professional practice of 
support service workers. 
Inviting support service workers was also seen to follow Gray's (2003) notion of 
cresearching up'. Gray (2003) points out that much current research tends to concern the 
less powerful and marginalised groups where researchers intend to 'give a voice' or 
attempt to include 'ordinary people' in our understanding of social life. Gray (2003) 
claims that solely including less powerful and marginalised individuals potentially ignores 
crucially important groups such as cultural producers, consumers of 'high' culture and 
policy makers. Concentrating research focus and agendas wholly on the less powerful in 
society can be seen to be an instrument in their marginalisation which perhaps legitimises 
increased stigmatisation and exclusion (Duke, 2002). Similarly, Duke (2002) argues that 
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the lack of research with 'powerful' groups and individuals such as policy makers can be 
seen to reinforce their mystification and maintain their privileged position in society. It 
was hoped that including both the marginalised asylum seeker and the policy 
maker/service provider would embrace this issue and impose a degree of academic 
scrutiny on the powerful within the asylum system. 
It terms of practical data generation however, Duke (2002) asserts that, 'researching 
those in positions of power presents a-unique set of problems and difficulties for the 
researcher' (p. 45). In general such problems surround issues associated with negotiating 
and gaining access, exploring knowledge and individual perspectives and managing 
problems associated with power and authority of the participants in the research project. 
Furthermore, it was hoped that this phase and the next would aRow both the second 
research objective to explore the ofidal discourses around aglud and the third research 
objective 'to explore bow ofidal discourses are interpreted in professional practice Y support senice 
uvrker.? to be met. 
First steps in gaining contact 
The success of phase one of the research was a fundamental foundation to the success of 
the project as a whole. Getting 'onside' with the individuals managing the asylum projects 
throughout the Region was a key factor in allowing for a smooth research process. I 
found access to the support service workers relatively unproblcmatic as I had worked in 
one of the local authorities where the research was to take place. These links I fclt gave 
me a distinct advantage, as I was aware of the networks and organisational structure prior 
to approaching prospective participants. In addition, the Regional Manager had already 
laid down her support for the research project and had informed the local managers of 
the project details and that I would be contacting them. However, I was aware that 
assistance at such a high level did not necessarily mean open involvement and 
participation at a more local level and could in fact be interpreted as coercion or enforced 
participation. As a consequence, I was keen to demonstrate to the local authority 
managers that the research process was transparent and as such I encouraged a dialogue 
throughout the entire research process between myself and the asylum teams in order to 
share information. As a result I was asked to deliver a paper on 'research into integration' 
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by one local authority asylum team at their integration strategy conference (Brown, 
2004c). 
just as the Regional Manager was a vital 'gatekeepee to these organisations, each of the 
local authority managers were 'gatekeepers'. They could allow access to themselves, their 
staff, services they provide and clients they support. In order to access the asylum teams 
and the individuals needed I had to do a great deal of self-publicity. The Regional 
Consortium has a monthly newsletter in which I placed a brief outline of the research' 
and some information about myself This was followed by making contact with managers 
in which I described the research and requested some time to meet and talk informally 
about their possible involvement in the study. This initial stage of the research, these 
'introductory meetings', were very important and set the scene for the further more 
structured data generation of the semi-structured interviews. The managers showed me 
the offices where their teams were based, introduced me to available staff and showed 
me any facilities (hostel accommodation or drop-in centres) that they operated. This was 
tremendously useful in understanding the diversity of operations that existed and the 
diverse origins of the teams. The meetings enabled the managers to begin to bec come 
familiar with the research and myself as the researcher. These meetings also became a 
very convenient forum in which to ask for information relating to structural factors (staff 
structure, number of accommodation units, cluster areas etc. ). 
Outcome of the 'introductory meetings 
From re-reading my field notes at this stage it was possible to classify the discussions I 
had with these individuals as broadly centring around three main areas of research 
interest, which could be defined as support, identio and notions related w 
ptation. Support encapsulated a number of areas discussed in th developmentIcbangelada C 
introductory meetings. It became apparent that different asylum teams provided different 
levels of support to their clients, the deffi-iftion of what support encapsulated differed 
from team to team. Support also differed in terms of the support received by the asylurri 
teams from other local authority departments, the communities, the media, and local 
politicians. Identity was also used to cover a number of areas that were discussed inthe, 
ýe 
introductory meetings. For example identity was discussed in relation to the perceived 
identity of the local area they worked within, what they felt the perceived identity of the 
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asylum team was, and from their experiences what they believed being an asylum seeker 
means. Finally, the group of issues that came out of the introductory meetings, which I 
classified as development/change/adaptadon, i cludes the result of discussions with 
managers that raised the emerging fluid nature within the asylum system. In more 
specific terms this covered the development and change of the way the support they 
provide was conceptualised and operationaliscd, the adaptation of asylum seekers, the 
development of policy and the adaptation of 'communities' and local services to this 
client group. 
Although I became convinced as to the value of a narrative approach in meeting the 
research aim as the project continued at the point of data generation with the support 
service workers I was still operating within a methodological framework that had 
overtones of positivism. Although in the final phase of data generation with asylum 
seekers I utilised a strategy of 'narrative interviews' in the first two phases I utilised the 
more 'traditional' method of senii-structured interviewing. 71-iis approach however, 
became a flexible method in its operationalisation as in hindsight it allowcd 'room' for 
narratives to be told but it was focused enough to offer an insight into the range of 
services available or the ways in which services arc delivered to asylum seekers in the 
Region (Smith, 1995). When I began to look at the interview accounts through a 
'narrative landscape' I remembered Mishler's (1986) assertion that often intcrvicwccs will 
respond to direct questions with narrative answers where they arc given 'room to speak' 
(p. 69). Indeed, during these interviews I noted that where I had given intcrvicwccs 'room 
to speak' they were likely to respond with narrative or lengthy accounts. These then 
proved invaluable during the analysis phase of the research. 
Development of the semi-structured interviews 
My analysis of the introductory meetings I had with the asylum managers formed the 
foundation, along with the research objectives, for further exploration into these areas 
with the serni-structured interviews. The formulation of these three broad areas of 
interest then led to the construction of a series of questions for the interviews that would 
help to explore these areas further (see Appendix 1). In constructing this interview 
schedule steps were taken to remove leading questions and valuc-ladcn questions as far 
as possible. It was hoped that the interview schedule avoided terminology that might not 
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be familiar to the participants, that questions were open-ended and that they were 
phrased in such a way that they did not imply a certain viewpoint or appear to be 
underpinned by taken for granted assumptions (Breakwell, 1990; Smith, 1995). This last 
aim of the interview schedule was particularly difficult when considering my familiarity 
with the topic, service and some of potential participants in the research. In some 
respects therefore, I saw myself as a kind of 'insider researcher', and as Arksey and 
Knight (1999) outline, 'Insiders can draw on shared experiences, interests and language, 
which can stimulate rapport and interviewer 
- 
interviewee interaction' (p. 67). 
Although such an 'insider' position was incredibly useful when I was negotiatingaccess, 
this also created problems when attempting to design an interview schedule which would 
draw on the unique experiences of the participants as much as possible. I found myself 
consulting with the supervisory team on certain questions, taking steps to find out how 
much of the interview questions contained my 'taken for granted' knowledge on service 
provision. However, careful consideration of this coupled with the re-phrasing of certain 
questions appeared to provide the interviewee with a good deal of freedom in which 
answers could be given (Kvale, 1996a). 
In order to explore the scope and usefulness of the newly designed interview schedule it 
was deemed necessary to perform a pilot interview, and one of the workers in an asylum 
team agreed to take part in this. Undertaking this pilot interview aided the process of data 
gathering enormously and helped to guide the rest of the interviews. For instance certain 
questions were removed and others were altered in order to increase relevancy to the 
area, psychological and sociological language that I had used in the questions that was 
not familiar to the participant was also changed. The pilot interview also helped me 
adjust to the use of the technology that I would be using for the semi-structured 
interviews. For instance in the pilot interview the audio recording equipment did not 
capture the entire interview, this disappointing experience at the time was incredibly 
useful on later occasions and gave me the knowledge of coping with technical failures 
and prevention where possible. 
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Ethical considerations with support service workers 
Of 'key' importance in phase one and two of the data generation was the need to 
consider the identification and negotiation of ethical issues. These largely revolved 
around two major issues: 
- 
ensuring informed consent, and 
- 
strategies for protecting the identities of those who participated. 
It was important for me (as the researcher) that I took steps to establish mutual respect 
and confidence in the research project and myself as the researcher. As such follo'%ing 
Tindall (1994) 1 developed a short information sheet that outlined the aims of the 
research, why they had been invited to participate, what the research involved, the nature 
and duration of their involvement, and what would happen to the material after their 
participation and upon the conclusion of the project. This took the form of a letter that 
was sent to each participant enquiring about their willingness to take part in an interview. 
Once their participation was confirmed, before commencing the interview I once again 
went through their rights as participants in the research project particularly in terms of 
their right to withdraw their accounts at any time after the interview was conducted. The 
second main ethical consideration involved taking steps to protect the identity of those 
that participated and reassure the participant of these issues prior to participation. As a 
first step to resolve issues of anonymity each participant was allocated a pseudonym 
(Odendahl and Shaw, 2002) making sure no single individual was more visible or 
recognisable than the other. Where possible, at the transcribing stage, identifying 
information was removed from the transcript. Identifying local information, names, 
community groups, newspapers were all taken out in order to take steps to protect the 
participants' anonymity. Participants were also informed as to the confidentiality status of 
their accounts around access to the information and storage of the tapes and transcripts. 
Participants were told that the tapes and hard-copies of the transcriptions would be kept 
in a locked drawer in my office at the University of Huddersfield, and an electronic copy 
would be kept on a password protected PC in my office. 
ill 
'Doing' and reflecting on the interviews 
In fight of the changes and valuable experience, arising from the pilot interview, semi- 
structured interviews were then organised with the service managers I had previously 
met. All were officially invited to participate in the research via a formal letter of 
invitation however, during the space of the initial meetings staff changes meant that 
some participants could not participate in the more formal interview. 
No major problems arose during the interviews and I was struck by the different ways in 
which people communicated to me through the interview and the way that our 
relationship had changed from our initial introductory meetings to the more formal data 
generation phase. On the one hand people were much more familiar with me and we 
talked very casually about a number of things unrelated to the topic of the interview. On 
the other hand when the interview began it was noticeable how people became more 
formal in their responses and approach to the situation, possibly influenced by the 
presence of the audio recording equipment and perhaps my more structured questioning. 
It has to be pointed out however these formal reactions from people did not last the 
duration of the interviews, as they drifted in and out of casual conversation with me. 
Phase two 
- 
focus groups with service delivery staff 
In order for the research to gain an 'holistic' perspective on the asylum system with 
regard to those in 'power' I believed it was necessary to include those individuals who 
were required to deliver the support within the Region. The local authorities attached to 
the Regional Consortium operate, in one-way or another, a form of 'support worker' 
role. The nature of this support is dependent upon the characteristics of accommodating 
the asylum seekers. For instance, if an authority had hostel or reception centre 
accommodation staff were based there to provide support during their stay. When 
individuals are moved into accommodation within the community there are support 
workers that provide support in this setting. Accommodation in this Region is a mixture 
of hostel (reception centre) and community situated houses or flats. As well as these 
support-orientated roles there are individuals that provide support to asylum seekers on a 
day to day basis with the support taking more specific roles such as social workers, 
education workers, integration workers, family support workers, etc. The roles that 
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workers occupied appeared to be heavily dependent upon the ethos of their particular 
team and the structure of the service they provided. However, the common feature for 
these individuals, and for phase two of the research, is that these arc individuals who 
have day to day contact with the client group they are supporting. This is one aspect of 
asylum support provision that those individuals who participated in phase one of the 
research were not often involved with. It was an aim of the research to explore how 
these individuals that were supporting asylum seekers on a day to day basis physicafly, 
practicaUy and emotionally came to understand their client group. 
In order to explore the work and understandings of service delivery staff I decided to 
bring individuals together in a focus group setting. It was felt that bringing a number of 
people together in this setting would allow for some insight into some of the stories and 
experiences around asylum and its relationship to support and transition. In retrospect 
this forum can also be considered an excellent vehicle for the telling and sharing of 
stories concerning their experiences in the area. In fine with recommendations outlined 
by Bloor Frankland, Thomas and Robson (2001) 1 recruited participants in the research 
and organised the focus groups via the asylum team managers who acted as 
intermediaries. I contacted the managers, once again asking if they had any ideas of 
where I could hold the focus groups (they had already advised me that they would cover 
the time of their staff when attending and participating in the research). The support 
teams offered assistance in organising venues for the focus groups and the focus group 
dates were booked over a period of one week and individuals were invited to attend 
certain dates. Managers were sent open invitations to pass onto their staff which 
informed. prospective participants that they could contact me directly if they wished to 
participate or request more information about the research. A number of individuals 
contacted me directly to participate in the groups and managers also provided me with 
the names of people that had showed an interest in participation. Once I had the 
necessary names these individuals were then contacted directly with more details of the 
research including ethical details that related to anonymity, informed consent, 
confidentiality and their right to withdraw. The letter included location information and a 
map. Contrary to the research findings of Morgan (1995) and Madriz (1998) all those 
workers that were invited to participate in the focus groups attended the scheduled 
sessions. I had in actual fact followed the advice of Bloor et al (2001) and over sampled 
for the groups in order to compensate for possible non-attendecs, thus in one of the 
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groups ten people were present which was quite a large number for a focus group but 
fortunately this seemed to run smoothly. 
In taking steps to ensure that these focus groups did not turn into 'chaos' (Green and 
Hart, 1999) it was seen as beneficial to have two facilitators in order to help co-ordinaie 
each of these events. A colleague kindly agreed to help and act as facilitator, she was 
briefed as to the area of discussion and given some information about the asylum 
process, issues that may arise and the kind of information that I was interested in 
pursuing if possible. During the focus group the facilitating role was divided between us 
where each of the facilitators took a question in turn prompting where necessary with the 
other person following up on areas that may be being over looked due to the othe'r's 
engagement in conversation. During the operation of the focus groups quite a lot of time 
was spent outlining the research and covering areas which was thought of as interesting 
to the research topic, this 'focusing exercise' served to provide the participants with a 
backdrop to the research project (Bloor et al, 200 1). 
Each focus group was recorded via audio equipment and each one lasted for around 2 
hours. The transcriptions of the focus groups were completed and participants were 
given pseudonyms which would help to protect their anonymity. As with the transcripts 
in phase one, information was removed that would increase the chance of individuals 
being personally identified such as specific incidents, colleagues names and identifying 
local information. I wrote a summary of each focus group discussion which covered the 
main points that were discussed and distributed this to the participants. My intention 
here again was to keep all participants feeling a sense of ownership over the research 
material but not for them to possess a full verbatim account of the discussion which 
could threaten the anonymity of the other participants. 
My interpretation of how I was perceived 'in the field' by 
support service workers 
Having worked in a similar asylum team prior to beginning this research project I felt, 
during phase one and two of the research, very much an 'insider researcher' (Arksey and 
Knight, 1999). This brought distinct advantages, some of which have been highlighted by 
Arksey and Knight (1999) as common to individuals seen as 'inside? researchers,, 
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including knowledge of policy and procedure, personal contacts, shared experiences, etc. 
There were distinct disadvantages to this position of 'insider' in the research process. For 
instance, my role in the research may have produced a certain amount of conflict for 
both my participants and myself as Arksey and Knight (1999) point out this leaves you 
pondering your position 'are you a researcher or a colleague or a professional? ' (p. 67). 
The degree of familiarity with the topic area and also the familiarity and previous work 
experience with the participants was something which I found quite difficult to ncgodatc. 
As one of the participants in the study used to be my fine manager, and most of the 
others knew of my past involvement in this asylum team, I felt that in my position as the 
researcher I would be perceived by these people as being unprofessional in some way 
and possibly 'out of my depth'. Certainly in these interviews it was my (perception) that I 
was the less powerful of the two parties. At times I found it difficult to negotiate the 
previous hierarchical feelings that dominated the ex-finc manager and cx-worker 
relationship, with my present role of 'the researcher'. However, to compensate for such a 
situation Reinharz (1992) suggests that when 'interviewing up' the researcher needs to 
identify certain strategies for projecting themselves as credible, influential and 
knowledgeable which was something I tried to do during the course of all the interviews. 
In particular standardised letters and e-mails were sent in order to make and fix the 
interview that had an air of formality to them. I changed the casual way that I dressed 
when I used to be a member of staff into more formal wear. I spoke about what kind of 
things I had become interested in since leaving the team, displayed my knowledge of 
current legislation and previous policy, and spoke about my new role in the University 
and my achievements to date. 
At the time I felt as though what I was doing was projecting myself to my ex-line 
manager in particular, as an 'equal', however, in hindsight it could be argued that I 
possibly helped to negatively distance the research and myself from them. Nevertheless, 
although during the practice of these interviews I did feel the less powerful party I also 
observed distinct differences in the way that participants would talk to me once the 
interview had commenced. For instance, as the participants knew from the'awareness 
raised by the Regional Manager that the research involved the participation of the 
majority of their managerial equals throughout the Region I received the distinct 
impression that the participants felt that I was somehow judging the practices of their 
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respective teams from my 'expert' position (Parker, 2000). As Jorgenson (1991) asserts, 
'the person to whom the research subject speaks is not the person an interviewer thinks 
her/himself to be' (P. 21 1). Jorgenson (199 1) goes on to describe that in being perceived 
as an expert the researcher can often be seen as a potential critic who would evaluate 
participants' responses with reference to what is normal or appropriate. In managing the 
interpersonal nature of the interviews experiences are shared with Duke (2002) where she 
found herself 'playing the game' (p. 45). Duke (2002) in her research experienced 
situations where she was being 'checked out' for her knowledge base on the topic of 
research and found that she had to constantly manage her performance and conduct in 
the interviews depending upon the requirements of each interviewee. Similarly, 
depending upon the needs of the interviewees in this research I found myself sharing 
stories and sharing knowledge in order to continue with a performance and identity of 
the credible researcher. 
The participants in phases one and two knew that the approach that I was taking was 
underpinned by my background and interest in psychology and psychological methods. - 
This in itself was something that arose during my interactions with them as some 
individuals tended to perceive me as being able to read into their responses what I migh 
"t judge as 'incriminating' practices, or able to examine their 'body language' or find out 
things that told me about 'who they really were' or 'what they really meant'. Participants 
also were quite confused as to what it was that I 'really wanted' as they tended to find it 
hard to believe that someone would be interested in what they thought was the day to 
day workings of their respective teams without the interview being some kind of audit 
However, when informed that I was simply interested in how they understand what it is 
they do, and that this would undoubtedly be different from team to team as different, 
people approach the same area and problem from different origins and perspectives, thle 
participants generally reported feeling more relaxed. Indeed as Gabriel (2000) reports,, 
interviewees often have no trouble in understanding why their perspective on certain 
events are relevant and interesting once trust and rapport has been established between 
researcher and participant. The trouble here for me was how to negotiate the building of 
trust and rapport. I found it no trouble at all to project the image that I was 'one of 
them', that I knew about the pitfalls, problems, heartaches, and rewarding moments, 
since I had been there since before the start of the dispersal scheme. In doing so 
however I-did find, once looking over the transcripts, that I left quite a lot of avenues' 
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unexplored. I failed on a number of occasions to follow up certain responses with 'can 
you tell me a little more about that? ' or 'what happened next? ' as I thought I already 
knew their responses. Possessing some 'insider' knowledge was advantageous to a point 
and invaluable in recruiting participants, but once in the interview situation saying 'I 
know what you mean' does not really help achieve a full account from the intervicwee as 
the way that they have constructed their narrative accounts go on unquestioned. 
Summary 
The experiences gained from undertaking the interviews and focus groups in phase one 
and phase two provided a vital starting point for the generation of individual accounts 
and paralleled a transition in my theoretical developments towards the use of narrative 
theory and methodology. In order to achieve the research objectives set by the research 
project it was important to gain contextualised in-depth accounts of the operation of the 
asylum support process. When implementing the methods however, I was still 
approaching the area with overtones of positivism where I aimed to develop a 'true' 
picture of the asylum system. It was however, in reflecting upon the accounts provided 
during the interviews that I began to rcalise the extent to which people placed their 
experiences and working practices within storied form. During the interviews and focus 
groups participants would often begin a long and detailed account with 'let me tell you a 
story about that', at the time these became an increasingly annoying feature of the 
interviews interrupting what I considered 'more relevant' avenues and 'fact-based' 
information. However, it was upon reflection of my continuously shifting theoretical 
base that I realised that these interjections of narratives constructed with the participants 
served the basis for how meanings and understandings become both shared and made 
sense oE 
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Chapter Five 
Exploring the interpretation of 'official' 
discourses in the accounts of support 
service workers 
Overview 
This chapter aims to serve two distinct functions, first, I present the analytical strategy 
employed to explore and interpret support service workers' accounts. Here the reader is 
presented with a rationale for, and a description of, the analytical strategy employed in 
the analysis of the accounts provided by support service workers in phases one and two. 
Within this I have chosen to provide a description of the method of analysis and discuss 
the focus of such an analysis employed on these incredibly rich and detailed accounts. 
Secondly, this chapter aims to present the reader with an analysis and interpretation of 
the accounts provided by support service workers within the interviews and focus 
groups. This relates to both the second research objective 'to explore Ibe 'oJI'dall discourses 
amundagluml and the third research objective which airns 'to explore bow offidal discourses are 
intetpirted inprofessionalpradice bysupport serrice workers. More specifically I wish to: 
- 
show how the support service staff accounted for their work with asylum applicants, 
in terms of policy issues identified in the early chapters of this thesis, 
show how the support service workers negotiated their professional identities, 
working practices and working activities in terms of both these policies and their 
professional commitments, values, experience etc., 
present the 'practice' of the asylum system where a subsequent analysis of asylum 
seeker accounts can be explored. 
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A reminder: focussing upon policy implications 
As the following analysis concentrates heavily on the identification of some of the 
contradictions in policy and its implementation, I believe it is important to return to 
some of the contradictions and tensions that were discussed in chapter one. Firstly, the 
main drive behind asylum policy in the UK is the need to be 'fast, firm and fair' (Home 
Office, 1998) in its processing of asylum applications and on the support of asylum 
applicants. Amongst the results of this policy was the implementation of the dispersal 
policy where asylum seekers find themselves in a 'limbo' situation (Castles and NEHer, 
2003) whist awaiting decisions on their asylum claims, and where they are reliant on 
various local authorities and workers for their 'support' needs. Secondly, the 
implementation of increasingly restrictive rules for asylum applicants serve to limit the 
opportunities of 'integration' during this period of 'limbo' particularly in regard to 
employment and accommodation (Mynott, 2000). Thus, this links into the third main 
tension in that the formation of 'support teams' and 'support provision' serves as a 
'necessary' mechanism in the implementation of the restrictive asylum policies but is also 
designed to 'support' asylum applicants for the duration of their application (Robinson et 
al, 2003). 
Adopting an analytical strategy with the support 
service workers' accounts 
As the previous chapter indicated, at the point of data generation I was approaching the 
research embedded, to a certain degree, in assumptions of positivism where I sought to 
explore certain 'truths' around the acculturation process. As described in the previous 
chapter the process of data generation in these two phases reflected a particular approach 
to developing an understanding of the asylum system. The following analysis however, 
reflects a significant development in theoretical positioning towards a more narrative 
approach where I sought to explore how support service workers narrated how they, 
negotiated the policy they implement in their professional practice. It was only after the 
interviews were concluded and upon reflection of the accounts provided by the support 
service workers that I rcalised the possibilities adopting a narrative lens could provide. 
Indeed, following closer inspection of these accounts I began to read many examples of' 
instances where individuals had begun to tell 'stories' of their experience. These included 
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ways in which individuals narrated their work, drew upon certain cultural and personal 
narratives in order to construct their identity, clarify their position and persuade me (the 
researcher) about their working role in the fives of asylum seekers. 
Although the intentions at the data gathering stage were not narrative in origin it could 
be seen that the pervasiveness of narrative strategies in the accounts lends itself suitably 
to some kind of narrative analysis. However, there were limits to the kind of narrative 
analysis that could be done. The absence, for much of the interviews, of emplotment 
meant that it became difficult to apply a particular formal structural narrative analysis to 
the accounts (Labov and Waletzky, 1967; Riessman, 1993; Cortazzi, 1991; 1993). 1 also 
had to try to balance the desire to represent diversity and listen to individual stories with 
a need to try and obtain a general picture of how support and services were delivered to 
asylum seekers within the Region. 
Therefore, in utilising an analytical strategy I was led by a number of interests 
represented by my research aims. In order to comprehensively fulfil my research aims I 
again chose to take a position of a bricoleur in the search for an analytical strategy. 
According to McLeod (2001) the image of the bricoleur in qualitative inquiry is of a 
researcher that uses a variety of methodologies and/or analytical strategies in order to 
'get the job done' (p. 119). In this spirit I have taken as my analytical base the principles 
of analysis advocated by Clandinin and Connelly (2000) and combined that with the 
notion of a 'narrative thematic analysis' presented by Ricssman (2004). Within this I draw 
heavilyupon the theory of 'dialogism' derived ftomBakhtin (1981; 1984). 
Clandinin and Connelly (2000) argue that rather than the narrative inquiry striving to find 
a niche for the analysis, '... amid the array of theoretical qualitative methodological 
ffames presented... ' (p. 128), analysis should adopt the general lens of understanding the 
world within 'storied landscapes' (p. 128). They argue that there is no 'one' way of 
analysing texts within a narrative inquiry, rather they assert that the process of moving 
from field texts (interview transcripts) to research texts is a complex and dynamic 
procedure. They argue that transcripts must be searched and 're-searched' for such things 
as '-patterns, narrative threads, tensions and themes... ' (p. 133). Researchers must 
however undergo a prolonged engagement with such texts during which researchers 
begin to 'narratively code' (p. 131) these texts and explore 'places where actions and 
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events occurred, story lines that interweave and interconnect, gaps or silences that 
become apparent, tensions that emerge and continuities and discontinuities that appear' 
(p. 13 1). Such an analysis is built upon the research question(s) of the study which in turn 
interact with a dynamic interpretation of the analyst/researcher. As Clandinin and 
Connelly (2000) argue, researchers themselves need to acknowledge that they bring their 
own research stories and research puzzles to the analysis that entails a continuous re- 
searching of the transcripts. 
Analytical strategy 
As such my method of analysis tended to take the following steps: 
1. Reading of transcripts and familiarisation with the 'narrative tone' (McAdams, 1993) 
of each account. 
2. Rc-rcading of transcripts 
- 
taking notes, highlighting and identifying pertinent 
segments/discourse. 
3. Identification of how policy is narrated in terms of interpretation, understanding and 
dclivery. 
4. Exploration of possible contradictions and tensions within each account. 
5. Analysis of these contradictions, tensions and similarities across support servic e 
worker accounts. 
These steps were followed in turn for each main area of interest, arising out of the 
contradictory issues discussed in chapter one. Firstly, accounts were explored for, 
tensions between the support of asylum seekers and the implementation of restrictive 
asylum policy. Secondly, notions of 'integration' and indeed 'non-integration' were, 
explored in the accounts. Finally, I sought to identify the strategies used by support 
workers in order to resolve contradictions and tensions in their work with asylum 
applicants. Although a narrative analysis of this sort involved some comparison across 
interview accounts in order to identify possible themes that may be common to other 
accounts, it was recognised that this analysis was to be 'case-centred' rather than 
'category-centred' (Riessman, 2004; Milnes, 2003a). That is, led by each interview account, 
as a separate case study exploring individual accounts through a 'storied landscape' rather 
than being led by a search for commonalties. Indeed in this spirit as much attention was 
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paid to the differences and contradictions within and between the accounts as was paid 
to similarities and consistencies. 
Approaching the individual accounts as grounded in 'storied landscapes' (Clandinin and 
Connelly, 2000, p. 128) enabled a setting where a variety of interesting aspects could be 
explored. Analysing the performance of the account allowed for some consideration of 
what it means to tell a story in a certain way, what is described and in what way (Daiutc, 
2004). In this way it is recognised, in the 'tradition' of dialogism, that there is no 
'individually authentic narrative' (Daiute, 2004, p. 111) as each account needs to be 
understood and explored within the context within which it was produced. These 
accounts therefore were explored for how the support service workers construct 
themselves and how they in turn construct the support provision for asylum seekers in 
an exchange with myself as the researcher. Similarly, accounts are explored for how 
'others'were narrated, such as asylum seekers, the 'community', legislation, stakeholding 
agencies and so on. Adopting this analytical strategy provided a useful backdrop from 
where I have been able to flexibly utilise aspects of both Hermans and Kempen's (1993) 
approach to the dialogical self and the ideas and theory of NEkhail Bakhtin (1981; 1984). 
Using these analytical tools I also sought to explore notions of 'authorship' where 
according to Horrocks et al (2004) the self is seen to emerge 'as a process of interaction 
among 'authoritative' and 'internally persuasive discourses' (Bakhtin, 1981)' (p. 3). Here it 
became interesting to explore the variety of cultural, community and personal narratives 
being drawn upon (Mankowski and Rappaport, 1995), and crucially, their subsequent 
interaction. Incorporating such notions of dialogicality into the analysis (Hermans and 
Kempen, 1993; Josephs, 2003) allows for an understanding that during an individual 
narrative account, 'like the author in a literary text' the individual 'may take the role of 
one or more characters' (Horrocks et al, 2004, p. 3). For instance, in the accounts that 
follow an individual may be a social carer, a social worker striving to care for those in 
need' while at the same time employed to 'control' and 'exclude' those same individuals. 
In this way, adopting a 'dialogical lens' meant that this highlights that the 'self' being 
narrated and the 'work' of that self in the accounts can be seen as a continuous 
engagement between 'self' and 'other'. As described in chapter three, from a dialogical 
perspective the self and its experience is always a product of self and other as both 
understanding and action are the result of mediated exchanges between social actors and 
the social world (Tappan, 1999; Horrocks et al, 2004). As a result the analysis that I chose 
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to employ enabled the exploration of the variety of 'authoritative' and 'internally 
persuasive' discourses, and their subsequent interaction. This provided an opportunity to 
delve into how the asylum support service is understood and delivered providing the 
possibility to explore some of the implications arising out of this interaction. 
The support service workers 
In acknowledging that within social constructionist research, and particularly within 
narrative research, each interview account is a co-constructed, contextualised and situated 
dynamic (Gergen, 1999), 1 have sought to provide the reader with some idea as to their 
role within their asylum support team. This 'outline' aims to provide the reader with' 
some notion of the people that participated in phase one and two of the research. In 
taking steps to maintain the anonymity of the participants this information is necessarily_ 
very brief. 
Asylum support workers operating at a managerial and a senior managerial level within 
the local authorities attached to the Regional Consortium are; Susan, Alistair, Louise, 
James, Mary, Claire, Carol, Paul, Robert and Jennifer. In order to help the reader 
contextualise these accounts, when excerpts from their accounts are used, the names, of 
these individuals will be followed by (M) to denote their managerial position. 
Asylum support workers operating at a service delivery level working within the local 
authorities attached to the Regional Consortium are; Ruth, Sam, David, Jonathan, 
Barry, Mal and Vicky, Similarly, in order to help the reader contextualise these accounts 
the names of these individuals will be followed by (S) to denote their service delivery, 
role. There were, as mentioned in chapter four, twenty-two people who participated in 
- 
the focus groups. As a result the focus group accounts are quite lengthy, I have however 
chosen to include the accounts provided by these individuals above in order to provide' 
some indication of how service delivery staff narrate their work. 
Exploring the 'nature' of asylum support work 
The aim of the first question was to try to establish a framework from which the 
interview could proceed. It was designed for the research participants to 'get to grips 
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with the kind of questions they could expect, with an additional aim of just getting them 
talking. However, this first question, which explored their perceptions of the 'role' of the 
asylum team, was interesting in itself. With every interview, as with almost every aspect 
of providing a support service to asylum seekers, the accounts of what their roles entailed 
in this support were very diverse. As each individual offered their own interpretation on 
their work within asylum support the accounts varied enormously with differing 
emphasis placed on a variety of issues in the work of the teams. It became clear during 
the accounts generated by this question, that there was a distinct 'official line' around the 
work of the asylum support team being narrated. Generally, this 'official line' related to 
the description of the work that these teams do in terms of providing a service to asylum 
seekers on behalf of the Home Office and NASS. 
pose theprime role is adualgI, directly, sup g aglum seekers Alistair (M): 7 su  ortin 
that are living in pe local area) so it started vitb aylum seekers wbo bad sef 
. 
presented to usprior to The NASS gstem coming into operation 
... 
Men the NASS 
ystem came into place and we were included in Ibe Consortium 
... 
and are treeitiq 
ple, organises the dispersals tbrougb NASS so The team dirrelly, looked after lbose peo 
accommodadonjor tbem, gives them an induction... 
Mary (M): The role of lbe, well, as I mnderstand it, ibe mle of lbe aglum team is to 
Protide smpport on bebaff of The Home Ofice and lbe Consodium lo die agium 
seekers that are dispersed here. ' 
Robert (M): Vell em I think it needs to be clear that we'rr working to a contract 
, 
gh the Consortium and em therr's a veg ipedfic role to mith the Home Office, fhrwý 
provide accommodadon a d a level of supportfor the aglum seekers dispersed to us. 
Tbat's our corr duýy. ' 
Such an 'official line' remains very close to the wording of the contracts within the 
Region and very close to the governmental rationale for the creation of asylum support 
teams. However, as Carol M actually commented in her account such a description of 
the role of the team was in some way only a 'version' of events, Teah I can do that I can give 
. 
fidal version and Men I can Sivejom the real version. 'Thc 'official version' that Carol jou the o 
goes on to narrate details a complex relationship held between many of the different 
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agencies that collaboratively provide the support and the accommodation to asylum 
seekers in her local area on behalf of NASS. When asked to elaborate on this alternative 
'real version, that she alluded to, Carol simply sums up what she has already told me in 
just a few words whilst laughing. 
re pose is that werr berr to protide Carol (M): 'Yeah well the al version I su 
ponsibilio of (tbe local accommodation a d supportfor aglum seekers wbo are the res 
autborify ý (IaAý ghs)' 
Here Carol indicates that aside from the complex relationship between various dudes and 
organisations that exists in her work, the 'official line' is that the core of their work 
returns to the 'fundamental' position of the provision of accommodation and support to 
asylum seekers. It also seems that this 'official line' is one that is maintained in the 
interview situation, possibly understandable considering her managerial position within 
the asylum support team, thus operating to demonstrate her 'control' of the service and 
support they deliver. 
Stepping beyond the 'official line' of asylum support 
In her work exploring the formulation and development of prison drugs policy Duke 
(2002) found that policy makers and implementers maintain similar 'official lines' when 
asked about policy development. Duke (2002) asserts that an important role of the 
researcher, in such research projects, involves the need to both recognise this cofficial 
fine' and 'to try to probe beyond it' (p. 46). Carol's hint of an existence of a 'real version' 
therefore aroused my curiosity in the interview and subsequent analysis and I attempted 
to get beyond this 'official version'. 
As the above demonstrates, most support service workers recognise the ultimate need to 
provide the accommodation and support specified in their respective contracts. 
However, it became clear that once these requirements had been 'appropriately' dealt- 
with an array of other issues were seen as important in their support work. For example, 
yn1, nin III ý Susan M in particular draws upon the NASS contract as u damentaly'gover g 'a ht 
we do' but then continues to list a number of structures and procedures that they. 
implement and 'do on to 
.p of 
that not required qf us in a strict or not sense ýY NASS" 
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Furthermore, Claire M, in her account appears to approach her work with asylum 
seekers in a seemingly more interpersonal relationship with the individuals they are 
supporting. At the opening of her account she too narrates an 'official fine' where she 
describes the roles and duties of the support team as agreed in the NASS contract. Very 
soon in the interview an account is generated where she begins to describe how her team 
and herself actually place focus upon maintaining the psychological wcubcing of asylum 
seekers. For instance, when first describing the role of the team Claire narrates a 
continuously caring role, 
Claire (M): T see it more of like a beftiending mle lbat's Ake a mainpiod. *
because fby come into our arra and tby know notbing about it and it's ourjob to 
bý(riend them andget The trust. ' 
As a result of this continual narration of a seemingly multiple support role I became 
interested in exploring the other, perhaps additional, ways in which the support service 
workers saw their roles. The intention throughout the following analysis is to try and 
present some of the themes that emerged from the analysis in metaphorical form. Using 
notions derived and explored by Ricoeur (2003) using metaphor to represent emerging 
themes is hoped to transcend description to produce a [reldescription exercising the 
capacity of 'seeing-as'. 
Asylum support as fusion 
When left to talk in more depth about what is seen as the role of the asylum team many 
of the support service workers began to narrate a role that had many different 
components 'fused' under the oPerationalisation of one support role as both Paul and 
Clairc describe, 
Paul (M): T mean obtiouslypart of the role is to be an accommodadonprovider u*b 
a NASS contract we'vegot 
... 
tbat's rrally, tbeprime role I mean fbat's our rasion 
d'Ifir and on top of that we bave this role about being a lead ageng as well so anjtbing 
to do aitb aglum seekers usually comes tbrougb ere, from a localpoint of viewpeople 
wanfing tofind out more about aylum seekers and wbat My can do. '
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Claire (M): 'It's like a big mixtAfre of tbiqs that that we do and their's a lot of 
things we don't have to do but we do anywa y, and it's all to do ivith eVowering the 
individuals to do it themselves. I 
Such an interpretation was also apparent in the focus groups with service delivery staff, 
Ruth (S): 7 don't think there's one specific thiq I think it all comes as a. Package. I 
don't thinkjou can be erm its such a bi area uitb so many different things lbatiou 
have to think aboutjou knou,. 
One manager in particular saw that the role was a combination of 'other rvIe? and also 
seemed to offer an understanding of the work of the Asylum Support Team as being, 
interpretive depending upon which department you worked within. 
jamcs (M): Oka the le of the aylum team whenyou say it like that it sounds o y ro 
inatal clear doesn't it? The role of the aglum team in (name of local area) and 
obviously, your talkiýg to the manager of the aylum team in (name of local area) SO 
. 
wbat it means to me is sometbiq cotVletely different Ifind to what it means to m-Y 
colleagues in the council erm and at the moment er the aylum team is under housing SO 
it means ometbiq completely d! jerent to them. It means omething completely, different 
y amefi d then to Sodal Services which is the other directorate that we oq, ýinall, c, rom an 
moved over into bousiq it means ome thiq cot*letely diye ttoallthe fba I ren groups t
go and talk to. ' 
Although many of the workers did not explicitly say that their role had multiple 
components and pressures, they did go on to explain what they saw as the role of the 
teams by drawing upon an often exhaustive list of activities and duties. Although the 
focus upon multiple roles appeared more implicitly in the accounts with the service 
delivery managers, more explicit focus was drawn to the performance of a number of 
roles in some of the accounts provided during the focus groups. This is perhaps due to 
the management role that maintaining the NASS contract has and the lack of 
involvement in other more 'day-to-day' contact that such a role involves, managers 
therefore may be more likely to remain closer to the official discourse. During the focus 
group accounts the NASS aspect of the work of an asylum support team was sometimes 
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actuaHy seen as the 'smaRest' and even 'easiest' side of their work. In one discussion 
about what people perceived as the role of the asylum support teams Ruth described the 
multiple and often unexpected nature of her work, 
.P 
Ruth (S): 7 think the NASS as ect of it I think, Personallyforme, is the smaller 
part of it because it's their's only basic things the rest of them becauselour dealing mitb 
. 
ficult to explain. I think it's the things that we have to do tbatfufil peo ple and, it's di 
NASS's contract are veg small in relation to eveg/bing else that Uv do so I think 
that's The easier side of it 
... 
But there's also there's a lot ofgrrj arras like o sa 
. 
YM yin 
deahýg mitb people 
... 
especially for us eimbo just calls us. '(emphasis indicates 
raised voice) 
Within this Ruth describes another way in which the asylum support workers narrate 
their work within the asylum system as some kind of a 'buck-stops here service'. Here 
they see the work that they perform as providing advice, support and knowledge to both 
those working elsewhere, who have questions about asylum seekers, and also the asylum 
seekers themselves who contact them for assistance on a wide range of issues. Similarly, 
in the same focus group Sam and Vicky enter into an exchange about Sam's position and 
experience with a client she was still supporting, 
ge Sam (S): Teab I mean recently I've had two couples w1jo have had mania 
ge counselling bt I've bee u in Mat role dftiulties and I'm not trained in mar7ia u np t 
and ermjknow and_youjustfeel Akejou're tberr andjou'rr listening to all sorts of 
things_y'know it could be That This couple air bating a mar7iage brrakdown or one of 
them could bave mental bealtbprvblems so mithin the clienisjou could be deaAng wiib 
y 
, 
gs and as a support worker youmage d! ficulVes and a wbole number of fbin er marr4a 
not have tbatparticular bacý: ground to deal uilb it and we don't rrally, bave Thatsori 
of training eitber to deal wilb it even at a basic level' 
Vi c ky (S): A re fberr points of rrferral are tberr places wherejou can referpeople P 
,g is rrally over strwbed and 
I know fbe waiting Sam (S): Well Ave can but evegtbin 
ge I fbink tbroi(gb looking that the onlyplare wbose waiting list isn't Mat lists are hu 
bqe is lhrviýgb the cbutrh' 
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Sam could be seen to be indicating that because of the diverse needs of the asylum 
seeking client group this requires both a wide and experienced knowledge base to work 
from as 'mainstream' services appear unable to cope with increased demand. Similarly, 
David describes a situation where they 'have' to become more involved on a range of 
issues due to what he perceives as a degree of inaction from mainstream services, 
David (S): T think sometimesyou have toget more and more involved if other 
. 
ýgendes aren't really kickiýg injknow. For example, like radal harassment iijust 
seems really, di P ficult togetyknow erm like housing o Y, 
. 
ficers almost to actualy take u 
I mean thy take it seriousl u things quite as y but tby don't seem to be folloaing P 
much and you have to kee p going back. '
As a result a large amount of the work of these asylum support teams is catering for the 
diverse needs of their clients, as 'mainstream' services are seen as ill-resourced to provide 
support and services to these individuals. This perhaps supports the notion in a number 
of the accounts that the asylum support teams are somehow 'distinctive' or as Paul (M) 
describes 'on their owW in the local authority and community. 
Nevertheless, for the most part when describing the role that they take in their work 
most of the focus that is placed upon working with asylum seekers by the support service 
workers becomes more than just the provision of accommodation. Rather, such work 
seems to be drawn towards various tasks relating to social care support and work that is 
intended to integrate and 'bridge' communities. For example, in one focus group Barry_ 
(S) emphasised the important role that such efforts as 'support' and 'integration' Play in 
his work with asylum seekers. Barry talked about trying to make people feel 'comfortable" 
.f qualýty of 
li)e. Because of the isolation that and trying to provide people with 'some soil o 
Barry sees asylum seekers as experiencing a number of attempts have been made in his 
local authority focusing on promoting inclusion in particular the use of sport in order to 
'... get tid of isolation and so, mell it'sjust to make 'em comfortable as possible zvhile we maitfor a 
decision to stay orgo. ' 
However, there are descriptions, particularly occurring in the accounts provided by the 
support delivery staff, of a certain amount of frustration in not being able to deliver as 
comprehensive a 'support' service as they would like to provide. 
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, 
Sam (S): T Mink most of us wouldprrfer to do support work and support Me clients 
properly, but we've never eally, been allowed to do That because there's always been time 
restraints tbere's always been bu e nu bers evegtbin 's ot to be done reallyfast so we 
,gmgg 
can only ever deal with the emegendes and crises of Me clients and so Me kind of =1 
support work is left. I(emphasis indicates raised voice) 
Responding to crises was something expressed many times throughout the accounts in 
the focus groups. Such responses were storied as 'fire-fighting' being something that 
seemed to pose real problems and obstacles to performing 'tral support uork' for the 
workers. As Barry says, 
Barry (S): 7 don't know, it'sJust er, our team is so small compared to a lot of others 
that, we 'aven't 'ad chance to settle down and, into a uvrking pattern because were 
firrfigbfing al', 6me and wetr going fmm crisis to cHsir. We're experls in crisis 
manqgement now' 
When Sam elaborates on what she meant by 'real' support work she goes on to say, 
S am (S): Well, joli know if youjust want to, jou know, be afdendly, face and be 
able to heo mith smaller thhý 
, 
gs Ake getft somebod apram, wbicli is adualgl, quite a 
ýbt not be able to because somebodZ se basn'tgol aq big thingfor tbatfamily, wbo mi 
,y el 
rg pport ralber Than monyyou know. So so we tend to do_you know, sort of, eme enýy su 
going in at the bottom and doing all kinds of other su)5porl, ' 
In contrast only one of the managers, James, brought up the concept of 'firefighting' or 
managing crisis in the asylum team. But this, rather than being directed at the actual 
practical work of his asylum support team, was aimed at one of my questions which 
sought to explore how the support service workers were making sense of pol. icy 
developments. 
James (M): Xyfieliqs towards it at the moment are that that its er it seems to be 
out of coniml and and fire fighdng at the moment. I can understand some of the 
originalpolides about baving large centirs to move people lbrvugb and then disperse but 
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, 
gs a mess. Eveg timejou read the it itjust seems that erm itjust seems that eveg thin 
paperyou're looking to see what the next headline goiq to be and and what mess and 
ge that is is out there is extremely unclear' then then's U turns and the kind of messa
Perhaps the support service workers at a managerial level try, in the interview, to return 
to the 'official line' and narrate a community (asylum team) that is in control of the 
support and work it delivers. Thus presenting a team that is ultimately in control of the 
'support' they deliver but who 'observes' constant crisis caused by central government 
and new policy developments and initiatives. 
During these accounts the 'official line' narrated by the workers described the work in 
which the asylum support teams were involved as revolving around the provision and 
deployment of NASS support to asylum seekers dispersed to their areas. What became 
clear from the analysis of this 'official line' is that although the NASS contract was seen 
to ! fundamentall, 
. 
ygovern' all that the asylum teams do, the 'official line' became a 'flexible' 
baseline allowing workers to build upon the 'suppore they provide allowing them to 
progress towards performing 'rral su 
. 
Pport work'. From here, rather than the NASS 
contract dictating the precise work required by those contracted to implement it NASS 
support can be seen as a starting point from where 'other' multiple support strategies 
could be implemented. The nature of these support strategies depended largely upon the 
perceived needs of the asylum seekers but also upon the role that the asylum support 
teams took in their geographical areas in relation to other public services. Furthermore, 
from a theoretical standpoint it could be argued that the authoritative discourse of 
asylum support, which as argued in chapter one, is constructed to 'control' numerous 
'threats' that asylum seekers may pose to welfare and community relations, rather than 
being internalised can be seen to be resisted. In this way, the support service workers are 
seen to view this authoritative discourse of 'support' as not being 'real suppoil work' and 
thus strive to find ways to fulfil such a role. For instance, when describing the work that 
her team does in asylum support one of the key objectives of her role was to succeed in, 
Carol (M): Y7ndig ways tbrougb and round and over and under bar7iers that we 
come across to make those things happen and to make those services work so that we 
can supportpeople in the way that's bestfor them really, t 
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Here Carol appears to deploy a narration of her work that indicates her attempts at trying 
to overcome the policy, which is constructed as a barrier, by finding ways to somehow 
outflank or find ways around policy and ultimately attempt to meet the perceived needs 
of those they are 'supporting'. During the analysis of these accounts I became particularly 
interested in how support service workers negotiated adhering to the contractual 
requirements of NASS (an adherence which was needed in order to maintain funding) 
whist providing the 'real support work' which they perceived was needed by the asylum 
seekers. Consequently, I would therefore like to explore the narration of the authoritative 
discourse of asylum 'support' and how this is then reflected upon, reacted to and 
operationalised by the asylum support workers. 
The narration of 'support' in the accounts provided 
by support service workers 
The discourse of 'support' runs through many of the policies and structures constructed 
around the UK asylum system. The National Asylum 'Support' Service (NASS) was 
created with the precise aim of 'supporting' asylum seekers. Many of the local authority 
teams involved in the research are entitled 'Asylum Support Teams, many workers are 
called 'Support Workers'. Therefore, it is perhaps important here, in conjunction with 
chapter two, to note how the notion of 'supporting' asylum seekers emerged. 
Prior to the Asylum and Immigration Act of 1996, asylum seekers, although experiencing 
increasingly restrictive legislation, had access to mainstream benefit packages. The 1996 
Act however, had taken asylum seekers out of the mainstream benefit system, and made 
them the responsibility of local authority budgets (Sales, 2002). They were also obliged to 
be accommodated by the local authority where the asylum seeker placed their asylum 
application which was generally, but not prescriptively, in the South-East and London 
area (Carey-Wood, Duke, Karn and Marshall, 1995). The local authorities found 
problems with this provision, as the cost of support to asylum seekers was not recouped 
in full from the Government, and most of the asylum seekers were located around a 
small number of boroughs, which had existing pressures on their budgets (Audit 
Commission, 2000). Therefore, with the increasing perceived 'threat' that asylum seekers 
were seen to pose, to welfare and local authority budgets, it was hoped that the measures 
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contained within the 1999 Act would help alleviate the 'strain' borne by the welfare state 
and community relations (Schuster, 2003). As previously outlined, such measures created 
the National Asylum 'Support' Service and created multiple Asylum 'Support' Teams set 
up to 'support' asylum seekers nationally and locally. 
Although the idea of what support entailed appeared to differ from one person to 
another I would like to draw upon a number of the commonalities and look at some of 
the possible consequences for these conceptualisations. There are at least three ways in 
which support appears to be narrated, which operate simultaneously in these accounts; 
1. The first looks at the interpretation that the support provided to asylum seekers 
could actually serve the purpose of controlling these individuals and explores the 
way in which professionals negotiate this role. 
2. The second looks at how professionals negotiate a commitment to help and enable, 
the integration of individuals. 
3. The third aspect looks at the ways in which professionals udlise their position in 
order to enhance the 'community support' of asylum seekers. That is, the way they 
attempt to legitimise the acceptance of asylum seekers in order to ease ccommuni ty 
relations'. 
Uncovering 'control' in the guise of 'support I 
The staff that formed these asylum support teams were drawn, at least initially, from a 
number of stereotypically 'caring' backgrounds including social work, housing support, 
education support and social care. Many of those interviewed talked about the ways in 
which these professional backgrounds had influenced their working practices and 
working priorities for their role in the asylum support teams. 
. 
ppose I`mfrvm a sodal senice background so sort of all the Louisc (M): Well I su 
training that I've done and all the work experience that I've bad is is from That 
peroective really, and I think that's sort of infiuenced how I've set the team up in terms 
ppo, element rather than the sort of housing of it concentrating on the sort of su rt 
, 
management side. ' 
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grounds, Ibere's a good mix in Ibe team miib Claire (M): My background, our back 
somefrom a social services background and somefrom a bousing back ground and ur 
all work togetber andpick ut Uv 7 
.p on 
different tbings andgradval. 1y, ilsgetdq fba al, 
bave all the skills so fbat's kind ofgood. 
The presence of social workers or experienced social carers in these teams was however, 
particularly striking as was the way such professionals narrated their understanding of 
asylum support work. Alcock (2003) identifies that a central tenet of the different 
occupations within social services (such as social workers and social carers) is their focus 
upon the unique needs of individuals. This is something which Alcock (2003) sees as a 
contrast to other social policy areas such as education or social security as the work of 
social services is driven, not by a predetermined service framework, but by the wide 
range of individual needs. The face and authoritative discourse of social work however 
has been subject to gradual change and is now arguably dominated by business 
metaphors and is increasingly located around budgets, management and control 
(Humphries, 2004), an authoritative discourse arguably similar to that of NASS. Indeed, 
Humphries (2002) has pointed out that social work in particular has experienced a move 
away from notions of 'welfare' to be driven by a business mentality and 
'authoritarianism'. Here the specific powers of social workers come to be associated with 
that of, 
'gatekeepers controlling access to resources, and using the firm but gentle means 
of casework to evaluate needs and decide upon who should be allocated 
resources and under what conditions' (Humphries, 2004, p. 3 1) 
As a result of this service mutation it is argued that there exists a real tension between a 
desire to help their 'clients' as much as possible and an awareness of their active role as 
the powerful 'other' in the lives of these 'clients'. This approach has recently been seen as 
'tough love' Gordan and Jordan, 2000; Humphries, 2004) where there are 'rewards for 
those who conform to the government's agenda, and harsh punishment for those who 
prove to be difficult and troublesome' (Humphries, 2004, p-33). Humphries (2004) 
however, goes on to suggest that on an individual level this mutation of authoritative 
discourse has led to the 'demoralisadon' of workers within social service professions land 
a recognition that this is not what they entered the profession to do' (Humphries, 2004, 
p. 33). In response to this, social workers have been seen to be 'hankering after the 
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'helping' role and the desire to assist people in finding ways out of their troubles' 
(Humphries, 2004, p. 33). 
Similarly, in contrast to those service support workers trained within social services, one 
manager asserted in the interview that her background in the housing department meant 
that she was more familiar with following rules, working within 'controUed' arenas and 
strictly enforcing policy than her social service counterparts. 
Mary (M): '... thy'd worked in Sodal Services or a community development 
, 
ground and thy all are and thy were a little bit more relaxed about 1hij s like back 
,P9g that whereas 
housing is a bit sort of stricter on theyou know of kee ing goin strai ht 
down the line andjollwvýngprocedurvs. I've had to sort of you know sort of introduce 
. 
P10 Y procedures which thy are not familiar nith because thy never been em yed b 
.p housing before and sort of make sure that thy try andfollow Them and ig and 
kee 
them to follow Them as much as possible and sometimes thy seem a bit ridiculous to 
them which some of them possibly, are but I think thy are there for a puOose thy re 
Y as a there to coverjou as well as the coundl so that has inj7uenced me in that wa 
manager 
P 
It is recognised that due to the policies of 'tough love' many, if not all, workers in social 
care settings experience having to deal with 'caring' for or supporting' their client group 
at the same time as adhering to policy and legislature which emphasise overarching 
notions of 'restriction' and 'control' (Parton, 1996). The accounts generated during these. 
interviews appeared to be no exception as the support service workers seemed to 
describe a support service that was increasingly concerned with strictly controlling those 
asylum seekers they were supporting. A key point however, is that although the support 
service workers seemed to both recognise and describe the pressure on them as workers 
to control the asylum seekers they are supporting, this did not mean that they were acting 
as 'cultural dopes' (Garfinkel, 1967) unwittingly fulfilling such an aim. Rather, such 
workers are able, it seems, to respond to the authoritative discourse of asylum support, 
some of which is indeed seemingly assimilated, whilst a resistance is created towards 
other less persuasive components. For example, those service delivery staff who operate 
within a more social care 'needs based' discourse appear to relegate the importance of 
housing provision to a necessary but small consideration in their case work with clients, 
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Ruth (S): 'I think it's the things that we have to do lhatfujXINASSs contract are 
veg small in relation to evegthing else that we do so I think that's the easier side qf 
.y 
in dealig a*lj people' it 
... 
But there's also there's a lot ofgrej areas likeyou sq 
Sales and Hek (2004) have highlighted that the recent developments in immigration 
policy have heightened the tension that exists in asylum support between these notions 
of 'care' and 'control' in those workingwith asylum seekers. Sales and Hek (2004) in their 
research with an asylum team based in a London borough, emphasise what they 
understand as a 'tension' between the two concepts of 'care' and 'control' and describe 
the 'balancing' between these that such professionals have to do as representing a 
'substantial barrier to good professional practice' (p. 60). Thompson (2000) supports this 
assertion and adds that professionals based in such roles are ill-equipped to deal with the 
'complexities of being caught in the middle' (p. 61). Sales and Hek (2004) report that 
many of the professionals interviewed in their research became uncomfortable with what 
was seen as the inquisitorial role required of them when dealing with asylum seekers. 
Such a role was perceived by these professionals as a 'gatekeeping' task rather than that 
of 'real' social work. Similar findings can be observed in the accounts generated by the 
support service workers in this research project. Indeed Sam (S) described how she saw 
barriers to doing what she felt constituted the 'tralsioport work'. It appears however, that 
one main difference arises between the findings and assertions of both Sales and Hck 
(2004) and Thompson (2000) in that the workers in this research project appear to be 
able to develop strategies in order to manage this tension. What I would like to illustrate 
is that support service workers appear to be able to assimilate components of the 
authoritative discourse of support (such as that required in order to maintain funding and 
secure jobs) whilst at the same time resisting other components that appear less internally 
persuasive. 
Realising the conflict between 'support' and 'control' 
Although for the support service workers the control involved in managing client files is 
related to managing the contract that the local authority has with NASS, there seems to 
be a certain realisation that this ultimately means that the worker has to manage, to some 
extent, the asylum seekers' fife. Support workers therefore become responsible for their 
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client Est and possibly culpable for their clients' 'deviant' actions. 'Support' can be 
withdrawn from an individual asylum seeker if they are found to be breaching terms of 
their support agreement, such breaches would include, for instance, staying out of their 
accommodation more nights than they are allowed and/or not signing their attendance at 
certain centres they live in. Iberefore, as well as visiting the asylum seekers to identify 
and monitor needs and behaviours in order to enhance well-being, such visits are made 
with the additional aim of controlling the behaviour and actions that threaten to breach 
the NASS contract. 
There is however, an implicit awareness that the support they are providing contributes 
to a certain level of control on the lives of asylum seekers and that 'control, operates in 
the policy vocabulary as 'support'. For the support service workers therefore, particularly 
those from a background within social services, support becomes a discourse present at 
both authoritative and internally persuasive levels. When describing the process of 
'ideological becoming' Bakhtin describes two different types of discourse: authoritative 
discourse and internally persuasive discourse. The distinction between these discourses as 
Tappan (1999) asserts 'rests on the degree to which the individual claims authority and 
responsibility for what he says, and thus what he does' (p. 120). Bakhtin (1981) draws 
parallels with the way in which children are asked to learn in school, 
'When verbal disciplines are taught in school, two basic modes are recognised 
for the appropriation and transmission-simultaneously-of another's words... 
'reciting by heart' and 'retelling in one's own words' (p. 341). 
'Reciting by heart' refers to the authoritative discourse as the discourse being assimilated 
'demands our unconditional allegiance' (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 343). On the other hand, 
rctelling in 'one's own words' indicates a more flexible and dynamic engagement with the 
discourse and the words become closer to one's own, thus internally persuasive. 
In the accounts of the support service workers there is a rcalisation that when they were 
formed as 'support teams', inextricably linked to notions of providing this Support is the 
way that this same support actuaUy serves as a method of controlling the lives of those 
asylum seekers the local authority accommodates. As Louise describes, 
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Louise (M): '... I mean I suppose we'vegot that con 
. 
get 'ant we between contml and 
su 
. 
pport and control which is a conjWa wbichjoulvegot in any legisladon... 
Here is an interesting discursive transformation within the working practice of the 
support service worker and the interpretation of their role as they accommodate the 
interaction between both the existing authoritative discourses of 'control' and 'support' 
and the internally persuasive ones of 'caring' and 'supporting'. Such an interaction, similar 
to the findings of Sales and Hek (2004), is seen to produce a degree of tension and 
conflict on behalf of the workers attempting to understand this notion of 'support' and 
what their roles mean, as Louise explains, 
Louise (M): '[workers] stmggle witb that when 7m 
-you arr tging to support 11, e 
,g to rrport certain things 
because that's a duty that between havin weve got under lbe 
contract and on the other band wanfing to beo people as much aspossible' 
Indeed, in one of the focus groups a discussion begins which ccntrcs on individual 
workers feeling a certain amount of pressure on them to perform thcir roles well by 
maintaining the contract the local authority has with NASS. It appears from one 
conversation that maintaining the contract assures job security, 
Sam (S): 'we've got to keep on doiq well cause ifJou dontyou know them is 
com pefidon out themjou can losejourjobs' 
Ruth (S): 'Sojou'rr being told thaff 
Sam: 'Yeah' 
Ruth: 'Doesn't that makejoufeel a bit insecurr? ' 
Sam: 'erm' 
_yourjob 
better 11jenyou'rr sacked' Ruth: 'it's almost like sayiq if you don't do 
Sam: 'it sounds like that but no cause we do getpraisedfor doing our morky'know 
and we get fbankedfor doing it and we're told that weIrr doing a goodjob. Its not done 
in a horrible way and I think it's a lot to do mith whatsgoing on in the country 
generally and changing local authorides making people accountable. You can't also 
think tbatjou've got ajobjor life and all That sory of thing and its also to do Uilb best 
value which has come in to local authorities. So its manq gers that arr being told and 
then and I mean thyjustpasr it on to us' 
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Resisting and transforming the authoritative discourse of 
support 
In coping with this authoritative discourse once the work has been done, which complies 
with the NASS contract therefore securing funding and jobs, workers appear to be able 
to transform or resist the authoritative discourse that is not internally persuasive. 
Jonathan for example talks about how he finds it hard and frustrating to solely enfor ce 
the contract that his local authority has with NASS. As a result he actively performs other 
roles such as helping people become more mobile within the local community. Thus 
Jonathan can be seen to be resisting the authoritative discourse that emphasises the 
controlled integration and 'apartheid' during their asylum application, responding instead 
to an internally persuasive discourse of integration and support. 
Jonathan (S): Y think quite a high perrentage of aylum seekers get 
-Posilive 
dedsions in this area and I think it's about teaching them to access things gilhin the 
communio and nithin the countg but aith more of a long term view no/just waiting 
for That decision but after that decision as well' 
From earlier examples it can be seen that support service workers assimilate particular 
aspects of the authoritative discourse of asylum support that I have identified as the 
'official line'. However, this authoritative discourse can not be seen to be internalised 
whole by the workers as they appear to strive towards performing 'real s*port work' and 
aim to aid people in building upon possible positive decisions in the future. From a 
dialogical perspective such an individual is seen as a dynamic product engaged as 
Horrocks et al (2004) claims in an 'ongoing exchange'. As such each worker is seen to be 
constantly and actively engaged in processes of negotiation and reconstruction as they 
attempt to make sense of their 'self' and experience by drawing upon the available 
'authoritative' and 'internally persuasive' discourses. Some of these discourses, or parts of 
these discourses, become assimilated, equally some are resisted and seen to be 
incompatible with existing internally persuasive ones. 
One professional, Susan, was able in her account to touch upon this interaction and 
talked to me about her attempts to help her workers mediate these roles. She tells me 
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that she attempts to try and make the visits that the team has to do, as required by the 
contract with the Home Office, opportunities for her team members' to 'support' their 
clients in their lives. 
Susan (M): '... its to meet the terms of the contract milhout xakiýg it seem as 
though we'rr melir polidq them. Causeyou can do an a; Pful lot subtly so its not about 
frickiqpeople but its about we bave to tisifyou once a monib but we'll Ig andmake 
that as a posifive experience aswe can. ' 
The accounts presented by Sales and Hek (2004) seemed to suggest crucial problems in 
the way in which asylum support teams were actually able to work with asylum seekers 
under increasingly restrictive asylum policy. However, in comparison, the accounts 
gathered during the course of this research appear to suggest that workers are seemingly 
able to both assimilate and transform certain aspects of both the authoritative and the 
internally persuasive discourses of 'control' and 'support'. Thus, the ability to interpret 
the authoritative discourses of asylum support and assimilate some of its components 
whilst resisting others paradoxically gives the support service workers an identity and task 
of resolving apparent contradictions, and using skills and experience to 'make a 
difference' and produce 'real support uvrk'. This 'dialogical' role, of interpreting contracts, 
rules and checks in a creative and 'positive' way, can be seen to allow workers the scope 
to deploy internally persuasive discourses and provide the opportunity to 'assist people in 
finding ways out of their troubles' (Humphries, 2004, p. 33), despite the fact that these 
tasks required by NASS are not those of 'classical' social work. It seems therefore, that 
for the asylum support workers their professionalisation and indeed opcrationalisation of 
asylum support exists as a hybridisation somewhere between this version of social care 
and a form of governmentally managed housing management. These ideas will be further 
developed in the next section where I explore how support service workers seem to resist 
the authoritative discourse by attempting to transform the support provided into helping 
people integrate into the local areas and by the encouragement and fostering of 
acceptance by these communities. 
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Support service workers 'supporting' integration 
Further resistance to the authoritative discourse of asylum support was seen when in the 
accounts support service workers began discussing how they saw their role within a wider 
community setting. In the accounts of support service workers there was a recurrence of 
port work' that workers 'independence' when describing the 'end-point' of the 'tral su 
could provide for people. The notion of independence in these accounts appears for the 
most part to be inextricably linked to helping asylum seekers become 'equal' and 
'integrated' members of society. During the interview I attempted to explore these ideas 
by talking about what they thought the 'adaptation' of asylum seekers had been to the 
area, and what this meant in terms of asylum support. I was, at this point, heavily led by' 
acculturation models and did not wish to lead support service workers into tal king about 
acculturation strategies in terms of 'integration' if this was not what they meant. 
However, during the interviews workers appeared to struggle with this more ambiguous 
notion of 'adaptation' with Jennifer asking, 
'21 
_y adpation 
I don't understand we talk about Jennifer (M): 'what do_you, ean ba 
integration and we t9 to work towards integration tbat's the kg Ming rrally" 
II 
There was a similar theme in those interviews, that covered notions of 'adaptation' in 
depth, of people seeing the concept of 'adaptation' as being closely related to 
'independence' and 'integration'. In almost all the accounts support service worker 
,s 
engaged in some way with ideas that related to either the encouragement of 'integration' 
with the asylum seekers they were supporting and/or the creation of 'independence' in 
the lives of asylum seekers. In a number of the accounts support service workers' 
appeared to perceive themselves as being in a prime position in the 'integration' process. 
. 
.P rt g 
in our work is to assist them to start getdng Claire (M): 'tbe im o ant tbin 
pendentforgetfing apositive dedsion. inde 
Mary (M): 7 think we have to work on the assumption even though thy n waiting 
Y or not or be for a dedsion from the Home 0 
. 
fice as to whether thy'regoing to sta 
. 
pdon that thy are Y or not I think jou've got to work on the assum allowed to sta 
y 
... 
and look at integrafing them into the communi-O r: ýhtfmm the possiblygoing to sta 
start rather thanyou knowjust seeing it as a fem 
. 
porag measure. ' 
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Louise (M): 'it's about int'it about makingpeoplefeel as integrated as wepossibly, 
can'. 
Such accounts seem to appear to exist in direct conflict with a client group that, 
according to the Home Office, seemingly poses threats to community cohesion and as a 
result are actively suspended from integration before a decision has been reached on their 
claim (Sales, 2002). A Bakhtinian analysis would suggest that such support service 
workers do not find the authoritarian voices of restriction and exclusion evident in 
governmental policy to be internally persuasive. It seems from the analysis of these 
accounts that such notions create conflict and arc resisted from being assimilated into the 
understanding of their working role or the working practice of support service workers. 
This can be seen to be due to two distinct reasons, firstly it is scen as conflicting with the 
more internally persuasive discourses of care and 'welfare', particularly in the accounts of 
those workers originally from social services backgrounds. Secondly, this authoritative 
discourse seems to be seen as particularly damaging to the lives of asylum seekers who 
are attempting to live peacefully in the local communities. This sccond issue will be 
explored in more depth in the narrative accounts of asylum applicants. 
During the interview with Susan M we began talking about how, because of their 
immigration status asylum seekers are excluded from belonging to the local community 
but on the other hand how some people have been here so long they have started to ! p4y 
apane in the local area. Susan identifies what Bhabha (1994) discusses as the hybridity of 
the 'in-between' position where asylum seekers are seen as being excluded while being 
included, 7 think its thy'rr alwqys living in this in-beAveen world really', makes it somndprrity 
. 
prrssing don't it? Well it's all about integradon. 'In order to help alleviate this 'in de 
-bctwcencss' 
and feelings of 'out of placedness', support service workers appear therefore to attempt 
to 'integrate' asylum seekers as much as possible. One of the most significant barriers to 
helping people integrate however revolves around attempting to help people feel as 
'independent' as possible. In a number of the accounts asylum seekers dispersed to the 
areas are narrated by the support service workers as being predisposed to being 
'dependent' upon the service delivered by the asylum teams. 
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Claire (M): The most i&oortant thing is in our work is to assist them to start 
, 
getting indoendent 
.. 
ive aill do things like take them to first appointments so that 
fby'rr adapting all the time and some take more than otbers' 
Susan (M): T su 
.p 
pose me'rv Igin pendently., 
,g to enable them aren't we? To live ind, 
In Louise's team a lot of the work with asylum seekers is delivered from a social care 
perspective where care plans are drawn up and support packages implemented. A large 
aspect of this support, according to Louise, revolves around the promotion of 
independence in the asylum seekers they are working with. 
Louisc (M): 'The degree of oýgoing involvement is based on an assessment tbg need 
really cause somepeo ple don't ivant anyfurtber involvement mith sodal senices at that 
point and are quite inde bers n 10 rt s pendent and seýf su I-P 
. 
ficent, o eed at of sk Po 0 
su 
.p 
port's tailored the intensiýv of it, to the sort of needs assessment That ne do. 
However, there appears to be multiple understandings in the way in which supporting 
people into 'independence' actually works. Without exception in the accounts 
dependency was something which was described as having to be avoided at all costs. For 
some this meant the encouragement of 'inde g (Lo 
. 
pendent Avin skills' uise and as Claire 
continues, independence is created by 'graduall, way. One support 
,, 
y. pusbing them a- 
service worker is particularly keen to remove the dependency by asylum seekers on the 
asylum team with the vast majority of his account taken up with this narrative theme. 
Robert (M): 'I think there's been This culture of iging to be a bit too heoful in all 
.P 
people come rrs m ki peas to a lu seekers, which is ta ng awa their inde endence a bit.. y
back time and time again wtb the same problem or veg similarproblems, ome Veg 
minorproblems andproblems thy could sort out by themselves 
... 
So there is, I think, 
a bistoricalover-de pendeng on this team. ' 
Similarly, Louise M presents an interesting paradoxical dilemma in her account where 
she describes the work of the team as, 
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Louise: 'welcoming, making People feel as integrated as we Possibly can into the 
community whilst tbg are berr, giving them support and evegf1jing that Ibg need while 
My are herr, wbilst not creadng a dependeng rrally, Igiq to Promote independence' 
I'his statement by Louise is symbolic of the complex task faced by support servicc 
workers in asylum support provision. On the one hand Louise asserts that she perceives 
that asylum seekers need a good deal of support, and sees this support as depending 
upon the needs of the individual asylum seeker. However, there is a realisation that 
providing this support can actually create a dependency on the asylum team by the 
asylum seeker. As such this is a balance that such workers have to attempt to negotiate 
with each client. Also, in the above statement by Louise, there is the reafisation of the 
possibility that the people they are supporting into integration may not actually remain in 
the area for very long at al This is an added contradiction in the accounts where people 
are expected to be working towards personal integration into the community, and the 
severing of links to their support workers, whilst sdU living in 'limbo' and uncertainty 
about their future. Perhaps however, support service workers like Louise are led very 
much by their professional background of 'welfare' and 'need' which interacts with the 
governmental discourse around community and social cohesion which is then assimilated 
and seen as becoming internaUy persuasive. Rather than seen as being revolutionary 
towards the delivery of asylum policy, which has been argued to be imphcidy 
exclusionary, support service workers like Louise interpret the 'perceived' needs of both 
the asylum seekers and the 'community' in line with other governmental 'official' 
discourse around cohesion and inclusion. 
Louise continues her account and identifies some of the problems of wor Ling with a 
client group that relies, for the most part, on one particular support service. 
Louise (M): Y think the aglum seekers themselves, if youprvvide Sutport hen 1by 
jou fiel that it's an de endeng really, that and tbU'rr want support sometimes P 
comiq tojou aith issues that really thy could he dealing uith themselves. ' 
For the support service workers the encouragement of independence is directly 
connected to the achievement of integration. However, as Dummett (2001) has 
commented this creates a dilemma in that independence in asylum seekers is explicitly 
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related to self-reliance, freedom and choice which are options that are required to be 
'controlled', and hidden from voters because of economic, security and 'community' 
unrest. It could be argued therefore, that an implicit and fundamental aim of immigration 
policy is not the encouragement of independence in asylum seekers but the need for 
asylum seekers to be in some way dependent upon their support service provider. Such a 
position bears numerous similarities with the dependency culture arguments held against 
state welfare which induced, what Deacon and Bradshaw (1983) recognised as, the 
dpoverty trap'. The enactment of this discourse is increasingly curious when positioned 
against the current government's emphasis upon the 'choice agenda' Gordan, 2004). The 
reliance upon 'comfortable' state welfare led Boyson (1971) to claim that such 
dependency 'saps the collective moral fibre of our people as a nation' (p. 7). The 
implications therefore are that asylum seekers who are compliant with the maintenance 
of dependency upon the asylum support teams encounter a dilemma when attempting to 
extract a moral position and context for themselves within what Taylor (1991) described 
as 'ethical space'. In order to transgress such a policy of dependence it seems that at least 
one support service manager saw the benefits of assimilating a version of 'tough love' in 
their encounters in the 'support' of asylum seekers. Here Robert M discusses how he 
sees that some of the asylum seekers 'supported' by private landlords, who have minimal 
social care support offered, have clients that are more independent and thus more adept 
at integration. 
Robert (M): 'It's been noticeable that me have aglum seekers in [name of area] who 
are in the P 
. 
privateprovider sector and those, tbg don't have the same Ae of u PO 
, 
gre s rt 
ýy an 
.y means and there are signs that some of them show more 
independence andget On 
uilb Afe and integrate a bit quicker. ' 
These accounts and this data have a number of implications that I have explored. The 
support service workers narrate a client group, asylum seekers, as occupying a Particular 
'in-between' position (Bhabha, 1994), where they are situated in the hyphen between the 
independent and integrated and the dependent and excluded. This creates a need for the 
asylum seeker to live within two powerful authoritative discourses that have to be 
balanced and negotiated in order to be seen as an independent and ultimately 'successful' 
but dependent and 'well-behaved' asylum seeker. However, it appears that this is also 
similar to a situation experienced by support service workers themselves. I argue that 
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these workers are also positioned 'in-between' by their multiple, dialectical and 
contradictory roles. For instance, from the data presented support service workers 
attempt to provide for all 'needs' whilst helping them to become independent for 
integration whilst at the same time being compliant with the authoritative discourse, 
which emphasises control and restriction. 
'Support' and the encouragement of 'acceptance': 
challenging stereotypes 
The following quote from the Home Office identifies the need for 'action' on the side of 
existing 'communities' in the UK and asylum seekers in order to encourage the 
'acceptance' of asylum seekers into the local areas. 
'It is a 'two-way street' requiring commitment and action from the host community, 
asylum seekers and long-term migrants alike 
... 
those coming into our country have 
duties that they need to understand and which facilitate their acceptance and 
integration' (Home Office, 2002, p. 3). 
Furthermore, one of the key recommendations highlighted by a recent review of the 
dispersal policy, was the need to 'relegitirrýisc' asylum seeking by challenging stereotypes 
and other forms of migration from people fleeing persecution (Robinson et al, 2003). 
Also, in order to case their acceptance in their local areas there has been a tendency to 
promote the positive contributions that asylum seekers and refugees can bring to the UK 
in terms of skills, economy and culture (Refugee Council, 2002b). In doing so the claim is 
that cmphasising the 'right' to asylum and countering notions of 'bogus' asylum seeking 
re-establishes 'asylum seeking' as a legitimate n-, Ligration channel (Robinson et al, 2003). 
A particular commonality of the 'support' role provided by members of the support 
service was that 'support' also aimed to move beyond the nccds of each individual 
asylum seeker to 'supporting' the 'concept' of asylum seeking in their respective areas. As 
a result many of the support service workers were involved in presentations to various 
groups in the local 'communities'. Their accounts suggested that they relished 
opportunities to talk to people about asylum as a concept and as an opportunity to try to 
challenge stereotypes. 
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James (M): 'Igo and do quite a lot ofprrseniafions in the evenhýg Im veg keen in 
making sure that awareness and the ný-btjaas are out there ratber than the myths' 
(emphasis indicates raised voice) 
James emphasises in the interview the need to get the Irigbtfacts, out into the public 
domain so he can demystify and provide the 'right' version of asylum. James attempts as 
much as he can to get people to understand this 'true' and 'right' version of events. This 
can also be seen as yet another way that this particular worker is attempting to resist the 
dominant discourse that positions asylum seekers as 'burdens', 'scroungers' and 'threats' 
with his alternative experiential account. However, it has to be recognised that 
challenging the stereotypes under which asylum seekers become 'known' could be 
'motivated' by two interconnected factors. Although it is narrated that people are being 
supported into independence because of some internally persuasive notion of 
dsupporting' asylum seekers and increasing well-being, this could also be seen to alleviate 
the chances of individual areas encountering violence and disquiet, as seen during the 
public disturbances of 2001. As a result workers attempt to make the 'community' 
increasingly conducive to the presence of asylum seekers by giving talks and presenting 
ghtfaa?. them with the 'ri 
Presenting information to the wider 'communities' from the position of negotiating 
stereotypes is seen as a 'strugle' particularly when positioned against the representation of 
asylum seekers in both national and local media, 'kbe media are not he! Pful at all afid Ave t, 7 and 
keep out of The media as mucb aspossible' (Louise M). Some of the service support workers 
(when we discussed issues of integration and adaptation in the interviews) spoke about 
asylum seekers as a credit to the country and in particular the local area and economy. 
Such a narration of asylum seekers is positioned in direct opposition to the discourse that 
positions asylum seekers as 'burdens' upon the country and local communities. Thus, by 
resisting and transforming this authoritative discourse support service workers take on an 
additional role of an agent of change. For instance, when asked about what the future 
might pose for their local area, Paul talked to me about how he saw asylum seekers as 
actually posing 'huge benefits' to the local area in terms of regeneration. Seen-dngly, 
drawing upon the authoritative discourses transmitted by immigration policies that call 
for skilled workers in order to support a growing economy, Paul described how he saw 
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improvements in cultural diversity, employment (filling skill shortages), and maintaining 
housing stock by having asylum seekers live in the local area. 
Paul (M): 'There are some prvjections about thefuturr of housing in (local arra)_you 
know There mill be less economically active house holds because flig mill be ageingjou 
know more qgeing houses dificult to maintain and all that so having people in mith 
lar 
, 
gerfamilies that are economically active is veggood' 
Others echoed this in both the focus groups and the interviews. 
Vicky (S): T think it's afantastic thiq expedalgl, for economically depressed arras I 
think it's the best thingfor them cause Ibyrrjust innovative and imqginative and and 
j'know 1by want to make ago of thigs and My briq so maig different experiences 
and skills itsJustfantastic, ' 
Alistair (M): We havepeople coming in now idth a wide range of skills. Yom know 
there are there are a lotprofessionalpeople coming in we are desperalefor those skills, 
uitb the labour shortages, ojou know My thg uill be ajou know in lems of apmrr 
economics of it. So loq as we get the ystems in place to heo them adjust and ease the 
,gM process ofgettiq into work and that Ibg'II you 
know Ibg mill brin ajor benefits to 
us. So there's a definite economic benefit to The do bmt I think ob its more than that I 
just that I think the mixing of culturesjust brings a Aot of xdmmladon topeople across 
the do' 
Robert (M): '... once an aglum seekers got pemission to stay erm My arr veg 
keen to work and thy prrsent a veg higb skills base' 
Louise however, appears to take this one step further in her account and talks to me 
about how she is encouraging her team to actively promote the diversity that asylum 
seekers can bring to their local area. 
,ga 
diversi-O in cylimm ann't tljg? 
... 
I Louise (M): Well tbg arr obviomsly brigin 
Mink tbat's sometbing that can be veg posidve for [Ibe local arraj 
... 
and Mat's 
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somethiq that Ave're sort qf tging to pramote all the time really 
... 
people are not only, 
bfiýging in their own cmItures but tbgre biingiq in their own skills. ' 
As a result it appears that, in drawing upon the authoritative discourses of regeneration 
and economics, the professionals appear to narrate a version of asylum seekers to their 
local communities that place asylum seekers in the role of being useful to the local area in 
certain sectors. These stories told by the professionals could be said to help challenge the 
discourse and narration that positions asylum seekers as economic 'burdens' (Robinson et 
al, 2003). It could be argued that this draws upon the 'earn their keep' repertoire and the 
approach to asylum which supports the notion that asylum seekers are somehow taking 
something from the communities which they inhabit. This is highlighted by recent 
funding plans to fund construction and childcare projects that 'provide asylum seekers 
with the opportunity to give something back to their host communities while they are 
waiting for their asylum decision' (Home Office, 2004b). Therefore, there is an implicit 
assumption within this authoritative discourse that asylum seekers are a drain and a 
burden to the local communities by the very act of waiting for a decision. As previously, 
discussed, asylum seekers during their application process are restricted in entering paid 
employment and so hindered in their ability to significantly enter the local economy. In 
the accounts of support service workers however, asylum seekers are seen as a very 
attractive client group by housing managers within the local areas as they are generally 
seen to be unproblematic: tenants, guaranteed income and it is more desirable to have 
property occupied by asylum seekers rather than leaving accommodation unoccupied. 
gs that', hp S is that ccommoda o for pe, in d, n Carol (M): 'One of the ptactical thin 
_0 where maybe 
in tbepastfiew s have been aglam seekers in areas acwss the d jear 
gn areas offairyl low demand in terms ofpublic sector housing what we're seein ow 
because of the aglum settler communities is that those arras are becoming high demand 
ple we xibt have had in [local area]Jour years ago obere the areas so wberefor exam 
, 
gb perrenta I et, wepla ed housing manager bad a bi ge ýf voidproperties, veg dilicult oIC, 
some aglum seekers there, and it is now a veg dificult area tofind accoMmOda, 60n in 
[local area] mainlyfrom refu gee communities whove &ed in the 60. 
Carol (M): T think people are now beginning to recognise the value or the added 
y qualified, y skilled, hi 
-1 value 
I suppose That refi; gees bring into the dty. Lots of higýl gh 
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well educatedpeo l  wbo canfilý you know em tga is pleymen s, i isnjust one ma 
.pt -y tlj 
it's, refigees areputfiý 
,ga lot back into the communi*' 
Susan (M): ýeab well most of the pmpedies we took on werr ones lbat at Me 
bginning tbatpeople badn't &ed in hm or dirreyears now uv take on ones wbere 
fbem is no waidq list 
... 
as tbg come mpy and lberr's no wailing list then we would 
take Them on so we're not exactly we'm we pay full rrnt to lbe coundIfor Me coundl 
tax so me am actualjI britý ging in a lot of mony er so andfor fbat rrnt we do Ibe 
management of it so we're not tbg actually take u 
.p 
less fime to manqge and 1bg are 
Set, 6n gfull rrnt so we're a boost to the local economjjustjor thatfor tbose rrasons 
alone er and we say most Of our expendilure is in The local communio. ' 
Mary (M): 'Iherr's two senior managers in one area of [name of local area] who are 
aefive1v encouragiq us to move to use theirprobedies... and 1by've rreognised lbatfaa 
erm becausejou know when we putpeople in a block the rents are guaranteed even if 
we dont have anybody, in thatflat or house or wbalever thy slillget flig slillget the 
rent paid because its on our contract we get eighty or seven pe e of he su po 
_* 
rr nt p rt 
mong from NASS anywqy but so it's guaranteed rent II)gve no voids Ibg`ve no 
amars cause it'spaid and erm 1bg have ve! yfew managementproblems because erm 
jou know any problems there are thy tell us and we send the support workers in who 
. 
yjou know give out wamings lhfratjou know not threaten talk to Ibepeo ple and sq 
but erm point out that if itgoes on we'll have to contact NASS who xýbt uitbdraw 
port on so we we've gotyou know My have vegfew managementproblems uitb the sub 
our aylum seekers' 
This final account regarding the benefit to the local area in terms of the accommodation 
of asylum seekers in the local areas is dominated by all the different interpretations of 
what is meant when support is entered into. In particular, certain housing managers arc 
welcoming links with the asylum support team as it is recognised that asylum seekers 
bring with them an explicit financial benefit to the housing departmcnt. Also, again is the 
notion of 'support' and how 'support' and 'support workers' arc used to 'control' the 
asylum seekers they arc 'supporting'. Asylum seekers are placed within a position of 
powerlessness by this account and the ongoing simultaneous nature of support and 
control, being used as commodities by the housing managers and the support teams. In 
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order to extend and reaffirm control over asylum seekers being accommodated NASS 
support can be removed from individuals that arc seen as problematic in some way or 
who threaten to breach their contract with NASS. 
From all of the accounts provided by support service workers it seems to be Paul that 
most strikingly attempts to navigate the conflict he experiences between the two levels of 
discourse. On the one hand Paul identifies himself as a libertarian holding values of 
equality and freedom thus presenting a liberal critique of the policy of no-choice 
dispersal. 
Paul (M): '-people are dispersed to us nitbout any choice thy'rejust sent up and 
we've, got to support them erm I'd like that if people bad a cboice. 
.. 
Paul (M): Y know there are reasons wby I took tbisjob and erm a belief in in. PeoPle 
and human rights. 
On the other hand, in order to challenge the stereotype of asylum seekers as 'burdens' he 
draws upon a discourse he finds persuasive that emphasises the 'benefit' that asylum 
seekers can make to local socio-economic standards and regeneration. 
Paul (M): There are someprojecdons about thefuture of bousin in [local arealJou g 
know The er Iberr mill be less economicall y active house holds erm because MY jdII be 
qgeinVou know more ageing houses dfficult to maintain and all that so bavingpeople 
people in with lagerfamilies that are economically active is veg good' 
Thus, Paul in particular, appears to have developed a way in which he seems comfortable 
in narrating a self influenced by liberal beliefs while at the same time utilising a discursive 
framework which narrates asylum seekers as commodities to be used. By storying asylum 
seekers in this way he may be able to reduce the distance that is perceived exists between 
asylum seekers and the local 'community', by trying to re-story the 'undeserving' as the 
'deserving' of assistance (Sales, 2002; Robinson et al, 2003). 
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The 'quest' of asylum support 
During the interviews and focus groups with support service workers a particular way of 
providing an account of the work that they do became identiflable in these encounters. 
As I conducted prolonged analysis of these accounts, I reflectcd upon the ways in which 
support service workers appeared to resist certain components of the authoritative 
discourse that they did not find persuasive. I realised that this was characterised by a 
particular type of narrative form which appeared to draw similar parallels with the 'quest' 
narradve. 
Quest narratives have previously been investigated predominantly in research into health 
and illness (Frank, 1995) but also in organisational storytelling (Barry and Elmes, 1997). 
When notions of the symbolic quest are narrated the narrator is positioned within the 
identity of the hero of the quest who has a story to tell. Campbell (1949) in his work The 
Hero mith a Thousand Faces' defined the quest narrative as composed of three essential 
segments; the call, the journey and the return. It appeared from my analysis that these 
essential segments of the quest narrative emerged in many of the accounts gathered 
during the interviews and focus groups with support service workers. However, an 
important distinction needs to be made between the quest narratives idcntified by Frank 
(1995) and Campbell (1949). The narratives presented by Frank (1995) and Campbell 
(1949) are presented retrospectively with the quest completed. The work (quest) of the 
service providers is on-going, therefore although they could narrate their 'call' and the 
'journey' no return from this quest has yet been made. 
Although elements of the quest narrative appeared in many of the accounts there 
appeared to be subtle differences in the way that the narrator identified themselves in the 
quest. In Louise's M account her role in the quest emerged as one characterised by an 
intended taking of control of the asylum team and service provision. Louise presents an 
account in which the approach made by the asylum team has originated from her vision 
for the service and her prior experience, 
Louise (M): 7 made a consdous dedsion w1jen mv set it up to sort Sf ýy and invest 
as least as possible on bousing management and invest as mudi as possible on erm 
support staf 
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Here Louise takes on this identity willingly and places particular emphasis on her lead in 
the development of the service/qucst. This is juxtaposed to the account narrated by Paul 
M where, although he has the lead role in the asylum team, he narrates his role in much 
less of an autocratic way than Louise. This is highlighted by their apparent wish for a 
degree of reassurance from superiors, senior members or other interested individuals like 
myself. 
Paul (M): 'Ifeel I'm giving more to the organisation than thy are giviýg to me I've 
, 
got to kind offeeding m rocess em to other eo le but i te s of them actually,, 
.PpPP rm 
takilg active interest and co in mg I've never had a)! Yone visit me for mgybe i hleen g 
months to come downjust Akeyou arejust ask how is it oin Sg on St you know how' i, 
doing I've got to make rr portsfor otherpeo plejust to keep them informed but no ones 
actually, taken time to come and see bow's itgoin g here. 
I wish to examine the 'quest' narrative in the accounts of asylum support provision by 
drawing upon experiential stories of 'isolation' and stories of 'struggle' which can be 
paralleled with Campbell's (1949) notion of 'the road of trials' (Campbell, 1949). Finally, I 
will explore in these accounts what Campbell (1949) called the 'ultimate boon'. This 
'boon' implies that the teller (support service worker) has been given something by the 
experience, such as a level of insight or personal enlightenment that must be passed on to 
others (Frank, 1995). 
'We are on our own': stories of isolation 
In order for the hero of the quest to begin their journey an essential component to the 
cqucst' narration is the experience of 'isolation' a 'oneness' with the world (Frank, 1995). 
In many of the accounts, as discussed earlier, support service workers appear to view 
their role as one operating in 's plendid isolation' or 'on their own'. In these accounts workers 
to a greater or lesser extent narrate a feeling of being left on their own, pushed away or 
ignored, or misunderstood or expected to provide a comprehensive multiple support 
service without input from other mainstream services. Such a position, it may be argued, 
is unsurprising when the political and historical background to the creation of the NASS, 
systcm is considercd. 
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As discussed earlier, during the 1999 Act the Government purposefully created a separate 
service (NASS) to 'support' asylum seekers away from the mainstream welfare and 
housing services. Thus, specialiscd asylum support teams were created in local authorities 
and asylum seekers became deliberately separated from the mainstream public services 
and welfare provision Gordan and Jordan, 2000). Therefore, in order to negotiate this 
separation and 'isolation', workers had to improvise and perform their roles in a creative 
way. Such improvisation appears to be narrated in these accounts as somewhat heroic. 
Accounts of being isolated or 'on their own' are one of the major themes in both 
Louise's and Paul's account of support service provision to asylum seekers. However, the 
way in which the account of isolation is entered into differs quite strikingly in these 
accounts. In Louise's account the narration of her 'isolation' revolves around her desire 
to be separated, or on her own, away from other departments or influences. Louise 
suggests throughout the interview that her role is central and imperative to the support 
of the asylum seekers. In narrating her centrality she manages to marginalisc other 
services and agencies that could offer input to the support of asylum seekers and she 
reaffirms the belief that she is the only one suitable to meet the needs of the asylum 
seekers in the area. In doing so Louise takes a strong unidirectional autocratic route in 
favour of social care. 
Lo ui se (M): Well I suppose fbat's cause fmm cause I'm fmm Me sodal senices 
background and trall, g mana 
.y 
I've veg Uttle knomledge of bousin gement so I Pi sure 
fivm a bousig manq gementperspecdve I'm making buge mistakes. ' 
Also, because of the media portrayal of asylum seekers and the reaction when people in 
her social life talk about asylum seekers Louise comments on her preference for avoiding 
such confrontations and entering into conversations about asylum. The implications of 
avoiding talking about where she works additionally create an idea about her role as one 
that is isolated, unable to share her experiences with others, thus bearing the 'burden' on 
her own. 
Louise (M): T never tell a9bod 
.y wberr 
I avrk Ijust sa vo kn are yohIjust I; ri[, a 
name] council because ýIhg say I work in the aglum team I get an hour of that 
(makes talking mouth actions b y using her hand)' 
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Paul, on the other hand, narrates a story where he found himself pushed into a position 
of isolation due to the lack of interest by other local authority departments or indeed 
superiors within his own department. As such, rather than Louise who removes herself 
from certain situations Paul, provides an account where he sees that his team is being 
ignored or pushed aside. 
Paul (M): 7 think as a team we are erm veg much on our own. Erm I think my 
manager would queg that but about myfeelin g of where I am at and where Ifeel The 
team is at we are veg much on a limb. The mainjocus of actiii_o of The de partment is 
not here that's quite right in aaa but we're not erm we are not seen as erm really, that 
I. mpodant in terms of the de partment' 
This can be further explored where Louise, for example tells the story of her experience 
of preferring to be alone to manage the asylum support in her area, 
Louise (M): Y think there's afeeling we are working in sort of splendid isolation 
no newsfrom (area name) is good news. The media er are not heoful at all and we ty 
and kee an pout ofthe media as much aspossible cause if ything gets in there its going 
to be negative rm but having said that within the coundl there's not there isn't sort of 
negative things coming back tbere'sjust Peg hitle involvement' 
Phil: Tj, ýht hox's That makeyoufeel' 
Louise (M): Erm most of thetime it's I'm quite ok ; dth it 
... 
but wben tbings are 
in the media day in da 
.7 out youfeel 
Akejou are tging to always min another battle' 
Louise appears to enjoy the way in which she as a manager and a asylum seeker support 
worker is left on her own to deliver asylum support services to asylum seekers. This is in 
direct comparison to the more reluctant narrative account provided by Paul who narrates 
an unenthusiastic story of being left without any help or involvement from others. 
Paul (M): T do like it wben management are pro-atfive and express an interest in 
wbat we're doing and I would valuepeople being involved and working alongside 
... 
but 
Ifeel djere's veg little interest taken in wbat we do' 
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In contrast to the narrative account of Louise, Paul continually tells of his feeling that 
they have been left on their own rather than Louise's similar tales of solitude which are 
very much self induced. 
The feelings of isolation in Paul's account seem to dominate my interview with him. 
However, rather than Paul being bitter or resentful about feeling 'on Ibeir own' he appears 
to narrate an account which tries to impress upon me how they are different to other 
teams and departments. As such Paul appears to take a certain level of pride in surviving 
without aid from others and also in the way in which thcy have become unique or 
different in some way. For instancc,, Paul asserts that ' 
.. 
one ky thing Mat we bave Mat o1ber 
people don't have is... 'and latcr gocs on to say, 
Paul (M): 'we did an article about Me team and Me uvrk we're doing and about 
aylum seekers. Really it was an idea toput a bit of a posidve spin on aylum seekers 
er now no otber ageng mould bave done Mat, I mean Ibe otber tbrre accommodation 
pmtiders are solely concerned milb providin 
,g accommodation a d 
dea§xg gid) that so 
we bave a kind of overambing view as weIZ ' 
Paul therefore, appears to have 'battled against the odds' in his quest to provide support 
to the asylum seekers in his area. These 'odds' could be challenges posed by resources, 
policy or community reaction. The notion of battling against the odds was something 
rcflected in many of the accounts, particularly by those of a managerial level within the 
asylum support teams. 
'The road of trials' and the 'challenge' of asylum support 
Campbell (1949) described the narration of a hero's journey in the 'quest' as 'the road of 
trials'where the hero faces various sufferings, challenges and conquests which have to be 
endured in order to progress through the stages of the quest. Similarly, Frank (1995) 
discusses various trials or 'initiations' (p. 118) that are embodied in the various physicaL 
emotional and social sufferings in the experience of iHness. In the accounts of the 
support service workers there is a repeated use of metaphors with 'adversaries', 
'journeys', 'battles' and 'conflict. 
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There arc multiple and simultaneous castings of the role of the adversary in the accounts 
including the media and even the 'community'. This role appears to be occupied in the 
accounts by the way that the Home Office and more specifically the way that NASS is 
narrated. The operadonalisation of the NASS system is narrated as 'ruthless' without 
consideration as to the effects that their decisions have on others, specifically the asylum 
seekers themselves and the local authority asylum teams. 
Paul (M): '-people are dispersed to us aitbout any choice thy'rejust sent up and 
we've got to support them erm Id like that ifpeople bad a choice... 
James (M): ' 
.. 
it smacks veg mucb ofpolig made on The boof 
.. 
wbat it mill do is 
it will orate a wbole group ofbeo ple wbolvegot The government don't know wbere tby 
are and disappear into the woodwork That tbat's not good it's kind of acting marbo 
but not really, fbinking it tbrou 
, 
gb. 
In these examples both NASS and the Home Office are seen very much as a challenge to 
the work of the asylum team and the support service workers. Lynn and Lea (2003) 
examined the discourse surrounding asylum seekers as presented in a number of British 
National newspapers and identified a discourse of the asylum seeker as 'the enemy in 
your midst' (p. 439). Here asylum seekers were identified as either latent terrorists waiting 
to take advantage or as people who do not play by 'our' rules. Here, the analysis suggests 
that from the position of the asylum team managers it is not the asylum seekers that are 
seen as the enemy. Rather it is the agencies in power such as the Home Office or NASS 
that is seen as the adversary in their work/quest. 
NASS as the adversary features in a number of the accounts of the support service 
workers. 
Claire (M): We've we had early, experiences rm wbere NASS were not Peg 
9Mpathedc to the placement of aylum seekers and zbg mere telling us which houses to 
putpeople in' 
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Claire, here, continues to provide an account of an occasion when she battled against 
NASS in trying to convince them about the unsuitability of a particular area in 
accommodating asylum seekers they were supporting. 
Claire (M): 'Iby sent a Sikb Af 
, 
gban fami# to &e in The middle of a 
predominantly wbile area wberr tberv's known BNP activity. T/jg'rr not a vioknt 
polidealpar 0 but_you can imagine The sort ofpeople that xigbtfollow MatpoAdcal 
g kids and radal harasstivent erm so thisfamil, padj 
... 
There wereproblems wilbyoun y 
were tarTeted Des pite me raising concerns witb NASS to sa y 11jisfamij1 sbouldn't be 
placed bere we need really an eastern Euro 
, 
peanjamijI 1bg didn't accept that and Ilig 
just said tbg mill not bave a no go area. Thisfami. 1y lasted in fbatprvperly two ni hts g 
and the mindow; wen put tbrougb 
... 
I relocated them I got into Irvuble for that by 
1VASS 5ou do not movepeople witbout ourpermission "I said I am sorg but I am 
here the brick that came throqb the window near! y hit Ibeirfour year old son I am not 
leaviq them in tbepropery witb boarded u 
,p windows 
tenified about wbat'sgoing on 
outside I still refuse toputpeople back in fbatpro 
, 
peny. ' 
Claire here demonstrates the battles she repeatedly has with the NASS over how they 
continue to support asylum seekers. Claire in her account assumes the identity of the 
hero of the account and the protector of the powerless asylum seekers she supports. 
Claire continues and tells me how she was 'adamant lofikht INs battle'and rc-tells how she 
won the battle over the housing allocation with NASS. 
Claire: WASS told me after all The arguments Iputforward NASS toldwe 5ou 
aillget those properties rrpaired andput them back ". So I said "no I UVO " and thy 
argued with me and I said "right I'm milbdraming fbemfivm the contract" 
said 5es that's bow sedous it is ... (emphasis indicates raised voice) 
Here Claire recounts how she forced NASS into a defeated position. After rescuing the 
asylum seekers and then threatening NASS with the removal of a number of properties 
from the support agreement Claire wins the battle. 
Throughout the interviews the support service workers narrate a number of obstacles 
identified as 'challenges' in their work. Interestingly the challenges that occur in the 
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support service workers roles tend to be derived from the response of the corrununity 
towards asylum seekers. Paul suggests a number of ways in which he confronts a 
challenge in his work. 
Paul (M): Tlaving seen the response ofpeople to aglum seekers I don'tfiel veg 
happy I wouldn't want to live here cause I think its veg small minded and 
conservative. Now that's a challenge w  have to movepeople on and I think its kind of 
moving on slowly and I think the cumnt endronment doesn't he45 at all mitb the 
terrodsm and the war... ' 
Paul (M): '... now the moulds been broken and bating Africanpeo ple here, people 
from The Middle East and all That so it's kind of cbangiq and that's good so it's a 
cballengefor ftbe local arva]. ' 
Robert (M): Well its to do u*b the whole issues of aylum obviously erm its realgl', 
just to take the bricks back thatpeo ple throw atyou_you know we've had some rwigh 
meetings on on thatpeo 
, 
but an ple have been quite challeýgi! g er M yyone That wants to 
learn more about why people are here I think itsjust that hearts and winds thing if 
important to to itin over ' 
Overall, it is the weaving of community related challenges that is narrated as posing the 
most anticipated difficulty in the work of the asylum team. The community is narrated as 
being resistant to asylum because of their 'small mindedness' and the dispersal of 
different ethnic minorities presents a 'challenge' to the local area. This preparation 
towards the anticipation of challenges perceived by the asylum teams serves as a 
protecdve mechanism. Anticipating 'challenges' can serve to protect both the identity of 
the team, in proving its worth, but also serves to protect those asylum seekers that are 
living in the area 
ple and there's a p of peo Paul (M): 7 think thy are a vey vulnerable grou
temptation to erm create de pendeng by them on us so one has to be aware of that' 
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Jennifer (M): T do and I think other team members do as well, I don't know to 
ithat extent but, have a kind ofpassionate belief in Ibefact hat eo ee do need 
.P Pl rM 
proteefing that tbg have human rights' 
By entering the role of the 'hero' or leader in the 'quest' narrative within the asylum 
system, the asylum seekers themselves are placed within a particular role, they become 
people that need to be fought for, sheltered and supported and therefore dependent. 
This notion of being the 'protector' is one which Schuster (2002) identifies as one of the 
earliest roles adopted by states offering asylum. This role of 'protector' present in the 
dominant cultural narratives of asylum in Britain permeates the community narratives 
within the asylum team. Asylum seekers are narrated into a particular role in which they 
need to be looked after, protected, and shown the way. Again contradictions arise in the 
way that asylum is storied within Britain. British international politics prides itself on 
projecting a story which is anchored in fairness, generosity and protection (Cohen, 1994), 
domestic political discourse abounds with the rhetoric of restriction, control, and 
exclusion (Sales, 2002; Robinson et al, 2003). The role of protector is therefore 
performed by those interested in the 'support', of what has been termed by a number of 
participants, 'vulnerable' groups in need of such protection. 
The 'ultimate boon': asylum support work as personal 
enlightenment 
The final aspect of the quest narrative that I wish to draw upon relates to the way in 
which at the end of the quest (the quest in this sense has not ended) workers are able to 
be reflective upon their experiences of providing support to asylum seekers. Campbeu 
(1949) posits that once the journey has been completed there is a certain amount of 
insight gained by the teHer or hero from their actions during the quest. In closing the 
interviews one of the main questions I asked, in order for people to generate stories of 
their time working with asylum seekers, concerned exploring with the workers why they 
did the job they did. This was an incredibly useful question as people started to talk to 
me about this job being the best job they have ever had, or fundamcntauy changing them 
as people. For instance, Barry talks about an experience that he had with a family that he 
was working with that he describes as a 'nightmarr' as the team put 'hours and hours' of 
work in trying to meet their needs. Once they had received a positive decision on their 
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claim however Barry talks about the dramatic change that he experienced in the 
demeanour of the family from which he achieved a good deal of satisfaction. 
Barry (S): T walked out the door and be's walking up the street, the guy, uitb a, 
milh anotber Afgbanfiiend, Mr Ba"jjou wait there, completely ebanged, 'e's btigbt- 
ges, busby tails, walking u 14, 
. 
p, jou stop zbere, so IW to go back and dally ith 'em 
and Then thg came and I 'ad tergo and buy Ym a camera 'cos le wanted apbotograob 
of all The team and tears and, and thy sent us a Cbristmas card this Cbtirtmasfrom, 
frvm Mr S, I can't, brilliant this Me bu ouget 'cosjou Ive got this cou ! My ple that are a 
little quiet and The only wa nn mp nn y Mg could sort of likegetjour atte do were co lai i9 
... 
sbouting, sboutin' down t'street, jou wait there till I come and, absolute brilliant 
fielin g. It's bestjob I've ever done. 
Similarly, Jennifer talks about how much she gets involved at a managerial level with 
individual cases and needs and talks about how rewarding she fmds the work, 
jcnnifcr (M): 'So Ijustfeel that I'm a champion of the cause latelyfor whatever 
reason I do, but I right enjqy it, I love it. ' 
Mal also talks about how he thinks that working with asylum seekers and supporting 
people during their asylum claim has, 
Mal (S): T think, I think it's chan 
, 
ged me as a person I'm morv tolerant and erm, 
and I'm more grateful and thankfulfor what little bit I ave got' 
Paul talks about the way in which he has been surprised by the gratitude that his support 
team has been shown by those that they are or have been supporting. This is seen as a 
powerful 'pick me up' giving workers the 'streqth togo on', 
Paul (M): '. 
- -at Christmas time meget cardsfrompeoble expressing ermjou know 
, 
thrases like we lovejou (laqhs) nowyou wouldn'tget that in normal services. 
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What is striking from these reflective accounts is the main role that is cast for the asylum 
seekers in the personal narratives of the support service workers. The success, happiness 
and weUbeing of the asylum seeker is narrated as the 'driving force' behind a 
continuation of the work that these support service workers do. It also seems that for 
many of the workers the effect that their work with asylum seekers has had has 
transcended occupational boundaries to be almost intertwined with who the workers see 
themselves as being and values and priorities held. What would be interesting, upon the 
analysis of the accounts of the asylum seekers is to explore their 'version' of their 
interaction with these support service workers to see if the support service workers arc as 
significant in their lives as the asylum seekers are for the support service workers. 
Summary 
In the analysis throughout this chapter I have attempted to highlight the ways in wl-dch 
the support service workers attempt to negotiate some of the contradictions and tensions 
in their work with asylum applicants. As can be seen, the support service workers appear 
to strive to present to myself, as the researcher, 'morally adequate accounts' (Cuff, 1980) 
that attempt to justify their working practices, actions and omissions, in particular in 
terms of, 
a) the apparent contradictions in policy (e. g. 'support' and 'control) 
b) the lack of specific professional guidance for a job which is part social work, part 
housing management (i. e. the need to improvise) 
c) how their professional identity consists of resolving the apparent contradictions, and 
'making a difference' by improvising 'good practice', using professional and personal 
skills. 
What appeared to emerge from the analysis of these accounts is the resistance towards 
oppressive practices that Humphries (2004) calls for. Her analysis of the role of social 
workers suggests that, 
Talk of anti-racist and anti-oppressive practice in social work is a nonsense, a 
self-deception and a hypocrisy, while social workers continue to accept without 
a murmur of protest their allocated role in the hounding, the harassment and the 
impoverishment of some of the most vulnerable people on the planet' (p. 39) 
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This analysis suggests that the support service workers, some of whom were social 
workers and social caters, did 'murmur' against their role with the authoritative discourse 
of asylum support becoming 'selectively' persuasive to the asylum support workers. 
Workers had to comply with certain aspects of the policy in order to maintain their 
contracts and retain funding which ensured job security. However, possibly due to the 
prevalence of the influence of social services staff, much of the asylum support policy 
was resisted and transformed in order to comply with more internally persuasive 
discourses derived from personal values and professional experience in 'needs' based 
support and 'welfare'. Despite the obvious tensions in their roles, resulting from the 
'limbo' situation and restrictive conditions for dispersed asylum seekers, and concerning 
'dependency' and 'integration', they were able to show how they could use professional 
skill and experience creatively, and hence provide positive (or even heroic) narratives of 
their identities and roles. It becomes increasingly interesting in light of the claims made in 
these stories to explore the asylum seekers' own accounts of their experiences of the 
support service workers. Did they perceive the 'support' and 'care' of the staff in the 
same way, as mediating and transforming the authoritarian and controlling aspects of 
governmental policy? Did they see staff as skilful and enabling, helping them to be more 
independent, and to 'integrate', or at least learn more about how to live in the UK? Did 
they perceive the staff as negotiating a space for them within these communities, and 
helping them find positive, contributing, valued roles? Did they interpret the whole 
episode of dispersal as relevant to their futures in the UK, or an unwelcome hiatus? 
These questions have arisen as a result of the accounts provided by the support service 
workers and will be amongst some of the explorations in the next few chapters. 
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Chapter Six 
'Doing' research with 'asylum seekers': 
back to methods 
Overview 
This chapter aims to build upon the methodological foundations outlined in chapter four 
for phase one and two of the research. In doing so I aim to provide a detailed account of 
the methods, techniques and dilemmas faced by the prospect of 'narrative interviews' in 
phase three. As I have already discussed, my choice of data generation techniques has 
entailed a dynamic and constantly developing approach to this research project. Phase 
three of the research was always going to present the most challenging phase of the 
research process for this project. Challenging, because as well as utilising arguably a 
difficult data generation process in attempting to encourage the elicitation of narrative 
accounts (Flick, 1998), the defining characteristic of participation (i. e. being an asylum 
seeker) brought with it certain challenges and research issues (Robinson, 2002). In this 
spirit I wish to present the development of the research methodology that was influenced 
by my theoretical movement toward narrative theory. Therefore I will explore some of 
the techniques of eliciting narratives in interview situations and review some of the 
implications of this approach. The chapter will then explore some of the dilemmas of 
conducting research with asylum seeker/refugee populations including, access, ethics and 
language issues and my endeavours to overcome such dilemmas. The final section of the 
chapter will then conclude by introducing the people who participated in the study. 
The use of narrative interviewing 
Although in the previous chapter I did not specifically utilise a narrative approach to 
generating the data, the individuals I spoke to can be seen to be 'storytellers' in the way 
that they make sense of their experiences. This was not the working aim at the time of 
the interviews and focus groups and I can remember being frustrated when people 
insisted on telling their stories. When this happened I attempted many times to restrict 
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the stories people were telling as I was trying to search for a 'fact' about their experience 
or position within the asylum system. Upon embarrassing reflection of the interview 
transcripts, my performance as a research interviewer and realisation of my errors, I 
looked towards developing an appropriate data generation technique for the interviews 
with asylum applicants that would be as welcoming of these stories as possible. 
As discussed in chapter three eliciting narratives not only complimented my 
epistemological position but also the possible cultural backgrounds of those I intended to 
interview. As I briefly explored in chapter two many of the individuals who arrive in the, 
UK as asylum seekers come from oral traditions that use storytelling as a way of passing 
down cultural, social and personal histories (Doni and Berry, 1999). Similarly, coming to 
terms with the experience of migration and the decision and act of applying for asylum is 
claimed by Halfacrce and Boyle (1993) to be embedded in biography as we come to 
understand our past, present and future through the experience of relocation. Powles 
(2004) argues for the need of life history and personal narrative approaches to find a 
niche within researchers' 'tool kits' for exploring the 'refugee context'. Powles (2004) 
argues that due to the complex nature of the experience of exile a narrative approach 
allows researchers to explore the complexities and the richness of this experience. 
Therefore, as well as the theoretical arguments covered in chapter three, there is a strong 
practical argument for utilising a narrative approach as encouraging stories to be told may 
provide a more familiar environment for people to express their experiences. 
'Getting' narrative data 
Before I could begin to 'gather' stories I had to explore the technique involved in 
interviewing 'narratively'. In exploring the narrative approach to qualitative research it 
becomes necessary io draw comparisons to more popular methods such as the structured 
and scmi-structured interview (as used in phases one and two). Bauer (1996) 
, 
has' 
commented that these approaches are largely structured around the question and answer 
format, largely controlled by the interviewer and conducted in the interviewer's own 
meaning structure. Similarly, in this interview format NEshler (1986) argues that the' 
question and answer structure has a tendency to restrict the stories of participants, 
something I experienced myself as I thought my participants in phase one and two were 
'getting off the point'. Riessman (2000a) discusses a similar experience to mine where she 
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initially interpreted the interview accounts that she obtained in a research project as the 
participants going 'on and on' in answering what Ricssman (2000a) claims was a 
'seemingly straightforward question' (p. 695). Upon rcflection of this however, Fiessman 
(1990) recounts how she re-intcrpretcd these 'stories' as a method of resistance, adopted 
by her participants, to the fragmenting nature of the 'question and answceintervicw. 
Ricssman (2000a) talks about how she sees the 'gap' between the use of the semi- 
structured and structured interview, to explore experiences, and the way in which 
humans 'naturally' recount experience. Thus, in parallel with the 'narrative turn' various 
researchers have sought to develop new modes of interviewing that 'rcflcct and respect 
participants' ways of organising meaning in their lives' (Ricssman, 2000a, p. 696) and 
move away from the famiHar question and answer structure. 
Hollway and Jefferson (2000) claim that in order to approach data generation from a 
narrative approach the roles within this setting need to be reconceptualised as the 
researcher becomes the 'listener' and 'the intcrviewee is a story-tcHer rather than a 
respondent' (p. 31). Therefore, when presented with an interview, and if the idea that 
people make sense of their lives through stories is taken seriously, Chase (1995) argues 
that instead of 'answering' questions interviewing should become an opportunity for 
researchers to ask for fife stories. In an approach that embraces narratives and stories the 
'agenda' of the 'interview', rather than being prescriptive, is open to continuous 
development and change depending upon the subjective experience of the narrator. As 
Chase (1995) argues however, the stories we hear in an interview situation are derived 
from those that have taken responsibility for the talk in this interaction. Therefore, a 
skilled researcher needs to develop ways in which to invite the 'story-teflcr' to tell 'their, 
stories and 'to encourage them to take responsibility for the meaning of their talk' (P. 3). 
It is agreed by many researchers in this tradition that the key to achieving 'stories' in a 
research setting rests, among other factors, on the interpersonal skill of the 'listener', the 
questions they ask and indeed the manner in which they are presented (Chase, 1995; 
Hollway and Jefferson, 2000; Riessman, 1993; Rosenthal, 2003). 
Developing a narrative interview method 
Although from the interviews in phase one and two I felt I had become adept at being 
flexible and moving questions around in the interview schedule to suit the flow of 
conversation, Narayan and George (2000) assert that in a more 'in-depth' interview the 
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interviewer has to be ready and prepared for the unexpected that may emerge during the 
interview. Therefore, I sought to explore ways in which established narrative researchers 
had gone about the process of data generation in their research studies. I explored the 
use of the approach to generating stories developed by Mc. Adams (1993) and adopted by 
Crossley (2000). This approach outlines the use of an interview protocol, within the' 
scmi-structured interview domain, that retains control over the interview structure but is 
used to generate stories. This approach takes the narrative metaphor literally and asks 
participants to think of their life as if it were a book. Within this context participants are 
asked to think about how they would divide their book into 'life chapters', what the 'key 
events' would be in the book, who the significant people would be, what the future looks 
Eke, they are asked to talk about stresses or problems in this life story, explore personal 
ideology and finally they are asked to sum up their life into a coherent ctheme"'. This 
kind of approach, although attractive to me because of the reassuring structured nature, 
appeared unsuitable for use in this particular study for two main reasons. Firstly, as 
previously discussed individuals who would participate although familiar with the notion' 
of a story may be unfamiliar with such a 'Western' notion that a story is restricted by a 
book. Such a story in book form embraces notions of chronology and order into it S 
structure a position which writers such as Riessman (1993); McLeod (1997) and Becker 
(1997) assert is prevalent in the rational and linear thinking of 'Western' society which 
may or may not reflect those from 'non-Wcstem' cultures. Indeed, individuals may be 
used to stories conveyed in pictures, songs, theatre, poems and oral presentations that 
have a constantly developing nature not bound or ordered by paper. Secondly, such a 
notion of individuals being able to provide a coherent 'life theme' to their personal 
narrative again reflects a linear and rational approach that could restrict the way in which 
individuals construct dialogical and polyphonic identities in the interview situation. It 
therefore became important to adopt an approach that relied on the personal experience 
of the individual, that would not assume a 'Western' hegemony and that would provide 
room for people to convey possible multiple and polyphonic identities should they exist. 
I realised however, that in order for the research objectives to be met, and to explore 
some of the implications of the accounts that were provided by support service workers, 
I needed to have some 'broad areas of enquiry' that punctuated the interview. It was, 
noted that these broad areas when presented to the participant, or storyteller, their - 
14 For more details about this method see McAdams (1993) and Crossley (2000). 
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direction and meaning should be determined, as far as possible, by them (Arskcy and 
Knight, 1999). As such, Riessman (1993) suggests that in accommodating such needs 
researchers should adopt five or seven broad questions that can be supplemented by 
probing techniques. 
I decided that such an approach could be conceived as a 'flexible generative approach'. A 
dpure' generative approach would aim for, at best, one cluestion to be asked during the 
interview situation that might be for instance 'tell me your fife story'. The aim of such a 
question is for the interview to be led entirely by the storyteller with as htdc as possible 
contribution made by the researcher (Flick, 1998). Although such an approach would 
indeed lead to an account which is dominated by that which is meaningful to the 
participating asylum seeker I was very aware of the complications that such an approach 
might make in this particular study. When asylum seekers arc asked for their stories this 
may ultimately be interpreted as another demand placed upon them to 'justify' why they 
have come to the UK and place me as complicit with those in authority over their asylum 
application. Understanding that many asylum seekers will have nevcr met a researcher 
before (Bertrand, 2000) 1 wanted to make it as clear as possible that the research was 
interested in their experiences post arrival and completely unconnected to their asylum 
application. In this spirit I sought to place the study and research in context for people 
and provide each participant (storyteller) with a kind of storyboard that introduced the 
focus of the study. 
Incorporating post-colonial and dialogical approaches to 
interviewing 
Following Riessman (1993) 1 chose to explore a number of broad areas in the interview 
setting. Key to the way that these areas were to be explored was the integration of both 
post-colonial and dialogical theory. 
In order to incorporate post-colonial influences there was a need to acknowledge 
inequality, in this interview dynamic. Issues of power, status and control arc experienced 
in all interview settings but are particularly striking in interviews involving individuals 
across cultures (Smith, 2003; Marshall and Batten, 2004). Writing from a 'colonised' 
perspective Smith (2003) argues that the notion of 'research' is treated with a heavy 
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distrust by those who have been subject to the forces of imperialism over the years. 
Smith (2003) argues that such 'Western' research has sought to identify such peoples as 
the 'other' and has privileged 'Western' knowledge bases and theoretical frameworks over 
the 'indigenous' in order to construct a powerful relationship where 'Western' researchers 
are powerful. Smith (2003) claims, 'It galls us that Western researchers and intellectuals 
can assume to know all that it is possible to know of us, on the basis of their brief 
encounters with some of us' (p. 1). In consideration, this not only had implications for the 
construction and delivery of an interview with asylum seekers but also resonates across 
the subsequent analysis of such accounts, an issue returned to later in this chapter and in 
the subsequent chapters. In acknowledging power and status differentials this research 
sought to in no way replicate imperial dominance over the accounts generated. However, 
in ignoring the way in which the research would be perceived would have ignored the co- 
constructive role that I played in the generation of these accounts (a white middle class 
male). Therefore, I chose to approach the research from a position that renounced my 
ethnicity and status as the 'norm' to avoid using my position as a standard upon which 
the participants' experience is reflected (Dunbar et al, 2000), but also I maintained an 
awareness of my unique 'positioning' within the research endeavour. Here I followed 
Anderson's (1993) process of recognising her 'racial privilege' in inter-racial research. 
Anderson (1993) describes how she shared her own race and gender experiences with the 
women she interviewed in order to try and deconstruct the role of 'expert'. In doing so 
Anderson (1993) claims that this allowed her to, 'challenge the arrogance that the stand 
of white privilege creates' (p. 51). In so doing, in this research study, I hoped my conduct 
in the interview setting would allow for an identification of inequalities experienced by 
the asylum applicant and a greater appreciation of the subjective experience of the 
participant, whilst acknowledging and reflecting upon my unique interpretation of events. 
Not only therefore, did I have to develop a suitable narrative interview schedule to elicit 
narrative accounts I also had to learn how to interview in this way. McAdams (1993) 
suggests that those researchers involved in narrative research need to be an 'empathic 
and encouraging guide and affirming sounding board' (p. 254) to an account of a life, 
story. However, if the interview account is conceived of as a co-construction the 
researcher is not a passive recipient, a sounding board, of the 'respondents' accounts. In 
such a dialogical model, as we have seen, the interviewer needs to acknowledge the 
'active' role they play in shaping the account elicited during the interview situation 
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- 
(Holstein and Gubriurn, 1997). 1 had thus, to acknowledge the interview setting and 
generated account as a co-constructed cndcavour that is as much the result of the 
researcher as it is the storytelling participant. The interview therefore had to provide an 
opportunity for people to narrate their multiple and often contradictory identities and 
draw upon multiple and contradictory discourse in narrating their personal narratives. 
Skinner et al (2001) warns that the means of collecting a personal narrative will always 
limit the utterance. Narratives, to make sense, have to employ a particular 'speech genre' 
which may provide room for creativity but ultimately 'shapes one's words and manner of 
speaking in ways that are predictable and customary' (p. 4). Although it is recognised that 
in a 'Western world' individuals strive to produce a coherent story when recounting their 
experiences, in a Bakhtinian model of narrative maintaining the position of narrative as 
hetcroglossic invokes the voices of 'others' that may, as a result of their unfamiliarity, 
generate reflections of incoherence. It is recognised, as DcSands (2001) argues, that for 
the refugee these voices may be unfamiliar to the audience (the researcher) because of 
their possible location in foreign idiom. The researcher studying the experiences of exile 
therefore needs to be aware of the possible prevalence of incoherence in these accounts 
as Simic (2003) asserts, 
'Unlike men and women who have never know exile, whose biography is shaped 
by and large by social class and environment, to be a refugee is to have sheer 
chance govern one's fate, which in the end guarantees a life so absurd in most 
cases that it defeats anyone's powers of comprehension' (p. 10) 
It is with these considerations in mind that I began the development of the 
questions/areas that would enable the exploration of the experience of exile. 
Developing the questions 
In making sure I could explore the experience of seeking asylum, and subsequent 
reflections upon dispersal, I decided to explore a number of broad areas in the interview 
situation. These covered the experiences around the time of arrival, the experiences 
associated with migration, experiences of settlement, and an exploration of the 
understanding of the 'asylum system'. As such I developed a number of 'loose' questions 
which may or may not have be covered depending upon the account generated during 
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the interview setting. As previously alluded to, and following the storyboard technique 
outlined by Ricssman (1993), 1 decided to open the interview situation with a brief 
preamble in order to contextualise the research for participants, 
'I am interested in trying to understand what it's like to be an asylum 
seeker in this country. I would really like to hear from you anything and 
everything you think is relevant to what it is like for you in the UK while 
your claim for asylum is being processed. I have a number of areas that I 
would like to cover but what is important to me is that I listen to your 
particular experiences. Please feel free to talk in as much detail as you feel 
is relevant. When talking in such detail some people like to start talking 
about significant or important times, things that happened, things that 
you can remember during your time here so far. Alternatively, you might 
like to start right at the beginning and tell me about what happened upon 
your arrival in the country'. 
My main aim in including this preamble was to give the participant some idea as to the 
area with which the research was concerned. As I have already stated I was wary that the 
study might have been perceived as being synonymous with the 'story' requested for their 
asylum application (possibly it was anyway). For asylum seekers it is arguably the reasons 
for their flight or experiences during their migration that presents the most exciting and 
'narratable' or 'tellable' stories for them as 'day to day' experiences may be perceived as 
stimulating the 'so what? ' question from their audience (the researcher) (Coates, 2003). 
However, I wanted to make it explicit that it was these 'day to day' experiences that I was 
particularly interested in and I was conscious that I did not want to appear to demand 
stories from them (of their flight) that they would rather not tell. Therefore, in 
acknowledging this dilemma I sought to provide some information about the kind of 
area that the research was concerned with in order to reassure participants that their 'day 
to day' lives did justify a story (Hollway and Jefferson, 2000). In closing, this preamble 
also presented the participants with their first generative question which served a dual 
purpose that of inquiry and of 'just getting them talking'. The rest of the 'interview 
schedulc'was built around the broad areas of interest (Appendix 2). 
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Once aware of the broad areas of interest in the research the most crucial skill I 
developed, in trying to generate narrative responses, was certain probing phrases. 
Although I did not want to create stories where there were none (Narayan and George, 
2000) 1 did feel the need to develop a repertoire of responses in order to keep 
participants talking. For instance, Narayan and George (2000) claim that in order for 
people to expand on stories, asking people to be more specific can be a good way of 
doing so, 'For example, if someone says, "We was hard", the interviewer might ask in 
what ways was life hard' (p. 821). Also, Riessman (1993) advises the use of questions such 
as 'Can you tell me more about that? ' and 'What was that experience like for you? ' 
Similarly, Hollway and Jefferson (2000) advise the phrasing of questions in a certain way 
for instance 'Tell me about a time when you were fearful' (p. 35) thus inviting a story to 
be told. Indeed, Hollway and Jefferson (2000) also advise against the use of 'why? '
questions imposing a justification for behaviour, act or feeling as this is located in the 
rational-logical domain. So in order to move away from 'Western' demands upon 
rationality and logic I attempted to rid my vocabulary of the 'why? ' word. 
Preparing for the field 
At the same time as developing a framework of a narrative interview I was exploring 
specific methodological issues in involving refugee/asylum seeker populations in 
research. As I discussed in chapter two the increase in refugee and asylum seeker 
populations world-wide, but specifically in the UK, coupled with the increased 
involvement by an array of public and private bodies has initiated the need to 'know' 
more about refugees and asylum seekers. As a result there has been an increased research 
output both academic and otherwise over the last decade. Robinson (2002) claims that 
this recent research focus on refugee and asylum seeker populations has, 'routinely failed 
to consider either the special methodological challenge of researching this group or been 
reflexive enough to think about the positionality of the researchers or the consequences 
of their research' (p. 62). 
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Methodological dilemmas of research with asylum seeker 
populations 
Robinson (2002) has outlined a list of problems that are often encountered by those 
wishing to pursue 'refugee research'. Some of these problems are not specific to refugee 
and asylum populations but are symptomatic of many of the research considerations 
covering social research in general but in particular individuals from less powerful 
minority groups or individuals from different cultural or language groups. Robinson- 
(2002) suggests that from his experience of 'refugee' research the problems he has 
encountered include; deciding who to research (refugees/asylum seekers), finding 
individuals who 'fit' this label, establishing contact with refugees and asylum seekers, 
'fear' of participation, trust, issues of power and motivation to participate. Bloch (1999) 
commenting on her experiencing of conducting survey work with refugee populations 
outlines other methodological issues inherent with refugee research such as problems 
associated with the use of certain 'gatekeepers', the transitory nature of a refugee, and 
issues of translation and sampling. A combination of such findings have been reported in 
many other studies that have been involved in accessing individuals sharing certain 
immigration status (e. g. Jordan and Ddvell, 2002; Bertrand, 2000; Jones, 2000). 
Providing 'answers' to these dilemmas 
In heeding these methodological guidelines, pitfalls and considerations I felt at the outset, 
of phase three of my research that I could solve and overcome a number of these issues. 
For instance, I already knew that I was particularly interested in the experience of asylum 
seekers rather than refugees due to the relatively small amount of research output with 
individuals with this immigration status (Silove et al, 1997). 1 also had mechanisms in 
place from my research cndeavours in phase one and two that allowed me access to 
people to invite them to participate. However, access was something that greatly worried 
me as much of my time was spent networking with the policy makers very little time had 
been spent at the 'grassroots'. I became increasingly concerned that people would not 
view the research as positively as I had hoped and/or, as the regional support Of asylum 
seekers was subject to constant change, I thought that the creation Of large 
accommodation centres may stop the dispersal of asylum seekers to the Region. In 
addition, I saw a number of other significant dilemmas for my own research, these 
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centred around who to research (should I specialise in certain countries? ), when to invite 
them to interviews (asylum seekers are transitory, decisions and removal could come at 
any time), ethical issues (particularly of trust, confidentiality, anonymity and informed 
consent) and issues with language. I will deal with each one of these areas of concern in 
turn and discuss how I attempted to negotiate 'solutions'. 
'Accessing' participants and 'attracting' participants 
Hynes (2003) comments that a useful way of 'accessing' refugee and asylum seeker 
populations is to work on a voluntary basis with a refugee community organisation 
(RCO). I had no such direct links with these 'grassroots' organisations. Although I could 
see that this would be a useful way of contacting people about their possible 
participation, I was concerned that by inviting those people that were members of 
community organisations or attended organised events I may not access those who were 
most marginalised. Indeed, Castles et al (2002) argue for this reason there is a need to 
'seek alternative ways to access immigrant and refugee populations in order to include 
marginalised individuals' (p. 178). 
Indeed, accessing potential participants did pose a number of difficulties for me as I was 
keen to give people as much opportunity to 'opt-in', to involvement in the research 
project, as was possible. A number of the asylum teams had suggested that they could 
assist in making participation in my research known to prospective participants by 
advertising the research at local 'drop-in' centrcs. It was suggested that I could attend 
either local drop-in centres or induction ccntres to talk to people about the research to 
see if anyone was interested. Although I was concerned about the marginalised asylum 
seeker I decided that my attendance at the drop-in ccntrcs would pose a good first step in 
accessing potential participants to provide me with the necessary momentum for possible 
snowball sampling. The ccntres I visited tended to operate on a weekly basis and gave the 
local asylum support team and other stakeholding agencies the opportunity to meet local 
asylum seekers in need of further service provision. When there I tended to walk around 
and speak to people and although people seemed initially suspicious of my intentions I 
talked to a number of people about the research project and how they might like to 
participate. I appeared to be received well in these settings but in spite of initial interest in 
the research project any further interest vanished once I had lcft the drop-in and 
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attempted to follow up via a telephone call some days later. After a number of weeks 
where this technique had continued to fail I approached some workers in the asylum 
support teams for their ideas on how to get people interested in participating. It was 
suggested that the support workers working for the asylum teams might be able to 
discuss the research with a selection of their clients to enquire about their willingness to 
participate, this I found was an overwhelmingly successful method of recruiting 
participants. However, I feel this was a recruiting technique greatly aided by both my 
'insider' knowledge of the asylum support team, as a former support worker, and related 
to my efforts of networking and relationship building during the earlier phases of the' 
research. I was aware however that I didn't just want the managers to instruct their 
support workers to find participants for my research with no real knowledge of what the 
research was about and without any real idea as to what purpose the research project was 
serving. I came to the conclusion that already over-worked support workers (something 
clear from the earlier focus groups) if not given full details of the research project, 
because of their work-loads, may prove just as unsuccessful a recruiting method as my 
previous attempts at drop-in centres. As such I met with a number of support workers 
and discussed my research and its aims with them and discussed the recruitment of,. 
asylum seekers in the research. Support workers seemed interested in the research and I 
felt that my position as an ex-support worker legitimised the research for them. A 
number of support workers consequently agreed to try and find people that were 
'suitable' for the research, which involved them asking people on their client Est whether 
they would be interested in participating, or at least meeting me. I asked the support 
workers to mention the research to as large a number of people as possible, however I 
did advise these support workers of the need to be discriminating in that I did not wish 
my research project to contribute to an individuals existing obvious psychological 
distress. I gave them information sheets to hand to people that specified the aims of the 
study and what their participation would involve (Appendix 3). This system I felt worked 
particularly well, if slowly at first (possibly due to the relatively small numbers of people 
being dispersed to the Region upon commencement of the fieldwork). I did however, 
have some particularly interesting experiences during this process. In particular I had 
arranged to visit a centre one day to talk to two prospective participants about the 
research. My attendance was arranged by a support worker who also arranged for the two 
individuals to meet me. Although I did meet one person, whom I talked to about the 
research (who eventually chose not to participate), the two whom I had thought I was to 
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meet did not turn up. The support worker then thought of another individual that I 
might like to talk to, they told me that they would like me to talk to this person because 
she had an 'interesting story to tell' and she could tell me 'how crap NASS is'. I realised 
at this point that the stories being told to me about the experience of asylum could also 
be influenced by the stories that the support workers wanted me to hear. 
Who to interview? 
At the beginning of formulating this phase of the research I became convinced that the 
research would be of most 'value' and interest if I could produce some kind of 
comparison between the experience of asylum and the countries from which asylum 
seekers were originating. I considered how I would choose such countries, and eventually 
thought I would explore countries from which people were applying for asylum, which 
were most predominant in both the UK as a whole and the Region where the research 
was to take place. I saw that in order to represent a diversity of experience in the asylum 
process I could combine these lists and thus I decided to explore the experiences of 
people from Somalia, Zimbabwe and Iran. It was realised that such in-depth narrative 
interviews would be time consuming to perform and analysc so overall numbers had to 
be small. I therefore concluded that if I invited nine people to participate that would 
mean a representation of three people from each country. At the time I felt this was 
sound thinking and 'knowing' who I was going to interview comforted me. After 
consultation with the supervisory team I began to question my assumptions of operating 
within a comparative ontology and realised that this was incompatible with my 
constructionist ontology developed throughout the research project. I began to see the 
people I wanted to invite as not being linked together by country of origin but rather by 
the 'identity' of being an 'asylum seeker' in the UK I was not seeking to generalisc to 'all' 
Iranians or 'all' Somalis' based upon my findings, rather I sought to explore the 
experience of seeking asylum as experienced by the diverse asylum seeker population and 
to embrace experience as unique and subjective. As a result I wanted the only defining 
characteristic to be their immigration status. In this respect both male and female 
participants were invited, across all ages, across all nationality groups, and other varying 
factors such as religion and possible disability. Once I had completed the research I had 
interviewed 10 people, 5 female and 5 male, 8 of whom were Christian and 2 of whom 
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were Shia Muslim. Participants' ages varied from 20 years old to 70 years old, and in total 
represented 5 different countries; Rwanda, Zimbabwe, Iran, Lebanon and South Africa. 
When to interview? 
When to interview posed a significant dilemma for the research, as if respondants were 
interviewed too early upon arrival, within a week or two, this may not have given 
individuals enough time to adjust to their environment. If on the other hand I waited a 
year before interviewing someone their experience of seeking may not be representative 
of the asylum seeker population as an increasing number of decisions are made within a 
four to six month period. I decided that I should attempt to invite asylum seekers to 
participate who had been in the country for approximately three months. The experience 
of someone who has been waiting for a decision for approximately three months breaks 
down as follows. Depending upon the speed of the support process with asylum 
applicants it was seen that it could take around four to six weeks for people within the 
region to navigate their way through the initial induction procedures. During this time 
individuals have their initial meetings with the Immigration Service about their asylum 
claim, meet the Refugee Council to discuss their support, have health screening 
appointments, attend meetings with legal advice, and finally they may move once more to 
different accommodation where they may stay for the duration of their asylum claim. 
The further six to eight weeks within the three month period allows individuals to begin 
to create links with 'community groups' and become familiar with the geography of the 
local area. An additional benefit of this time scale was that, as the intention of the Home 
Office is to have all asylum claims returned within a period of six months from initial 
application, this length of time allows for a certain amount of longevity and as a result 
'credibility' to the research findings (as Home Office targets continue to aim for a six 
month waiting time for cases to be decided). 
Ethical considerations: developing a specialised ethical approach 
Although ethical considerations should be the cornerstone of any research project, those 
projects which involve refugee or asylum seeker populations have a greater responsibility 
as the risk of contributing to 'psychosocial' distress is significantly pronounced (Omidian, 
2000). This does not mean that ethical considerations are adhered to with more 
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commitment than they would be otherwise, rather I argue that a specialised ethical 
approach underpinned by an appreciation of the needs and experiences of 'asylum 
seekers' requires particular attention. Familiar ethical notions of informed consent, 
confidentiality, anonymity, right to withdraw etc. are just as applicable but particular 
attention needs to be paid to their application in such a specialised setting. As Bertrand 
(2000) outlines 'Keep in mind that most of the refugees have never met a researcher 
before and the experience might be imbued with different meanings given their 
understanding of the situation as they relate their life stories to an unknown person' 
(p. 90). Indeed, much of the terminology familiar to 'Western' participants may be 
semantically unfamiliar to those from 'non-western' backgrounds. Although notions of 
confidentiality and anonymity are arguably entrenched in 'Western' culture such notions 
may need more elaboration and discussion to those who are not as familiar (Panos, 
2003). 
Hynes (2003) argues that underpinning each ethical consideration and each step of the 
research process for the refugee/asylum seeker are issues of trust or more relevantly 
mistrust. Hynes (2003) argues that the experience of asylum, whilst in the UK, is played 
out in an arena of mistrust on behalf of the authorities towards the legitimacy of the 
applicant's claim. Such a position is reciprocal for the asylum seeker, not only because of 
the lack of trust from UK authorities, but also because of the pre-rnigration experiences 
of officialdom and institutional suspicion. The researcher therefore is ultimately encased 
in this mistrust, which as a consequence has particular implications for the conduct of 
the researcher and 'researched'. The importance of information about the research in 
order for the participant to give their informed consent is therefore of paramount 
importance in order to begin to bridge the trust divide. As such I produced an 
information sheet that included details of the aims of the research, my back-ground, what 
the interview would involve, issues of confidentiality, anonymity, right of non- 
participation and withdrawal, and my contact details (Appendix 3). This information was 
then translated into the appropriate languages depending upon language needs. Also, 
because of awareness of possible illiteracy (Panos, 2003) this information was read to 
prospective participants and a discussion around the issues of concern took place. A 
number of writers on qualitative research methodology with refugee and asylum seeker 
populations place a heavy emphasis on the need for such a transparent process in this 
preliminary phase (Omidian, 2000; Powles, 2004; Hynes, 2003). Omidian (2000) 
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comments on her experience of research within an Afghan community who, after being 
informed of the research and reassured of the independence of the project, still regarded 
Omidian as a spy or an agent of the Iranian government. However, a degree of trust was 
seen to be established once Omidian (2000) had given prospective participants a contact 
number and established proven links with the university she worked for. 
Leading on from this are issues surrounding signed consent. Again, Ornidian (2000) 
asserts that 'Refugees, and others who have strong cultural notions of trust combined 
with a fear of governmental activities, can be put off by the request for a signature' 
(p. 56). Asking for a signature becomes a problematic ende4vour, as prospective 
participants may perceive the demand for a signature as a sign of mistrust on behalf of 
the researcher. Similarly, because of the regimes that some asylum seekers may be 
familiar with 'requesting a signature can be construed as an attempt by the government to 
trick them into disclosing something that could be used against them' (On-iidian, 2000, 
p. 56). Again there arc also issues around achieving a signed consent that are tied to 
literacy abilities that the researcher needs to be aware off. Achieving a 'signed' consent 
form is embedded in the assumption that a person is able to write their name. Indeed, in 
my experience as a support worker there were many times at solicitors, pharmacists and 
dentists where requests for signatures were made and instead my client at the time 
improvised by covering their thumb in ink and providing a fingerprint. The assumption 
of literacy reinforces the powerful dynamic of the interview situation thus placing the 
asylum seeker in a less powerful position than that of the researcher. Because of the 
needs of ethical committees to ensure participants have consented to their participation, 
obtaining some kind of mark is unavoidable, but the situation can be treated with respect. 
An awareness of issues of confidentiality and anonymity should also be tailored in order 
to anticipate the needs of asylum seeker populations (Powles, 2004). An understanding 
that the words themselves may be unfamiliar to participants as could be their meaning. 
As such Panos (2003) recommends that the researcher talk around such issues and 
attempt to place such terms in the participant's own meaning structure. The participant 
also needs to be reassured of the procedures for editing their account once their direct 
involvement is completed. Powles (2004) suggests that where 'politically sensitive' 
information is shared, participants need to be reassured that the transcript would be 
carefully edited to protect the participant from possible identification. Such steps involve 
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giving participants a pseudonym, substituting identifying information such as country of 
origin and possibly protecting the identity of those named in the account 
Payment: a power equalising mechanism 
I recognise that arguments made against paying participants for their involvement in 
research projects has been linked to issues of coercion. Yet, Hollway and Jefferson 
(2000) see the use of payment being intertwined with issues of power, they argue that 
paying interviewees in their study helped to equalisc the rcsearchcr-pardcipant 
relationship. They highlight that often the perception held by critics of payment of 
participation is linked to influencing the free will of an individual to participate or not in 
a given study. However, the position held here agrees with that of Hollway and Jefferson 
(2000) that when asking for participation, particularly those experiencing destitution or 
financial deprivation, remuneration for the time of the participants is important, and also 
signifies a mark of respect for the value of their participation. 
During the search for participants in the study, where individuals were invited to take 
part in the narrative interviews, participants were told that a small fee would be paid for 
their participation. The fee paid was C20 in line with Home Office suggestion on 
payment of participants. Robinson (2002) reports that because of the increased, and 
sometimes exhaustive, research inquiry into issues around refugees and asylum seekers, 
individuals are increasingly wondering what the research they participate in offers them, 
6 
... 
not so long ago I was told by a community leader in Cardiff that his people had had 
enough of being researched. He described how students and academics breezed in 
promising the earth gained their co-operation and were never seen again' (Robinson, 
2002, p. 65). Robinson (2002) argues that a small token of appreciation for their time 
taken and their participation in the research project helps to maintain a valuable research 
relationship. 
Taking language seriously 
- 
narrative interviews with non-English 
speaking participants 
The final major methodological dilemma in this research project concerned how I was to 
negotiate utilising a particular theoretical approach that relied intensively on the use of 
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language with the acknowledgement that there would be an issue of translation involved 
in the study. 
Although quite a large number of asylum seekers are professionals (Aldridge and 
Waddington, 2001) and educated to a high level (Aldridge and Waddington, 2001), a large 
proportion of asylum seekers have commented upon their lack of confidence with the 
English language (Phillimore et al, 2003). The lack of English language skills of many 
asylum seekers inevitably presents significant barriers in the research process. The need 
to take all possible steps to ensure that participants understand the nature and content of 
the research project, as well as being able to communicate effectively with participants, 
meant that I had to seek some bi-lingual assistance. 
It was my intention however, after experiencing a range of questionable and unreliable 
interpretations of interviews I had conducted as a result of my work in the area, that any 
translation I commissioned was to be performed at the highest level. Unfortunately I 
have minimal muld-lingual skills, being predominantly an English speaker, I have 
retained some minimal French language from my time at school and have picked up 
some very basic Spanish, Italian, Albanian and Farsi from my time travelling, and 
working with asylum seekers. As a result as a researcher working with predominantly 
non-English language speaking individuals I found myself in a position where I had to 
seek translation/interpreting skills via a third party. Having experienced the dynamic of 
the three-way interview in my previous work as member of an asylum team, I was wary 
of how successful that kind of approach would be in encouraging the elicitation of 
narrative accounts. I had been involved in a number of courses during my work on 
'working with interpreters' and was aware of some of the 'practical' considerations and 
issues of working with interpreters. Such issues include; the provision of 
briefmg/debriefmg sessions in order for interpreters/translators to understand the 
situation and share any concerns or ideas, the importance of cye-contact and 'body 
language' and issues associated with conflict (Tribe, 1999; Tribe and Raval, 2002; Freed,, 
1988). 
As Edwards (1998) has idendficd, there is a growing number of researchers, such 
'as 
myself, that arc seeking to explore the experiences of individuals with minimal or 
negligible English language ability because they are often 'some of the most 
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disadvantaged 
- 
and silenced 
- 
members of a society' (Edwards, 1998, p. 198). 
Increasingly, such researchers are ultimately drawn towards working with 
translators/interpreters in order to access the experiences of non-English speaking 
individuals. Much of the literature on working with interpreters has predominantly been 
located within the linguistic disciplines (see Petrilli, 2003) with very little work being 
produced which explores the interesting and fundamental role that 
interpreters/translators play in the conduct of social research. Identifying such a 'gap' 
Bogusia Temple and Rosalind Edwards have recently published a number of articles 
concerned with exploring the role that interpreters/translators play in the research 
process (Temple, 1997; 1999; 2002; 2004; Temple and Edwards, 2002; Temple and 
Young, 2004; Edwards, 1995; 1998). Furthermore, Temple and Edwards (2002) have 
highlighted the apparent contradiction in qualitative research which, on the one hand 
argues for issues of reflexivity and representation to be thoroughly considered by the 
researcher (Hertz, 1997), but largely ignores the subjective experience and the role of the 
interpretcr/translator in thisresearch process. 
The most common technique used in ensuring high quality translation has tended to be 
based around the work of Brislin, Lonner and Thorndike (1973) and their ideas of 'back 
translation'. Here the 'accuracy' of a text was explored by first translating the original text 
into the destination language and then back (usually by a different translator) to the 
original language, and comparing the final translated product with the original. Edwards 
(1998) argues that such steps taken to monitor the performance of 
translators/interpreters adds to the creation of 'invisibility' of the translator/intcrpreter 
in the research process, and according to Eastmond (2000) appears to present a 
decontextualised empirical and essential approach towards culture. Furthermore, in order 
to monitor the performance of an interpreter various conceptual guidelines have been 
laid down that tries to elaborate on the role an interprcter/translator 'should' take in an 
interview/translation situation. For instance, according to Freed (1988) the interpreter is 
'a conduit' (p. 316) in the process, 'a neutral mouthpiece' according to Fuller and Toon 
(1988, p. 38) and according to Phillips (1959) an 'agent for transferring messages' (p. 188). 
In this way therefore, and in the Brislin et al (1973) approach to 'back translation' words 
are said to constitute just one of the many layers that camouflage an underlying essence 
or objective reality (Kleinman, 1977). A position shared by Segall et al (1988) and their 
concept of acculturation as 'peeling the onion' (p. 1104) discussed in chapter two. There 
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is also an implicit assumption that such discursive layers are assumed to be static and 
uniformly distributed through the members of a given ethnic, cultural, nationality or 
language group so that 'any one member can represent the whole' (Eastmond, 2000, 
p. 73). Rather, Eastmond (2000) argues for a interpretative conceptualisation of language 
and culture that acknowledges that, '... it is the dynamic flows of meaning, with 
individuals' cultural repertoires differently shaped by their social experience (class, 
gender, etc. ), but also constantly processed and reshaped in the interactional contexts of 
everyday life' (Eastmond, 2000, p. 73). 
Although there is some work that discusses the use of bilingual workers in service 
provision (see Thomson, Rogers, Honey and King, 1999), and a growing body of 
literature aimed at English speaking health and social welfare professionals offering 
advice on how to work with interpreters (Frccd, 1988; Edwards, 1995,1998; Tribe, 
1999), there has been little discussion in research methodology about the involvement of 
translators and interpreters during the research process even though issues of reflexivity 
and context arc at the fore of qualitative research (Temple and Edwards, 2002). Temple 
(1997,1999,2002,2004) and Edwards (1995,1998) have been amongst the few 
researchers to explore and make explicit the role played by translators/interpreters in 
interview settings. Individually both writers argue for the exploration of both the political 
and social context of translators/interpreters in the research process. Indeed, 
fundamental to this argument is the need for researchers to 'acknowledge that they carry, 
out interviews with, rather than through, interpreters, ' (Edwards, 1998, p. 197). 
At the core of the debate regarding the ontological position of interpretive and social 
constructionist standpoints, is the view that interviewees accounts are not objectively 
collected rather they are 'co-authored' (Kvale, 1996b, p. 281), a position that dominates 
the various factions of narrative approaches. Such co-authoring determines not only the 
direction and 'depth' of the interview but also the differing social positioning and 
personal history held by both interviewer and interviewee. This could mean that they can 
not see the world from another's standpoint (Temple and Edwards, 2002), although the 
possibility remains that they may be able to understand one another through dialogue 
(Young, 1997). Reflexivity plays an enormous part in qualitative research in general 
(Hertz, 1997) but it has been argued that in trying to explore the divergence and 
congruence between interviewers and interviewees understandings in cross-language 
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research reflexivity needs to be as visible as possible (Temple and Edwards, 2002; 
Temple, 2002; Temple, 2004). As Riessman (2000b) suggests, in all interview studies 'we 
'translate' the experiences of others, cross borders, and confront our double or multiple 
attachments (Clifford, 1997)' (p. 130). However, 'If language constructs as well as 
describes a society, the figure of the interpreter/translator must come from behind the 
shadows' (Temple, 1997, p. 607). 
Temple and Edwards (2002) describe their individual experiences of working with 
interpreters and bilingual workers on a number of projects with non-English speaking 
individuals. They argue for the researcher to make interpreters 'visible' in the research 
process. They argue that such is the power and scope of language, that to translate one 
thing into another language is not a simple matter of changing the label we understand 
something by, rather it is to fundamentally change something's meaning on both an 
intellectual, and particularly, an emotional level. As Overing (1987) asserts, 'By giving a 
name to something we create a world; by changing the name for something, we 
transform its impact, both emotionally and intellectually' (p. 83, cited in Temple, 1997, p. 
607) 
This change is something which is documented and explored dramatically in Eva 
Hoffman's autobiographical account of her exile from her native Poland and fife in a new 
language in Canada (Hoffman, 1989). In her account Hoffman (1989) describes how 
words that held great meaning in Polish do not mean the same thing in the nearest 
English equivalent word. 
'Me words I learn now don't stand for things in the same unquestioned way 
they did in my native tongue. 'River' in my language was a vital sound, energised 
, with the essence of riverhood, of my rivers, of being immersed in rivers. 'Rivers' 
in English is cold 
-a word without an aura. It has no accumulated associations 
for me, and it does not give off the radiating heat of connotation! (p. 47) 
Hoffman (1989) goes on to express the process of translating her 'self' and her emotions 
into this new language. This translation is experienced as a fragmentation of identity as 
she attempts to 'know' and understand herself in a new language constructing a self or 
'selves' that embraces polyphony. 
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7his language is beginning to invent another me. However, I discover 
something odd. It seems that when I write (or, for that matter, think) in English, 
I am unable to use the word T. I do not go as far as the schizophrenic 'she' 
- 
but I am driven, as by a compulsion, to the double, the Siamese-twin 'you. " 
(p. 121) 
Making the interpreters 'visible' 
Temple and Edwards (2002) illustrate the reflexive process they utilised in order to 'make 
visible' the interpreter/translator and incorporate divergences in, not only the dialogue 
between interviewer 
- 
interviewee, but the 'tri'-logue between interviewer 
- 
interviewee 
- 
interpreter. Edwards (1998) describes how she interviewed the interpreters that she 
worked with on her research projects. During the interviews Edwards explored the life 
experiences of the interpreters, their relationships to the ethnic groups involved in the 
research, and what issues they perceived as important in relation to the research 
questions in the research. In this way Edwards (1998) describes the role of the 
interpreters becoming one of a 'key informant' in the research process. Edwards (1998) 
qualifies the term 'key informant' by stating that this is not meant in the traditional sense 
meaning 'gatekeeper', or the notion that somehow the interpreters became 'experts' 
whose insights were privileged over the participants accounts (Temple and Edwards, 
2002). Rather, Edwards (1998) sought to make the part played by the interpreters in the 
construction of the interviewee accounts more visible, 'and also accountable in the same 
way that researchers may seek to be explicit about their own social and political location' 
(p. 203). 
Temple (2002) takes a very similar approach to creating a space for the visibility of the 
interpreter. Temple (2002) takes the work of Stanley (1990) and uses the term 'intellectual 
auto/biography' to explore the views that third-parties in the research process such as 
translators and interpreters hold. Temple (2002) discusses how an interview is conducted 
with a translator/interpreter as part of a debriefing session, this gives the researcher an 
opportunity to explore the social and professional backgrounds, their religious beliefs, 
their experiences of working on the project, and particular issues associated with 
research. 
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I sought to integrate the work of Temple and Edwards on language and interpretation 
into this research project. However, I did feel that operating within a triadic situation 
with interviewer-interpreter-interviewee could raise a number of practical issues that I 
became familiar with during my work on the asylum projects. Firstly, there is an issue of 
inequality within the triad as the researcher appears to 'use' the interpreter in order to 
communicate with the participant. Here an identity of the interpreter is created as an 
individual void of a socio-cultural and personal history and simply becomes a vehicle of 
communication between the interviewer and the intcrviewce. Second, is the pressure 
placed on the interpreter to deliver a high quality translation in a small amount of time in 
order to quickly relay the narrative back to the researcher. This ultimately has significant 
consequences when using a narrative approach as so much of the analysis depends upon 
the construction of language within a story. Indeed, as Temple and Edwards (2002) note, 
'Rather than there being an exact match, word for word, in different languages, the 
translator is faced with a dazzling array of possible word combinations that could be used 
to convey meaning' (p. 2). Thirdly, the triadic situation can become incredibly complex 
(Edwards, 1998), as interviewcc and interpreter begin to frame their experience within 
'Western' ways of knowing, or explanation for the researcher which can shield and 
confuse important issues of identity particularly notions of polyphony. 
Consequently I decided to employ a number of bilingual interviewers, an approach used 
by a small number of researchers in their research with migrants and ethnic minority 
groups Gordan and Mvell, 2002; Temple, 1999) in order to conduct, translate and 
transcribe the interview. It was my intention to be present at these interviews to witness 
the exchange but to leave the bulk of the interview conversation to the bilingual 
interviewer. Once I had made this decision the dilemma I then faced was where was I to 
find 'suitable' individuals and how should I choose those that participate. 
Recruitment of bi-lingual interviewers 
Notions of 'matching' interpreters to participants became less of an issue but I needed to 
find bi-lingual interviews that I fclt had the necessary skills and experience to conduct the 
interviews. This was a particularly difficult part of the research project as locating suitably 
skilled individuals required a great deal of investigation through my contacts and agencies 
I had become familiar with during my work and research. Also, I had only found one 
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asylum applicant who wanted to participate so in this instance the search for bi-lingual 
interviewers was led predominantly by the language needs of those who volunteered to 
participate. In order to prepare for these language needs I explored a number of options. 
Firstly, I began to consider those individuals I had worked with in the past and identified 
an interpreter with whom I had had a particularly good working relationship. I also 
remembered that this individual was perceived as a cherished professional within the 
Iranian community and had worked in a number of settings, for instance the local 
authority, counselling services and legal advocacy. After regaining contact at a conference 
with her she was very keen to be involved in the research project. Secondly, I was very 
keen to recruit asylum seekers or refugees themselves in the research process to act as bi- 
lingual interviewers as I was interested in exploring the dynamics that this 'shared' 
situation would have in the research process. Through my network of contacts I 
eventually found two other researcher interviewers that became interested in participating, 
in the research study. One of these individuals was a ex-asylurn seeker who had, within 
the last 12 months, received her refugee status. The other was still an asylum seeker who 
had been in the UK at the time of the research for over four and a half years who was 
still waiting for a decision. Both of these individuals had worked together in a similar role 
to this one on a qualitative project with asylum seekers and refugees and performed 
similar tasks to those needed in this project. 
The driving force behind my choice of research interviewers was not some notion that 
these individuals could somehow better 'represent' the individuals participating in the 
research due to some shared empathy with the immigration status (as the 'Iranian' 
interviewer was actually a VVhite English women who spoke fluent Farsi), rather I sought 
to find people who were first and foremost sympathetic to the aims of the research 
study. Although I was sympathetic to the issues concerning for example, gender 
matching of interviewers to interviewees (all the bi-lingual interviewers involved in the 
project were in fact female), I felt that the matching of interviewers to interviewee in 
terms of gender, age, class position etc... bore too much relation to claims Of 
representativeness and the search for a more 'truthful' account on behalf of the 
interviewec. Edwards (1998) has identified that for the majority of interview situations 
'suitable' interpreters have been recommended that both 'match' the social and personal 
characteristics of the interviewee (i. e. sex, age, religion), and match the research and 
researcher 'in terms of thought processes and research aims' (p. 202). Hairis (2004) 
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examined some of the considerations and some of the benefits in employing ethnically 
similar researchers as interviewers in research projects with ethnic minority groups 
drawing upon her work with the Somali community. Harris (2004) discusses some of the 
possible advantages of such 'matching', such as overcoming issues relating to the cultural 
significance of privacy and the tendency of possible intcrviewecs to be suspicious about 
questioning from people of different ethnicity. Harris (2004) argues that to some extent 
researchers and interviewers from similar ethnic backgrounds are able to go some way to 
overcoming these hurdles. She warns that other considerations relating to clan belonging, 
class and generational differences can prove just as impeding to the research process for 
researchers and interviewers ftom similar ethnic backgrounds to researchers who are very 
dissimilar, a position shared by Edwards (1998). Similarly, Dunbar et al (2000) based 
upon their work with African Americans argue that, 
'the simple common ground of race provides no guarantee that the expressed 
subjects behind these respondents will honestly relate their experiences as black 
youth 
... 
respondents themselves recognise the subtleties and complexities of 
identity 
- 
of race and other subject positions - and this affects the kinds of 
subjects/respondents they will be if they choose to be interviewed' (p. 281). 
In her research experience with bi-lingual interviewers Edwards (1998) discusses how 
even though 'overt' similarities of interviewers to interviewees in terms of gender and 
ethnicity appeared to link them, other factors such as class positioning and professional 
affiffiations served to divide. Edwards (1998) uses the example of a Bengah/Sylhed 
interpreter who was working with her on a research project. This interpreter was a 
mLiddle-class women with children working for a community organisation, who believed 
heavily in the value of academic achievements for her own children. However, Edwards 
(1998) identifies that, 
'Her concerns [for education for the children] may have led this interpreter to 
emphasise certain aspects of the women's accounts in her interpretation, and 
certainly did in our 'debriefings' and in our discussions of the material we 
gathered as a whole' (p. 204) 
Temple (2002) identifies that a vital role is played by such bilingual interviewers in 
research projects as the interviewers are not simply consultants on language translation 
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rather they become a kind of 'cultural broker' (p. 844), playing a vital role in the 
interpretation, creation and content of the cultural and personal stories being told within 
the interview setting. This role becomes vital if a researcher is attempting to explore the 
'figured world' of a narrative (Skinner et al, 2001). As Skinner et al (2001) assert in 
attempting to explore a personal narrative a researcher must have some kind of 
knowledge as to the 'kinds of people (or generic actors) who populate it, their 
relationship to one another, recognised motives for action and the plots or storylines 
available for linking actors and events in these worlds' (p. 10). The role of the bi-lingual 
interview therefore, becomes a guide to the researcher exploring the life world of various 
individuals. After all it would be practically impossible for a researcher to possess in- 
depth knowledge about the variety of cultural and social factors as well as the historical 
and political situation of each country that asylum seekers arrive from. Instead, bi-lingual 
interviewers can act as cultural brokers helping the researcher achieve an understanding 
of the lived context from which people flee. As Skinner et al (2001) state, Vithout this 
knowledge, it is difficult to understand the shifts or readings of events that the narrators 
construct or the reasons why they orchestrate voices as they do' (p. 10). 
Introducing the bi-lingual interviewers 
The following snapshot descriptions provide an opportunity to 'get to know' the bi- 
lingual interviewers who helped to make the interviews with the asylum applicants 
possible. All these people were previously trained in research methods and interviewing 
techniques but were given additional training by me specific to the kind of approach I 
wanted to take in this research. I conducted one-to-one discussions about the particular 
research process in this project and outlined a number of general and specific rcsearchý 
issues (see Appendix 4). These are necessarily brief and anonymised to a certain extent 
(names, areas they live etc. ) to protect their identity. Interviews were conducted With 
them in order to explore their reflections upon the research process and the research 
project. It is intended that their reflective narratives, as well as my own, will be integrated, 
where appropriate, with the analysis of the asylum seeker accounts in the subsequent 
analysis chapters. 
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Mary 
I had known Mary for a number of years prior to contacting her about participating in 
the research. Mary speaks fluent Farsi and had worked on a sessional basis as an 
interpreter for me when I worked as a support service worker. Mary is a white woman in 
her 40s who lived in Iran from being 24 years old until 5 years ago. She is married to an 
Iranian man. Mary is active in the Iranian community where she fives and provides 
language support voluntarily to those who request her help. She has interpreted for a 
variety of agencies such as local authorities, solicitors and the Refugee Council. 
Jinan 
Jinan was recommended to me by another researcher who had worked with her recently 
on a project involving conducting and transcribing focus groups with asylum seekers and 
refugees. Jinan is a 25-year-old woman who is currently awaiting a decision on her asylum 
application. Jinan is Lebanese and speaks fluent Arabic, French and English. She lives 
with her mother who is a joint claimant on her application. 
Maude 
Maude was also recommended to me by a researcher who had worked with her on a 
recent project. Maude is from Zimbabwe and speaks fluent Shona and English. Maude is 
middle-aged and had, within the last twelve months, been successful in her application 
for asylum. Since obtaining refugee status Maude has enrolled on a nursing training 
course. At present she works as a support worker with people with challenging 
behaviour. 
Introducing the participants 
Ibc following section provides the reader with an opportunity to 'get to know' the ten 
participants who contributed their experiences and accounts to this research study. What 
follows is a brief introduction to the people that participated in the narrative interviews. 
This information is not intended to encapsulate 'who these individuals are' in any 'true' 
sense. It is, however, my hope that presenting some contextual information about my 
interpretation of the participants will provide a feel for the social, cultural, relational and 
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I structural 'backdrop' against which the co-constructed narrative accounts are set, and 
presented in later analysis chapters. I feel it is important to include this information not 
in order to satisfy curiosity about a particularly 'unknown' set of individuals in our 
society, but rather to demystify, highlight inequalities and demonstrate the diversity that 
each of the individuals that participated in these interviews represent. In presenting this 
information below, together with the following analysis, I hope that I have successfully 
portrayed the diversity, complexity and muld-dimensionality of the lives of these 
individuals that I came to meet, admire and respect during the course of my research. I 
hope also that I have successfully achieved a level of transparency with regard to my own 
personal and subjective interpretations of the characters and experiences I have 
attempted to represent. 
Eshe 
The interview with Eshe was designed to be the pilot interview for the study in order to 
test the narrative interview guide and to explore possible issues that may arise during the 
interviewing process. The interview however, provided such an interesting and unique 
insight into Eshe's experience I feel it deserves an equal position alongside the other 
interviews. 
When I arrived at Eshe's accommodation I saw that she was a young looking woman 
with a warm smile who greeted me and invited me inside. A baby was beginning to 
murmur in the bedroom, disturbed by the loud doorbell I had used. Eshe went to see to 
her daughter and brought her into the room to comfort her and we sat down together on 
the sofa opposite the television, on during the entire interview. Eshe held her baby in her 
arms during all of our meeting slowly rocking her as we spoke. 
Eshe is a 30 year old English speaking African female. Eshc entered the UK in late 2003 
through one of the major London airports. Arriving on a six-month tourist visa Eshe 
planned on spending sometime in the UK visiting family members and friends that were 
living and studying here. Since her stay with her family ended on bad terms Eshe has -
relied predominantly on a close friend of hers, Lisa. For a number of months Lisa, until 
recently, supported Eshe with both accommodation and subsistence. 
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Soon after arriving in the UK Eshc discovered that she was pregnant with her husband's 
baby and, due to procedural errors, after the baby was born found out that she herself 
was HIV positive. The baby's HIV status however was uncertain as Eshe had been 
breastfecding for a number of days after her birth before the hospital was altered to her 
HIV status. 
Eshe had been supported by NASS for a few months prior to my meeting her, and 
during this time she had kept returning to the hospital for checks on her baby to see 
whether the HIV had been transferred. The baby had experienced checks every month 
since her birth and there was no sign of the HIV. However, earlier in the week of the 
interview Eshc had taken her baby back to the hospital as they said that there was some 
problem with the last test they had done, and that the levels were higher that they were 
supposed to be. The day after my meeting with Eshe she was due to find out whether 
this meant that the virus had been passed to her baby. This interview was conducted by 
myself, in English. 
Maryam 
I had received Maryam's phone number from a support worker that had asked a number 
of their clients if they would be interested in participating in the research. I passed the 
number on to Mary for her to negotiate a convenient ime for us 'to speak to her further 
about the study. It turned out that Mary already knew a little about Maryam having met 
her and interpreted for her on a number of occasions which greatly aided the storyteller 
and listener rapport during the interview. 
Maryam was in her mid 30s at the time of the interview. She had been in the country for 
around 7 months prior to our meeting her. She had travelled from Iran with her teenage 
son to join her husband who had been in the UK for approximately 12 months prior, 
awaiting a decision on his asylum claim. Maryam had used an agent to depart Iran who 
arranged for them to travel to Turkey. The agent found it difficult at first to get Maryam 
and her son out of Turkey and matters seemed to be complicated further by the 
explosion of the bomb at the British consulate in Istanbul that happened only a few 
hundred metres from where they were staying. As a result Maryam and her son remained 
in Istanbul for almost 4 months before being moved on. She made a crossing from 
Turkey to Greece over water in a speedboat organised by 'the Mafia' and made the 
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journey across Europe from Greece to France in the back of a number of lorries along, 
with other people who were being smuggled. Maryarn and her son was eventually let out, 
of the lorry near Birmingham and were escorted by the police to the local police station. 
The following morning the police then took them to the immigration officials and they 
applied for asylum. Maryam. was reunited with her husband the following day and went 
to live in his one bedroom flat with him. The family have since moved to a larger two- 
bed roomed house which is situated on a local authority housing estate. I have recently 
heard that six months after my meeting with them the family received full refugee status 
and indefinite leave to remain in the UK. This interview was undertaken in Farsi with the 
assistancc of Mary. 
Fiona 
This was another interview that I undertook myself, in English. Upon arrival I noticed 
that Fiona's accommodation resembled affordable sheltered accommodation which 
would have been built sometime during the 1970s. A support worker had arranged to 
meet me outside of Fiona's house and introduce me to her, but the support worker was 
late. Fiona knew that someone was coming to see her and after seeing me waiting outside 
for ten minutes came out and asked if I was the man coming to talk to her. Once I had, 
said yes she insisted I come inside. 
The street was very quiet with only the distant hum of the road producing any sound at 
all. Fiona lived on the ground floor of the accommodation with the main door providing 
access to four of the total of twenty flats. Fiona invited me into her flat which was very 
dark as most of the curtains were closed to stop the sun from shining in. In the middle of- 
the floor was a play mat that was occupied by her freshly awaken four month old son. 
We began to make conversation about her son when the support worker I had been 
waiting for arrived. The support worker greeted us both and seemed surprised that we 
had introduced ourselves already. The support worker asked Fiona if there was anything 
that she could do for her while she was there and Fiona took her away to another room 
because she didn't want to discuss some 'personal issues' in my presence. After returning 
to the room the support worker said her goodbyes and left Fiona and I together to start 
the interview. 
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Fiona is in her early 20s, an English speaking African female who was living in a city 
prior to coming to the UK studying an undergraduate degree in market management at 
the university there. Fiona arrived in the UK through a London airport in early 2004. 
When Fiona arrived at the airport she was pregnant and placed a claim for asylum with 
the immigration officers there. Fiona was taken to a detention block of the inunigration 
centre and placed in a room which, she said, was similar in appearance to a police cell. 
After the interview finished she was taken to a hotel for one night and then transferred 
to a hostel where she remained for a further ten days before being transferred to her 
present accommodation. 
Fiona is now accommodated in a quiet village far from the main town ccntre. For much 
of the time Fiona has experienced significant isolation and has written letters to various 
individuals in NASS and the support teams requesting to be moved to somewhere more 
central. No action to move Fiona had been taken prior to my interview with her. 
Diwa 
Following the directions on the map I had printed out which showed me where Diwa's 
accommodation was Maude and I were surprised to find out how far from the centre of 
the town we were driving. We drove far away from the local town and into the 
countryside where eventually we came upon a small village which had some pleasant and 
expensive housing but also a large proportion of ill maintained local authority 
accommodation. We arrived at the address and parked in a road which housed some 
rented garages and lock-ups and walked to try and find Diwa's address. Once we had 
found the correct address and after we had rung the doorbell, a very young looking man 
came to the door and invited us inside. He said he was expecting us but he didn't really 
know who we were or what we wanted to talk to him about. 
Diwa was 20 years old, had a slight build and wore some tracksuit trousers and a T-shirt 
He led us through a dark and empty carpeted hall way in the living area in which stood a 
sofa, dining table, dining chairs (the same style furniture as I had seen in other NASS 
accommodation) and an old looking TV. The TV was on throughout our meeting playing 
'The Fresh Prince of Bel Air' in the background. Maude and I sat at the dining table 
whilst Diwa sat on the sofa facing us. Although Diwa spoke English as his first language, 
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Maude was there in case Diwa, preferred to converse in Shona. As it turned out however, 
Diwa was from the South of Zimbabwe and spoke a different language (Ndebele). 
He told us that he had arrived in the UK in the summer of 2004 on a flight that landed at 
London Heathrow via Dubai. He claimed asylum at the airport and requested NASS 
support soon after. Diwa had his screening interview with the Home Office regarding his 
asylum application some weeks after his arrival and a few weeks later he found out that 
the application had been refused, his solicitor immediately placed an appeal, and at the 
time of his interview was awaiting their decision. 
Rasoul 
Having been consulted about the research project by a support worker Rasoul's details 
were passed to me and I had been to see Rasoul a few days before we conducted the 
interview to talk to him about the study and whether he would like to participate or not. 
He said he would like to talk to me but because he had a lot to talk about he wondered if 
I could come back another day when he had more time. I asked him whether he minded 
me bringing an interpreter with me upon my return but he said that he would much 
rather talk to me in English as he has worked as an interpreter himself for many years 
and could describe anything I wanted him to. Another appointment was made and I 
returned by myself to talk to him. 
Rasoul is a young Iranian man in his early 30's, living in a street not far from the town 
centre and local amenities. Because the intercom did not work to the accommodation I 
had to phone him on his mobile phone to let him know that I was waiting at the door for 
him. He came and let me in, greeted me and invited me into his room. 
His accommodation is a bed-sit with one room containing the kitchen, bedroom, sofa 
and dining table. There was a small bathroom just opposite where we sat. As we were 
talking there was an occasional loud buzzing that seemed to occur periodically Rasou. 1
explained that there had been a problem with the intercom for sometime now and when 
anybody is at the front door and buzzing people in the building his room's buzzer always 
goes off Because of the lack of space in the room seating arrangements were quite 
difficult and Rasoul insisted that I sit in the sofa while he sat on the floor and leaned 
against his bed. 
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Rasoul's English was excellent and we found we could communicate very well indeed. 
Rasoul came to the UK in mid 2004. Prior to this he had been studying for an 
undergraduate degree in English Literature at the University of Tehran which, due to his 
expulsion from the University, remains uncompleted. Sometime either before this or 
after Rasoul had worked as an interpreter for a company in Iran where he was able to 
travel throughout the world working in a diverse range of countries, including France, 
Japan, Korea, Dubai, Canada and the United States. Although well travelled this was his 
first time in the UK 
After arriving Rasoul applied for asylum with the immigration officers at his port of entry 
after which they sent him to a hostel to stay for a few days. The hostel had many people 
who had placed asylum applications and who were waiting for accommodation to be 
allocated by NASS. Rasoul only remained in the accommodation for five days after 
which he went to London to stay with a cousin that was living there. Rasoul spent two 
months living with his cousin until his cousin had to urgently return to Iran because his 
father (Rasoul's uncle) was experiencing some business problems. Rasoul then regained 
contact with the Refugee Council who found him some hostel accommodation once 
again and he waited there until more permanent accommodation was found. Rasoul 
spent 10 or 12 days at this hostel until he was dispersed to his present accommodation 
which he had been living in for only a few weeks. 
Charlotte 
Charlotte was from a French speaking country in Africa. This was the first interview I 
conducted in a language other than English and so I was nervous about the situation. I 
had however, already met Charlotte a couple of weeks earlier. A support worker had 
arranged a time when Charlotte was in so I could go and talk to her about the study and 
perhaps conduct an interview with her. I arrived with Maude, my Zimbabwean 
researcher, as I was led to believe that Charlotte was from Zimbabwe. When I arrived at 
the prearranged time Charlotte invited Maude and myself in and we all went and sat 
together in the living room of Charlotte's flat. I talked to her about the research and gave 
her the information sheet. Charlotte's English seemed very good and we had some 
exchanges about the research but also about the church, school and college. I explained 
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that Maude was there in order to provide assistance if she wanted to say something in her 
own language that she couldn't quite express in English, at which point Charlotte said 
"oh you speak Swahili? French? " It was then we realised that Charlotte was not from 
Zimbabwe at all. After apologising about our mistake and saying that neither of us could 
speak either of these languages Charlotte was asked if she would like to continue anyway. 
Charlotte said no as she wasn't really comfortable with her English but she would like to 
take part in the study and talk to me if I could get a Swahili or French speaker for her. ' 
Having found a French speaker, jinan, who is a Lebanese women and an asylum 
applicant herself, I returned on a bright September day. As the intercom was not working 
I had to phone Charlotte on her mobile phone to tell her we were outside her flat. 
Charlotte came down and I introduced jinan to Charlotte and we went inside. The Pat 
was a two bedroom flat situated conveniently close to local amenities at the end of a local 
authority housing estate in a predominantly VA-iite area. 
The first time I had met Charlotte was during the school summer holidays and her two 
children were at home, two girls who were around the ages of nine and ten. When I 
returned the children were at school and we had come just as Charlotte was washing her 
hair. Charlotte invited us into the living area while she finished with her hair. The room 
was basically furnished with furniture common to other NASS accommodation in the 
area. It was clear however, that this was a home where children lived as there were a 
number of games, videos, pictures, toys, music and workbooks that belonged to the 
children scattered throughout the house. There were a couple of photos around the 
room and some lace anti-macassar's on the back of the sofas. 
Charlotte didn't disclose very much about herself and her life prior to arriving in the UK. 
Apart from being in her early to mid 30s, having two children and her parents passing 
away, it seems that Charlotte came from a relatively affluent background as she talked 
about her home with 'many rooms' and servants that used to help her out with childcare 
and cooking. Since being in the UK Charlotte has been a regular church goer and has just 
started an English and ICT course at the local college which she said kept her busy for 
most of the week. 
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When speaking in English Charlotte appeared a calm and quietly spoken person 
however, once jinan began the interview in French she seemed to become more 
aggressive and powerful in her conversational style. Not only did she ask more questions 
about my research and my interest in her, once the interview began her descriptions of 
events were highlighted by emotion, breaking down in tears at a number of points. 
Ali 
Ali is a 70 year old Iranian man living in a flat near a local main centre. Taking cultural 
advice from Mary I brought some biscuits and cakes purchased from a local garage as 
gifts for his hospitality (this is a common practice in Iran and when visiting other peoples 
homes). After presenting Ali with the gifts Mary explained who we were (Ali was in fact 
expecting us and had rushed home from an appointment with his solicitor in order to 
meet us) and we were invited inside. Ali showed us into his living room, which was 
practically empty apart from a sofa, a dining chair and a small coffee table. I followed 
Mary's lead in cultural appropriateness and as she made a move to remove her shoes so 
did I. Ali stopped us from removing our shoes Mary checked whether he does his 
prayers in the room and Ali told us that he was not Muslim. 
Ali was a quite tall, powerfully built man with grey receding hair who worked sprightly 
but with a small stoop. Dressed in a short-slceve taupe coloured shirt tucked into his 
faun Farah trousers he worc baby blue women's back-Icss slippers. Mary later 
commented on the significance on these slippers as being an indication of how depressed 
Ali must feel. Mary went on to say that Iranians are very proud people that would 
otherwise be ashamed of wearing second-hand clothes never mind second-hand 
women's attire. Although a physically jolly man he spent much of the interview looking 
at his feet and wringing his hands seemingly finding it difficult to talk about his life in 
Iran. 
Some years back in Iran Ali had owned a nightclub during the regime of the Shah but 
after the revolution when the present regime came to power this lifestyle and occupation 
had particular consequences for Ali. As the nightclub he owned sold alcohol and with the 
new regime criminalising the sale of alcohol in public places anyone discovered to have 
been involved in its sale during and before the new regime became liable to be punished. 
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The authorities discovered Ali's previous occupation and he was, as a result, imprisoned 
and tortured for over seven or eight years (he did not remember the exact time). He told 
us that his wife, who had found it difficult to cope on her own, died while he was in 
prison (this was a subject that Ali visibly found difficult to talk about and did not expand 
upon). Abuse and torture had been common in the prisons of this time, and used 
particularly with people like Ali who supported the Shah's way of life. 
Ali entered the UK in the summer of 2004 close to midnight through Heathrow airport 
with a fake passport. The journey from Iran had taken him about six weeks and he had 
passed through China and then Malaysia before arriving in London. He stayed for about 
four weeks in China before a passport could be found for him and then about two weeks 
in Malaysia before being given the all clear by the agent to travel onto London. He 
presented himself to the immigration officers and immediately asked for asylum. Ali was 
processed by the immigration officers who asked a number of questions about his arrival. 
A more detailed interview had to be undertaken the next day, he was told that normally 
individuals would be detained in the inunigration offices until the next day however, 
because of his age Ali was given 'papers' that allowed him entry for 10 hours after which 
he had to report back to the immigration office. Ali went and got himself a taxi and, 
found a hotel for himself for the night and returned the next day for his interview. After 
the interview the immigration officials sent him away from London to stay in a hostel 
where he stayed for ten days and shared a room with three other men. After ten days Ali 
was taken to more permanent accommodation (his present accommodation) for the 
duration of his asylum claim. Ali goes to the local church three times a week and goes to 
the Sunday service with a number of other Iranians. 
Although most of our meeting was performed in Farsi and at times translated into 
English, Ali's ability to speak English was very good. He told me that he had leamt 1-dS 
English while he worked in Iran many years ago as he met many people that spoke 
English in his nightclub and found it useful to learn English to deal with the many 
different people that came in the club. 
Ali has one daughter that is married to an Iranian man and they live together in Japan 
where they have worked and lived for six years. His daughter works in a drycleaners there 
and her husband works in a pharmacy. 
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Sarah 
This appointment was arranged like a number of others through a support worker that 
worked for one of the local authority asylum teams. We, Maude and I, arrived at the flat 
at the agreed time to be met by Sarah on her way out. She told us that she had only been 
told about our appointment that morning and needed to go out to the local shops to get 
some things. We arranged to come back within a couple of hours which gave her some 
time to return. Having nowhere to go for a couple of hours we drove Sarah to the shops 
and Maude and I went to have a coffee. 
Sarah was in her mid 20s, from Zimbabwe and had small child. Sarah arrived in the UK 
in early 2001 to join her husband who had already arrived before her. Upon her arrival 
she found out that her husband was in a detention centre in London. Only after finding 
her husband being detained by the Home Office did she come to learn that the reason 
for travelling to the UK had been to seek asylum. Sarah told us that their initial plan in 
moving from Zimbabwe was to go and seek employment in the US. However, after 
failing to obtain the visa to get to the US she and her husband travelled to the UK Sarah 
became her husbands dependent on his asylum application. Sarah and her husband have 
moved around the UK a number of times during their stay here to Eve near members of 
their family. Sarah for the most part of her time in the UK has worked in various jobs 
including a position in the Post Office and as a caterer in an airport. 
Sarah and her husband has since separated and Sarah has had to employ a separate 
solicitor in order to make an asylum claim in her own right. However, after consulting 
her solicitor Sarah found out that her husband had never put Sarah on his claim as a 
dependant. Sarah then had no legal proof that she had been in the country and had to 
submit a new asylum claim in her own right and apply for NASS support in her own 
name. This meant that she did not have pcrn-Lission to work and in accepting support she 
had to be dispersed away from where she was already living, first to a hostel and then to 
this accommodation. 
Abbas 
The interview with Abbas proved to be the longest interview of all those that I 
performed for the research with the entire duration lasting just over 2 1/2 hours. Mary 
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conducted the vast proportion of the interview in Farsi. Abbas is an Iranian man around 
40 years old that had been in the country for nearly 2 years. At the time of interview he 
lived in a house on a local authority housing estate with his wife and their teenage son. 
When we arrived for the interview there was no one home. Uz, who had originally 
helped me set up the interview, phoned Abbas who said he had thought we had meant to 
come the previous week but forgotten about it. When reassured it was this week he said 
he would come home as he was not far away at the local shops. Abbas arrived a few 
moments later very apologetic and immediately invited us inside. Again I had been 
following Ijz's Iranian cultural teachings and I had brought some biscuits and I took my 
shoes off before entering his house. Abbas made us some snacks and some drinks and 
we sat down to talk about the research. Abbas was a very expressive storyteller utilising 
his hands to emphasis his point and had as much energy in relaying his account at the 
end of the interview as he did from the beginning. 
Abbas arrived in the UK alone by lorry (although he shared the lorry space with many 
other people) near London and immediately made his way towards London, walking for 
the most part. Having arrived in London he found an Iranian shop the owners who 
directed him to a predominantly Iranian area of London. Once there he was taken in for 
a couple of nights by some people who wanted to help him. These people told him of a 
solicitor that they knew of and he made an appointment to explain his situation to the 
solicitor. The solicitor made an appointment on his behalf for him to go and present 
himself to the immigration authorities in Croyden. After a brief interview he returned to 
where he was staying from which he moved the next day to stay with a friend he knew 
from Iran. This friend had received permission to stay in the UK and was at this time 
staying in a hostel in the London area. Abbas stayed with him in his room without 
permission from the manager of the hostel. After a number of days staying with his 
friend Abbas returned to Croyden with on a prearranged appointment and with the help 
of his friend explained to the immigration officials that Abbas was homeless. Abbas was 
directed to hostel accommodation for one night from which he was transferred to 
another hostel in another part of London. Abbas stayed in this hostel for a number of 
weeks he received a negative decision on his asylum claim whilst there and soon after he 
was dispersed away from the London area. Abbas was accommodated in another hostel 
for a number of months before being joined by his wife and son and obtaining their 
current accommodation. Having recently moved solicitors from the original London 
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company Abbas was struggling to find another solicitor that was willing to take on his 
asylum case. On the day of the interview with Liz and I he had just paid a solicitor a large 
amount of money to take on his case. I have heard that about 6 months after our 
interview the whole family received fWI refugee status and indefinite leave to remain in 
the UK. 
Hussein 
The decision to enquire about Hussein's participation in this research project was led 
initially by the presence of Jinan as an Arabic speaker. Because of the political climate 
and increasing Islarnaphobia at the time I fclt that it would be particularly interesting to 
gain participation by someone from this particular culture and language group. 
Hussein and his family lived in a semi-detached house on a local authority housing estate. 
It was a very wet day and the grassy area which runs alongside the pavement indicated 
that motorbikes had been used recently just outside his home and damaged the grass. 
Hussein had been expecting us and quickly greeted and welcomed us inside. He took us 
into the living room to meet his wife and four children who greeted us. As with some of 
the other interviews I had conducted for this research I became immediately aware of my 
lack of cultural knowledge. This was immediately evident when I went to greet Hussein 
and his wife by shaking their hands. I shook Hussein's and went to shake his wife's only 
for her to move away from me. Upon realisation of my error Hussein explained to me 
that their rehgious and cultural obedience prevented her from shaking anyone's hand. 
Both Hussein and his wife said they were not offended by my action and we all sat down. 
Hussein was somewhere in his late thirties and had arrived into the UK into one of the 
London airports earlier in 2004. Upon arrival at the airport they were detained for a 
number of days (as they had arrived late on a Friday night and the necessary office did 
not re-open until Monday) until they could be processed as asylum seekers. After the 
immigration office had completed their paperwork and taken the families fingerprints 
they were taken to a large hotel and accommodated there for between three and four 
weeks. From here Hussein and his family were then dispersed to their present 
accommodation where the interview took place. 
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Hussein was a powerfully built man with excellent English language skills and during the 
interview he was quite prone to making'jokes about his experiences both in his home 
country and around his experiences of claiming asylum. During the interview all the 
family, apart from the school age children, were present. Hussein sat with his wife the 
entire time who did not contribute to the interview as Hussein told me her English skills 
were not very good. Hussein had learned his English language skills in his home country 
where he had served in the army. Although happy to participate in the interview Hussein 
was nervous at first about the recording. After going over his rights as a participant he 
felt more comfortable about the recording but apologised in advance in case he had to 
withdraw from the interview. He told me that he was very careful not to endanger his 
asylum application in any way. Although jinan was present at the interview, the interview 
Hussein seemed reluctant to speak in Arabic and the interview was conducted entirely in 
English. 
Summary 
It is hoped that this chapter has been able to explore some of the issues and tensions 
involved in adopting a narrative approach to data generation. It has been noted that 
adopting a methodological framework built upon the recording of narratives requires a 
reconceptualisation of many research issues. In particular is the understanding of the role 
- 
that the researcher plays in the interview situation as they become the 'listener' to the 
accounts constructed by the storytelling participant. Throughout this chapter I have 
attempted to present an account of the research process which took place in this 
complex data generating phase. In doing so I hope I have been successful in exploring 
some of the unique considerations when undertaking research with asylum seeker 
populations. Such notions of trust punctuate the research relationship with such 
individuals (Hynes, 2003) and I attempted to present how I became committed to 
building a degree of rapport in order to counter feelings of mistrust. I have also 
attempted to integrate into my methodological approach the important consideration of 
undertaking research with the assistance of bi-lingual support. From an epistemological 
position that values the role that dialogue plays in the co-creation of identities within the 
interview setting, the role of translation and language support must be considered a 
crucial factor. 
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Chapter Seven 
Exploring the narration of asylum: life in 
Britain's 'communities' 
Overview 
This chapter and the next are concerned with exploring the narrative accounts of fife 
during dispersal, generated with those seeking asylum dispersed to the Region. This 
chapter, in a similar vein to chapter five, serves two distinct functions. Firstly, I outline 
the analytical strategy employed to explore the accounts of asylum seekers. Here I 
present a rationale for, and a description of, the procedure of analysis I employed in 
studying these rich and detailed experiential accounts. Secondly, this chapter aims to 
present an analysis and interpretation of the accounts generated with the asylum 
applicants in the narrative interviews. This relates, to both the fourth research objective 
'to explore howpeople making a claimfor aylum narrate their lives durin t and the fifth g dispersa 
research objective 'to explore how dispersal impacts upon idendýy and belongine. Within this I 
wish to present the narrative strategies that asylum applicants used to endow their 
experiences in the UK with meaning with specific focus paid to: 
exploring how asylum applicants understood, experienced and made sense of their 
initial experiences of the asylum process and their dispersal to the Region, 
exploring the stories that are told in recalling their experiences particularly those 
around their relationship with other members of 'society' and various 'communities', 
and 
- 
exploring the way in which their 'day to day' experiences arc given meaning. 
The analysis that follows aims to present an interpretation of how asylum seekers 
understand the unique 'role' which they have taken in UK society. In particular I wish to 
explore the ways in which 'arriving', not only in the UK but in the asylum system, is 
narrated, how the experience of the dispersal system is narrated, and explore the way in 
which asylum seekers make sense of their 'everyday' interactions. The analysis presented 
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in the next chapter will further explore how asylum applicants engage in the dialogical 
construction of their lives during exile and if and how they negotiate the push-pull forces 
between time, place and emotions which DcSands (2001) argues are manifest in the exile 
experience. 
Adopting an analytical strategy for the analysis of 
asylum seeker accounts 
In contrast to the earlier interviews with support service workers it was always the 
intention that this phase of the research would generate stories and that these stones 
would be analysed in accordance with the research aim and objectives. Once again I 
returned to a consideration of the kind of analysis that could be applied to these 
narratives. Because of the issues around language and the steps taken in translation this 
inevitably had particular consequences for linguistic devices such as pauses, false starts, 
and stuttering which are often seen as important components for 'structural' narrative 
analysis (Mishler, 1986; Riessman, 1993). For much of the time these were either altered 
" 
or deleted during the process of translation and transcription, a problem inherent in 
working with language translation. This coupled with the cultural 'influence' (see chapter 
three) upon the formation of structure and performance of narratives (Michaels, 19 91;, 
Minami and McCabe, 1991; Invernizzi and Abouzeid, 1995) meant that the 
appropriateness of applying a formal structural analysis to these accounts became 
- 
increasingly questionable. From the experience of analysing the support service worker 
accounts I found the analytical strategy utilised there to be a flexible tool allowing me to 
embrace the diversity of the accounts, whilst adhering to specific analytic objectives. As 
,a 
result, I continued with analysis of these narrative accounts utilising a 'narrative thematic' 
approach (Riessman, 2004) underpinned by the concept of 'storied landscap s' 
(Clandinin and Connelly, 2000) as outlined in chapter five. 
Analytical strategy 
Due to the specific issues of enquiry in the asylum applicant accounts the analytical 
strategy was manipulated in order to fulfil the research objectives. As such the method of 
analysis for the asylum seeker accounts followed the strategy outlined below' 
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1. Reading of transcripts and familiarisation of topics and content 
2. Re-reading of transcripts and a familiarisation of 'narrative tone' (McAdams, 1993) of 
each account 
3. Re-reading of transcripts 
- 
taking notes, highlighting and identifying pertinent 
segments/discourse 
4. Identification of how 'asylum' is naffated in each account 
5. Identification of how 'dispersal' is narrated in each account 
- 
paying particular 
attention in turn to stories involving 'community', 'identity' and 'belonging'. 
6. Analysis of possible contradictions and tensions within each account. 
7. Exploration of these contradictions, tensions and similarities across asylum seeker 
accounts. 
Once again it was important that this analysis was 'case centred' rather than 'category 
centred' (Riessman, 2004) where each interview was seen as a separate case study which 
allowed for the emergence of both similarities and differences both within and across 
accounts. During initial contact with the transcriptions, some of which I was 'listening' to 
for the first time because of their generation in other languages, immediate focus was 
drawn towards the kinds of topics and themes that permeated these narratives. However, 
out of a more prolonged engagement with these texts I became increasingly interested in 
exploring 'when' stories were called for and the points in the narration where stories were 
provided. By this I mean that many times during the interviews stories appeared when 
individuals attempted to make the unknown known or discuss their interactions or 
encounters with what they perceived as 'difference'. I draw these notions particularly 
from Frank (1995) as he describes how experiencing illness calls for stories to make sense 
of personal lives, 
'Serious illness is a loss of the 'destination and map' that had previously guided 
the ill person's fife: ill people have to learn to 'think differently'. They learn by 
hearing themselves tell their stories, absorbing others' reactions, and 
experiencing their stories being shared' (p. 1). 
It is of course not my intention to pathologise the asylum seeker experience but instead 
to draw parallels with the experience of illness, conceived of as a loss of 'destination and 
map', with the uncertainties and change that emerge as a result of not only the asylum 
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seeker experience but many other migratory experiences. I would like to draw attention 
to the realisation that stories were particularly predominant in the accounts by asylum 
applicants at times when they attempted to describe the subsequent negotiation between 
familiar places, familiar times and familiar 'traditions' with the 'unfamiliar' or indeed 
'unexpected'. This is in line with the work of Eastmond (1996) who argues that the 
experience of exile, in the accounts of refugees, highlight the problematic and often 
central categories of time and place. In trying to resolve apparent incongruity Eastmond 
(1996) saw that refugees used stories as an attempt to organise their experiences of 'here' 
and 'there', 'now` and 'then'. 
As a result, throughout this analysis there was a constant attempt to explore both 
Hermans and Kempen's (1998) concept of 'mixing and moving' and Bakhtin's notion of 
'dialogism' (Bakhtin, 1981). In this way I could explore how the accounts of the asylum 
system or dispersal resulted in the narration of multiplicity and movement through time, 
place and discourse. Moreover I searched for ways in which asylum seekers made 
meaning out of their interaction with the 'system' or 'process' of seeking asylum, their 
interaction with 'communities' and interpretation of their role within 'society' and how, 
and if, these were assimilated into their psychological understanding. In addition, I 
sought to explore if asylum seekers appeared to internalise the official stories of seeking 
asylum as discussed in chapters one and five. 
In rccognising the 'co-construction' of these accounts, by both the bilingual interviewers 
and myself and the context within which these were produced (Daiutc, 2004), 1 engaged 
with both the reflections of the bilingual interviewers on the interviews and my field 
notes. Following the guidelines of Edwards (1998) and Temple (2002) 1 conducted 
interviews with the bilingual interviewers who had worked on the research project with 
me. These interviews surrounded their general reflections of their experience of the 
project, thoughts about the topic and reflections on the performance and content of the 
interviews. I also approached the bilingual interviewers for conunents on some of the 
initial analysis I had undertaken on the asylum seeker accounts in order to explore their 
perspective upon my interpretations. This was not intended to be a 'truth checking' 
exercise, rather this served as a strategy where I could generate reflexive narratives from 
the bilingual interviewers about a particular feature of the accounts. Due to constraints 
upon space in this thesis the narrative accounts of the bilingual interviewers will not be 
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presented separately, rather my analysis implicitly contains reflections upon the narratives 
of asylum seekers by both myself and the bilingual interviewers. 
Each of these interviews can be seen as a complete and distinct personal narrative with 
each narrative account containing many stories of experiences of what being an 'asylum 
seeker' has been like. These narratives, and their numerous stories, were of course 
diverse, not only in content but in their performance and function. For instance; some 
began their narrative with a re-tclling of their journey to the UK others began with the 
events following their physical arrival. Some appear to want to express a particular fecling 
such as 'loss' or 'hope' and finked their narrative thematically, others spoke in 'fact' and 
'coherence', narrative functions demanded by the immigration process for their 'story' to 
be seen as 'legitimate' and 'true' (Blommaert, 1999), where events were storied 
chronologically. In addition, the way in which narrators positioned themselves and other 
social actors in their stories of inter-personal and inter-organisational interaction were 
rich in their diversity. 
Narrative accounts of 'arriving' in the asylum system 
Following on from the preamble which I read, used in order to get people focused upon 
the research project, it was interesting to explore the diversity in how the participants 
decided upon starting their narrative. It became increasingly clear that the experiences of 
arriving in the UK and claiming asylum were just as diverse as many other aspects of the 
asylum experience. I was aware before the fieldwork began, from my previous work and 
reading in the area, that there was no 'one' uniform way of entering the asylum and 
NASS system however, these accounts appeared to support this notion showing the 
diverse routes used in becoming an 'asylum seeker'. The methods of entering the asylum 
system ranged from those who took the 'familiar' route of arriving at a port and claiming 
asylum and support, to those for whom the asylum 'route' was a very immediate means 
of survival. Maryarn for instance, began her account of her experience of asylum by 
recalling the journey she had made from Iran to get to the UK Almost half of this 
interview was filled by this fascinating journey, where she encountered the Mafia, 
experienced sexual advances from other migrants she was travelling with and the 
consequence of her presence in Istanbul during the bombing of the British consulate and 
the HSBC bank headquarters. Abbas, on the other hand, began his narrative by recalling 
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the events that led up to his entry into the asylum system and his access to NASS 
support. Eshe spoke to me about how entering the asylum system helped her access 
some financial support for herself and her new baby after being diagnosed with HIV. 
Sarah narrated the events around her marriage break-up and how she was then required 
to make an application in her own right. Other people tended to begin their narratives by 
recalling their experiences of the airports into which they entered and their subsequent 
interactions with the immigration authorities and NASS. 
In attempting to understand what living in the UK as an asylum applicant is like' it 
became increasingly interesting to read the accounts of these initial experiences of arrival 
how these initial events, people and interactions were understood and interpreted by 
asylum applicants. 
The way in which people are 'processed' at immigration control is often thought of as 
quite 'clinical' and 'faceless'. Immigration officers process the 'numbers' of people 
seeking asylum, who in turn passively go through the process. However, it became clear 
that these initial experiences of arriving are laced with meaning for the individual asylum 
applicant. It was particularly striking in the way in which people narrated the assumptions 
held about Britain and their anticipations about what it would be like, and the way in 
which people narrated 'actual' events and interactions, particularly with the immigration 
authorities, experienced at the time of arrival. 
Imagining Britain 
For many of those I spoke to arrival at immigration control, or arrival in Britain from 
whatever transport people arrived in, was the first 'physical' encounter they had had of 
'England"'. I emphasise the word 'physical' here because there was some evidence that 
many of the people I spoke to had some prior 'knowledge' or idea about what 'England. 
was. For instance, Maryam tells us that she had some idea of what England was like from 
watching films illegally in Iran. From watching these films Maryam talks about her 
_y 
The ruks'. This was perception that 'it was a veg quietplace' but that '[Elglisbpeople] Ate b 
111 use the word England here as this is the term used by the asylum applicants to describe what I would 
otherwise call Britain or the United Kingdom (UK). 
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, 
something that permeated most of Maryam's narrative as she discussed how happy she 
was to be in a place that treated people equally and fairly, 
Maryam: The law tirats evegbody equall, y in England, even if someone is weallb y 
and can pqy more mony he mill be trrated The same as evegone ise. Tbelawiswhat 
counts and not what aperson has or who aperson is' 
Similarly, Maryam commented about my research protocols in gaining her informed 
consent for participating in the research project and described to Mary how she really 
appreciated that people in this country respected her rights as an individual. Although 
'unsaid' in the interview, the narration of England as rule abiding and fair can be seen to 
juxtapose her experience of rules and law in Iran, her country of origin, as being unable 
to offer the same kind of assurances and security for her life. Similarly, Hussein describes 
his ideas of what 'England' was like before he came, 'as an educated man I had a concept that 
. 
pitable aitb manners andgood virtues. Furthermore, Eshe talks about the En 
, 
glish. people were hos 
when her brother used to phone her in Zimbabwe to talk he would tell her, 'it was a nice 
per here and that it isjustgood to be here. It must be accepted that place' and that Wings are cbea 
such narration of 'England' could be seen as the asylum applicants responding to the 
context in which these narratives were called for where being positive towards 'England' 
is the polite thing to do in front of their English listener(s). Ali consistently narrates a 
positive identity of the UK throughout his narrative, for instance when talking about his 
experience of getting a ticket at a train station he talks about how this was his, 'first 
glilrhpeopl?. Here Ali narrates his experience of receiving experience of the courtey of the En 
help to purchase a ticket from a fellow passenger and a police officer, once he completes 
this story he finishes with the coda This was m yfirst e4edence ofhumani romjvx of i peo ple' 
On the other hand however, it could be argued here that 'England' was narrated 
positively as it had become an 'imagined community' (Anderson, 1993) by those I spoke 
to. Such perspectives on what the UK represented had been obtained from the media, 
books and people and these perceptions can be seen as a way in which they reaffirm to 
themselves the reasons why they have come to the UK The narration of the UK as fair 
and equal could be said to create a degree of 'hope' for those who have lodged asylum 
applications trusting that their application will be dealt the same equality and fairness. 
Imagining the country in this way appeared to be one way in which new arrivals could 
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copc with what Brown (2004) suggests is the 'alien and formidable' (p. 97) 
conceptualisation evoked by entering a new country. 
Arriving in the UK: encounters with immigration authorities 
Once they had arrived in this 'imagined' country many people spoke of their realisation 
that they did not know what to do when confronted with immigration procedure. This is 
in contrast to the experiences of 'irregular migrants' in the Jordan and Ddvell (2002) 
study who had significant anticipation about the immigration process and had well 
rehearsed 'stories' that would be recounted in order to ease their entry. In the present 
study some of the people had travelled before, some had never before left their 
countries, in all cases however, people either did not know what to expect, or 
experienced events which were contrary to their expectations. For some people these 
initial events and experiences influenced the experience of the rest of the asylum system. 
For some their experience of the interaction with the immigration officers and, 
procedures unsettled them creating a kind of anxiety that underpins their narrative tone. 
For others there was a kind of acceptance of these procedures and compliance with the 
subsequent asylum system that permeates other stories of encounters with authorities 
related to the system. For instance, when I asked Diwa about what he knew about the 
asylum 'process' before he left Zimbabwe he told me, 7 didn't knom anything about this 
gstem the only thing I tboiýgbt is that re is 
_you 
if you can tell them thatjou arr seeking aglum the 
nothing 1bygonna askjou again' He therefore becomes surprised and overwhelmed when' 
he becomes subject to intense questioning from the immigration authorities upon 
- 
his 
arrival, 
_fzce 
there at the airport. So I told them the Diwa: 'I met thepeoplefrom the Home 0 
Y 1, em? 
,g me the quesdons wh 
did I eat, ho e situation I was in and then thy started askin 
Whathappenedto we athome? Allsorts ofquestions. ' 
Phil: 'How log did that takejou? Did you claim aglum to thefirstpersonyou met 
or? ' II 
Diwa: 'Yahjab I claimed aglum at thefirstperson I met I hadjast came there in 
Heatbrow and then it took me about erm because I was fberr at quaderpast tWo In 
the afternoon and then we finisbed at ten o'clock afternoon. So and Ifoxind it Mas 
dtywu Itfo r me. ' 
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Phil: 'In wbat wq 
. 
ys was it dilicull? ' 
Diwa: 'Tbe ques, 6ons My werr asking I didn't thougbt of them I didn't know thy 
werr, going to ask me all those quesdons. 
Phil: 'Ahi 
, 
ght what kind of questions did fhg ask then? ' 
Diwa: 'Ah Ihg were askiýg me all erm why did I leave home? Wlljat happened Iberr 
at home? What do I expect them to do mejor me berr? Evegzbiýg, &ke that. ' 
There was a certain degree of anxiety caused by this initial experience which seems to 
continue for Diwa each time he has contact with the immigration authorities. Similarly, 
although Rasoul. talked about his work for an Iranian company that required him to 
travel to many countries across the world, he too experienced a certain degree of 
uncertainty as he has to try to explain how and why he has entered the country to the 
authorities, 
Rasoul: Vlhen_you traeb to the airportfor tbefirst d#je, 
_you 
don't know wbat to do 
because it's not the kind of experience thatjou've bad beforr. So I don't know Wbat to 
. 
ficer I said, Ibis is my pm blem, I'M, I do. Wbat I did was I went to tIje immi, ýradon o 
don't bave any pasport, anjtbin& just lookingfor a safe Place. Then Mg gave me Ibe 
foms and those kind of stuff and at tbefirst nigbt 1bg sent me to a bosfeZ ' 
From further engagement with these two accounts there appears to be a subtle difference 
in the way that Diwa and Rasoul narrate their first encounters with the authorities. On 
the one hand Diwa places great emphasis on the experience of being questioned, whereas 
Rasoul encapsulates this experience with Wg gave me lbeforms and Those kind of sluff. For 
Diwa it is the unexpected questioning that he recalls as dominating this particular 
experience of arriving in theUK. Similarly, later in the interview Diwa. again tells me how 
he has returned to the Immigration Office a few weeks before my meeting with him and 
again was asked 'lots ofquesdon? which he saw as being 'dijikule. The notion of being asked 
questions is striking for Diwa who is surprised that the authorities may be suspicious of 
him or not trust his intentions. Similarly, Charlotte becomes quite emotional during her 
account when she talks about her experiences with the immigration officials upon 
entering the country, 
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Charlotte: 'it's stressful wbenjou come to ask for refiAge 'ýVaybe we don't believe 
_you, _you tell your stog, we reject that, we don't bekeve-you, we takeyoufor a beggar" 
(stads to eg and leaves the room intertiew is suqýended)' 
Charlotte like Diwa interprets her exchanges and encounters with the immigration 
authorities as upsetting as she feels under suspicion and mistrusted. Charlotte becomes 
quite upset recounting her experiences and interprets such questioning as a way in which 
the immigration officers, narrated as 'powerful others', question her morality and 
intentions of being in Britain. Placed within this less powerful position the questions 
directed at Charlotte from the immigration officers are seen to directly question her 
moral self and position. There is an indication that Charlotte becomes aware that she has 
entered and is occupying a particular moral space that identifies her as the 'threat', the 
'beggar', and the 'liar'. This is in contrast to how she imagined or anticipated what would 
happen to her upon entry as she goes on to talk about how this 'disappointed' her, 
Charlotte: 'My say fbatjou're cbea, 6n we doubt ef t09m g, your na ionali , so it ives e 
pain, I was disappointed actually, wben you e4ress wbatjou are, it's diflewlt, Tbg 
said we doubtjour nadonalio. You re g tbatyou 
- 
you wen Avel, 
.p sent evegtbiý can and 
7 
injour countg and thenjou come andface stories Ake Mat, it makes, it makes a lot 
ofpain, it makesPain' 
The 'pain' that Charlotte describes can be seen as a product of both the frustration that is 
caused by not being seen as 'legitimate' and 'honest' with the possible repercussions and 
uncertainty that not 'proving' this legitimacy has for the future for Charlotte and her 
children. 
It appears however, from the narrative accounts that most of the people I spoke to about 
their experiences of claiming asylum were surprised that they were treated well by the 
authorities they had come into contact with. It seems that the experience of officialdom 
is inextricably linked to their experiences in their home countries which is in turn linked 
to physical abuse and persecution. This was particularly the case with Ali and MarYam. - 
Ali talked about how he felt upon entering the airport, 
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Ali: 'Because I entered using a fake passport and I did not bave a passport I 
immediate# reported to an immigradon q 
. 
ficer and said I am Iranian and I am 
claiming aylum. He asked me wben I had anived in the U. K and I said 3 or 4 
. 
minutes ago. 
P 
Mary: 'How did youfeel? ' 
Ali: 'Veg erm because I lbou 
, 
gbt be migbtfeel badl y towards me and I migbtpossibly 
be imprisoned, I bad beard tbirfrom olberpeople but it was not so be trrated me veg 
welZ ' 
Upon discussing Ali's interview with Mary, she suggested that the presence of us (two 
British citizens) and the thought of his uncertain future n-ýight have generated an account 
that was not entirely 'honest'. 
Mary: T mean to me he'sjust an old man whos had to Rp sticks and kave his 
countg at that qge and he isjast so grateful to be here that I think, after a timeyou 
mibt have got a more honest account. But now be's toograteful to be here. ' 
Phil: 'Soyou're sort of saying that his account wasn'tparticularly honest? ' 
Mary: Wo I don't think it was dishonest be'sjust so damngratefuZ He's walking 
amund in second-band clothes, which is something in Iran be would never admit to 
ever. He isjust so gratfil to be here. English eo le are wonderfuZ But I would say 
.pb 
after anotheryear, kt's say begets his dedsion to remain, be's then comfortable, be can 
gin to see bow Eqland really is. ' relax, he can then bý 
Mary appears to understand the influence that having an uncertain future can have not 
only in the way that the narrative is told but also on the experiences that the individual is 
able to draw upon. However, what this reflection upon Ali's interview also suggests is 
that Mary takes the position that there is a 'real' England out there that Ali will get to 
know upon receipt of a positive decision on his claim. This perhaps may say more about 
her experience and narration of England than that of the participants'. Mary's narration 
of England and its associated people and systems appeared, in my interview with her, to 
be underpinned by the idea that England, although politically free, oppressed and 
constrained individual and social fife, particularly to those people from other countries. 
Ibc way in which Mary conducted the interviews appeared to be directed by the 'belief' 
of trying to get beyond this 'sugar-coated'narradon of England by Ali. 
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However, Maryarn presents a similar level of surprise . to Ali when she encountered the 
police officers who found her and her travelling companions in the trailer of a lorry in 
the NEdlands a few hours after entering the country. She talks about how the police 
helped her down from the lorry and describes them as being 'veg coudeou? towards her 
and talks about them talking to her 'in afriendly, manne? asking her if there was anything 
she needed. Once at the police station she describes her recollection of being admitted. 
Maryam: 'Wle waited there [at the roadside] and thepolice came and took us in 
their vehicle. Thy told us to take off our coats andput them in the back of the car 
mitb our bags. Thy took us to the detendon centre. At The centre our belonginss were 
searched one by one and we were carefull, 
., 
y searched 
Mary: 'How did that makeyoujeel? ' 
Maryam: 'I wanted them to, I was ha 
. 
pp MP y about it. I was i ressed that thY. Paid 
attention, jou know? It'sgood that a countgpays atten, 6on to such things. When 
tby pay attention, well in time we ixill be #ting here and Ig searching other new 
ar7ivals tby are proteefin g our safqty. Thy check that thy are healthy, it's veg 
important. No, I didn't mind, it even made me laugh because I had brought my 
p ititb me and thy werr lisfing evegthijg one by one, it even made Them laugh, make-u 
yae on it. Veg courteous, veg annery, thy 1by. put it all in a bag and wrote mnmxI 
didn't insult me or offend me. ' 
Upon the analysis of Maryam's experience of being taken to a police station and searched 
I was drawn to the unquestioning, even welcoming, way that Maryam narrates these 
events. As a reflective analyst I immediately saw this as an action that embodies the 
suspicion and reaffirms the 'threat' that asylum seekers are seen to pose as Maryarn is 
searched and confined within a police cell. All the people I spoke to offered similar, 
seemingly unquestioning and accepting, ways in responding to being fingerprinted and 
allocated identification cards. For instance, during Hussein's experience of claiming 
asylum at Heathrow airport he talks about how he and his family were required to wait 
overnight in order for fingerprinting and photographs to be taken. 
Hussein: 'we Pere s ffice, and thy 
. 
pending the night, outside of the immigration 0 
issued us, fingerprinted and eh given the idendo cards and stuff Ake that Wle weir 
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there one daj, and a haff almost in there because one da y, I'll tell you how I'm one dqy 
and a hqý, ' one daj on ar7ival we were ke pt, d1l, overnight because it was a bit about 
printin and these details, 1bg had to almost late and there was no like, staffforfinger g 
leave usJor the second day, so we had to s end the night on the chair in the detention p 
centre, in The in the aiport, inside the airport. ' 
Phil: 'OK' 
Hussein: 'to the second day afternoon, we we were photograbbed, fingerprinted, and 
eb like we werejust almost ready, to go but because again it was Ave, we had to spend 
the ni, ýbt in the terminal 1. ' 
I noted how evident it was that Hussein did not appear to question why the immigration 
officials might be taking their fingerprints and photographs. Instead, Hussein was 
increasingly angry about having to sleep on the chairs in the inimýgration section of the 
airport with his family. Both Hussein and Maryarn appear to resist the notion that these 
procedures are ways in which they themselves, as 'asylum seekers', are constructed as a 
'threat' which is 'controlled' by such procedures. Maryam, when narrating her experience 
of being searched in the police station comments upon the value of such procedures in 
order to keep people safe, including her, from possible threats. It appears that the notion 
that these procedures arc somehow a personal insult about Maryam's validity as an 
asylum seeker is resisted and instead this is transformed to reinforce Maryam's notion 
that Britain is a fair and equal place where people follow the rules and are safe as a 
consequence. What is also interesting about Maryam's account above is the way in which 
she accepts the behaviour as further evidence that Britain is a fair and secure place to 
y searrbing o/ er ne live. Maryam however says, 'well in 6me we jdll be living bere and b tj w anivals 
My arrproteedig our xafe_O', perhaps this is indicative of Maryam's interpretation of her 
gposition' within Britain. As an 'asylum seeker' there is some suggestion that she is not 
counted as 'living berr' somehow as an 'asylum seeker' her accommodation in Britain is 
not seen as 'living here'. What emerges from the use of this discourse is that the 
temporary status of the asylum system places the way in which Maryam understands 
'home' or belonging in a position of limbo or uncertainty until a positive decision has 
been reached on her asylum application. 
There is perhaps some support here for the notion that 'asylum seekers' have assimilated 
the idea and the discourse of 'transgression', that they are seen as morally questionable or 
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iUegal and expect to be treated as such. This idea is most striking and obvious in Rasoul's 
account of his experience of entry, 
Rasoul: At theport of entg, it's normal butjomre embarrassed becauseJou're 
unwanted anyway because ofproblems at the same timeyou're lookingfor a safeplare. ' 
Phil: How do_you mean tbat, 
_youfeel that you're unmanted? 
' 
Rasoul: Yeabjoufeel, not youfeeljou are not, 
_you are not wanted 
here becausejou 
. 
port, or anjtbing, sojou'fr unwanted and are comig b yjour own, mithout alypass 
tbenjou reacb to the aiýportjor tbefirst fimejou don't know what to do because it's 
not the kind of experience thatyou've bad before. ' 
However, when they do not experience their anticipated result of the 'official' or 
'authoritative' discourse of asylum they appear, like Maryam, to be pleasantly surprised by 
their reception. 
Hussein like Maryarn also appears to be able to accommodate many of the requirements 
of the asylum and NASS system as he accepts the process and the system, 
Hussein: 'it's a gstem, I have, I don't bold agrudge or anytbingpersonal gainst 
personal, because there was like, it's notpersonal direaed to me I know it's the 
-Ystem' 
During the interview Hussein discusses how he is able to accept and comply with 
whatever process the Government implements in accommodating asylum seekers, 
Hussein: 'I'm being realistic, ifthe Govemment decides toput me in, I don't know 
yI wouldn't have aproblem. Wbatever the UK Sibetia, if it was a UK colon 
Government deddes, because it's their rikbt, ibeirgiven riýbt jom came to The UK, 
-You 
have to abide by their regulations 
... 
however, when Iget status I'm notgonna stay in 
Siberiajorgood ojou know what I mean? ' 
This does not mean that Hussein enjoys, or is comfortable within the asylum system as 
there appears to be a certain amount of tension between the implementation Of the 
asylum system and the needs of Hussein and his family. However, it seems that this 
compliance with acceptance of the asylum system is only given on a temporary basis- 
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, 
whilst a decision is pending on their asylum application. During this time Hussein talks 
about how he feels restricted in terms of his options for physical movement and 
restricted in terms of life choices, 
Hussein: 'It's a bitfmstratiq and annging but then again of coursejou're gonna 
eventually bave a case nitb the Home Ofice andyou, if ucky gonna end u 
. 
you're 
mitbjour case accepted Onceyouget statusJou'll bavejour own cboice a ai 
.Yua gnocn 
move qgain, befree. 
It appears from this account that Hussein detects the controlling aspect of the asylum 
system in both a physical sense and a sense in which people are free to control their own 
lives. Thus, as discussed in chapter five, by controlling the movements and decisions of 
asylum applicants they are placed in a less powerful role which, to some extent, is 
recognised by those seeking asylum. It becomes important therefore, to explore how 
their experience of dispersal during their asylum claim is narrated by them and to explore 
how people manage, if at all, to negotiate their less powerful role. 
Narrative accounts of the experiences of dispersal 
Once people had been rccognised as 'asylum seekers' they were brought closer to the 
associated processes inherent in the asylum system, particularly dispersal, which form 
their NASS support. As covered in chapter one asylum seekers, once this support is 
accessed, are dispersed to the various regions throughout Britain to accommodation 
provided by local authorities and private landlords. In this next section of the chapter I 
would like to explore what dispersal means to the asylum seeker, what experiences they 
have had during dispersal and look at the implications for how these experiences are 
narrated and how they 'fit' with their 'story'. In particular, I would like to draw upon their 
first impressions of dispersal, their interactions with the local area and people, their 
continuing interpretation of the asylum system and associated authorities and to explore 
the way in which their 'day to day' experiences are given meaning. 
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Narrating 'first' impressions: 'how would I survive this 
placeT 
The way in which first experiences of the NASS dispersal system were narrated varied 
greatly in the accounts. However, there was a pattern running across some of the 
accounts of narrating the support that they were entered into as actually creating its own 
set of problems for the asylum applicant. As previously discussed, the NASS suppo rt 
system was implemented with the aim of assisting people to be able to live and wait in 
the UK whilst their asylum application is considered by the Home Office. Policies of 
dispersal to remote and/or mono-cultural communities meant that many asylum 
applicants worried about their ability to live successfiffly in these areas. Although many 
people had English as a first language they appeared concerned about the differences that 
they perceived between themselves and members of the communities. For Diwa this 
meant differences in terms of ethnicity and race and also having a shared understanding 
and empathy with his immigration status. Diwa a young and sociable Zimbabwean man, 
who had lived for a short time in a hostel with other African men before his 
accommodation was ready, was dispersed to accommodation a particularly long way away 
from the nearest town. After the long drive from the hostel I asked him what he thought 
about when he saw where he was living, Diwa replied, 
Diwa: ýb Ijust tbought how would I su"*' thisplace? It was sofar and I wanted 
to be mitb tboseguys, tboseguys that I had been with' 
Phil: Teab? '
y alone I was scalrd Diwa: 7 didn't want to be alone and it mas m yfirst Jime to sta 
and evegthing' 
Entering new and 'different' communities has been seen to cause anxiety and increased 
stress for many people, particularly those from ethnic minority groups, when settling in a, 
new area (MacKay and Glackin, 2002; Wells and Hoikkala, 2004). However, as can be 
seen by Diwa's account the experience of anxiety and settling in new communities is 
compounded by the lack of choice or agency in his allocadon of housing. If left to 
choose Diwa told me he would live closer to the town as this was somewhere that was 
'noby which was something that helped Diwa cope with his experience of asylum by' 
providing him with a welcome distraction from his problems, 
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Phil: 'What is it about the town centre tbatjou Ake? ' 
Diwa: Tbe town centre is noig I like aplace where there is noise (laughin g) wbilst in 
this place it's too quiet, it's so quiet, when I am in town centre ven if I was staying 
alone there is nothing to wor7y about because I mill bejust walking around, but here I
won't walk around and The onlypeople here, there air no, I haven't seen a black 
person here, so Ifeelso lonely' 
It appears from the analysis of Diwa's account that the provision of his accommodation, 
a part of his support, was in actual fact something that he interpreted as quite threatening 
requiring a certain survival strategy in order to succeed at living in such a place. The need 
for Diwa to be around people he can identify with pervades his narration of his 
experience of the area in which he lives. A very similar experience was narrated by Fiona 
who like Diwa, prior to being provided with her accommodation, was accommodated in 
a hostel where she met similar women with small children. She describes the network she 
formed with these women whilst staying at this hostel as being 'like afamiy. Fiona lived 
in the hostel for ten days before being moved to the accommodation and recalls her 
experience of this new place. 
y again to come, to be on Fiona: Vlhen I came here it was like I'm leaving myJamil, 
my own, it was totally, different because when I came in I sladed to notice that itr only 
me in This area. I don't see shops, it's total isolation. I was believing that maybe I 
would be in a place where their would be some other people or there would be some 
other mothers or some other women around' 
Indeed when Fiona was moved into her accommodation although there was other people 
around the area, they were predominantly male. Having taken flight from South Africa as 
a result of the action of men towards her, the presence of a male majority 'scaird' her, and 
she describes her experience of this initial dispersal as 'total isolation' from other women 
and/or other mothers. 
Strategies for 'surviving' dispersal 
In resolving these initial feelings of isolation, which permeated many of the accounts, I 
expected to see some indication that the asylum applicants perceived their experience of 
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exile as some kind of journey or quest, as seen in other refugee narratives, as they 
progress towards a point of resolution and coherence. As Skultans (1998) claims, 
'Narratives of exile and extreme physical hardship where an individual is literally alone 
bring moral and literary references and structures to bear on the interpretation of 
hardship and suffering. They see themselves as going along a path that others have 
trodden before them' (p. 130). However, what emerged in its place was something subtler 
and much less linear than the imagery evoked by the journey or quest. For the asylum 
seeker held in 'limbo' during the decision-making process of their asylum claim it became 
increasingly difficult to find support for the notion that asylum seekers were telling a 
story punctuated by the trails of a quest to explain their journey of exile. Instead, their 
narratives were replete with strategies that they adopted to 'fill their time' or make them 
feel more 'normal' and escape the isolation created by their 'limbo'. As Rasoul describes, '' 
Phil: What's life like at the moment? ' 
jou know it's, to be honest it's not a life because it's a kind 0 Rasoul: Well 9f 
waid, j gý I`mjust waidq. I'm not doin anjtbhýý exce tjor the colkge to kill the 
,gP 
dme. Because whenjou go to the college, Ijust sit there and watch peo le. t least I
,PA 
can learn the method of teaching. How do thy teach and tby know normally thy 
don't care about me in the class, nobody cares. Ijust watch people and somefimes I 
can't he45 it butfor me it'sJust a wa y to kill the fime. '
Some of the strategies used by people appeared to be things that they had tried in order 
to make the experience of exile more 'bearable' such as attending church, meeting friends 
or attending college, like Rasoul. What emerged was that the people I spoke to could be 
increasingly seen to be 'living in the moment' unable to plan for a future because of the 
uncertainty brought about by their immigration status. Hermans and Kempen (1998) talk 
about the way in which uncertainty is a constant component of each society in a 
globalising world and suggest that research needs to explore how people deal with living 
with such uncertainty. The 'uncertainty' experienced by the asylum seeker, is increasingly 
augmented by the position of 'limbo' and 'suspension' within which they arc required to 
live. Asylum seekers cannot be seen to avoid this uncertainty or even attempt to supplant, 
it with some kind of stability and development of certain futures. What appeared to 
emerge from the analysis of these accounts is that asylum applicants appeared to cope 
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with the increasing uncertainty by living in the moment coping with an impoverishment 
of time and certainty. Fiona reflects upon how the asylum system makes her feel, 
Fiona: 'wbenjou are in the immigration ystemjoujeeltbatyo# are aprisoner, em, 
wbicb is makingyou to be scared, not even to, to be scared even ifpo&e canjust come 
in, if tbg'tr lookingfor someone elsejoujustfeel scared becausejou, I don't know 
how to e4lain it. ' 
Even though in principle the asylum system is designed to protect people the same 
system can also be seen as creating a level of insecurity and uncertainty for those that 
have lodged asylum claims. Here Fiona describes how she feels insecure about whether 
the 'police' will come for her. I will explore the dialogical tension between security and 
insecurity in more detail in the next chapter. What I would like to do now is to explore 
how asylum applicants reflect upon their time in exile, in particular I want to further 
explore the ways in which meaning is made of their day-to-day experiences, how they 
spend their time, and how they resolve possible tensions. 
Reflecting upon life in exile 
In order to generate stories about their lives in exile during the interviews, I asked people 
to try and describe a typical day in their life. I was trying to explore the kind of 'routine' 
that people may have, the social networks they belong to and the activities they pursue 
during their day. However, although people did eventual. ly go on to talk about possible 
friends they see, their attendance at church or coUege, childcare responsibilities or other 
pursuits such as reading, listening to music or cooking, this was often not their initial 
response to this question. Rather than a description of the various activities people are 
engaged with, what emerged from the analysis is that people often described their daily 
routine as consisting of 'nothingness' lacking in 'meaning' or 'purpose' as Abbas 
describes to Mary and me, 
y injoar life like, what dojou do? ' Mary: What is one da 
y days don't have ag meanin& not my days or mg ni, ýhts. We are not Abbas: W 
ourselves; do_you know what I mean? We can't make dedsionsfor ourselves. We're 
like robots' 
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Life as 'nothing' 
The lack of mastery or agency in his life brought about by his immigration status appears, 
to Abbas, to have fundamentally changed his sense of 'self'. The 'self he has to perform 
in his fife as an asylum applicant is somehow not his own. He represents this self as being 
like a 'robot' where others make decisions on his behalf, thus feeling to some extent 
controlled. It is perhaps interesting to pause for a moment and to reflect upon the 
arguments that underpin theories of mobility within a globalising world which according 
to Jordan and Mvell. (2002) have transformed people into 'autonomous moral agents, 
making choices that steer their lives' (p. 17). Arguably Abbas saw himself as such an 
cautonomous moral agent'when deciding to flee to Britain in search of asylum. However, 
once in Britain Abbas interprets the asylum system as removing his autonomy creating a 
reliance and 'unwelcome' dependency upon the state. It could be argued that this creates 
a certain amount of tension between these two notions of autonomy and dependency. 
Similarly, the absence of purposeful activity and autonomy in her days means that 
Maryam fills most of her time cooking and preparing the meals for her family, 
Mary: 'E41ain wbat one da y injour life in Egland isAke? '
Maryam: 'In wbat wa y? ' 
Mary: Whatdoyomdo dwingtbe day? ' 
Maryam: 'Notbig, I haven't had an to do since IartiW t. ony n ythiij 
, 
be 11 tbig I do 
is cookfood, our own kind offood, I don't, 6ke tbefood here. Ijust can'tget used to 
tbefood here. ' 
When asked what Maryam does during the day she responds with 'nothing' but spends 
the day cooking in order to overcome the differences in diet between Britain and Iran. 
Although Maryarn would have spent a large proportion of her day in Iran cooking and 
preparing meals she also told me that she used to go and see her friends and family, go to 
the local gym and go shopping. Becoming an asylum applicant in Britain has restricted 
the ability of Maryam to either perform these activities or achieve a sense of enjoyment 
from doing them. Similarly, in order to fill his time Rasoul has taken advantage of the 
facilities at the local college and attends the college, simulating office hours, to improve 
his English language abilities, read and use the Internet. 
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Rasoul: 'From 9o clock to 3o clock I'm in the college, after tbatfor 2 hours I'm in 
the Abrag somedmes I get to see friends and we have a ceee in berr and talk other 
than That notbhý from now, nothing because I believe as long as I'm not vorkin& I 
have to waste the time in a wa y, this is mi way. But uilb English I can still im ve. 
. 
PM 
Lots of thiqs to learn. 
It appears from Rasoul's account above that the reason he is spending the day in college, 
'wasting time', is because of the restriction on his ability to work. It appeared, as I 
continued with the analysis that people seemed to feel a lack of mastery or agency over 
their lives that was maintained by both their financial situation and their inability to work. 
Being restricted from working was perceived as having to submit to a kind of 
'unwelcome' dependency on the state. The notion of receiving 'benefits' and not 
'contributing' was reacted against quite emotionally in a number of the accounts. For 
instance, Abbas described how receiving financial and accommodation support from 
NASS made him feel like a 'býSga?. 
Abbas: 'ourpower bas been takenfmm us. Why sbouldn't Ipqy tax, wIg sbould I 
live in a bome owned by NASS, "h ?I would like to live legall, y andpg m y tax, I 
would like the air that I breatbe to belong to m. I don't want to be like a beggar 
showing my card eveg two weeks to receive mony. (emphasis indicates raised 
voice) 
From this account it is striking how Abbas sees that his 'power' as an autonomous being 
has been taken away from him by the restrictions on work and the contribution he can 
make to the country. This is not to say that Abbas is not grateful for the support system 
he is entered into but reacts against the way in which this support system constructs him 
as a powerless individual unable to contribute to his country of exile. In his account the 
use of T, 'me' and 'my' could be seen as Abbas's attempt to reclaim and assert his 'moral 
sclP, focussing upon the intrinsic value of work. 
The removal of power, that appears to result from the restriction upon working, is 
something that greatly punctuates Sarah's account of her exile experience too. Sarah 
came from a wealthy family in the suburbs of Harare and was training to be a chartered 
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account before leaving Zimbabwe to join her husband who was, unknown to her at the 
time, seeking asylum. Once she had joined her husband Sarah began working in a 
number of places. She worked in the Post Office and later on in the catering department 
of an airport. It was only after the relationship with her husband had dissolved and she 
had to submit an asylum application in her own right than she was told of the restrictions 
that were in place upon asylum applicants being allowed to work. Whilst she was working 
she was managing to create a good income and live quite comfortably and it appears that 
much of the person she identified herself as was in relation to her employment 
aspirations which matched those of 'successful' friends. The restriction upon working 
was something that Sarah talked about as being very 'embarrassing, as she was no longer 
able to match the aspirations of her friends. 
Sarah: T think the most embarrassiq thing is Ake when jou go to the Post OJI-ce 
andgive them That card to sa jou want some mongyou don't even mvrkjor y That jou 
know, its = emýq_rrassine, (eging Maude offers tissue)-6qu_sL-it 
-was 
like you bad to to do even some commg? LLt y coZjou wo ed4or that mong its 
better for like you feel so mueb like a &arit case (still Cgin U g)(emphasis indicates 
raised voice) 
Sarah continues to describe what it is like when she goes to the post office to 'ask for' the 
money from NASS, 
Sarah: The xa y people look at 
_Yom as welljou feel so different. It shows like 
evegbody can see it cause when Ijust went to the Post Ofice, I tg ýy all means when 
thy I make Iprefer to go to Ibefar counter wherepeople can't see mejou know so if I 
am called at The counter where people are queuing then thy askjor we Ijust give those 
my cardjou know and ive them y card cause that's the ost e barr si g thingfor 
.gmm as 
me I can't stand it at all and when I take that mony I put it in The wal t quickI le 
-Y 
and you know close cause Ifeel like I am stealiq mong_you know its notAke its not 
y mong I am)mst taking somebody else's mony andputfing it in my wallet it's the m 
worstfeeling ever. Cause myfriend was 1, wasJust talking to myfiiend who I worked 
with in Wa#ord You know I am on benefits and all that its even like ab at kastjou 
know tbat-YOu workedfor thepast Ixojears it's more Yke_you are getjingyour tax 
back. you know I am so so but still itjust makes mejeel bad still cause Ifeel that even 
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when I paid is it. The erson who is supposed to be etfing bentriz; is somebo, # o der 
.PgI 
than we in this countg etting menial he45you see now in Zimbabwe we pa es b y tax mt 
its not evegbody who gets er those bene6tryou see now' 
Phil: ýeab' 
Sarah: 'it's moreAkeyou are beoing thosepeople who can notfendfor themselvesyou 
see now like old eo le, disabledpeo le,o hanspeo le like tbatyou see now so ifyou pppr Pp 
believe so much in heoing tbosepeople andjoufind fbatyom arr veg ablejou're not 
an oldperson, you are not disabled, you are not an orphan its more Ake jou are 
robbingpeople's mony itsjust not right, itsjust not riýbt, I don't like it at all' 
The experience of NASS support for Sarah is dominated by the culturally located images 
that receiving such support conjures up for her. She sees herself as categorised as 'unable 
to fend for herself someone who needs financial support in order to live. It emerges 
from the way in which she stories herself that she reacts against such a narration and 
positions herself as a powerful individual able and willing to work for her own living. She 
describes the stigma attached to being a healthy, able woman receiving benefits and the 
pressure she feels from those around her in hiding her actions within the post office 
from them. However, it appears that she not only hides the receipt of benefits from 
other customers in the post office she also hides the financial support from her friends 
and family. The notion that being an asylum applicant is linked to a loss of mastery over 
daily lives and 'planned' future is particularly noticeable when Sarah is asked to describe a 
'typical day' in her life, 
pical dy injour kf Maude: 'Ifjou were to describe a 0, ae what would it be Ake? ' 
Sarah: 'Breakfast, 7T/, lunch, 7T/, put her to bed [ber daughter], TV, go to bed 
and if the TV is boringjust looking at the walls (laughs). You know it's Akejou 
spend most of The time daydreamiq ýf only XV life was Ibis ýf only my life was ibatjou 
know cause this age I am in I am like at this age I cause in The morning I can look 
out of the mindow therrjou can see some people my age Iby wear nice suits 1bg carg 
nice bags nice shoes thg are going to workjou know and I amjust seated in the house 
and Ake ab 6(onjI cause I hadplansfor my life as well (begins to eg) I could be 
vorkiig 
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Sarah begins her narrative by describing the actions she goes through in caring for her 
daughter however, she then begins to draw comparisons with people she observes going 
to work in the morning. Although it could be argued that Sarah's familial role is 
compounded by recently becoming a lone parent it seems as if it is her immigration 
status which is perceived as restricting her from being able to continue with her 'plans' 
for the future. These 'plans' can be seen to revolve around employment and work. 
Charlotte appears, to a certain extent, to manage the loss of employment by substituting 
her 'employed' role with that of childcare which, in her country of origin, was taken care 
of by staff she employed to look after her house and children. 
Charlotte: '... as I haven'tjetgot the occu n99, pation, it's, somefimes it's a  in 
y to say nothing to becauseyou have nothing to sarw (notefromjinan 
- 
common wa 
do), but after the vacation I commit maybe nitb the colkge, I take the children to 
school, then Igo straight to college, and lastyear I hadAitle 6me, I hadjust 2 hours, 
ma ybe also the afternoon I took one hour or one hour and a half of covuter, then it's 
about 3 o'clock, then I have to come quickl y, topick up the childirnget them home, 
_you see 
it's almost, Ifeel a little bit buy then, I come, Iproarefoodfor them, I take 
care of them a bit, we sit down a kak we watch a Attle 7T/ ive talk a Attle the time 
comesjou slee and I sle as ell, if I can. The child don't connect rrall', b the 
.P0 M) rw y 'ý* 
vacation fimejou don't workyou do notbiligyou don't have the means Mgybe to take 
the children out, go dsit, take them to arfidties, different ones, yom see? You Ile in the 
house herr, LLs difficult, it's strrsy'ul evenyom can't do anythig. 
The narration of the times when the children are at school is punctuated by purpose and 
direction as she uses this time to attend college and to meet her. children's needs. 
However, at the weekends or during the holidays Charlotte and her children appear to be 
restricted by their financial situation arising out of not working. It therefore appeared 
from these accounts that the perception that life becomes 'nothing' was exacerbated by 
the restrictions upon peoples ability to work. What appeared to emerge from these 
accounts was that when 'nothing' punctuated their days the people I spoke to found 
difficulty in laying claim to a 'moral self' as people continued to feel 'embarrassed" 
'unwanted' and 'kss tban'. Upon reflection of their current 'moral position' the people I 
spoke to seemed to be able to anticipate a way of re-establishing a moral self' that 
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increasingly related to their access to the labour market. It seems as if many of the asylum 
applicants tended to find meaning and a moral identity from aspiring to gain employment 
and continue with their professional occupations and/or contributing their skills and 
abilities in some employed way in their country of exile. Such a position appears 
consistent with the work of Jordan and Dilvell (2002; 2003) who argue that the 
overarching strategy for gaining a 'moral self', in countries like the United Kingdom, is to 
access and belong to the labour market and to gain economic independency. 
The role of work: creating meaning and maintaining coherence 
It emerged from the analysis that the role of work in the lives of asylum applicants was 
fundamental to the way in which 'working' provided their fives with meaning and 
purpose NcAdams, 1993). The role of work was seen, as some of the accounts have 
already indicated, to be one way in which people can assert their 'moral self' within the 
country of exile. That is to say, instead of being perceived as 'beggars' or 'charity cases' 
the people I spoke to longed to 'pay their way' through the asylum system. As Sarah 
asserts, she would rather do 'community work' than do nothing and receive bencfits as 
she indicated an understanding of the dominance of the discourse of 'scroungcr' and 
'burden' and that this had become internalised. This lends support to the Home Office 
initiative that provides opportunities for asylum seekers to give something back to the 
communities in which they live (Home Office, 2004b) 
The level of financial support is another reason why people long to work in order to 
improve their living conditions. The restrictions on working seemed to generate 
incredulous responses from the people I spoke to and quite often during a number of the 
y do thy not let us miork?, as it seemed interviews I found myself being asked 'wh that no one 
had explained the reasoning to them. I found myself, in these instances, trying to explain 
the decision making process that had been outlined by the Government, regarding 
removing the right to work, in terms of the wide perception that allowing asylum seekers 
to work leads to 'economic migration' and 'bogus' asylum claims. 
Many people talked to me about how difficult they found living in exile and 'surviving' 
on the NASS support benefits. Diwa for example, who felt very isolated living in the area 
where his accommodation was situated, spent the majority of his money on bus and train 
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fares, in order to leave the place. To be able to do this as much as he 'needed' to, he 
wanted to work, 
Diwa: Y tbink it's d&ficult to be aylum seeker' 
Phil: 'In wbat wa y is it?, 
Diwa: Tab the may wben it's like evegthing is gonna be di hn 
. 
ficult because we 
-you 
are aglum seekeryou air not allowed to workjou not allowed there are some of the 
tbingsyou would be wanting to do them butyou won't be allowed to do tbem' 
Phil: 'Ake? ' 
Diwa: ýah like even workin gyou know those things like because the only thing here 
we need mony because the mong Yhg offer usyab it'sjust that it's not enough no it's 
not enougbfor us soyou have to be morkiýg but thg don't allow to mork' 
Furthermore, apart from the obvious financial advantage of working, over receiving 
NASS benefits, it appeared that work served an additional function of maintaining some 
kind of 'coherence' between their lives in their countries of origin and their lives in the 
country of exile. After the fragmentation caused by their migration to a new country, and 
the fragmentation caused by the multiple 'border crossings' that such a migration has, 
there appeared to be a desire to resolve such fragmentation and produce a level of 
coherence. The skiUs which they had obtained and practised in their home countries can 
be seen to be one way in which people tried to 'bridge' the differences that they 
perceived emerging as a result of their migration. Kirmayer (2003) discusses the 
psychological problems that can result from the inability to satisfy the need to bridge the 
two worlds that the refugee lives in. For example Abbas spoke to me about the company 
he used to have in Iran how he employed thirty men as carpenters and how he longs to 
work and use his skiUs in Britain, 
Abbas: 'This is something that tmubles me; I don't know what to do. You know this 
is something that ki&you. In summertime I would have fhir? ý workers. My c&enis 
weir doctors and engineers, people who had qualifications. I made beamsfor houses, 
ladders, 
- 
these were nothingfor me, nothingfor me. I am prepared to work for anyone 
here who is in this Ope of husiness. 
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Here Abbas uses his account to identify the kind of 'standing' he had in his profession in 
Iran by drawing upon the professions of the people who employed him to do work for 
them. In doing so Abbas creates an identity which demonstrates his skills and the quality 
of his work to me the listener. He narrates the way in which possessing these skills 'kills 
him' because he cannot use them, because of the work restrictions, in order to improve 
the standard of living for his family. Abbas goes on to tell me that he has learned that 
people of this profession are needed in Britain and tells me 'I want to uvrk, to keo, but I 
canY. Here again we can see notions of the 'moral obligation' that some applicants feel 
acting upon their role within society as they react against the discourse that constructs 
them as 'burdens' and 'scroungers'. Abbas also constructs a powerful identity by 
narrating the notoriety that the standard of his work brought in Iran, 
Abbas: 7 did some workjor a Doctor in Iran. When someone asked him wl)o did 
his woodwork he answered, Abbas., 1bg asked 'which Abbas, Abbas (surname)' 
Y knew be morkedforyou two or lbrre times, I've heard his name bat I haven't seen 
him, who is be? What is be like? Apparrnfly, he's made a rr putationfor binvseý*Ild 
like toget to know him. That's what I uvuld like to do here but 11)g1re blocking me. ' 
Similarly, Rasoul talks about how he sees the asylum system he is a part of restricting his 
ability to work. He tells me how he has been approached to work as an interpreter by a 
number of different organisations, 
Rasoul: 'Eipedally, in this situadon that I am now, I sbouldn'tget into any trvuble 
and I don't want to. But the bad thing is that tbegovernment doesn't let us work and 
I don't want to be in the black market. Therr's lots ofpeople here, Iby need Pg he45, 
,yI cannot work, but ri, ýbt now I work wi? b GPs here, voluntari/ 
. 
fidall, dýffervnt but q 
doctors and, but it'sJust voluntarily because I don't have the work'Perwit.. I think 
, 
ýbt that evegbody has, espedally, j0here is a need. For me there is a great work is a ri. 
need I went to the Refugee Coundl Mg said come and work here if You want, I said I 
ple work in the f ee Cou 1, don't have a work permit and their, lots qfpeo Re ag nd 
different doctors in (local area), tbg have told me that if, when 
_you get-Your work 
permit, just let us know, because we need somebody to translate, intetprrt, well qwvt 
now I don't have a work permit, so I have to waitfor it. I have to go to The court and 
em have to see what happens. ' 
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Here Rasoul is able to position himself in his narrative as a law abiding person that has 
shunned the 'easier option' of improving his income levels and lifestyle by refusing offers 
to work on the 'black market' and informal economy. His narrative can be seen to serve 
the function of creating an 'honest' identity for Rasoul and one which describes him as 
selflessly 'helping' those who ask for his assistance. 
'Out of place': thinking about belonging 
Apart from employment as serving a valuable purpose of 'bridging' the lived worlds of 
asylum applicants and maintaining a level of consistency and coherence between these 
worlds, employment can also be seen as one way in which asylum applicants can attempt 
to belong to their country of exile. Being able to 'help' and being able to 'contribute' 
through work can be seen as one way in which asylum applicants strive to belong to their 
country of exile. As a result of the restriction upon working and the increased 'suspended 
adaptation' that asylum seekers are required to live within I began to explore the accounts 
for ways in which asylum applicants resisted this authoritative discourse of separation by 
creating links with others. What I would like to do here is to explore the importance that 
asylum applicants, in their accounts, have attributed to building and maintaining links and 
relationships during their exile experience. I would also like to explore the ways in which 
such relationships are made and maintained, and explore the kinds of relationships or 
social networks that asylum applicants belong to. I take the metaphor of out of place' 
from Edward Said's autobiography of his life describing his experience as a Palestinian- 
Egypdan-Chrisdan-Arab-American (Said, 1999). In his autobiography Said takes the 
reader through the complexities of being an immigrant living with and within multiple 
countries and histories where people describes feelings of being simultaneously 
assimilated, integrated, separated and marginaliscd. 
For many of the people I spoke to the removal of familiar people, networks, roles and 
responsibilities seemed to engender a need to narrate some kind of 'search' for an 
'identity'. Many of these people were from close communities and/or close families, 
some had particular professions as we have seen, some had particular ambitions for their 
career and life. The physical move away from what was familiar and central to their life- 
stories can be seen to initiate a kind of re-evaluation of who they were. People therefore, 
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became forced to extend their biography to include the various pressures and influences 
acting upon their lives that often included new characters, new events and a future 
which, although uncertain, remains anticipated. 
Firstly, I would like to return to exploring the 'initial' feelings of 'isolation' that were 
particularly evident in both the accounts by Diwa and Fiona. Both of them had made 
friends quite quickly at the hostels where they had stayed and both had been dispersed 
from these hostels to locations that were a long way from local town ccntrcs. During the 
interviews this experience had brought forward a narration of their time in dispersal as 
one of isolation and loss, as a result in order to 'survive' the dispersal experience they had 
certain strategies that they had seemed to use. Diwa for example remained in contact 
with those people he met at the hostel and saw them as much as he could. Although an 
En lish speaker Diwa was from a region of Zimbabwe where a language called Ndebele 
is spoken, a less common language in Zimbabwe than Shona. The friends that Diwa met 
during his stay at the hostel all spoke Ndebele, and although Diwa met other people, 
including other Africans, his time was mostly spent with those who could speak this 
common language. I asked him about his preference for speaking Ndebele over English, 
Phil: 'DojOu choose to xPeak Ndebele thenjou don't. 95eak English at all uithyar 
fiiends? ' 
Diwa: No no we don't s 
. 
peak Englisb' 
Phil: 'You don'W 
Diwa: Oecause wben we speak Ndebele wefeel like zve air at bome, 
_vah 
it makes us 
feel at bome' 
Fiona also talked about how using her own language made her feel as though she is at 
'home', 
ge? ' Phil: Arejou able to speak to anyone in this counig inyour own langua 
Fiona: Erm, the onesfrvm Zimbabwe, that is like our language' 
Phil: 'Oh ok, so wbatr it like wbenjoa talk to tbem? ' 
Fiona: 'It'sgoodjou know. You air able to talk, to underslandjoufielAkeJoultv 
at bome. Because it's likeyoultr speakingyour languqge andjustfiels as ifjou'rr at 
bome' 
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I became very interested in the way in which Diwa and Fiona described their concept of 
home and belonging as being narrated as something that transcends physical barriers and 
becomes a linguistic place. Although for Diwa 'home' is a real physical place back in 
Zimbabwe where he used to see his friends and go fishing, it appeared that he was able 
to use his memories from his 'home' to generate feelings of belonging with his friends. 
Right at the end of the interview with Diwa I returned to these ideas of home, 
Phil: Voyoufeeýyou beloq bere? ' 
Diwa: No I don'tfeelAke' 
Phil: 'OK' 
Maude: Wlheredojoucallhome? ' 
y mhen I am ikith myfriendsjou Diwa: The onlY,. Place I call home is when I am onI 
know. Yeah because Ifeel like I am home because we idd be cookingfoodfrom home, 
. 
peaking our language 
. 
playing musicfrom home evegthing like that, ya even we itill be s; 
. 
peaking my laquage' it's so nice s 
It appears therefore that the loss of 'home' for Diwa is both a significant and problematic 
component of his exile experience. Diwa however, is able to transcend the physical 
barriers that block his return to 'home' and imagine his home recreated during his time in 
exile. As Threadgold (2003) asserts, 
'Me meaning of 'home' is never unproblematic in the diasporic experience and 
the struggle for the meaning of 'home' is intimately connected to embodiment 
and identity. Home is rarely a 'place' in fact, but a series of memories and 
imaginings about 'the way the places we think we have left have shaped us' 
(Ang-Lygate, 1996, p. 379)' (p. 595) 
After the interview Maude and I spoke about the interesting way in which Diwa talked 
about his perceptions of 'home' and I asked her what she thought about the way in 
which Diwa talked about home. Maude was not as surprised as I with his narration of 
home as she told me that many refugees attempt to recreate the feelings of home and 
transcend the physical barriers preventing them going home. She told me that such 
behaviour was in response to the way in which, for a refugee, home is inaccessible and 
too painful a place to long for. For Rasoul 'home' too was a problematic concept to 
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narrate. Similar to Threadgold's (2003) assertion 'home' for Rasoul, although initially 
embodied by Iran, was as his narration of 'home' continued inextricably linked to 
memories, images and people that he had known throughout his fife, 
Rasoul: Y'm not a British jet and I'm not sure if I will be or not, so now That 
jou're, jou're talking to me about home, mj brain goes to Iran. And the other thing is 
that I'm alone here, if mybejou talk to somebody who's married here and talk about 
home, 1bg aill think about where thy live, butfor me, now home is Iran at the 
moment. But it de pends on the dedsion. Y thg give me positive dedsion and if the 
situation in my countg is the same as it WasJor me, so I havent' changed it, I will Ig 
to chaqe it, but if tbg sqy no, so I don't think there's any reason to chan ge it, there is 
nothiq. Because Iran is not a home and here is not home, I don't know what irgoh% 
to happen. ' 
Phil: 'Dojoufeel likeyou need somewhere to call home? ' 
Rasoul: To call home? Yeah. For we home right now means it's other lbanjust 
name of Iran, it's myfamýly, itsmy memories, it's our house, it's wberejou'vegrvwn, 
it meansiourfriends, it means lots of IbingsJor me now and em it's only like 5 month 
yfrom them, so right now homefor me is lotallyý, different, it means evegfhiq I'm awa 
for me and if the government in Iran changes right now and Mg telljou, riýht now 
tbg say that the government changes, we have the same situation we had before the 
revoludon 30jears ago, Ipmmire 80% 90% of Iranians uillgo back home because 
thg have evegibiq there. ' 
Although I attempted to pursue notions of 'home' with many of those I spoke to rarely 
was 'home' seen to be any place but the accommodation they lived within at the time of 
interview. 
Fiona on the other hand, took a different route to belonging whilst in dispersal as an 
asylum applicant. None of the people I spoke to appeared to narrate their experience of 
dispersal as dominated by social isolation as much as Fiona. Although feeling isolated 
physically, as she was accommodated in an area far away from other asylum seekers and 
the asylum support team headquarters, these feelings were further compounded by being 
pregnant on arrival to the country and then a new mother shortly after her arrival in the 
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accommodation. Here she reflects upon her ideas about what dispersal would be like and 
her experience when she had arrived in the accommodation, 
Fiona: Decause when I was dispensed to this area, I didn't know that I was taken to 
tbisplacefar like this because wben nnV jou are in the induaio cetr tby are talking to 
jou (unclear) 1by askyou wbicb kind ofplace, mqybe tby are tellingyou tbatyou are 
going to be staying in an area wbere tbere's ome otherpeo w ple Akeyou, bieb is wben I 
was dis pensed, I came to this bouse, I was about to de&er a bab y, on M_y own, myfirst 
baby, I never had a bab m fi wsn ?y before, I had to ake a re, hicb iI ever did that before, 
so it was, I was going through a bad dme. 
Here Fiona talks about how her experience of being dispersed (or dispensed as Fiona 
calls it) to the area she now lives was a surprise, indicating that she felt mislead by the 
authorities as they asked what kind of place she would like. Fiona talks about how many 
of things that she had to do when she arrived, she was doing for the first time, as her 
extended family would normally help her, and these things were filrther complicated for 
her as she had a new baby. Fiona describes how she tried complaining about this 
situation to her asylum support team, 
Fiona: T talked to someone I even wrote some letters to the manager of the support 
team I tried to make a change. Tbgpromised that thy would change the housefor me, 
tbgpromised I waited U unfil I started to go to church in town, I sla ed to t sto 
.PdT 
IV 
myfaitb againpray, evegtbing's alright now I'mfine and if thy don't change me I An 
fine now. ' 
As a result of the isolation she felt in the 'community' in which she had been 
accommodated, together with the inaction she perceived on behalf of the asylum support 
team Fiona began to attend the local church and 'restore' her faith. The narrative tone of 
Fiona's account morphed at this point to highlight how isolated and alone she was upon 
arrival in the country and dispersal to her accommodation but now after 'restoring' her 
faith has become stronger. It seems that as a result of the dislocation she experienced by 
her dispersal Fiona turned to the church and her faith for comfort. As can be seen in the 
above quote Fiona asserts that although she has been isolated and disappointed as a 
result of restoring her faith she feels 'fine' thus able to 'survive' her dispersal experience. 
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After the isolation within the area in which she lived Fiona appeared to gravitate towards 
the church which can be seen to serve as a faith community bringing others with similar 
beliefs together. From attending the church and 'restoring' her faith within the 
community of the church Fiona can be seen to have derived strength from her exile 
experiences. 
The next chapter deals more specifically with some of the dilemmas, tensions and 
contradictions found in the accounts of asylum seekers in relation to their experience of 
'belonging'. However, it is interesting to highlight the experience of asylum in relation to 
Said's (1999) account of being 'out of place'. According to Bhatia (2002) Said's (1999) 
memoir can be seen as a reflection of different acculturation strategies he has deployed in 
different cultural milieus. Similarly, in the accounts of asylum generated in this research 
the people I spoke to also appeared to attempt to develop ways in which they could deal 
with their feelings of 'out of placedness'. For instance, for Diwa, Fiona and Rasoul 
belonging appeared to be linked to the ability to communicate in a familiar language 
associated with 'home', recollection of memories, people and places and images of 
'home'. Punctuating Said's (1999) narrative there appears to be a significant amount of 
mixing and moving between and within the cultures of which he is a part. It could be 
argued however, that to some extent Said (1999) is privileged over the asylum seeker. For 
Said (1999) during his exile in the United States has been able to enter the labour market, 
become a pron-dnent academic and acquire the social, financial and cultural capital to join 
a number of 'communities' ultimately constructing and flexing his dialogical identity. The 
asylum seeker on the other hand, has not yet been given the power to join similar 
'communities' and is constrained, by the authoritative and official discourses of asylum, 
to live a monological identity until they are accepted as deserving refugees by the country 
of asylum. However, although attempts appear to be made in policy to constrain 
'integration' and dialogicality in dealing with the dispersal process asylum seekers 
emerged as social actors pursuing strategies to deal with their 'marginalisation', 
'separation' and 'out of placedness'. In particular, a number of the people I spoke to 
tended to talk about how they had been able, during their time in dispersal, to form 
relationships and social networks in a variety of settings. Such relationships and social 
networks tended to be narrated with reference to their formation and development 
within faith-based backdrops and collective religious mobilisations. 
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Finding, joining and belonging: 'communities' 
Faith and religion featured heavily in many of the accounts of asylum applicants. In these 
accounts the way that faith was operationalised had many nuances from attending church 
as a way of 'kiffing time', attending church to gain strength and pray for the future, and 
attending church to meet other people and improve their social networks. Many of those 
I spoke to 'restored' their faith or attended church for either one or all of these reasons. I 
realise that I am referring to 'church' here because out of the ten people I spoke to seven 
of these were Christians who attended church to varying degrees. The remaining three; 
Maryam, Abbas and Hussein were Muslim but did not talk about their faith or religious 
practices in the interviews. This is perhaps interesting in performative terms as the failure 
to narrate notions of faith may indicate a level of non-narratability of their Islamic faith 
to a White British interviewer, or alternatively be a sign of the current 'Islamaphobic' 
t=es. 
Before I discuss in more detail how these faith communities were narrated it became 
interesting in the analysis to explore how asylum applicants saw their 'place' in the 
ccommunities' in which they lived. Many of the people I spoke to did not consider 
themselves a part of the community in which they lived, although no one had had 
particularly bad or abusive experiences in these areas many appeared unsuccessful in their 
attempts to build meaningful social links. Sarah, a particularly sociable person, narrates 
the attempts she has made to make friends as being quite unproductive, 
Sarah: T don't really care who who eb who I sodalise wýtb a;! yone II am a vey 
gbter) I talk a lot I talk to nearl y evej! )vbody cause it's OnZY talkadveperson reall, Y(hztý 
here that sometimes Ifind it veg hard cause vhenyou talk because uith her I tg ýy 
.P ybe a otberyou 
know co. Zit's easier when all means omehow totg and a roach a 
you see That his is a mother andjou go all the fime Ake 'ob hello ob whatyour child's 
name? ' and all tbatyou know so tbatyou get at least to a point where you start 
talkiq and all that butyoufind that some mothers thg don'tAke it and iijustAke 
1bg push tbeirpusb chair away (laughter) so it'sjust Ake oops did I do something 
11, nq andjou see now so it's really it's reallyfrustrafing' 
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By using her position as a mother to meet people Sarah attempts to interact with the 
other mothers that play with their children in the playground near to her flat. Although 
this does work occasionally Sarah finds it frustrating when people are reluctant to 
converse with her. The need for Sarah to establish social links however, appears to be 
quite significant throughout her account, for instance when talk-Mig about her time living 
in the area, she says, 
Sarah: 'I have been bete since May but I haven't really been able to makefiiends it's 
psetting causeyou know It's a long Jimefor me to not makeffiendsjou really, it's u 
knowyou expectpeople to be nice andfriendly and all that cause when I moved to 
ple when My see other areas it didn't takeme long to makeffiends because aduallypeo 
y hello bello_you know That There is somebody new in the atra thy try and come to sa 
that's bowyou make friends but here it was djerrnt mitb people around ibis arra 
nobody camejorward to say "belloyou have moved into the arra" you know? ' 
Phil: 'andjoujound that elsewhere My did? '
.p Y ncm 
to Sarah: 'Yes evegwberv allpeoples werv alrigbt but Then here nobod eve aeu 
y "ob arejou new in the arra? "jou know nobody even came up to do that so that's sa 
.g 
it veg hard to makefriends I think if I can makefriends around I why I amfindin 
gill be all n:, gbtjeab if I can makefriends around ' 
Sarah continues, 
Sarah: Y bave tried to makefiiends cause I have also beengoing to a communio 
centrefor motbersforpaivnt and toddlers and all Mat. ButyoufInd tbatpeople thg 
alread bave their hitlegrvu ngn Mere it's veg bard ps set and all that so igi, g to et i 
.p 
being onyour own injour own corner. and sojou end u 
Many of the people I spoke to had had similar experiences with people living in their 
local areas. I asked a number of people whether they thought that being an 'asylum 
seeker' influenced the way that people might behave towards them in terms of 
sacceptance' into local areas. Sarah told me that she was 'uncedain' how people would 
'react towards her if they knew she was an asylum seeker. She tells me how she has lived 
in other areas which are 'really, mixed and that as a result there is 'lots of violence betweenpeople 
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of different racee. As a result Sarah has attempted to construct an identity in her local area 
that she is a Social Worker working in the area. 
Sarah: T kavejust reaAsed tkatpeople have mixedfeehýgs when it comes to aglum 
seekers that's why I tg bIkm y all means tbatpeople thy don'tfnd out t at Ia an 
aglum seeker. I would rather lie to them or tell them that I am doing some research 
somewhere (lau gk). like some children werejust, when I wasgoin g downstairs their, 
thyjust like "oh canyou please go and hu y some cgarettesfor us? " I think thy air 
vegjoung thy are under 16 so I say Ake "no-no no I am notgoing to buy an Y 
cigarettesfor you I am a Sodal Worker and I do work mith children and I don't want 
to see (laughter) I don't want to see jou ever again here (laughter)" So the last lime 
when I went out one qf them was holding coins when thy saw me thy started walking 
down there going awa y (laughter)' 
Diwa, to protect himself against possible problems, also decided to construct an 
alternative identity for himself within the area in which he lives. He has told a few people 
that he is a student studying at a local college. He has however told his next door 
neighbour, with whom he has had good experiences, that he is an asylum seeker b ut 
hopes that he has not told anyone else in the area. This perhaps lends support to the 
notion that Diwa has assimilated the 'official' discourse of asylum that has constructed 
asylum seekers as threats to community cohesion. Diwa is therefore fearful that the 
knowledge of his immigration status may provoke a negative reaction from those living 
within the local community. Going back to Sarah's narrative, not only has she 
constructed the identity of a Social Worker for the people in the local area, she has also 
decided to construct an identity of an employed woman for her parents back in 
Zimbabwe. Sarah talks about the shame and the embarrassment the knowledge that their 
daughter is living on benefits would have for her parents and maintains pretence for 
them that she is working in a good job in Britain. 
Most of the people I spoke to therefore tended to narrate a feeling of 'out of place' 
within the local communities into which they were dispersed. However, to some extent 
these feelings were eased by their membership of faith-based communities and religious 
groups. Sarah for instance, although she often attended church in Zimbabwe saw that 
attending church in Britain was much better because as well as maintaining some 
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coherent identity between her life pre asylum she found church an excellent opportunity 
to meet people. 
Sarah: 'In church eo le 
.Pp get 
to talk to each other thy are nicer than when its outside 
. 
you know. So jouget to talk to people and if thy take jou in The communi-Oyou 
know thatjou not only, are going tojust talk in church. Whenjou meet outside church 
jou end up talking as well soyoufeel likeyou end up havingfriends' 
For Sarah therefore attendance at church is narrated as a way in which she can begin to 
form important social networks. Church is seen as something 'inside', perhaps a shelter 
from the social isolation when positioned on the 'outside' of her local community. Fiona, 
a woman accommodated in an area isolated from similar African mothers appeared to 
use the local church as a way in which she could cope with both the uncertainty of the 
asylum system, as she could pray for a positive outcome, and the isolation she 
experienced in the area. She stories her attendance at the local church as the reason why 
she has transformed herself from being a quiet person to being a sociable and talkative 
one. 
Fiona: 'It's because before I was lonely too much, but now I believe that I have to 
makefiends I have to. Most of the dmeUke on Saturdays mben I amgoing outfirom 
the church mith some otherpeople me aillgo out and slartprracbing to peoplefor God 
So itr kkefrom there I started to talk to people because before I was not talkative, I
was quiet. 
Fiona now attends two churches in her local area and she has made a large number of 
friends and has seemingly achieved activity in her days leading to a perception that her 
days and weeks have some purpose and direction. For much of her account Fiona 
appears to narrate her social identity as one which is heavily influenced by her 
membership of a religious community. Other members of these churches, during her 
pregnancy, came to visit her to 'make ber stronZ which made her realise that she had : /ound 
ypeo pY. 
Similarly, Rasoul talks about how he attends the local church and how both his desire to 
maintain his faith and the sociability that attendance gives him motivates him to attend. 
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Because of his English skiUs Rasoul also acts as an interpreter for the priest when needed 
which is role he enjoys as many people now know him, Because now that Igo there, because I 
interbret, lots of them, I don't know them, but thg know me. Wle are notfriends, I'm notfiiends witb 
all of them but at least I know them' During the interviews with those people that attended 
church regularly I became curious about the social back-grounds of others that attended 
the same churches, particularly if they too were asylum seekers. However, it seemed that 
people tended not to inquire about each others immigration status, or if they did find 
other 'asylum seekers' they tended to avoid building friendships with them. This was 
particularly the case in Sarah's experience, 
,g sm ey 
Sarah: 'Wlhen Io to that church there the people, even though 0e ar a lum 
seekers as well, seems as if thg also want to keep their distance as though I think 
what thg are tgin o re m si 6 
,g to people thg tg and avoidpeople wh a in the sa e tua on 
aith them because it's no y who is i your situado 
- 
, 
good beilgfiends aith somebod nn 
Oh it's nice in a wa yyou see thatyoa heo each other talk ahoutyourProblems but 
somedmesyoujustfeel Akeyou arefed upyoujust want to speak talk about something 
different alto 
, 
getberyeab' 
For Eshe however, immigration status was something that was generally undisclosed 
when she went to church, 
Eshe: At ebureb we don't talk about our backgmunds' 
Phil: Wby dojou tbink that migbt be? ' 
Eshe: T don't know, because I Mink mostpeople are stgig bere illegaljl, tbat's 
wbat I Mink' 
Summary 
This chapter has attempted to explore the narrative accounts of asylum and the disp 
, 
ersal 
process generated with dispersed asylum seekers in terms of their 'perception' or 
'narration' of their dealings with the asylum process, their narration of dispersal and their 
'day-to-day' experiences during their NASS support. A number of interesting issues 
emerged from this analysis, for instance some personal experiences and narratives bore 
similarity to one another, others on the other hand present differences in the way in 
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which their asylum and the dispersal process was narrated. Many of the people I spoke to 
appeared not only to acknowledge but internalise the discourse that positions asylum 
seekers in the UK as 'unwanted' or 'less powerful'. For some this discourse was accepted 
but for others this positioning appeared to be unexpected and upsetting. Those people 
that appeared to find the asylum process upsetting seemed to be those that had little or 
no knowledge of immigration controls and asylum legislation. Those that were more 
experienced travellers, or used to bureaucracy, appeared to a certain extent to 'accept' 
and understand the principles of the asylum system in the UK. 
What was most pervasive in the narrative accounts was the general agreement that the 
dispersal experience was something that had to be 'survived' as for many people dispersal 
meant being 'isolated' with unwanted time on their hands. We in dispersal, for many, 
was seen as 'nothing' and a position where they felt 'out of place'. Those people I spoke 
to appeared to suggest that their lives could be given meaning if they could begin to feel 
that they belonged which was achievable by entering the labour market. Although the 
narration of work in these accounts could also be interpreted as a counter-narrative to 
the 'beggar' or 'burden' discourse, work for those I spoke to appeared to play a 'key' role 
in their search for 'normality' and 'acceptance'. Work meant that people could retain a 
certain amount of coherence between their pre asylum experience and their current 
situation as well as allowing them to raise their standard of living. Work also emerged as 
one of the 'key' ways in which people could begin to regain meaning and direction in 
their fragmented lives. 
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Chapter Eight 
Dialogism and the experience of asylum 
Overview 
The airn of the previous chapter was to explore the narrative accounts generated with 
asylum applicants in terms of the narration of their experience of the asylum system and 
their 'day to day' experiences whilst in the UK. Hopefully I have been able to convey 
ways in which 'being' an 'asylum seeker' is interpreted by those I interviewed and provide 
an analytical interpretation of some the similarities, differences and tensions both within 
and across the accounts. This chapter aims to take this exploration further by moving 
away from 'traditional' monological analytical thinking towards an application of Mikhail 
Bakhtin's dialogical ontology. Firstly, there will be a return to the theory of dialogism 
where the ideas described in chapters two and three will be brought together to elucidate 
the focus of this analysis. In addition, there will be an exploration of the particular areas 
of dialogical analytical interest that have been applied by various other writers in their 
work with exile narratives (DeSands, 2001; Tappan, 1999). Secondly, there will be a 
continuation of the presentation of the analysis of the accounts generated with 'asylum 
seekers' in light of the more complex and sophisticated understanding that develops 
from applying a dialogical ontology. Specifically, the dialogical analysis of DeSantis (2001) 
will be drawn upon, which explored the dialogical 'motifs' identified in the discourse of 
international exiles to the United States in coming to terms with their relocation. I will 
then explore the possible application of these 'motifs' with the narrative accounts of 
'asylum seekers' generated in the course of this research. I will explore the identification 
of new dialogical 'motifs', and examine the ability for 'asylum seekers' to navigate 
through dialogical tensions and 'n-dx and move' (Hermans and Kempen, 1998) through 
this dialogical landscape. In doing so, I hope to build upon the analysis in the previous 
chapter and to further contribute to fulfilling both the fourth research objective 'to explore 
howpeople making a claimfor a. 5vlmm narrate their lives daring disbersat and the fifth research 
pon identio and belon ging'. persal im pacts u objective 'to explore hon, dis 
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A theoretical pause: a return to dialogism 
The theory of dialogism within the social sciences is currently experiencing a surge in 
attention by various writers and thinkers that are attempting to move beyond theoretical 
standpoints that are locked within a classical paradigm (Shotter and Billig, 1998; de 
Peuter, 1998). Within the vocabulary of Bakhtinian dialogism such a classical paradigm 
refers to 'monological thinking' built upon 'bivalent foundations' (DeSantis, 2001). The 
claim by writers within dialogism is that these bivalent foundations assert either/or 
dualistic assumptions which hold that 'every proposition is either true or false; that is; 
there are just two values a proposition may take and only one proposition that can be 
right' (Blackburn, 1994, p. 45). Such monological thinking, Baxter (1994) claims, leads to 
'a bias toward unitariness' (p. 25) leaving no 'logical' way in which things can exist 
simultaneously and contradictorily. In direct contrast to this theoretical position lies the 
theory of 'dialogism' developed by Mikhail Bakhtin. In a Bakhtinian approach to 
interpreting psychological understanding the notion of 'authorship' is key (Horrocks et al, 
2004) as the narratives told about one's life are seen as a dialogical relationship evoking 
both self and other. According to Tappan (1999), 'The stories that self-as-author 
produces thus do not arise ex nibilo from a single, solitary mind, spoken by a single, 
monotonic voice. Instead such stories emerge from a dialogical relation that must be the 
primary unit of analysis. ' (p. 118). 'Self', for Bakhtin becomes dialogical built around 
simultaneities and contradictions between self and other producing social actors that are 
ultimately 'polyphonic'. 
DeSands (2001) describes Bakhtin's conceptualisation of 'reality' as one which is created 
'through the binary opposition of push-pull forces found in our natural and social 
worlds' (p. 4). Clark and Holquist (1984) offer a further elaboration and describe 
dialogism as a 'ceaseless struggle between centrifugal forces, which strive to keep things 
various, Separate, apart, different from each other, and centripetal forces, which strive to 
keep things together, unified, same' (p. 7). Situated within the experience of exile Clark, 
and Holquist (1984) argue that centrifugal forces compel 'movement, becoming ... they 
long for change and new life [away from horne]' (p. 7). Centripetal forces, on the other 
hand, 'urge stasis, resist becoming and desire the seamless quiet' (Clark and Holquist, 
1984, p. 7), and as DeSands (2001) argues 'the stability of home' (P. 5). As I attempted to 
explore in chapter three of this thesis utilising a dialogical ontology becomes particularly 
useful when analysing the ways in which exiles such as 'asylum seekers' attempt to 
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negotiate and define their lives in new geographical, political and cultural milieus. 
According to the analysis of DeSands (2001), 
'[a Bakhtinian] conception of the push-pull forces of nature and society mirror 
the tug-of-war descriptions found so pervasively in exile discourse 
... 
therefore, 
the contradicting discourse of exile literature many be reconceived as an ongoing 
dialogue between the exile's centrifugal voice that sees the possibilities of 
starting over in a new land, no matter how ambiguous and uncertain it may be, 
and the centripetal voice that desires the sameness and stability of the old land, 
no matter how tyrannical or oppressive it may have been' (p. 6). 
The dialogue of asylum 
In his analysis of the writings of exiles that had entered the United States Alan DeSantis 
(2001) argues that the discourse and text produced on the exile experience is 
charactcrised by two unique features. Firstly, there is the dialogical tension between the 
centrifugal and the centripetal forces as the exile attempted to redefine themselves in the 
new surroundings. Secondly, is the identification of four recurring motifs throughout 
these writings that highlighted the struggle of defining their; emotional and psychological 
state, social identity, sentiments towards their countries, and future. The term 'motif' is 
preferable to the alternative notion of 'theme' in a dialogical vocabulary as it returns to 
the metaphorical musical notions held by Bakhtin's use of polyphony (Bakhtin, 1984) 
meaning a theme elaborated in a piece of music. 
I would like to suggest in the following analysis that similar motifs, to a greater or lesser 
extent, can also be seen in the narratives of life in exile generated with 'asylum seekers' in 
this research study. Of course these particular motifs are not identified in all accounts; 
throughout this chapter I would like to highlight the dialogical dilemmas and tensions 
that appear to lead to a greater understanding of the asylum experience. Specifically, I will 
explore the way in which asylum applicants narrate and make sense of their affiliation 
and sense of belonging to the nation they have arrived from and the nation they are 
living in. Secondly, I will explore the dialogical tensions inherent in the way in which 
asylum applicants come to make sense of their membership of social groups and 
'communities' and explore the way in which the experience of asylum has influenced 
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their social 'selves'. Finally, I would like to explore the dialogical tension that arises in 
relation to the security that asylum applicants feel about their lives and their futures. 
Narration of nation: caught between affection and rejection 
'Asylum seekers, ' by their request for protection and immigration recognition, place 
themselves in a particularly unique position when they narrate sentiments towards both 
their country of origin and their country of asylum. Having left a country, which they 
have always called home, because of some sort of persecution, to travel and live in a 
country that has offered 'temporary' protection which has different cultural and social 
practices could be seen to initiate a complex struggle of affiliation. They may be 
simultaneously divided between, on the one hand, a feeling of belonging, devotion and 
patriotism towards their home country and a dislike, hate and marginalisation from this 
same country. At the same time they may feel an appreciation and an affiliation towards 
their country of asylum and simultaneously dislike cultural, social or political practices 
and experience marginalisation whilst living here. For example, Sarah in her descriptions 
of the differences between Britain and Zimbabwe draws upon the contrasting images of 
Zimbabwe that are enduring and important differences between the countries, 
Sarah: Vs Peg different in Zimbabwe, cause in Zimbabwe there are lots of spaces 
and nice big houses and things are different cause the first thitig I think the main 
different thing when I came here into the UK was the houses es e all those o es wbi, pdY, n cb 
are dZakabatana batana (Shona for 'terraced houses) 
-Yea 
bee I found them so 
squashed together like ob my God 
.. 
also vast ombardsjou arrgr=ing thesejou know 
nice trees therejou can growjour own vegetables cause ob ibefood cause wbenjou eat 
even The beef hereyoufeel likejour eating rubber' 
Later in the interview she says, 
Sarah: Y think that's fbefirst question I ask people that an new here, box dojou 
like thefood? But now I think that I am used to it cause I can't even rrmember how 
, 
good thefood used to taste back home all I know is its beffer than here' 
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Sarah, having grown up in an affluent area on the suburbs of Harare draws comparisons 
between the two countries and reflects on the size of the houses and quahty of the food 
experienced in both her home country and Britain, her country of asylum. This narration 
of her home country is dominated by her reflection of the imagery of Zimbabwe as a 
place with open spaces where food can be grown fresh and full of taste. This is 
positioned against her interpretation of Britain which is one that is 'squashed together' 
replete with poor quality food. This narration is full of nostalgia for the experiences she 
had in a country that she has left that is positioned as superior to that which can be 
offered in her country of asylum. Similar criticisms are directed towards her experience 
of the prevalence of alcohol in Britain, 'berepeople diink more There arrpubs evegoberr Iberr is 
pubs evegwberr always tberr arepe ple drinkinZ. However, Sarah's critique of Britain a, tberr am o 
appears to be contained within the confines of social and cultural practices and the 
differences with her 'home' of Zimbabwe. The critique of these social and cultural issues 
is positioned against the harsh critique of socio-political problems endemic to her 'home' 
country. Sarah draws upon the socio-political 'freedom' that she has experienced whilst 
in the UK and highlights the lack of equality and presence of brutality and persecution 
that punctuates the country from which she has fled, 
Sarah: 
_ýou can wear wbatJOU want to wear unlike in 
Zimbabwe The men could be 
veg violent I think women are oppressed in Zimbabwe becauseJou can't even wear 
short skirts. Sometimes even if. you wear 6ghtjeans men tend to be veg qMr-essive 
towardsjou tbg can even beatjou upfor that wbenjou arrjust walking in Thestrret. 
. 
ý(be doesn't like that, the the sort ofjeansjou air wearing, 1bg canjust attack-You 
'Vou U 
. 
P, start beatin 
, 
ger? ' Phil: 'a com plete stran 
Sarah: Yust strangers tbg canjust start bitdngyoujust like That so-youjust have to 
watch wbatjou wear if it'sgoiq to be shorts er sbottryou have to know exactly where 
jou are going to walk amund otberuisejou air going to be beaten up' 
Phil: 7 never realised' 
Sarah: Yes so men My can actually, even undirstjou in public in the town centrr if 
. 
youjust wear a short skirt its that bad' 
Phil: Werejou still thinking like this whenjou came to UK? '
. 
plejou can do Sarah: Wo the thing is Ake in the UKjou relax isn't it tbatpeo 
whateverjou want eipecially, I don't like somebody to be dictated to dress according to 
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bow men mant them to dressjou knonyou mant to be ba 
. 
ppy to be dressing bow_you 
want to dress 
As such, rather than a monological analysis of the narrative accounts of asylum which 
sees exiles as either loving or hating their new or old countries a dialogical analysis is able 
to identify a more complex interpretation of their sentiments. Thus, as can be seen frorrý 
Sarah's account above it is possible to see people as simultaneously accommodating and 
critical of both their country of origin and country's of asylum. As DeSantis (2001) 
asserts, 'Far from 'rejecting everything' from the new country and 'idealizing' everything 
from their old, most exiles struggle in the centripetal/centrifugal force field of battling 
sentiments' (p. 11). 
A striking example of this dialogical tension can be seen in Maryarn's account of her 
interpretation of her home country Iran, and her country of asylum 
- 
Britain. Similar to 
Sarah's account Maryam is critical of Britain, her country of asylum, in the way social 
situations and cultural practices are co-ordinated and performed. For instance, Maryam, 
like many of the people I spoke to, finds the way in which people she has seen in Britain 
prepare or eat food. She tells us she finds the sight of people eating fish and chips in the 
street with their hands distasteful, 
Maryam: The main food here is fish and cb0s. Sometbig that is bad here, 
something That I have tboqbt about is that thg buy fish and chos and eat it gitb 
Their bands and Ibefoodfallsfiom their mouths! It's not veg nice in my opinion, I 
apologire' 
Mary: No, no need this is the 
. 
pe of thig we want to bear. ' 
Maryam: Vlben I sqy somethiq like this I mean oka yyou're ealin 
, 
gyourfood in 
this way then what's the difference, when thg feed an animal thg put The food in a 
disb and the animal eats and drops bisfood. 
Mary: Thg don't do that inyour countg? ' 
Maryam: No, no. Wben ourfamil, 
,y sat around the table to eat, m yfatber told me 
to serve myself uitb an amount offood that I would be able tofinish, serveyourseff gith 
an amount o od thatyou mill be able to eat. I am used to seniýg mjself wilb only 9fY  
as muchfood as I can eat, you know. We don't have leftoverfood on ourplate to throw 
out it would be un gralefuP 
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MalTarn here takes the social convention of eating fish and chips and draws upon this 
image to highlight the differences between the two countries. By using this particular 
narration she positions such a convention as comparable to the eating habits of animals 
and ultimately presents a narration of Iranian eating habits as 'civilised'. It is interesting to 
note that this narration was in response to Mary's question to Maryarn asking her to talk 
about what life was like in England. She draws upon the example of food, as we saw in 
the last chapter, in response to the isolation Maryam feels the preparation of food takes 
up most of her time during the day. As Maryam continues with the narration of her 
interpretation about life in England, she extends her discussion about food to talk about 
her experience of cooking food for an English woman, who teaches her English at home, 
whom she invited for dinner one day. 
pe Maryam: Tbe lady, called Susan who came here and brought a cake and the red 
yg me E)ý me many kinds of said what do ou make? She was teachiý gAsh, I said we ak 
.y and she would see 
The kind offood we food. I invited her to eat at our house one da 
eat. She came, I made tervshk pilau and chicken, doyou know how to, 
-You should 
know how (laqbs). I made it and she came, I also invited herkule daughter She 
said in the car on the way over her daughter was saying how can I eat theirfood it's not 
, 
gbt we don't know how to makefood, It's not theirfault MY think nice. Thg thou 
we come from a counig where we haven't even seen a car, we haven't seen a house, 
that's how tbg think- ' 
Here we can see how this narration of her interpretation of how food is encountered by 
British people is transformed into a narration that aims to assert and protect the cultural 
identity of the Iranian 'people'. Maryam sees the response by her guests towards the food 
she has cooked for them to be a comment about a perceived inferior quality of this food 
and inferior ability to prepare food. This is then extended to challenge the interpreted 
perception that Iran is not as 'advanced' or 'modern' as Britain. Maryam's assumption of 
the way in which British people perceive Iran is confirmed to her when her support 
worker visits the house and comments about a bottle of pop on the table, 
M aryam: 'One day our caseworker came kerr, Ikerr was a bottle ofpop on Ike table. 
He asked if we kadpop in our counity. ' 
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Mary: How did it makeyoufeel? ' 
Maryam: 'I didn'tfeel bad I thought be doesn't knom I wasn't o ffiended; I have to 
acce pt that there are lots of things tby don't know. The same as we don't know 
evegihing about them. I said this is Coca-Cola and be asked if we had seen Coca- 
Cola before in our countg, I said that we had, we have Coca-Cola, 7u and I 
.p 
mentioned other names. He was veg surprised, I told him to tg to go to my county 
and seefor himself '
Interestingly the defence or protection of Iran and Iranian culture is something that I 
found in other accounts generated with Iranian asylum applicants. Rasoul in particular is 
very keen in his account to assert the advancement and modernisation of Iran and 
narrates his experience of two events that arc performed to contrast with each other and 
to demonstrate the diversity of knowledge about Iranian culture. 
Rasoul: 'Sunday I was in the librag, it's apublic librag here. I was on the net 
An E)ý glisb guy mas sitting beside me, actually, he said something thatfor me, it was 
really, funni. It was sboidng that be doesn't know anytbin g about the world He 
looked at me and said "Wyou have a computer back home? This is why-you arv 
here ". Well I didn't know what to sa y to be honest, I didn't know what to say, I said 
"dojou know Iran? " be said "no and I don't want to know" and I said "well, but 
anyway now thatjou don't want to know, there's nothing that I can tell you, but what 
I should tell you is that I have a computer back home, I have my car and I have my 
own house, a vey goodjob and I was content idth my life, but anjwqy I'm here now 
and I know this isjour county but never think that I'm here because of the computer, 
it's nothing". And em, well these kind of eq 
.p 
ple thy don't know anithiq and em, 
tbg don't have tbefault to be honest. Thglre not&erate, thy haven't learnt to read 
and write. I'm not blaming aqyonefor that. But, another experience iYEMgonna give 
jou at the same librag another da 
,I saw another y gjýq, EngljYsb guy, about 55-years. 
I was reading and atYicle on Iran be was sitfing beside me. Hejust had a look at the 
monitor and said 'is that Farsijou're reading? " I said 5es but bow did-You know 
about it" because Arabic is the same as Fard I don't think thatjou can distinguish 
them both but it was veg ama! ýng, it was veg good, so I asked him "bow do jou 
know it's Farsi? " be said "because I was in Iran, I was living in Iran. "And I said 
"when? " He said "before the revolution" I said Yor bow long? " he said 17bout maybe 
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10jears" and then he, we started talking about it, lie was an arrhaeohgig, he was 
living in Iran befom The thing that I rrally want British people to know about it is 
that I don't care about other cultures I don't want to know the problems in lbeir 
countg, but ours is differrnt, none of us Iranians arr berr because of mong or anjibig 
PýýYsical evegbody in The world knows That we an ricb, but we baveproblems. ' 
Rasoul can be seen to be rejecting the image imposed upon Iran by the first man in the 
library of poverty and lack of economic resources. He can be seen to counter the 
argument made by the man that Rasoul was 'really' an economic migrant searching for 
better resources such as computers etc. by narrating himself as a wealthy man, with a car, 
a house and a job. Although this narration can be seen as a protection of Rasoul's 'moral 
self' in highlighting his legitimacy for coming to Britain as a 'political refugee', such a 
narration also protects the image of Iran as a poor country. The narration of his later 
encounter with the archaeologist embodies this assertion and finds support for Iran as a 
valuable country by narrating the presence of the archaeologist in Iran and his interest in 
Iranian culture. 
Returning to Maryarn's narrative, we can see a narrative account that is replete with 
examples of the differences between the two countries that are highlighted when 
narrating her longing for Iran and her out of placcdness within Britain. As discussed in 
the previous chapter this is particularly the case when she narrates social situations. 
Maryam, like many of the people I spoke to, assumes a role that is similar to a 'cultural 
commentator' where she is able to explore the differences between the two countries and 
countries that she lives 'between'. For example, when Mary asks Maryarn about her 
perceptions of life in Britain she narrates the following, 
Maryam: 'Sometbbýg that weighs a little heatily, 'dib me, well more than a kille 
heatily, is that it is so quiet, I don't enjqy it, it's quieter than is normaZ ' 
Mary: Wbat's quieff 
Maryam: Tou know, bavejou seen a silent movie? A film tbatyou watch, evegone 
is moviq but there is no sound. It's boHng, there aren't even any birds, birds that 
make noise, jou don't even see noiy birds, it's not somelbingyou see often. Wbenjou 
look at the streets, evegone is malking vegjast to get to their uvrk- Wle don't have 
y countg. Wle have lots ofjoungbeople in my countg, II)ggalber in such a thing in m 
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the street and talk to each other, laugh but I haven't seen that here, rvallyý, I haven't 
seen it. Evegone goes about their own business and doesn't have anything to do Mith 
anyone lse. This causespeo n W. s c, Id ple to be distant uitb each other, I don't ko, it' ao 
fieliý placefor example 
, 
g, it's not warm, not a marmplace. But my countg is a warm 
when me go to a shop and want to bu y something, for exam ple apair ofjeans, we ask 
lots of question fike, where merr thy made, how were thy sewn, what model are thy. 
It's not like that here thgpick up several items of clothing, band them to the cashier, 
work out the cost and leave. ' 
Maryam evokes several interesting metaphors to describe how she interprets life in 
Britain when positioned against the 'warmth' and 'noise' of Iran. She use the notion of a 
csilent movie' to represent the action that she sees within the community which has no 
sound. For Maryam this may be indicative of the way in which she sees the 'community' 
in which she lives as one that is 'distant' that appears not to communicate with each 
other. She talks about how in Iran there would be young people on the street talking and 
laughing and seems surprised that she has not seen such a thing in Britain. Maryarn here 
'supports' the 'reality' of this 'observation' by saying 'really, I haven't seen it which perhaps 
serves to emphasise her surprise that this 'really' has happened, to her audience, Mary 
and myself In addition, the narration of Britain as a 'cold' place in comparison to the 
'warmth' of Iran coupled with the notion of 'distance' which she asserts is created 
between people, appears to further suggest that Maryarn not only feels she does not 
belong but perhaps indicates that she does not like living in Britain. However, telling an 
audience that she, an asylum applicant, does not wish to remain in Britain has 
questionable 'tellability' (Coates, 2000) or 'narratability' (Frank, 2002). According to 
Coates (2000) 'the worst thing that can happen to a narrator is that their story is seen as 
poindess' (p. 1). As Livesey (2002) has argued, 
'Cultural narratives both constrain and shape the personal narratives and to tell a 
personal story that directly contradicts or confuses the cultural narrative is to 
run the risk of being dismissed. For stories to have a purpose they must comply 
with what we, as an audience, expect from that story' (p. 55). 
The story of her unhappiness or dislike of Britain does not follow the template of the 
logical asylum sccker/rcfugee story. The cultural narrative of 'asylum' or the authoritative 
discourse of the asylum system appears to constrain the ability for narrators like Maryam 
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to wish to go home as this is positioned as contradictory to the 'support' provided to 
'asylum seekers' during their asylum applications. Such a narration if narrated may seem 
'ungrateful' to her audience and conflict with the persecution she has insisted she is 
fleeing from. Equally such a narration evokes a dialogical tension in their experience in 
asylum producing a level of incoherence in their lives. As Kirmayer (2002) has suggested 
an asylum seeker, to be taken seriously, must maintain a high level of coherence in their 
lives and be consistent with the 'good story' of asylum. Maryam's narration of her 
dissatisfaction of life in Britain threatens to destabilise this coherence and consistency 
and ultimately threatens her chances of achieving a successful outcome in her asylum 
claim. However, the narration of this dissatisfaction with social life in Britain does not 
mean that she does not value the social and political freedoms that her country of asylum 
offers her. As discussed in the previous chapter, Maryam simultaneously talks about how 
she enjoys the social and political equality that she sees is offered to people in Britain. 
The loss of the familiar social and cultural practices which dominate both Maryam's and 
Sarah's account of living in Britain and the appreciation of the increased socio-political 
powers that can be obtained by living in Britain epitomiscs the 'tug-of-war' (DcSantis, 
2001) relationship between the centrifugal and the centripetal. The centripetal forces that 
emphasise the love and maintenance of familiar social and cultural practices in their 
home country operates simultaneously with the centrifugal forces that are represented by 
the life chances offered by the socio-political framework in Britain. This dialogical 'two- 
ness' however, can be seen to evoke a struggle in the way in which asylum applicants try 
to reconcile or assimilate this dialogicality. Rather than the asylum applicant assimilating 
both/and it appears that they are left in an ironic neither/nor situation created by the 
uncertainty of the asylum system. From this position they arc seen 'in-between' both the 
social and cultural practices they had and long for, and the socio-political framework 
which they long for but can not yet fully access. 
The simultaneity of uncertainty and security 
The second dialogical tension that I would like to draw upon is related to the way in 
which the asylum applicants I spoke to talked about the way in which the act of claiming 
asylum in Britain created a feeling of security in their lives. At the same time however, by 
claiming asylum their ability to anticipate their future was also laced with uncertainty, and 
to some extent insecurity, as they awaited a decision on their claim. It appeared that for 
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many 'asylum seekers', although safe from persecution thus 'secure', the temporary 
nature of the situation initiated a narrative motif from wl-dch emerged the interpretation 
that this security was fragile. The lived security of arriving safe from their migratory 
experience and successful entry to Britain existed simultaneously with the uncertainty, 
created by the possibility that the receipt of a negative decision could mean a return to 
the situation from which they had fled. Speaking with these two contradictory voices 
about their present and their anticipated future meant that often asylum applicants 
appeared to have to navigate a path situated between both hope and despair. 
The security of the asylum system, but more specifically the NASS system, was 
significantly evident in the account with Eshe. Eshe, a young Zimbabwean women came 
to the UK as a tourist to see her family and friends. Once in the UK she had found out 
she was pregnant and has subsequently given birth. Due to a series of mistakes by the 
hospital concerning blood tests Eshe was only told she was HIV positive some days after 
the birth of her child after she had been breastfeeding for a number of days. Eshe was 
placed on medication immediately, referred to a HIV support group and tests were 
carried out on her baby. The majority of Eshe's account was concerned with the 
narration of these events and experiences in the UK. Her 'asylum experience' appeared 
to be dominated by the discovery of her HIV and how she coped with life as a result. 
Having had an argument with the family she was staying with in the UK she moved in, 
before she gave birth, with a friend from Zimbabwe who was studying for a nursing 
qualification in the area. This friend continued to support and accommodate Eshe before 
and after the birth of the baby, even though her wage was only small. As a result they all 
moved to less expensive, and smaller, accommodation immediately after the birth of the 
baby, 
Eshe: We moved to a cheaper house with the bab y. It was a two-bedroom house 
shared nith someone else. Tbegirl was using the other bedroom and we, all three of us, 
were in another bedroom, sharing the one bedroom witb the baýy' 
However, even in the face of the intimacy of the living arrangements Eshe did not - 
disclose to her friend about her HIV condition. 
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Eshe: 'Un, 61 now mjfliend doesn't know that I'm HIVposi6pe. ý'I sta y uitb her 
it was dijkult, I bad the medidnefor The baby and I couldn't use lbefridge because she 
could see The medidne, she would see that I was unwe1Z Wle Africans if we find out 
That someone is HIVposidpe, we might, do something, leave, un, 61 now she doesn't 
know that I am HIVposifive' 
At this point Eshe had not placed an asylum application. Due to a social workers 
involvement with Eshe, and the unsuitable living conditions, she was taken to the 
Refugee Council to apply for NASS support 'so that I can appy1for support so lbat I can get 
some food and accommodation'. For Eshe her experiences prior to placing an asylum 
application appeared to be dominated by insecurity, in spite of her friend's generous 
attempts to assist her. Once she had received NASS support Eshe talks about her 
cexcitcment' at having a more secure place to live and a more secure financial situation. 
This narration emerged as I asked Eshe to talk about a day she had experienced, whilst in 
the UK, one she remembers as a particularly good one, 
Eshe: 7 think the day when I came here into this house. M y support uvrker came in 
this van and took me to the Post Ofice, I bad mj book to collect The mong and I got 
,C 180.1 had C 180 and I was veg exdIed I was itgrat shock. Tbe only thiq that I 
wanted was a goodpram, a buggyforrqU baýy. 
Phil: And then what happened? ' 
Eshe: And then we came bere. I couldn't believe it, aplace to stay on my own milb 
my bay. Ifeltgreatpeace of mind' 
This perhaps points to the uncertainty that her experiences in the UK had for Eshe prior 
to claiming asylum. Entry into the asylum system and achieving NASS support can be 
seen to give Eshe a certain amount of security or 'peace of mind. At the same time 
however, the progression of her HIV creates a certain degree of uncertainty about her 
future which is compounded by her immigration status. Eshe has a husband in 
Zimbabwe and another daughter. Although her husband does not yet know about her 
HIV status he has been trying to find ways of travelling to the UK to join Eshe. Eshe's 
main fear about the future at the moment is that her husband will not be able to join her 
in the UK to look after the baby in case she dies. 
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Es he: 'I'm always homesick- I miss, well I miss m y husband at home and I'm alone 
here mith mj baby and what I hopefor is maybe ifhe canjoin me here. I know that 
he's HIV M, kf mg g 
. 
posidve as ell He needs to et medidnes here. I now hat Ia oin to 
die and the baby itill too, because the doctor sa ys her chances ofbein 
,g 
HIVposidve are 
25 to 40%, but somehow sbe'sgot it. 
Fiona a young South African woman narrates a striking representation of the uncertainty 
created by the 'asylum' process. In her account Fiona appears to narrate the uncertainty 
within which she lives in the UK as being embodied by the delivery of mail in the 
morning. She talks to me about how the thought of receiving letters fills her with 
nervousness. 
Fiona: 'You know, wbenyou receive the kaers, for us it's different Eveg dme The 
postman comesjou are seared Serious, eveg fime thepostman comesjou don't rest 
Because it's eitber the immi, ýrafion gstem, tbg aill be lelWng_you, 
-You 
bave to Comejor 
an interview andjou bave to go for this and that and ma ybe_you are to be sent home. 
So wbenever the postman comes I'm seared ' 
It is interesting to note that by saying ! for ms it's different in this account Fiona identifies 
herself with the label of the 'asylum seeker' and identifies me, the listener, as the 'other'. 
Here she fcels able to represent the differences she perceives exist between herself, the 
asylum seeker, and the 'other' represented by myself. Here she identifies an everyday 
occurrence, the delivery of the mail, and talks about how for asylum seekers the delivery 
of the mail is an experience surrounded by fear and uncertainty. At the same time she 
highlights her understanding of her 'different' situation by drawing comparisons with the 
'other'. This fear is not solely located around the possibility that there might be a letter 
notifying her of the intention to remove her, there appears to be a certain amount of fear 
associated with each 'step' or requirement in the asylum process. 
Fiona: Vlben_you are in The immi, ýrafion gstem_youfiel thatjou are aptisoner, 
which is makingyou scared, scared that thepolice canjust come in, joujustfeel scared, 
I don't know how to explain it. Because it is notjour countg, that is the main thing. 
You are notfive. You are here but_yom are notfire becausejou know it's notiour 
countg' 
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At the same time as this on-going fear and uncertainty, Fiona deploys certain stories in 
her account that tell of the security and homeliness she feels in Britain. After her initial 
isolation within her local 'community' Fiona has been involved with the churches in her 
local area. We talk for quite a while about her role within the church and the people and 
friendships she has created whilst attending prayer meetings and other activities. I 
decided to ask Fiona if she felt integrated, and she replied that she did, 
Phil: 'In wbat ways dojoufeel inte 
, 
grated? ' 
Fiona: 'Erm, because sometimes wbenjou arrjou know, it'sAke nice bere and now 
it's like Ifeel at bome, it's nice, evegone is nice now. Back at homejou don't bave to 
be nice to evegbody, this makesjoufeel scared, but here evegone is nice so_youfeel 
safe. ' 
However, the dialogical experience of insecurity and security is further complicated when 
Fiona indicates that she also feels a degree of safety at 'home' in South Africa, particularly 
when she is able to speak with her family. I ask her what it is like for her when she talks 
-Y 
tgtj to people back home, 'EM, somedmes it's not eay because when thg an telling ou hin s hat ou 
can't handle, because it is hard here. Youjustfeeljou canjustfljy andgo back home and be safe u*b 
y 
_yourfamil, 
'. At the same time however, although Fiona may long for the safety of her 
family in South Africa she also recognises the implications that would have for the fife 
chances of her new baby. 
Fiona: Because for instance when M_y baýy was sick, if I was in South Africa I 
would have lost him. Because I took him to the bo. ýbital he was notjee&ý g veg well 
y of him and thyfound out and when I took him to the hoipital, thy took an x-ra 
that be was hamq water inside him. Tbg bad to Sive him an in ledion that =11 be 
draining the water So it's like, in South Afiica thy would have Saidfirst me mill 
check the baly and then we have to book an appointmentforjou to go and see the 
spedalist in Cape Town, which isfarfrom my home. Herr it is better, safer, afeels 
better ' 
Fiona's account appears to demonstrate the dialogical tension that asylum seekers in the 
UK experience as a result of placing an application for asylum. On the one hand, the 
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asylum system and their lives in the UK provide these individuals with a certain degree of 
security where the centripetal pressures force things to remain the same and secure. On 
the other hand, the centrifugal pressures of the asylum system emerge as seemingly 
destabilising forces which means that their lives in asylum are tainted with uncertainty 
and a degree of insecurity for their futures. Hermans and Kempen (1998) argue that 
uncertainty is prevalent in modern life with attention requiring to be focused upon how 
individuals appear to cope with this uncertainty. Once again, asylum seekers are able to 
create a community as a result of their faith and attendance at church (attendance at the 
mosque was not spoken about), it appears that asylum seekers also attend their places of 
worship as a strategy in coping with the uncertainty of the asylum process. 
Ali, an elderly Iranian man, tries to attend his local church everyday if he can. He goes to 
church to pray for a positive decision on his asylum claim but also to see the priest and 
other members of the church from whom he appears to derive a great deal of support. 
Here is Ali's exchange with Mary, 
Ali: Tbg took evegthing and I bate them because I hadn't done anything, I Wasn 7 
y becausejour work involved the murderer, a thief, just that I sold a4cobol and tbg sa 
sale of alcohol you're unclean. I havegrown old, I'm brvken and I'm veg dred, Ifeel 
depressed ' 
Mary: 'God nillingyou'll begin a new 1ýfe here, Ake being reborn' 
Ali: 'God uilliý 
,gI hope it uill be so' 
Mary: 'GodmilUng' 
Ali: 7 am tgin& qf course, I'm a member ofa church and I mill tg to, 90 there as 
much aspossible to pray. The priest is a veg good man, he is beofuL I have talked to 
him and his gife, we've talked Thg say don't wor7y God isgrrat and he aill beO, it 
aill work out. Thglre therefor me' 
Mary: And do_youfeel better? ' 
Ali: Mmcb better, the days that Igo to them Ifeel veg much better' 
Although the use of 'God ailling' is translated from the Arabic 'inshallah' which 
is a 
common term from those people from Arabic or Muslim orientated languages and 
countries, through Ali's actions in attending church his trust in his faith emerges as one 
way in which Ali 'survives' his dispersal experience and deals with the uncertainty of 
his' 
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future. After the interview Mary talked to me about how she tried to give him a positive 
experience during the interview as she could tell that he was becoming increasingly upset 
as he thought about his experiences in an Iranian prison. She attempted to be positive for 
Ali and said 'God aillingjou'll begin a new life bere, 6ke being rrborn. In response to this Ali 
continues his narrative and performs a self actively trying to be 'reborn', by attending the 
church Ali is seen-dngly attempting to start his life afresh and find new friends and new 
support networks. At the same time however, he uses his experiences at church in order 
to pray for his future and the security that remaining in the UK would bring. During the 
interview Ali talks many times about how he is very worried about his claim for asylum 
and what would happen to him in the future for example, 
Ali: When we are heir, well, we think of the problems we, have and we arr wor7ied 
about whether the English Government aillgive us a positive dedsion, ai& we stay or 
be kicked out? I think about the dedsion and I can't sleep at night 
.. 
I'm veg nervous, 
uvr7ied you know erm I don't know what aill happen in thefuture, when 1bg give me 
permission to stay at that time I mill be comfortable. ' 
In his account Abbas, in a similar fashion but under different circumstances to Eshe, 
talked about how his entry in the NASS system created a certain amount of security. 
Before gaining access to NASS assisted accommodation and subsistence he had stayed 
with a number of friends and had been detained. These experiences meant that he had to 
share accommodation with certain people and appeared to give his experience of asylum 
a very fragmented feeling. The attainment of official 'papers' emerged as one way in 
which Abbas could see some progress within the asylum process, 
yg gvnm /I Abbas: Decause now I know once I hadfound m se that th had iee )ese 
pers and I was motingforward I had a ivudne. I was no longer in a situadon where pa 
Mr X could thrvw me out of his house, I was no longer homeless' 
The attainment of official 'papers' interestingly, was something that was not only a 
recurrent 'spoken' theme throughout the interviews I conducted, they were also a 
'physical' theme as well. For the vast majority of interviews I conducted I noticed that 
when I visited their homes they had their papers ready to show me. These papers were 
given to me upon arrival, when I inquired about when and how they arrived, or when I 
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asked where they were from. It appeared to me that these papers could serve a number 
of 'functions' in the interview situation. Firstly, they could provide the people I was 
interviewing with a way in which their 'stories', their story for the Home Office and their 
story for me, could retain consistency. Secondly, they could 'prove' what they were saying 
by drawing upon 'official' papers in case I was 'suspicious' of what they were saying. Or 
alternatively the possession of 'official papers' could be a way in which people had proof 
that they 'counted' that they 'mattered' in the asylum process and that a decision could 
eventually be expected upon their application for asylum. 
After his initial fragmentary and unsettling experiences, Abbas's entry into the NASS 
system meant that he had regained a certain amount of security and that his desire to 
have a tangible 'routine' in his life was achieved. Thus, at the same time as a level of 
uncertainty was regained perhaps too was a degree of 'control' over his future and his 
personal myth (McAdams, 1993). However, at the same time in which both entry in the 
UK asylum and NASS systems meant that he was secure from the problems from which 
he fled in his home country and secure in his 'lived' routine, living within the asylum and 
NASS systems meant that Abbas appeared to narrate a life that was underpinned by 
insecurity and uncertainty. This emerged most evidently when he began talking about his 
relationship to people in the 'community' in which he lives, particularly members of tIV 
settled community. Mary asks Abbas whether any English person, other than members 
of the support team, had ever visited Abbas in his home. 
Abbas: No' 
Mary: Wb y doyou think that is? 
Abbas: T have thought about it but I wouldn't be able to make a connection. Maybe 
wefeel lower than them, wefeel less than them, wefeel cheeky, we can't mix with them. 
Secondly, we can't sa jou k ow, This doesn't belo g y this is mine, n nr to us, it belongs to 
NASS. ý'tbis house belonged to me I could sa y. please come to my home, let's have a 
coffee. But I can't sa y this to a;! yone. I should be able to sa lome to house' but I yc my 
can't sa y 'my house' I can say IVASS house, coundl house, not m y house. ' 
It seems that a lack of control over his accommodation brought about by being in the 
NASS system creates a certain level of insecurity for Abbas, which appears to have 
significant implications for his ability to 'mix' with members of the local and wider 
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community. The lack of ownership or security over the property in which he fives 
therefore appears to generate notions of inequality because of their use of the benefit 
system. Abbas narrates an identity that is positioned as 'lower' than that held by the 
settled community or one that is 'undeserving' of the support he receives. He tells us 
how this therefore places him in a particularly unstable situation, where he wants to 'mix' 
and 'move' with the settled community but as a result of being a recipient of 'support' 
feels unable to do. A motif also present in the way in which Abbas narrated his desire for 
employment and work explored in the previous chapter. 
Social identification: belonging and [un]belonging 
The final dialogical tension that I would like to explore surrounds the way in which the 
people I spoke to narrated their experiences of involvement and affiliation with certain 
groups, organisations and 'communities'. According to DeSantis (2001) social 
identification and notions of membership, belonging and community become 
inextricably complex for the exile. DeSands (2001) in his analysis of exile narratives 
explored how in the writing of exiles the loss of national identification, brought about by 
the loss of participation and membership in national activity, initiated the need to 
negotiate 'self' within their new nation and milieu ultimately leading to a redefinition of 
their social 'self'. Although exile initiates a significant shift in the ability to identify 'self' 
in relation to social groups as Benmayor and Skotnes (1994) have argued, particularly for 
groups which are less powerful, the act of migration itself initiates, 
fa long-term if not life-long process of negotiating identity, difference, and the 
right to fully exist and flourish in the new context 
... 
The experience and effects 
of migration are long-term and critical in shaping and reshaping both collective 
and individual identities. Seen this way, migration becomes a more dynamic 
concept' 
For the individual who has never left their country of origin DeSantis (2001) posits that 
there is a tendency to define one's self in monological terms in reference to the notion of 
a 'national identity'. For the work migrant for example, living within 'borders' of another 
country, a monological dcfinition may, to some extent, continue as diasPoras are created 
and/or joined and a sense of belonging to a nation is maintained. Although such 
belonging is ultimately influenced and transformed by the process of 'mixing and 
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moving' (Hermans and Kempen, 1998), work migrants are often provided with a viable 
but perhaps not attractive 'option' to return to their country of origin. For the exile, the 
'asylum seeker', an option to return to a state or situation that threatens persecution can 
be seen to present a less viable alternative. In such a situation the exile may be entered 
into an 'uneasy' dualism between home and away and the variety of social identifications 
that this situation implies brought about by the lack of volition inherent in the situation. 
Thus, entering into a social 'self' which has a centripetal pressure of remaining and 
maintaining membership of the same social groups before exile whilst at the same time 
encountering the centrifugal pressure of new groups and possibilities for new group 
membership initiates a 'dialogical' understanding of social identification. 
This dialogical tension is particularly prominent in the way in which the asylum 
applicants I interviewed during the course of this research narrated their experiences of 
encounters with various social groups and 'communities'. What appeared during the 
majority of the interviews were some interesting effects of these dialogical tensions in the 
way in which they encountered social groups, 'communities' and belonging. In relation to 
their 'own' community, those individuals from their country of origin, seemed to narrate 
a need to maintain and develop social networks with fellow nationals. At the same time 
however, similar fellow nationals were also intentionally distanced and positioned in 
'threatening' roles (i. e. by not identifying themselves at church). On the other hand, in 
relation to the 'host' community, those that I spoke to narrated their experiences of 
feeling both voluntarily and involuntarily 'distanced' or separated from local communities 
whilst at the same time narrating their attempts to belong. Here I would like to explore 
and present the narrative accounts that illustrate these dialogical tensions and then move 
on to explore the strategies that seemed to be used to 'buffer' these tensions. 
Hussein, a man from the NEddle East living with his wife and children constructed 
,a 
dialogical tension in his account which highlighted the contradictory nature of the 
centripetal and centrifugal pressure of identification with his country of origin. During 
p kili 
' 
the interview I attempted to explore his attempts to im rove his English language s s. 
Hussein's English was very good and he told me that he did not want to 'Waste lime'. 
learning more English when, if he got refugee status, he could be working. He then, 
turned to talking about his wife and began to narrate attempts to get his wife to speak 
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English in order to communicate better with their neighbours as 'unrealistic' because of 
her role within the family, 
Hussein: 7-et's be realistic, because there are four kids involved, in another 
sitmadon, in a different situation I mean, I have no problem, she would be veg happy 
to, go to kke improve her EgAsh, because it aill open Akejou know opporeuni6esfor 
her, such as eiVIgment, further study, or whatever, but for now milb four kids 
involved it's veg bardfor her ' 
There is much going on in this short account of his ideas about his wife's ability to learn 
English. There is some idea of his wife learning English is as being 'unrealistic' that 
improving her English speaking ability would not really help her in her life at the 
moment. Her role is seen by Hussein as one in which she is the main caregiver for their 
children which is seen to restrict her 'opportunities. By saying 'I have no problem' it 
seems that it is Hussein himself who is stopping his wife from attending English classes 
in the local area. Hussein narrates the learning of English language skills as something 
that could actually be detrimental to his wife and her role within the family. As was 
discussed in chapter two of this thesis, Hussein could be seen to be preventing his wife 
from learning English because of the transformation that a new language and the cultural 
implications this could bring. As discussed by Ward et al (2001) knowledge of a language 
and a culture may undermine Hussein's 'breadwinner' role, a role that he may feel needs 
to be maintained in the absence of employment. Hussein goes on to add that, 
, 
gbbour next door it's gonna be unfair Hussein: '-for her to befriend an Eqlish nei 
for both of them, it's Peg bard to communicate, but for her to like, to befijend a 
gin)jamiyl next door it would make her life a lot easier (counig of ori 
It appears from this account that forming relationships within the local area when neither 
party may fully understand the other is seen to be detrimental to the relationship and 
'unfai?. During the interview with Hussein there were a number of occasions when he 
talked about the importance of distancing himself and his family from the local area and 
the people around him. The centripetal pressure on Hussein to remain within the familiar 
seems to influence his storying of the creation and maintenance of relationships with 
people from his country of origin as preferable and easier to the creation and 
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maintenance of relationships with settled communities. This appears to be supported by 
the value he attributes to meeting with people from his country and seeing and 
purchasing familiar products, 
Hussein: We were introduced to anotberfamiy1from our countg' 
Phil: 'Ok, baveyou seen them mucb? ' 
Hussein: 'Yes we've seen them a couple of times, zbg came once here introduced 
themselves, and Then we Paid them a visit' 
Phil: 'Oh that's nice, so mhat's it like then whenyou meet, nhenyouget together? ' 
Hussein: 'It's veggood, it's sometbiý g new inyomr kfeyoufeel likeyou're not veg 
far awa yfromyour home cofintg. ligivesyou a rrminder that there is something s,611 
called home. ' 
This emerges as an excellent example of the centripetal pressure to keep things the same 
for Hussein, in making links with fellow nationals there is a maintenance of a social 
identity which is linked to notions of 'home'. This 'home' for Hussein appears to be 
something that is defmed by national borders, something that may be the result of his 
occupation as a soldier in his country of origin. Perhaps as a soldier he has an image of a 
place which he serves to protect, his country. Interestingly however, in my conversatlon 
with jinan about the interview with Hussein, although from the same country as Hussein, 
jinan did not recognise the home he was narrating as her own. jinan talked to me about 
the 'big divide' there is in Lebanon between the followers of Islam on the one hand and 
Christianity on the other. This divide was something she sees as embodied by both 
herself and Hussein in the interview situation, 
jin an: In Lebanon there is a bigdidde between, first of all there was the war between 
the MmsUms and Christians at one Point and the other thing is em, there is apart of 
Lebanon is veg Ake religious, uch as, whether it's MusAm or Christian, you've got 
y reserved, conservative people, for example and you'vegot n the other side, you the ver
ple rr Y- meet and if thy ple who are veg liberated and em thosepeo ra I know, tbepeo 
meet, Mg meet as em, also us and them. 
Pb1l: In the interview then, was that etident then hetweenyourseffand Hussein? 
yself as such hecamse, a pa yself in jinan: Em, not m gain, I realised, I tried not to tm 
any categories in the interview. Because I knew that hefoir, if you know what Imean. 
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Butfor Hussein I think he talked to me as if I'm not, jou know, a L., ebaneseperson, 
telliq me well in Lebanon me do that. Whereas ifyougo to the other side of Lebanon, 
peo ple itill tell you in Lebanon ive are cotvlefe# carrfree, oukno So he 's uha 
.Ywt re sc 
bi ditide but that's wby I think be, I'm not suir if be even fralised that I'm 1--banese 
at all, I did tell him I was Lebanese. Or ma ybe that's his version of Lebanon, whereas 
my version of Lebanon is different. 
Hussein appears therefore to narrate a particularly monological. 'version' of Lebanon or 
his 'home' which appears to exclude jinan's 'version' of Lebanon which is one that is 
seemingly dialogical. This 'divide' during the interview situation transformed the role that 
jinan was to play in the interview to somewhat of an observer of Hussein and me and 
our interacdon and conversadon. 
Phil: What didjou think to that, the interview dýnamir between Hussein, jomrself 
andme? ' 
jinan: Yeah because I'm a womanfirst of all (laughs) and emprobabl, for h he 
.Y 
im, 
. 
prrfers to talk to another man obviously, because of the nature of his beliefs. Not, it's 
not a religious tbhýý itrJust that the ma y things are. Em, women in tbatpardcular 
culture tend to not talk much when there are men talkh% around ' 
g into That role of the Phil: Did youfind yourseý'then slopin woman that doesn't talk 
that much? ' 
jinan: That's interesliq let me think- I didn't really, slo into that role because I was 
aware of it, Because he directed the conversation to-You, even when I was talking, I 
asked a question, he looks at you and answers if you know what I mean. ' 
Phil: How did that makeyoufeel? ' 
jinan: 71bink I tried to leave it tojou becausefirst qf all, 
_you 
know whatjou want 
jou be mi, ht,. you know, I didn't think of these to ask, second em, Ifelt that talking to g
y that Ifilt at the time. Also fbefact that mqybe be saw me as Ijust, this is the wa 
jou know, not to like The L-ebanese 'other' if you know what I mean, be tried not to 
interact or something. 
Returning to Hussein's narrative the pressure to keep things 'the same' is perhaps further 
supported by his narration of products he sees which are produced in his country of 
origin. When talking about a particular place in London which has a high proportion of 
fellow nationals Hussein says, 
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Hussein: Yeah the smell of thefood, howpeo, ple walk or communicate, the coyee 
sho 
. 
ps and stuff, it's a compktel, 
,y differrnt stog' 
Phil: Fantastic, soyou've been to thisplace then? ' 
Hussein: 'Yes I've been when we were staying in London. It was a nicefeehig to see 
your own products, likefoodfrom my countg, clothesfiom &g counigjoufielproud, 
cause it's a good thing' 
At the same time Hussein talks about how he tries to avoid a lot of contact with fellow 
nationals, keeping the creation of relationships to a minimum. Hussein suggests that he is 
not overly interested in contacting people from his country but during the interview did 
not elaborate on why this was so. However, he later talked to me about how the 
temporary status of the various accommodation he and his family have known has meant 
that he does not like to form social relationships as he realises that because of the NASS 
and asylum system they may have to leave at any time. 
,Ps of 
Hussein: 'Yes there were otherfamilies there veg similar to ourselves, bea 
families, somefrom our countg but we knew it was temporag, Ake now, teiVoragy 
that's wb y we tg to kee to ourselves. Most of the fimejust me and the aife and kids 
that's it' 
In a later part of the interview he offered another reason why he chooses to remain 
separate from other people. Hussein narrated a story about the effects of help he offered 
to a particular person, 
Hussein: Decause it'sjust a temporag situation it's up to NASS when I move 
somewhere else, I'll tellyou an example, I have an aylum seeker he'sfivm S-Yfia, 
which is close to My counig, we have almost the same culture as well, the thing if he 
priorphone call, like one da sfill somedmes comes and visit me and without a 
_y 
I had 
someone here over, afamil, ving themfor over lunchfor exatIle. And this 
, 
y, we were ha 
p son, he's a goodperson I tried to heo him because he doesn't S eak En &h at all er Pg 
and when he came I was there in, before he did, and I know how to take buses and 
read signs and he had an appointment, be didn't have to miss, and I know the address 
I said Usten I'm gonna getyou a bus ficket I'm gonna fakeyou to the solidtor, for 
exaVle, and I heoed him a cou ple oftimes, but then again hefelt like as if I'm his 
hisfather or whatever I dunno s piritual leader PMI: (Ia. ýgbing). Hussein: I dunno 
just wherever I move, he would Akejust, follow chase me I know, I alwa have ke ys A 
think one ste pforward, this is importantfor me I alwa ys think whatever I wanna do 
somethhý I alma ys think of think about theprecaudons or, the consequences. ' 
Phil: ýeah sure' 
Hussein: 'so I alwa ys think one stepforward, sometimes I think more than a step 
forward but basicallyjougot Mypoint, so that's why I Ig to avoid, havingjust a 
limited, relation, but to befriendl y alwqys I bad noproblem' 
ME 'sincejoulve moved to this accommodation, which is more permanent Than the 
last accommodation, havejou, what havejou thought about makilýgfiiendr nox. ' 
Hussein: 'still not, because also this is not apermanent Situation as I said, because I 
sd11 have a case as I said mith the Home OJI-ce, and if we were granted status, we have 
to leave tbirplace, that's Theystem how the ystem works' 
jinan: 'don'tjou tbinkjou can, kee p for exam 
. 
ple even ffjou move out of the area 
kee 
.p 
thefriendshosjou have made' 
Hussein: 'I don't have any asjet, then argain Id rather not at the moment, it 
doesn't make sense, because once we're not stable and the situation is not, certain. ' 
However, this narration of the man who needed his help could also serve the purpose of 
narrating a 'powerful self'. During his account Hussein appeared to be attempting to 
perform a self that was one which was 'in control' and knowable about the asylum 
process and his actions within it. This perhaps indicates a counter-narrative to the 'cared 
for' and 'supported' narration of the NASS asylum seeker perpetuated by the delivery of 
the NASS system by the support service workers. In being autonomous in the support 
process, similar to Abbas, he regains control of his personal myth and becomes an 
independent individual. At the same time however, this narration may suggest the 
concern that 'making the wrong choices' brings to asylum seekers like Hussein. As an 
asylum seeker Hussein does not have the privilege of making frivolous choices about 
those he associates with for feat of surveillance by the 'authorities' and the possible 
damage these choices can have in undermining the legitimacy of his claim. As a result he 
withdraws from potentially harmful relationships, even those with whom he has a sense 
of sharcdness. 
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The notion of 'being taken for advantage' was also a theme in the account generated with 
Abbas. In Abbas's account, one that is filled with in-depth description about the events 
surrounding his arrival in the UK he talks to me about how, when he had arrived in 
London, he found somewhere to stay. He walked into an area of London and found a 
shop run by a fellow Iranian man who made a few phone calls and found someone to 
give Abbas a room. Abbas stayed for a couple of nights during which time he found a 
solicitor and made an asylum claim. In order to highlight the dialogical tension that 
emerges in Abbas's account it is interesting to note that when he was describing the 
initial help he received from someone there was a narration of national solidarity built 
upon a shared experience of exile, 
Abbas: A bgput we u pfor two or three days. ' 
Mary: Who was he? ' 
Abbas: 'A man from my countg, jou know, just someone I told that I had)ust 
arrived and he asked me to his home to rest. All the eo fiv 
_y coun 
ho live 
.p 
ple mm tg x 
in that area know that when someone hasjust at-rived thg airfeelingdred, shattered, 
jou know? YI were to see someone who hadjust arrived I would take them to my 
home. I would take care of them; look after them because I uvuld understand the 
dificulties that thg had eVerienced Un, 61 someone finds theirfeet, sorts themselves 
out, realises where thg air, jou should he45 them. When Mg want togojou kt them 
go, this is whatjou should do. '
One evening, after being at the Home Office in Croydon during the day, he described 
how the people he was staying with tried to discourage Abbas from staying for much 
longer. Having been told by a friend that, as Abbas was an asylum seeker, they would 
have to support him for a long time, Abbas narrates how he was seen to have the 
potential to 'take advantage'. 
Abbas: 'It was midnight, thy wanted togo somewhere, I don't know where, and Zbg 
bad been indted out. just as I ar7ived home I saw thg are kating the house 
afterwards I understood that anotherfriend of theirs had told them if I returned to the 
house I would sta re ca ty y the because I had not been prwided mith a home and be a se h 
haven't, given him a bomejou aill beforced to sapport him, it mill orate probkmsfor 
-you. 
So The same fime as I aryived thg were kating the house. I said 'I'm obliged to 
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y tonight o sleep I'll kave jom, so it's like this, I'll leave in the morning, allow me to sla 
in the morniq, whatever happens I'll leave. During the few da ys that I had spent 
there I picked up a few telephone numbers of some people fmm m 
_y countg That 
Id 
known loq ago. I didn't stay idle. So that if sometime I got stuck I would be able to 
do somethiq about it. ' 
Mary: 'So thy were leavin 
,g the 
house? ' 
Abbas: Thy went out' 
Mary: 'to avoid seeingyou? ' 
Abbas: 'Yes, thy went out, I had reached the house, thy saidyou go in we are 
y in the house. I went in, ob God tbg vant to throw me out. Thy goilg outjou sta 
said there isfood on thegas and in the rrfrigerafor, eat asything ou wan, but I didn't 
-Y 
t 
g! (emphasis indicates raised voice) touch anything, I didn't touch anvtEn 
Mary: Vlb y? ' 
Abbas: Because I lost my appetite. I didn't need them to give mefood, it didn'tfeel 
ribt. I slot on The settee ven though there was a bed' 
Mary: Vidn'tjou want to sleep on abed? ' 
Abbas: No, No. It took about 2 to 3 hours, 213am I beard Them aryive home, 
tbg came up and took a look around, I don't knowfor what, tbg looked and urnt 
Maybe thy thoAgbt I wanted to take something, something, &ke that. Igot up at 7am, 
we are from (countg) and air Moslems, I got up, dressed and opened the door and 
went out and said 
_ýauh Ali'! (Called to 
Imam Ali). You know, thy had locked all 
the doors! So as I came out I said. ýaub AXI'll leave this house and not return, I mill 
not return, I'll strike a red, 6ne aemss them and I did, I left 
Mary: What do_you mean 4g a red line? ' 
point thy did me afavour but I meant I Uould never sa Abbas: Atone 
-y Their name 
qgain, I didn't and never uilZ ' 
As can be seen by the narrative of Abbas's account there appears to be a dialogical 
tension similar to that which emerged from the analysis of Hussein's narrative. Abbas 
narrates the tendency for the Iranian 'community' to come together and to draw upon 
shared experience and resources in order to offer support to other members of the 
Iranian community and fellow nationals newly arrived. This perhaps indicates the 
influence and the anchor of the centripetal pressure to offer support to those with a 
shared culture and experience. In addition, perhaps the internally persuasive discourse of 
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'support' that emerges from Iranian cultural and social practices is drawn upon to 
provide a sense of social identification and belonging in providing this support. Abbas's 
coda at the end of his narrative 'this is whatjou should do'sets the scene however, for the 
contradictory story which highlights the way in which the Iranians he met behaved when 
offering him this 'support' when he was new in the country. These Iranians were storied 
as having assimilated the authoritative discourse that emphasises the 'burden' that asylum 
seekers can place on settled communities as a result of the policies of the asylum system. 
Abbas appears to attribute the behaviour of those that were 'supporting' him as being the 
result of this authoritative discourse brought about by the centrifugal pressure on the 
experience of asylum which seemingly transforms these 'established, cultural practices. 
Flis sudden departure from this environment however, can be seen to be a reaction 
against the avoidance of having to incur a 'moral debt' to these 'friends'who were letting 
him stay. Abbas can be seen to react against the narration of being a burden and strives 
to construct an independent identity which is not obligated to other people who do not 
offer help willingly. Equally there is perhaps an argument which holds that because these 
'friends' of Abbas's have achieved 'stable' immigration status this may cause a tension in 
social identity for Abbas making him feel uncomfortable in prolonged contact with them. 
Thus his decision to move from their accommodation becomes additionally related not 
only to their collective reaction to his presence, or the moral debt incurred by being 
perceived as a burden, but also by his perception of them as different, perhaps enviable 
by their obtained immigration status and equilibrium. 
Maryarn presents a particularly interesting narrative account that again highlights the 
tension between wanting to be part of a social group of fellow nationals and 
simultaneously wanting to be separate from them. During Maryarn's account she often 
refers to how 'alone', 'isolated' and 'bored' she feels living in dispersal awaiting a decision 
on her asylum application. Much of these feelings are linked to the lack of social 
networks of which she is a part in Britain which, when in Iran, gave her a sense of a 
social 'self'. 
Maryam: 7 used to sodalise mith afriend who is my age and my sister, for exatIle. 
ý'Ifelt bored Ipkoned my sister and told her to get dressed, ive lived near to each other, 
'meet me at the end of the street kt'sgo out' and she nvuld say 'oka y' Wle nvuld 
dedde togo out to ether and that vas the beaut o g id their y ? fit in w yo 
. 
pinion, evegone d 
work during the da y and had Jimefor this. 
Mary: Wbat otbersodalising did you do? ' 
Maryam: 'Other sodaAsing? I went to an exenise class, and lots ofpeople went to 
the class it was mu'ded. Being Crowded made it even Nor? eýjqyable. I went to see an 
exerdse class here to see if I could go there to exerdse. It was so quiet, like dead, it 
made mefeel fired, why would I want togo there alone? ý'I had some to go mith then 
at kast ve could talk to each other, have a laugb, that Ope of thing. It makes a 
difference to The wayjoufeel, to be aitb afew otherpeople who speakjour langu, ýge, or 
even if tbg don't sbeak your languqge so long as jou can tg to make yoursep' 
understood 
For Maryam there is a longing to be involved in social activity with others, particularly 
those she can communicate with in her own language. Maryarn narrates the importance 
of being with those she can share experiences as this changes the way she feels and helps 
her to enjoy herself more. However, she also narrates other Iranians as having been 
changed by the asylum process as those with positive decisions on their asylum 
application invite jealously from those still awaiting a decision. As a result, this process 
restricts the ability for individuals to 'mix' and form or maintain social groups or 
communities with fellow nationals, 
Mary: 'Dojomfeel that you bave chaged since anidng in this countg because of The 
dificulVes ced or because of ýimjor aglum. Dojou tbinkyou jou've experient jour cl 
have changed? ' 
Maryam: Yes, jes exactly, dojou know why? The differmce is I've become weak, 
jou know, because of how we are living. When we lived in our own counig we 
yone to sodalise mith here. The otherpeople from our sodalised but we don't have an 
countg who &e heir have chalged; thg talk behind each others backs. You can't trust 
them to sit and talk to them. ' 
Mary: Vojou sodalise uithpeoplefivm Iran? '
Maryam: 'Yes I havejound afdendfrvx my countg butyou can't become close 
friends, jou know. The fact that MY bave claims for aylum and some are polideal 
poI rom creates barriers, some have dedsions, and some don't, and it prevents epef 
mixing. It creates a barrier A person for example received aposidve dedsion ivbicb 
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means he now has oppoffuni&s. There is afamily, who are vegjealous that he has 
received a dedsion because his eircumstances w re different to-Yours. Thg should tg to 
deal uitb these situations. These are The kind of dff ulties that eo efmm 
-P Pl ro -Y 
countg e4erience when we come here. ' 
Mary: 'In_yourcountgyoumosilysoda, 6se ithfamil, 
, 
Y? 
Maryam: Yes, but I sodalise uitb bothfamil, y andfiiends. I sodalise mith them 
both often. I'm not sayhýg Iranianfiriends are bad, I tg to befiiendly, a kjor beir st 
tele yy re 
. 
phone number, askjor their address, how res ea. But unfortunate/ our Wa sa p 
dead When I ask them why don'tpeople here trust each other and sodalise milb each 
other, thg say that is what it's like here and we have to be the same. Wle shouldn't 
spend too much dme aitbpeo plefrom our own countg. 
Mary: Voyoufeel that otbersfromyour countg have changed since coming here? ' 
ple weirjealou of hose who Maryam: Tesyes exactly I was veg surprised thatpeo st 
bad receivedposidve dedsions, justjor That reason, Ifound it veg su; prising- Ifeel 
that I am now different to the others. YI had known about this situation I would 
yed in Iran and suffered the consequences and not have to suffer here. Mag I have sta 
really, am suffering. ' 
This is an extremely rich account generated between Maryarn and Mary in the interview. 
In this account the extent to which Maryam is able to achieve some sense of identity and 
coherence in dispersal in Britain with her life in Iran is through the longing for the 
practice of membership in a social network. The social network which appears to be 
important for Maryam is one requiring the membership of other Iranians who share a 
similar history, experiences and social and cultural practices. By not maintaining or 
joining in these relationships Maryarn narrates herself as becoming 'weak' and as a result 
tells Mary she is 'suffering. It is interesting that at the same time as 'needing, to Isocialise' 
with other Iranians there is a centrifugal pressure of change impacting upon the 
formation of such social networks. Because of the status attributed to achieving a 
positive decision Maryam narrates the prevalence of the discourse of jealously that she 
sees as being used by members of the Iranian asylum seeking 'community'. At the same 
time Maryarn narrates the presence of the discourse of 'assimilation' as in her account she 
draws upon conversations she has had with other Iranians about why there is an 
interpersonal distance between fellow nationals. She says that she has been told, 'that is 
. 
pend too much fime mith peoplefiam our what it's like here and ive have to be the same. Wle shouldn't s 
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own countg-'Maryarn therefore appears to interpret the lack of social networks forming 
between fellow nationals as an attempt by these people to assimilate within some 
perceived notion of British culture. Not socialising with other Iranian nationals allows 
people to mobilise and be assimilated or 'integrated' into the imagined British 'culture' 
and 'society'. Maryam appears to position herself in conflict with this notion finding it 
difficult to not socialise with fellow nationals and share experiences with them. Emerging 
from Maryam's account is the notion that because she is in a foreign country, having 
experienced a particularly stressful migration and living within a position of uncertainty 
about her future in the asylum process, Maryam finds herself being pulled towards the 
need for friends and membership of social relationships. At the same time, as a result of 
the centrifugal pressure acting upon the cultural discourse of support and friendship 
created by the asylum system, there is a tendency for Iranians to push away from each 
other towards members of other social groups. In other words, there emerges a dialogical 
tension where on the one hand the act of migration and process of claiming asylum 
means that support is needed more than ever from those who have shared experiences, 
particularly other nationals. However, there is a pressure to restrict the contact with these 
fellow nationals because of the hindrance this causes to being 'accepted' by the local 
community and British people. During my interview with Jinan about her experience of 
seeking asylum and some of the findings of this research project she talked to me about 
her feelings of social identification with other 'asylum seekers' like herself. 
jin an: When Ifirst got here I definitely felt that therr was us and them or me and 
them, you know what I mean? ' 
Phil: And who would you s, 9 is us? ' 
jinan: The aglum, lbepeo le seeking aylum' 
.P 
Phil: 'Soyou wouldn't actually, think that The Lebanese are us? ' 
jinan: 'Oh no no, because I was in a state of aylum, it didn't matter what 
nadona, ity anybody else was, it'sjust tbat_you know, thy have some sort of slabili-O 
whereas I and us didn't have this kind of stabili. 
-O. It was veg strange being an aglum 
seeker. I tbinkfor me, it did affect mepersonally, emotionally quite a lot. ' 
Although it was never the intention to analyse the narratives of the bi-lingual interviewers 
in this way, jinan's experience seems to suggest the dilemmas that the asylum system has 
for those seeking asylum. Rather than her 'usual' national identification with people from 
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her country of origin jinan appears pushed towards an identification with people holding 
an abstract immigration status. The pull that needing to belong at the same time means 
that she has to re-story what she belongs to, creating some notion of fun]belonging to 
'fixed' notions of nationalism. Her social identification came not from those having 
similar language, ethnicity and history as these people embodied the experience of 
stability, if they had leave to remain, but from those that experienced this shared notion 
of uncertainty and instability, characterised by the asylum system. Similar to Abbas 
above, such a narration positions those having a stable immigration equilibrium as 
'different' and the 'other' perhaps to be avoided because of these feelings of 'difference' 
and power differentials they bring. 
Summary 
This chapter has attempted to explore the prevalence of dialogicality in the narratives of 
asylum generated by asylum seekers in the dispersal system. I have drawn upon three 
prominent motifs which highlight some of the simultaneous and contradictory tensions 
that occur throughout the various narrative accounts. I have discussed the way in which 
asylum seekers appear to be caught between their sentiments towards their 'home' 
countries and their countries of asylum. Here it emerges that asylum seekers appear 'in- 
between', feeling affection for their countries of origin at the same time as rejecting them 
whilst simultaneously feeling affection for their countries of asylum whilst also rejecting 
certain social and cultural practices within their country of asylum. Leading on from tl-ýs 
I explored how the act of claiming asylum brings security to the lives of asylum seekers 
whilst simultaneously entering asylum seekers into an uncertain existence and a level of 
'insecurity'. Finally, I sought to draw upon the dialogical dilemmas that appear to exist 
for the asylum seekers I spoke to, around their membership of and affiliation to the array 
of groups, organisations and 'communities'. These dilemmas largely discuss the tension 
between attempts to build and maintain familiar social links and relationships during exile 
whilst at the same time interpreting some of the centrifugal pressures acting upon these 
relationships that pull them apart. 
It would be unfair to suggest that the prevalence of dialogical tensions in the accounts of 
asylum seekers in the UK arc a direct result of the UK asylum system and support 
procedure, as DeSands (2001) has shown that similar dialogical tensions exist in the 
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writings of exiles in the US. However, what this analysis attempts to show is that the lives 
of asylum seekers in the UK arc subject to a range of centrifugal and centripetal pressures 
which arc influenced by, and in some cases negadvely exacerbated by, the asylum system 
and related support system operating within the UK. 
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Chapter Nine 
'Tug of war': locating the dialogical 
'asylum seeker' 
The tide of this final chapter may lead the reader to think that I wish to stimulate the 
discourse that locates all 'asylum seekers' as conflict induced exiles, an issue which I 
elaborated on in chapter one. On the contrary, what I wish to do in this chapter (by 
referring to the imagery of the endurance game 'tug of war) is to highlight the 
simultaneity inherent in the 'asylum experience' that has emerged during the course of 
this research. A game of 'tug of war' requires a number of people, a certain number at 
each end, pulling on a rope in order to gain ground on the people at the other end. This 
metaphor has been used by DeSantis (2001) to highlight the centripetal/centrifugal 
pressures at work in the lives of exiles in his research. For DeSantis (2001) the exile is 
pulled, centrifugally, towards change and difference in terms of emotion, social identity, 
time and national affiliation, whilst at the same time being pushed, centripetally to keep 
these same things familiar and stable. Similarly as the previous chapter explored, and as 
this research has shown, the 'asylum seekers' involved in this research seemingly enter 
and inhabit a position where they are required to negotiate differing and apparently 
competing 'dialogical' positions. They narrate an array of experiences that emphasise the 
times, places and spaces where they attempt to negotiate these dialogical 'selves' as they 
are simultaneously pushed together and pulled apart during their various endeavours as 
'asylum seekers' in the UK 
In this chapter I will elaborate on some of the 'key' findings emerging from this research 
project. Firstly, the application of a narrative-dialogical perspective in the generation of a 
greater understanding of the experience of seeking asylum in the UK will be considered. 
It is argued that by adopting 'narrative' as an ontological position led to an epistemology 
and methodology that allowed for an ability to explore the complexities of time, place 
and experience particularly pronounced in the life of exiles. Moreover, taking a narrative- 
dialogical approach to understanding the world of the 'asylum seeker' brings an 
alternative theoretical position, to the classical monological position, that allows the 
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experience and stories of asylum seekers to be heard and understood in their own terms. 
Secondly, there will be an attempt to pull together the findings from the narrative 
interviews and analysis conducted with the accounts of the support service workers 
around their apparent ability to both maintain and transform the 'official' or 
'authoritative' discourses of asylum. I will also focus upon exploring the 'success' of the 
support service workers in transforming the 'official' discourse by looking at the way in 
which these workers and their work is narrated by the asylum seekers. Finally, there will 
be a return to the contribution made by the application of this dialogical framework to 
explore the way in which the asylum seekers who participated in this study make sense of 
their lives in exile. I will look at the stories that asylum seekers tell and explore how the 
findings emerging from this research project contribute to an understanding of the 
experience of exile in the UK and potential contribution to theoretical developments. 
Traversing the narrative path: applying dialogism 
with the narratives of asylum 
'Asylum', as chapter one aimed to demonstrate is, in its present operational sense, a 
relatively new term. The term however, as it has been argued here, is not simply a 
transparent de-contcxtualised label that 'easily' classifies certain people with a distinct 
immigration status. Rather, the term can be seen to construct particular identities for 
those classified as 'asylum seekers' which tend to draw upon a range of discursive 
repertoires that have their roots in countless historical, political and social practices 
globally as well as within the UK Taking a narrative approach to explore these 'identities' 
emerged as a way in which dynamic and constantly shifting flows of meaning could be 
navigated. This research has shown that taking an approach grounded in 'storied 
landscapes' (Clandinin and Connelly, 2000, p. 128) allows for a piece of research that has 
appeared to 'fit' into the life worlds of the 'asylum seeker'. In a practical sense, asking 
participants to tell their stories has seemingly allowed for 'unique' stories to be told that 
are not required to 'fit' into predetermined meaning structures other thin that of the 
narrator. 
My analysis and writing of these accounts has been dominated, as Skultans (1998) argues 
in her experience, by my dialogical tension between the demands of my discipline and the 
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production of a doctoral thesis and the demands of my narrators to 'make their story 
heard'. Throughout the duration of this research project I have been motivated by the 
pressure of my research aim, 'to exploir the immigration status of the aglum seeker and its it*act 
upon idenfity, communi ging. By adopting a more critical approach, 0 and belon than 
'established' acculturation and cross-cultural psychology theory, I have been able to move 
away from the linearity and rationality that such theory and resulting models, outlined in 
chapter two, emphasise. In doing so what this research has found is that the narrated 
experience of the 'asylum seeker' is not easily reflected in the linear models and theory 
that the approaches, such as those of John Berry, apply and use. In providing some 
canswers' to questions posited by Bhatia and Ram (2001a) in their critique of 
acculturation theory it emerges from this research project that asylum seekers seemingly 
ctraverse' very different psychological paths to other immigrants, or at least from the 
findings produced by other research methodologies involving these immigrants. Bhatia 
and Ram (2001a) draw attention to the 'significant' role of race, gender and colonial 
history in the experience of migrants inhabiting new environments that inextricably effect 
the 'acculturation' process. Many of the 'established' models of acculturation and cross- 
cultural psychology have tended to reduce such notions to 'variables' that play a 
'moderating' role in the adjustment process. This research has attempted, in theory and 
practice, to embrace the embeddedness of these notions in individual and social identity 
as inextricable components in multiple and contested social and cultural practices. My 
role as a researcher continuously brought the significance of these 'variables' to light as I 
engaged in my fieldwork and narrative interviews with the participants in this research. 
However, the mere 'knowledge' that issues of race, gender and my 'Westernism' did not 
provide me with an impenetrable cloak which made me immune to their influence, 
instead I became acutely aware of my multiple and dialogical existence as a researcher in 
the lives of the 'researched'. 
Two examples of my behaviour during tl-ds research demonstrate how ta king a narrative- 
dialogical approach did not make me immune to possible tension but instead made me 
aware of the presence of its complexity. For instance, during my interview with Eshe I 
suddenly became very aware of my position in, not only the interview situation but also 
in Eshe's lived world. When talking about her 'relationships' with neighbours Eshe said, 
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Eshe: Ri 
, 
gbt now I don't talk to m y neighbours. Since I came to this countg, unless 
tby are Black only, thenyou can talk to them and becomeffiends. But not Whites, 
it's veg dýfflcult' 
Phil: What kind of experiences haveyou had itith Whites? 
Eshe: Well ma ybe you can just say bello and tbg mon't answer even if tbg are 
neighbours and tbg are staying close toyou. So now I don't talk to White people at 
all' 
Phil: TIavejou ever invited a Whiteperson i tojour home' 
Eshe: No never' 
I was the only VVhite person to have ever been invited into Eshe's home, more than this 
I was the only VVhite male to have ever sat with her like this and talked to her. This I 
realised immediately after this exchange and tried to develop some kind of awareness of 
how I was being perceived. I was almost certainly positioned as the 'other' in the lived 
world of Eshe in many different ways; as a male, a VVhite person, a researcher, but also 
the 'confidant'. Eshe had been quick to tell me her story of her asylum and her HIV 
status, a story which she had hidden from so many other significant people in her life. I 
may have seemed an unlikely person for Eshe to tell these things to however, the 
personal-social situation that was constructed around the narrative we generated 
appeared to produce a conducive space for this particular story to be told and heard. 
The second example I wish to draw upon concerns my encounter with Hussein and his 
family. Although I have attempted over the years to learn and practise the various and 
often complex cultural practices involved in meeting people from different cultures my 
encounter with Hussein appeared to demonstrate to him our inevitable polarisation. 
Upon entering his home jinan and I took our shoes off, went into the living area, and I 
shook Hussein's hand and went to shake his wife's hand. As Hussein was a practising 
Muslim this obviously was not appropriate which I realised as his wife moved away from 
me. Although they dismissed this faux pas as soon as it has happened he returned to it 
during the interview in an attempt to demonstrate the divergence in cultural cnorms' 
between himself and his family and the country in which they now live. 
Phil: Tlavejou noticed then some big differences between L-,, banese culture and the 
culture here? ' 
Hussein: Absolutel, I Jus for exam y, of course it's completel, ple, fo y dijeren t
-r 
gx, Wle. in our case, like ýf someone Lebanese or even maybe Arabic let's sa but Y 
talkig about Lebanese qgain, if tby walked inside jour house, for example, jou'll 
know immediately, that my aife is weari)ý 
,ga scarf, so 
he wouldn't like, Ig to shake 
bands'(emphasis indicates raised voice) 
Phil: Teah, like I did' 
Hussein: 'Exactly, that's wh yI said it's an example. I'm absolutely me and mj 
mife arr absolutely not offended if you wanna know weforgivejou' 
Hussein appears therefore to position me as embodying the divergence that he narrates 
as forming a 'barrier' or tension between his ability to 'move and mix'. However, by 
acknowledging this research relationship it is possible to see this research as 'lifting the 
curtain' on the acknowledgement that all individuals are 'cultural hybrids'. It is by 
acknowledging this difference and the nature of the difference that Bakhtin's (1981) 
notion of dialogism is operationalised in the research endeavour. In the interaction with 
Hussein there are 'contact zones' where cultures appear to meet and converge where 
understanding can be shared. As Hussein understands my subject position I too realise 
how my behaviour and response to the situation is divergent from the lived world of 
Hussein. For Bakhtin therefore dialogue is not only therefore seen as linguistic, but also 
importantly as the interaction of ideas that are embodied in various subject positions. 
By taking a dialogical analytical approach with the narratives of asylum seekers I have 
been able to move away from other more common content or thematic based analyses 
which tend to explore cultural meanings or the personality of the speaker. According to 
Skinner et al (2001) rarely do these kinds of analyses start from 'a theoretical 
understanding of how the production of narrative relates to both the personal and social 
context' (p. 11). As this research has shown in taking a Bakhtinian or 'dialogical' position 
in the analysis greater appreciation is made of the inextricable and integral relationship 
between context and self. However, as the narrative understanding of the individual is 
dynamic and constantly shifting so too are the narrative constructions which create the 
'asylum seeker'. As asylum seekers by the nature of their 'support' and claim are transient 
and shifting so too are these constructions and this analysis and this research project 
unavoidably becomes a kind of social 'snapshot' tailored to the here and now. just as 
asylum seekers on 10'hSeptember 2001 were generally 'welfare threats' the following few 
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days however saw the transformation of asylum seekers into hkely 'terrorist threats'. Such 
is the ubiquity of stories and our interpretive understandings as Okri (1996) warns, 
'It is easy to forget how mysterious and mighty stories are. They do their work 
in silence, invisibly. They work with all the internal materials of the mind and 
self. They become part of you. Beware the stories you read or tell: subtly, at 
night, beneath the waters of consciousness, they are altering your world' (p. 34). 
The application of a narrative-dialogical approach in this research has highlighted the 
importance of appreciating the integral relationship between both the personal and the 
social world of the storyteller 
Leading the quest: the atonement of asylum policy 
At the outset this thesis has attempted to embrace the ideas of Biggs (2001) and Milnes 
(2003b) that hold that social policy is, to a certain extent, a kind of 'official' narrative or 
discourse and is thus conducive to be understood and explored via the narrative 
metaphor. Biggs (2001) has pointed out that in general, social policy is often constructed 
in explicit objectivist terms as '... a benign rescuer from problems that blow in like a 
natural disaster or are uncovered by the forward march of progress' (p. 304). However, 
from a social constructionist standpoint Milnes (2003b) has pointed out that social policy 
can be conceived of as containing stories '... about causality and appropriateness of 
response', which according to Biggs (200 1) 'do not just respond to social ills', but '. 
- -also 
consecrate them [contributing] to the constellation of ideas and evidence that create the 
problem itself' (p. 304). 
This thesis has argued that the 'identity' of the 'asylum seeker' has been socially 
constructed over time from a variety of stories that social policy in Britain has produced 
around immigration, asylum and related issues such as the economy, over a number of 
years. As has been demonstrated these narratives have been formed by a variety of 
national, historical, political, and social stories. As a result, as this research has discussed, 
there appears general agreement that tension and contradiction punctuate the 
conception, development and delivery of asylum 'social' policy. For example, as previous 
research from Parekh (2000) and Sales (2002) has explored the implementation of the 
current asylum policy can be seen to produce tensions between the ways in which other 
social policies and governmental focus, such as notions of 'community cohesion', are 
operationalised in the UK Parekh (2000) claims that asylum seekers are denied access to 
the idea of the 'dominant national story' which he claims forms the backdrop behind 
notions of multiculturalism and social cohesion. Sales (2002) has claimed that the 
operationalisation of the policy arrangements, particularly since 1999, have seemingly 
storied refugees as 'deserving' of assistance and shelter but has simultaneously storied 
'asylum seekers' as likely frauds and cheats and thus 'undeserving' of equal 
acknowledgement. Furthermore, writers such as Lynn and Lea (2003) have argued that 
the dominant cultural discourse of asylum seekers has meant that asylum seekers are 
constructed as the 'phantom menace' in UK society. With Mynott (2000) arguing that 
successive asylum legislation has contributed to an apartheid situation where asylum 
seekers are treated and thought of as different from other 'members' of UK society. 
Although asylum policy is developed and maintained by the Home Office and the 
National Asylum Support Service (NASS) the implementation of asylum policy, in the 
UK, is largely left to a handful of regional consortia to organise its delivery particularly in 
relation to how 'asylum seekers' are 'supported'. This research has shown that not only 
does the literature suggest that tension and contradiction are inherent in asylum 'social' 
policy but also the accounts of the support service workers, contracted to implement this 
policy, appear punctuated by numerous contradictions and tensions. The workers that 
took part in this research seemed to be able to narrate an implementation of the asylum 
system by drawing upon a variety of discursive repertoires which covered notions of 
4support', 'control', 'independence', 'integration', 'dependency', 'community' and so on. 
Some of this discourse is contradictory and conflictual and although this is inevitably 
problematic for the support service worker, these contradictions appear to be 'navigated' 
in order to produce coherent, morally adequate accounts (Cuff, 1980) that become 
transformed by the workers to be assimilated within their internally persuasive discursive 
repertoire, such as the transformation of the discourse of 'support'. However, not only 
do these workers attempt to navigate the apparent contradictions in policy, they also 
reconcile and define a role which is part one thing, social work, whilst simultaneously 
another (housing management). The guidance for this role appears to be informed by 
both their professional 'identity' which appears to be striving to 'make a difference' and 
'guidance' derived from conforming to asylum policy and practice outlined by NASS. 
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This research suggests that support service workers, employed to deliver the asylum 
support policies developed by NASS, appeared to themselves to act akin to a kind of 
'buffer' between this 'official discourse' of asylum policy and the lived world of the 
asylum seeker. As the literature suggested, and the narrative accounts supported, much of 
this 'official discourse' appeared to substitute the notion of 'control' for the overarching 
discourse of 'support'. Rather than support workers acting as cultural dopes (Garfinkel, 
1967) unaware of this discursive transformation in the development of asylum policy, 
support service workers appeared to perform their roles in line with NASS guidelines, in 
order to maintain funding and job security, whilst simultaneously resisting certain aspects 
and transforming others. What emerged throughout the interviews with support service 
workers was some indication that the delivery of this 'transformed' asylum support' was 
operationalised as a kind of quest where workers 'battled' against the perception of the 
harassment and impoverishment experienced by asylum seekers in their Region. There 
emerged the notion that support service workers saw themselves as 'heroic' in their 
delivery of this support as they became confronted by 'trials' and 'chaRenges' in their 
attempts to overcome the adversarial NASS system and the 'chaUenge' posed by the local 
'community'. During the narration of this quest, the asylum seekers occupy a particular 
position in these narratives as they become the 'vulnerable' who are 'protected' and 
'sheltered' by the support service workers. They are constructed as 'in need' of 
protection, as they arc vulnerable, but at the same time they are encouraged to be 
'independent' and to fend for themselves. The support service workers I spoke to during 
the course of this work appeared to narrate a professional identity that engaged with 
almost every aspect of their 'client's' lives in dispersal. Such a level of engagement 
appeared to indicate that workers received a certain amount of personal 'enlightenment' 
upon reflection of their experiences of their 'quest' to csupport' asylum seekers. This 
'enlightenment' can be seen to personaUy 'transform' them as individuals giving them the 
strength and encouragement to maintain their 'buffer' role between NASS and the 
unique 'support' that they deliver. 
in fight of the way in which the role of the support service workers was narrated what 
became increasingly interesting to explore was the way in which asylum seekers that I 
spoke with narrated the support service workers that 'looked after' them and protected 
them. From analysing the narrative accounts generated with asylum seekers it was of note 
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that they did not spontaneously provide examples of support service workers as being 
helpful, heroic or helping to 'bridge' the 'divide' with the 'community'. Very little 
attention was paid to the role of the support service workers in their lives. When our 
conversation did include some discussion of the 'support' they received what emerged 
out of the analysis of the accounts of asylum seekers was sccn-dngly little differentiation 
between the discourse generated by NASS and the its subsequent transformation by the 
support service workers seen in the accounts of these workers. The support service 
workers were often referred to as synonymous with the Home Office, NASS and even 
immigration officials in the accounts of the asylum seekers. When in the interviews our 
talk brought us into discussions of the support workers and immigration officials they 
were often referred to as 'them', with no distinction being made between the differing 
roles. In a number of the interviews I asked people if they had any contact with the 
Home Office or immigration officials they often replied yes and began to narrate an 
encounter with a person who became obvious as a support service worker employed by 
the local authority in one of the asylum support teams. Interestingly the inclusion of the 
support service workers in this research was driven by my assertion that they were 'key 
playcrs'in the lives of asylum seekers. What could be seen to emerge however, from the 
interpretation of how these workers were narrated by the asylum seekers I spoke to, was 
a much less 'overtly' important role than I first anticipated. However, perhaps the 'non- 
narration' of the support service workers does not indicate the lack of acknowledgement 
of their role, rather this may reflect a successful professional performance of the support 
service worker. 
Although there is seemingly no recognition of the various 'trials' support service workers 
go through to deliver the transformed NASS support, questions have to be raised about 
why such issues would penetrate the asylum seeker accounts at all. For the asylum seeker 
who is merely a recipient of accommodation and regular visits by the support service 
worker they will be largely unaware of the tension and contradiction that pervades their 
occupational role. They have no 'benchmark' to compare the 'support' they are receiving 
now with 'support' they have received in the past. The daily life for the asylum seeker in 
NASS support appears, in the asylum seeker accounts, to be narrated as unproblematic in 
as far as the kind of support that is provided to them. Asylum seekers appear largely 
concerned with more centralised issues such as the anticipated decision on their claim, 
the inability to work and the push/pull feelings of 'home'. Rather than concluding that 
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the work of the support service workers is to no avail, it could be argued that the work of 
the support service worker is successful if the daily life of the 'asylum seeker', in relation 
to NASS support, is as 'unproblematic' as it seems. The asylum policies leading to 
depersonalisation, contradiction and tension are to a certain extent successfully atoned by 
the support service workers allowing asylum seekers the space to worry about more 
fundamental issues regarding their claim for asylum. On reflection, due to the 'non- 
narration' there is a lack of 'evidence' to strongly support these claims but what appears 
to be clear from these accounts is that although the support service worker and the 
asylum seeker appear to rely symbiotically on the presence of each other they appear to 
inhabit 'different worlds' each seemingly unaware of the other's 'lived experience' in the 
asylum system. 
Betwixt and between: the dialogics of seeking 
asylum 
The final group of key findings emerging out of this research study can be encapsulated 
under a focus that reflects upon the experiences of exile that were narrated during the 
narrative interviews with asylum seekers. It was hoped that exploring the narratives of 
'asylum seekers', regarding their arrival and dispersal within the UK, would illuminate 
how individual asylum applicants come to understand their lives during their exile. 
Previous research studies within more 'established' psychological domains have explored 
how refugees and asylum seekers experience a difficult 'acculturation process' which 
significantly affected the adoption of particular acculturation strategies (Ward et al, 2001) 
and these ultimately lead to a 'stressful' transition. In contrast more 'narrative' based 
studies have shown how refugee narratives appear dominated by stories of 'struggle' and 
'suffering' (Eastmond, 1996) when attempting to adjust to life in exile. As was explored 
throughout chapters one and two the vast majority of these previous studies have started 
from a monological theoretical position. Such a position tends to rely on the modernist 
and particularly 'Western' assumption of a core, enduring and stable self which is 
'threatened' by narrative fragmentation and incoherence. However, a dialogical challenge 
to this position, as has been illustrated, exerts pressure on the 'centripetal' superiority, 
prized by the monological to keep things stable, by acknowledging the role of the 
'centrifugal' in the creation of fragmentation and contradiction. Rather than a 
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monological position which from the outset tends to deny the possibility of conflicting 
themes or 'voices' existing simultaneously, a dialogical position explores the nature, 
object and assimilation of this conflict. Therefore, if multiplicity and dialogicality arc 
embraced with refugee narratives it seems that, in answer to Bertrand (2000) who 
wonders about the divergence in narrative structures across differing migrants, asylum 
seekers do appear to have unique narrative strategies that they use to help understand 
their 'place' in the world (Bertrand, 2000). 
As Langer (1991) has suggested with Holocaust survivors, refugees and exiles often have 
multiple voices which rcflect their conflicting and contradictory fcclings and their 
ambiguity toward their own lives. Often research studies, from a monological perspcctivc 
have, when confronted with this contradiction, sought out the 'real' or 'authentic' voice 
of the refugee. However as this research has shown, the search for 'authcnticity' is 
confounded when the 'self is seen not as holding a permanent essence but is instcad 
subject to continual reinvention. As Bakhtin suggests, and as this research supports, this 
reinvention is the emergence of the multitude of conflictual and contradictory voices that 
are encountered in the social world derived from conversation and dialogue. As a 
consequence, when contradiction, tension and complexity is adopted as an analytical 
focus asylum seekers and most other n-ýigrating individuals, can be seen to find 
themselves negotiating often contradictory multiple or 'dialogical' idcntidcs (Hall, 1991; 
Hcrmans, 2001). They, as a consequence become placed within a story where they arc 
one thing whilst simultaneously another, continuously acting as Parckh (2000) argues as 
Ccross-cultural navigators'. The stories asylum seekers told about their experience of 
seeking asylum in Britain generated during the course of this research has highlightcd 
some of the problems and dilemmas faced in making sense of their day-to-day 
experiences. These problems and dilemmas appear linked to a certain degree of 
psychological tension experienced by the individual fuelled by their acts of migration, 
ethnicity and the immigration status they hold in the UK- 
In chapter two the theory of 'acculturation' was reviewed which has to date been one of 
the main vehicles in psychology for understanding the experience of refugees and asylum 
seekers as they adjust to life in a new country. However, this research has shown that the 
lincar/rational/monological approach to understanding the experience of immigrants 
such as refugees and asylum seekers, held by these 'established' acculturation models, 
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may be problematic. For example, if an analytical lens of 'acculturation' was adopted to 
explore the narrative accounts generated during the course of this research there is 
perhaps some suggestion that the 'asylum seeker' emerging from this research tends to 
adopt an acculturation strategy of marginalisation. Those I spoke to appeared to narrate 
experiences where they tell of a removal or exclusion from both the 'host culture' in 
which they live and their own 'heritage culture' or 'national group' which they formally 
identified with. In 'established' acculturation models, although wider social forces play a 
part, the asylum seekers I spoke with would have been implicitly constructed as 'Victims' 
of these forces and lacking in appropriate competence to adjust, a construction resonant 
with 'victim blaming' according to Sonn and Fisher (2005). This research has shown that 
many of those I spoke with resist the construction or label of the 'passive victim' seeking 
instead to narrate 'powerful selves' that are to some extent 'in control' of their own lives 
in exile. Although on the one hand the asylum seeker is 'isolated' by the restrictions upon 
entry into the labour market and by the 'isolation' caused by the lack of relationships in 
the 'community' in which they live, they are themselves purposefully careful and attentive 
to the social networks they create and relationships they form, both the narratives of 
Eshe and Hussein serve as excellent examples of this. 
Although 'isolation' appears to continue in terms of economic membership, community 
membership can however, appear to resemble something more like 'displaced 
integration'. Sales (2002) indicated that asylum policy, in terms of community 
development, appeared to focus on the practice of suspending asylum seekers from equal 
'community' participation. What has appeared from this research is that to a certain 
extent this has been successful as people become increasingly 'distant' and 'isolated' from 
the 'physical' community in which they live. At the same time however, a number of the 
people I spoke to appeared to pursue a different kind of 'community membership' that 
many gained through the practice of their faith and attendance at church. In this way 
therefore, these findings appear to support Sayad's (2004) assertion that the 
implementation of measures aimed at suspending integration is irrelevant as integration 
'can be no more than observed, and it is not certain that it can be orientated, directed or 
deliberately encouraged' (p. 216). Sayad's (2004) argument appears to suggest that the 
process and experience of 'integration' transcends uch attempts at being suspended and 
controlled, 'Integration is a continuous process to which we can assign no beginning and 
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no end, and it affects every instant in the lives of those concerned and every act of their 
existence' (Sayad, 2004, p. 216). 
What appears therefore is that asylum seekers have seemingly found ways of operating 
within the social fabric of British life almost regardless of these exclusionary measures 
and discourse. Rather than individuals deploying one particular 'acculturation strategy' 
whilst in exile, asylum seekers can be seen to deploy different, even contradictory, 
'acculturation strategies' depending upon the context and situation. As individuals begin 
to narrate a constantly changing and dynamic 'identity' within their new environment, 
some of which is familiar to the individual, responses to their experience becomes 
increasingly influenced by the famiIiar and the unfamiliar. As Birman (1994) suggested, 
refugees in certain circumstances, can be seen to utilise one acculturation strategy, such 
as assimilation, whilst in another a different acculturation strategy, such as separation, 
may be used. However, rather than these different 'strategies' being employed 'in turn' 
what I wish to cmphasisc is that these 'strategies' appear to be deployed simultaneously 
as people can be seen to be both 'integrated' whilst at the same time 'separated'. 
Bauman (2004) has suggested that such exclusion is inherent within the concept of being 
a refugee. He argues that the precarious legal status that is afforded to refugees and 
asylum seekers where states arc to a certain extent obligated by law to protect asylum 
seekers does not mean that they are 'wanted', and he goes on to argue that 'everything 
needed, and much more, is being done to prevent the refugees from confusing the two 
conditions' (Bauman, 2004, p. 79). As the previous chapters highlighted, the notion of 
being 'unwanted' appeared to be rcflected in the accounts of asylum seekers as they 
spoke about their rcalisation of their 'transgression' into the UK. However, although 
there appeared to be a realisation of their 'transgression' there emerged attempts whilst in 
the UKý to 'belong'. These attempts appeared to surround predominantly two areas, 
firstly the aspirations for economic membership in entering the labour market, and 
secondly efforts of participation and membership in certain 'communities' and groups. 
What appears emerges as similar to the arguments of Jordan and Dilvcll (2003) who 
highlight the pervasiveness of a market economy in the way in which certain migrants are 
attracted to migrate and where to migrate, but also in the self-definition that 'Work' and 
employment provides. In the reaction against the denial of employment a number of 
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attempts can be seen to be made by those I spoke to, to attempt to transform and 
'restory' the perception that they are 'undeserving' of an equal place in Britain and their 
community. However, what remains striking in many of the accounts included in this 
research is the conflict and contradiction stimulated by the opposing pressures which 
underpin the position of 'limbo' of the asylum system. Although it appeared that those I 
spoke to were managing these pressures it became increasingly noticeable during the 
analysis of the psychological effort required in order to do so. 
Upon reflection on this project it is the hope that this piece of research will help to ease 
the tendency to pathologise the exile experience. As DeSantis (2001) hopes when exiles 
and asylum seekers consider their past, present and future, 'they will fmd solace and 
peace in knowing that their cognitive struggles are products of linguistic structures found 
in all cultures, not signs of emotional instability or irrational thinking' (p. 14). The 
'schizophrenic quality' that permeates many narratives but which appears particularly 
prominent in the narratives of migrants, and distinctive in exiles, is a product of the 
interaction of voices and discourse ubiquitous in everyday life. Barresi (2002) argues that 
monologue and integrated selfhood can never last as the dialogue always continues 
between the 'present self and past and future selves as well as with others' (p. 249). As a 
result just as the future is open to change so too can the past change its meaning as we 
revisit our experiences in light of our present. Equally as we are each a product of the 
interaction between both ourselves and thcother, just as we continue to change, the 
'unknown' other continues to change and their relationship and engagement is too 
undetermined. The tension that appears to emerge during the narration of the asylum 
system in this research is not created by the tendency for individuals to be dialogical, but 
for the tendency for the asylum system to suppress dialogicality in favour of a monovocal 
and logical asylum story. 
Individuals appeared to be caught in a position of dialogical 'two-ness' where they 
attempt to reconcile or assimilate the opposing forces of their exile experience. Although 
there appears a desire and an effort to adapt and possibly 'integrate' it appears that this is 
something that the asylum seeker cannot afford to do. Caught between two countries, 
although there are common and shared contact zones (Hermans and Kempen, 1998) in 
language, culture and history, asylum seekers do not appear to have the privilege of 
assimilating both/and. Such a dialogical location appears to favour those who have the 
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I. n-ugratory capital' such as work permit holders, UK citizens or 'recognised' refugees, 
who are 'allowed' access to different countries and different worlds. In contrast the 
asylum seeker, who is barred from entry and whose return is unnarratable, appears 
locked in a position of limbo where, instead of being privileged with choice epitomiscd 
by both/and, they attempt to negotiate a space where they have ncithcr/nor. Neither 
able to enter, nor return, neither safe nor secure, who neither belongs nor is rejected. It is 
the path to a satisfactory level of 'migratory capital' that appears to sustain the asylum 
seeker as they pursue a time until they are once again 'free' to move and 'free' to n-dx. 
From this position, until this point, a concept such as 'acculturation', which outlines the 
effect of 'culture' on settlement experiences, appears from the accounts in this research 
to have little relevance to the 'asylum seeker' held between these two worlds. For the 
moment, those seeking asylum appear located in a dialogical position where although the 
social world maintains a multitude of 'voices' that are spoken the asylum seeker appears 
deafened into stasis and limbo by the noise created by the 'voices' of the 'asylum system'. 
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Appendix 1 
Interview Schedule 
Support 
- 
Can you talk to me a little about the role of the asylum team? 
- 
In terms of asylum seekers what do you see as the fundamental aims of the service provided by your team? 
- 
How would you define the support you provide to asylum seekers? 
- 
Can you talk to me a little about the support you are given by (prompts 
- 
senior members, 
the Community, media, voluntary groups and NGO's, depts in the local authority, 
consortium, others)? 
Identity (dealing widi Identity of the locality, Identity of asylum team, and the Identity of asylum 
seekers) 
- 
What, in your view constitutes the ethos that (area name) has? (Either to them or what they 
perceive outsiders to feel about the area) 
- 
Can you describe to me the approach that you consider you take in your work? (prompts 
- 
needs based, corporate, business style, sustainable, constantly evolving) 
- 
What do you see as your role within the asylum team? 
- 
Could you say a little about your previous experiences and reflect on how this might/or may 
not influence your current work? 
Development/ Change/Adaptation 
Can you talk to me a little about who you perceive asylum seekers generally to be, what are 
they like? (feel free to relate this to examples from your experience) 
Do you feel your background has influenced your perceptions of asylum seekers? 
What work have you been doing with asylum seekers in terms of- - 
Local scrviccs 
Community 
- 
Local authority (departments) and Senior members 
- 
The service your team providcs 
. 
Region wide 
- 
What do you perceive the role of the Consortium to be? 
- 
How do you feel these (those in the list above) and other services have been received by the 
asylum seekers? 
- 
What do you believe asylum seekers have brought to the area? 
At what point does the adaptation process begin? 
What do you understand about adaptation? 
What mechanisms need to be in place to enable asylum seekers to adapt? 
What do you consider the main issues for asylum seekers in this area to be? 
In your experience how has national policy been developing? Why? - Has this influenced the 
service you provide? 
- 
In what ways? 
What in your view constitutes the future for the asylum system both nationally and locally? 
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Appendix 2 
Narrative Interview Guide 
Preamble 
I am interested in trying to understand what it's like to be an asylum seeker in this 
country. I would really like to hear from you anything and everything you think is 
relevant to what it is like for you in the UK while your claim for asylum is being 
processed. I have a number of areas that I would like to cover but what is important to 
me is that I listen to your particular experiences. Please feel free to talk in as much detail 
as you feel is relevant. When talking in such detail some people like to start talking about 
significant or important times, things that happened, things that you can remember 
during your time here so far. Alternatively, you might like to start right at the beginning 
and tell me about what happened upon your arrival in the country. 
Let Participant begin... 
Areas to cover: 
L Can you tell me about what happened to you around the time of your arrival? 
- 
Was there anything really striking that you encountered at this time? 
- 
Why was this striking?. 
2. I'm really interested in how people cope with the change from one country to 
another country. Can you talk to me about your experience of this change? 
Probe for: 
-Cultural practices 
-Social practices 
-Language 
-Others 
3. Are there any things/issues/times that you have found challenging while in the UK? 
- 
Why might this have been? 
Prompts: 
-Accommodation 
-Friends, socialising 
-Childcare, Family commitments 
-Language 
-Health 
4. Are there any things/cxperiences/times that you have found easier to you while 
here? 
- 
Why z0ght this have been? 
Prompts: 
-Accommodation 
-Friends, sociahsing 
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-Childcarc, Family commitments 
-Language 
-Health 
5. Can you talk to me a little about what being an asylum seeker means to you? 
- 
What do you think being an asylum seeker means to people born in Britain? 
- 
flow do you know this? 
6. I'm very interested to hear about your thoughts on people leaving their home country 
to move to another. Can you talk to me about some of your experiences of moving, 
from leaving your country to sat here now? 
- 
What about your experiences of coming to live 'here' in the UK? 
7. Can you talk to me about who you see yourself to be? 
- 
Do you fccl that this has changed at all? (if yes use next prompt) 
- 
Do you fccl that this has changed as a result of your migration? Or changed because 
of something else? 
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Appendix 3 
An invitation to take part in a research 
study 
Study title: 'Life in dispersal': Narratives of asylum, identity and community. 
Philip Brown (The School of Human and Health Sciences, The University 
of Huddersfield, Ramsden Building, Huddersfield, HDI 3DH), 
University Of Huddersfield 
- 
Philip Brown 01484 472944 
Email p. a. brown@hud. ac. uk 
Information sheet for participants 
Information about the study 
You are being invited to take part in a research study. Before you decide it Is important for you to understand why the research is being done and what It 
will involve. Please take time to read the following information. The research 
co-ordinator (Philip Brown) will be happy to explain anything that is not clear 
or anything that you have concerns with. 
What is the purpose of the research: To investigate your experiences 
of seeking asylum in the UK. This is not a study that is concerned with 
attempting to generalise your experience to all asylum seekers, or indeed to 
people from your particular country. Rather what Philip is interested in is trying to understand how you are managing to come to terms with life in the UK. For instance, what has happened to you since your entry, what kind of things have 
you encountered, what things have you found easy, what things have you found hard. 
Who is Philip Brown? Philip is a researcher in psychology at the University of Huddersfield who has worked with asylum seekers and refugees for a number of years. Philip is currently writing his PhD thesis in psychology 
and is extremely interested in unique experiences of migration and trying to develop a clearer understanding of some of the issues that individuals seeking 
asylum experience. 
Who will take part? Philip is looking to invite 9 people to participate in the 
research. These people will have made an asylum claim, be supported by 
NASS, and will have been in the country for around 3 months. 
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What will it involve? If you agree to take part in the research, Philip will 
invite you to take part in an in-depth interview with a bi-lingual interviewer. The 
interview will last for between 1hr and 2hrs, and with your permission will be 
tape recorded. Discussion in the interview will centre on your experiences of 
migration and living in the UK, your experiences of seeking asylum, and your 
other views which you consider central to who you are. It would be good if you 
could bring perhaps 2 or 3 'things' that mean a lot to you that we can talk 
about during the interview. These could be things that you have brought with 
you from your country, things that you picked up along the way, or they could 
be things that you have obtained whilst in the UK. These could include 
photographs, jewellery, books, letters, papers, ID card, newspapers, music, 
tickets and others. After the interview the bi-lingual interviewer will provide a 
written account of the interview in English for Philip Brown to read and 
incorporate into his research. 
Where will the interviews take place? Anywhere where you feel 
comfortable, that is reasonably quiet and where we won't be interrupted. For 
instance, this can either be at a local centre, in your home or at the University. 
This can be arranged later. 
What are the benefits of taking part? in listening to your experiences 
it is anticipated that the information gained may help understand some of the 
issues associated with the lives of asylum seekers this country and help other 
people understand some of the important issues to you. 
Do I have to get involved? No, you can decide not to participate in the 
interview without giving a reason and withdraw from the research at any time 
without giving reasons. This will not affect any help you receive from services 
now or in the future. 
Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential? All of the' 
information that is collected from you during this research will be kept secure 
and any identifying material such as names and addresses will be removed in 
order to maximise the anonymity of your involvement. 
Who will know about my involvement in the study? As few as 
people as possible will know about your participation in the research, the 
people that will know about your participation will be Philip Brown, the bi- 
lingual interviewer, and possibly your support worker. However, after providing 
you with a pseudonym no information you provide during the interview will be, 
traced back to you. 
What will happen to the results of the research study? The 
research will help Philip Brown complete his research project and help him 
understand about individual experiences of migration and the way that you 
have found living in Britain since your arrival. The research is extremely 
interesting because of the amount of attention both nationally and globally that 
asylum has been receiving of late. The research hopes to contribute to 
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knowledge so that Individuals can understand some of the complexities 
Involved In living as a new entrant in this country within the asylum system. 
Finally, if you agree, thank you for taking part In this research. If 
you choose not to participate thank you for reading this 
Information. 
May, 2004 
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Appendix 4 
Information for bilingual interviewers 
I havc put this additional information togethcr to givc you somc morc background to dic 
study, advicc on the kind of intervicw tccliniquc that I'm looking for and the qucsdons, 
or rathcr guidc, for the actual intcrvicws. 
Background 
This research project is a3 year psychological study which is exploring the experiences of 
seeking asylum in the UK Ilic study is being conducted uithin the Yorkshire and 
I lumber area in collaboration with the Yorkshirc and I lumbcrsidc Regional Consortium 
for Asylum Seekers and Refugees. nc research has already explored tile experiences of 
professionals in providing certain services to asylum seekers. 11is next phase is 
concerned %vith how asylum is experienced by those individu2ls seeking asylum in tile 
local area. 
71iis particular phase of the research is looking at prcdomin2ntly three Arc23 of An2sylurn 
seekers Efe; identity, community and belonging. I lopcfully the interview guide -*ill help 
you cover these in detail, but don't worry I will be present at all intervicu-S if you need to 
ask me anything. 
One of the most important aspects of the interviews that I want to get across to both 
you and the intcrvicwccs is that the interviews Are hopefully going to be very relaxed and 
informal in nature. For instance, you may rind th2t you arc able to communicate the 
interview questions better in a different matincr. Or, you might rind th2t YOU want to 
bring me into the intcrvicw/convcrsation with the intcrvicwcc, this too is finc. 711i% 
might happen for instance if the intcr%icw is speaking in I"Inglish and/or looking At me 
and I fccl it is appropriate to come into the conversation. Or you might be a little unsure 
of the direction that the interview needs to take next and want to Ask me or tell me wh2t 
has just been said. 
7berc arc however, very important Aspects to the interview th2t I would prcrcr adhcrcd 
to in order to produce the kind of information I am looking for Le. stories. 1"hesc refer in 
particular to the wording of any questions and the way in which they arc asked 
-I will 
come onto this shortly. I)cforc this I want to cover general issues in relation to what is 
known as 'quahtadvc interviewing. 
Prcparing for the intcrvim 
Before each interview we need to have a talk about issues that either one of us is unsure 
about. 7`hcrc may be things that it would be better to focus upon %%ith difTcrent clients. It 
is hard to anticipate this and we wifl, I'm sure cncounter problems as we go along. 11cforc 
each interview though make sure you Arc aw2rc of the interview guide and the kind of 
questions and way to ask them. Bcforc conducting your first intcrvicw I always rind it 
rcaNy helpful to have a practice run-through, in the form of rolc-play with a friend. 11iis 
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might demonstrate the different, and sometimes unexpected, responses you can get from 
intervicwees. 
Settling 
This can be an important part of the interview and occurs during the first few minutes of 
meeting the interviewee. The interviewee, particularly asylum seekers, are likely to be very 
apprehensive about the interview situation (this could be reminiscent of experiences with 
the Home Office). This is where we need to do our best to appear as unthreatening as 
possible and friendly. This does not worry me so much as in my experience people that I 
have talked to seem to be generally welcoming of someone to talk to and to help people 
like me who are simply wanting to find out a little more about there fife. What does 
worry me though is how we are perceived and we need to be aware of our power 
differentials. Remember we are visiting peoples homes for maybe an hour or two and 
they may never see us again. We are probably seen as professionals with a very strange 
agenda (probably me more than you), our relationship (mine to you) is probably one 
which might be quite strange for people to understand. People also may, to some extent, 
be uncomfortable in talking to a White English male (me) or equally a native language 
speaker or fcUow national. There is nothing much we can do about this apart from be 
aware of how we are perceived. 
An important part of this period though, is to go through the information sheet and 
discuss any questions they have about the research. Don't set up the recording 
equipment until they have okd the interview being recorded. If they don't ok the 
interview being recorded then we have to abandon the interview. 
Reciprocity 
Remember that people are bound to feel nervous about participating in an interview 
particularly one which has no clear purpose for them. Most of the people that will be 
participating will never have met a researcher who asks the kind of questions we will be 
asking, so we need to work together to try and present the questions as straightforward 
and clear as possible. 
The key thing, and the most important thing, to remember however is that questions 
need to be asked which allow for the interviewee to speak as much as possible and for us 
to listen. Try therefore, not to engage in too much talking on your side. Also, because 
some of you have been through the asylum process or have worked with asylum seekers 
for many years there is a tendency for an interviewee to draw upon your experience in 
the interviews. As a result people might ask for advice about certain things (immigration 
process, solicitor advice, contacts of people) try as much as you can to keep away from 
these areas during the tape recorded part of the interview. It is ok to share experiences as 
that might draw the interviewee out and get them to talk some more, but don't let 
yourself talk about your experiences too much. Also, try to avoid saying things like 'I 
know what you mean, 'that's a common feeling', 'I did the same thing'. As we need the 
interviewce to try and explain things in as much detail as is possible, saying things like 
this tends to cut people off during this explanation. At the end of the interview by all 
means follow up anything that you feel will benefit the interviewee and their 
understanding of the system. 
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Dialogue 
When conducting an interview, you will often rind intcrvicwccs pausing to considcr 
particular qucstions/issucs or memories, it can be tempting to move the conversation 
along to fill these gaps. f lowcvcr this is generally not necessary, open questions and the 
questions we will be asking may need more considcration that straight forward ycs/no 
questions. 'nicrc is a danger of rushing in to rill these gaps in conversation, since the 
intcrvicwcc may fccl that you arc bccoming impatient or bored, and it is important to 
learn to know when to let silences tand on their own as an opportunity for rcflccdon. 
It wiU undoubtedly happen though that our intcrvicwccs %%ill h2vc difficulty widi a 
particular issue or question. 'I'his may be that the question has been badly worded, is 
wordcd in a way that they do not understand, or covers an issue they have never 
considered in great depth bcforc now. In such instances it can bc useful to rephrase the 
question or use certain examples that arc likely to be MC2ningrul for the intervicwcc. 
Such prompts arc included in the questions at the end of this paper but please fccl. free to 
use your own ideas here. 
listcning 
Whcn intcrvicwing, it is important that intcrvicwccs (ccl that you arc activcly listming to 
thcir answcrs, and that thcir vicws arc intcrcsting, rclevant and uscrul to the rcscarch. 
Ustcning bchaviour can bc cstablishcd through cyc-contact, suppordvc body language 
and gcsturcs, making appropriatc noiscs and using the intcrvicwccs own rcsponscs to 
carry the intcrvicw forward. 
Scnsitivc matcrial 
At times you may become aware that informants rind a particular issue sensitive or 
upsetting. Such areas need to be dealt urith carefully, providing informants ýMth tile 
opportunity to cover the ground they fccl is rclcv2nt, while ensuring that tile interview 
remains a safe space for them. If you arc unsure how far to go by all means bring me in 
to the interview conversation and we will carry to interview on. 
FoHowing up on issucs 
I'lic questions which I will comc onto shortly arc to bc mainly seen as a guide for the 
interview. During the interview there may be areas you would like to cnquirc about but at 
the moment when they arisc is not a suitable place to do this bccausc the intcrvicWCC is 
talking quite freely. It is a good idca to bring a note pad %vith you and note down such 
ideas as they arc talking. Explain to the intcrvicwcc before we start tlut this is what the 
notc pad is for and come back to their rcsponscs that you have noted when you think it 
appropriate. 
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Questions/ Guide 
The main objective for these interviews is to obtain 'stories' of asylum in particular 
stories of how people have come to adjust to living in the UK and their perceptions of 
the UK as a country, local area, people, places etc. The questions therefore need to be 
able to elicit these stories as much as possible. Therefore, questions need to be asked in 
as open (but non-ambiguous) was as possible. I have therefore, decided to start off with a 
scene setting exercise in which you present the following preamble.... 
"I am interested in trying to understand what it's like to be an asylum seeker in this 
country. I would really Eke to hear from you anything and everything you think is 
relevant to what it is like for you in the UK while your claim for asylum is being 
processed. I have a number of areas that I would like to cover but what is important to 
me is that I listen to your particular experiences. Please feel free to talk in as much detail 
as you fccl is relevant. When talking in such detail some people like to start talking about 
significant or important times, things that happened, things that you can remember 
during your time here so far. Alternatively, you might like to start right at the beginning 
and tell me about what happened upon your arrival in the country". 
Let participant begin... 
(Hopefully they will then start talking about what happened upon their arrival 
- 
if not 
- 
ask them to describe their first day or first thing that happened when they arrived in the 
UK) 
Arcas to covcr: 
1. Can you tell me about what happened to you around the time of your arrival? 
. 
Was there anything really memorable that you encountered at this time? 
- 
What has made this memorable do you think? 
- 
What else was going on around the time of arrival? (did you have any contact with 
friends/family?, other people from your country? ) 
2. Tell me a bit about how you found the change from one country to another - what 
was your experience of this change? 
Try and explore: 
cultural practices (things that were different in the UK from Zimbabwe, Iran, Somali; 
customs? ) 
social practices (think about how you relate to other people what is that like here? ) 
Language (tell me how you found encountering a different language? Are there any 
particular instances you remember concerning language? ) 
What does living in the UK mean to you? 
(Anything else you can think oo 
3. Are there any things/issues/dmcs that you have found challenging while in the UK? 
Why might this have been? 
Try and explore: 
- 
Accommodation? 
- 
Finding or making friends? 
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. 
Chfldcarc; Fanifly comn-dtmcnts? 
. 
Language? 
. 
ficalth? 
4. Arc there any tliings/cxpcricnccs/dmcs that you have found easier while you have been here? 
Try and cxplorc: 
- 
Accommodation? 
. 
Finding or making fricnds? 
. 
Childcarc; Family commitmcnts? 
- 
Languagc? 
- 
11calth? 
5. Can you tcU me what is it like being an asylum seeker in this area? 
6. If you were to bricfly describe a typical day in your He what would it be like? Take 
me through it? Arc some days different to others? If so, how? 
Try and explore: 
. 
Do you see any of your friends 
- 
tell me about them? 
- 
Arc you part of a community or group 
- 
tell me about it? Win is this like? 
. 
What is your local area like? 
- 
tcH me about it? 
. 
Mat do you think being an asylum seeker means to people born in Britain? 
7. If you were very briefly to describe yourself to me, who had never met you before, 
what would you say? 
- 
Try and probe on the responses you get from this question. For instance. a person 
might say 'oh I don't know I'm shy, reserved a littic unsure of myscli, you then Should 
f6flow up and say 'in what ways arc you unsure of yourself' 
- 
and try anti get them to 
Live you an example 
Important ways of prompting in ordcr to clicit storics: 
. 
What happened next? 
. 
Could you tell me rnorc about that? 
. 
What do you mean when YOU 62Y that? 
. 
Why do you think that Is the case? 
- 
Give me an cxample of what you mean 
7liesc ways aflow individual intcrvicwccs to build upon their mm ideas of who they think 
they arc, and draw upon their own unique experiences. 
I have also included in the information sheet which we will give to intcrvicu-ccs th2t they 
rn1ght like to show us a number (2 or 3) items that incan things to them. 7`hcsc can be 
things like photos, tickets, books, furniture, anything really. I would like to have a go at 
this if possible and it seems worthwhile doing so. I'his would also be a useful thing to do 
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if conversation starts to dry up a little. This would enable a nice change of subject for the 
intervicwcc. 
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